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Section 1
Impact and Challenges of the Fourth Industrial Revolution on 
Responsible, Sustainable, and Globally Aware Management

Chapter 1
Digitization.and.Sustainability:.Threats,.Opportunities,.and.Trade-Offs...............1

Marlen Gabriele Arnold, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany
Anne Fischer, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

Digitization.and.sustainability.are.two.mega-trends..There.are.a.lot.of.opportunities.
and.threats.discussed..However,.a.compiled.and.industry-wide.analysis.of.SWOTs.
is.missing..After.a.review.of.the.literature.on.digitization.and.sustainability.and.
compiling.a.SWOT.table,.a.concept.map.is.developed.for.visualizing.key.topics.
in.light.of.digitization.and.sustainability..In.addition,.for.illustrating.unconscious.
knowledge,. two.exemplifying.systemic.structural.constellations.are.presented. in.
this.context.as.well..The.results.show.immense.tensions.between.sustainability.and.
digitization,.but.also.offer.progressive.patterns..In.light.of.a.development.towards.
sustainability,.digitization.is.both.boon.and.bane.and.often.needs.a.clear.analysis.
of. all. relevant. issues. and. a. careful. handling. in. order. to. be. progressive.. Digital.
transformation.requires.a.precise.and.honest.value.basis.and.sustainability.added.
value..Therefore,.societal.progress.and.strict.law.regulation.will.be.needed.
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Chapter 2
Sustainable.Implications.of.Industry.4.0..............................................................29

Jorge Tarifa-Fernández, University of Almeria, Spain

Industry.4.0,.and.in.general,.digital.technologies,.represent.a.fundamental.model.shift.
towards.decentralization.and.individualized.production..With.this,.the.development.
of.new.services.and.business.models.based.on.the.internet.is.encouraged..Somehow,.
this. forces. traditional. supply. chains. to. evolve. into. highly. adaptative. networks..
Companies. have. to. consider. their. internal. resources. and. the. benefits. of. getting.
closer.to.partners.in.the.supply.chain..In.this.sense,.the.implementation.of.these.
technologies.is.accompanied.by.a.series.of.sustainable.implication.at.economic,.
environmental,.and.social.levels.

Section 2
Imagination and New Concepts to Solve Global Business, Innovation, 

and Sustainability Challenges

Chapter 3
The.Overlooked.Roots.of.Innovations:.Exploring.the.Relevance.of.
Imagination.on.Innovation.Using.Science.Fiction................................................55

Julien Bucher, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

Imagination.is.an.often-overlooked.integral.element.of.human.progress,.in.general,.
and.innovations,.in.particular..In.this.chapter,.it.is.argued.that.the.examination.of.the.
diffusion.and.evolution.of.imaginations.and.their.manifestation.as.innovations.can.
help.to.understand.the.imaginative.roots.of.innovations.and.to.create.a.responsibly.
chosen.path.into.a.sustainable.future..Science.fiction.as.a.specific.area.of.manifested.
imagination. is. used. to. show. how. manifested. imaginations. influence. the. social.
imagination. in. general. and. certain. individuals. like. scientists. and. innovators. in.
particular..It.is.even.used.to.sell.ideas.(or.make.them.stick).and.give.them.heritage,.
again.influencing.the.social.imagination..And.the.accelerated.fusion,.development,.
and.progress.of.technologies.in.the.wake.of.the.digitalization.is.enabling.fast.and.vast.
diffusion.and.distribution.of.imaginations,.creating.a.need.to.explore,.understand,.
and.responsibly.utilize.imaginations.

Chapter 4
Towards.a.Classification.Framework.for.Concepts.of.Innovation.for.and.From.
Emerging.Markets.................................................................................................76

Martin Albert, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany
Stefan Huesig, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

A.closer.look.at.innovation.for.and.from.emerging.markets.reveals.that.a.variety.of.
different.terms.and.concepts.related.to.this.type.of.innovation.exist..The.objective.
of.this.conceptual.work.is.to.develop.a.theoretical.classification.framework.based.
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on.a.comprehensive.literature.overview.that.provides.a.starting.point.for.structuring.
these.different.terms.and.concepts..After.a.first.investigation.and.comprehensive.
search.for. the.keywords.“reverse,”.“frugal,”.“jugaad,”.and.“bottom.of.pyramid”.
in. the.Google.Scholar.database,.19.different. texts.were. identified.and.classified.
for.further.analysis..As.a.result,.33.identified.terms.concerning.innovation.for.and.
from.emerging.markets,. various. spellings. and. synonyms. are.presented..Finally,.
a. theoretical-based. classification. framework. is. derived. and. the. criteria. “market.
orientation,”.“determinants,”.“nature,”.“sophistication,”.“sustainability,”.“novelty,”.
and.“innovator.type”.was.proposed..This.classification.framework.could.be.used.for.
further.research.and.teaching.in.innovation,.responsible,.and.sustainable.management.
disciplines.

Section 3
Global Responsible and Sustainable Management Competencies to 

Drive Responsible and Sustainable Business Practices

Chapter 5
Marketing.to.Develop.Environmental.Sustainability,.Awareness,.and..
Action..................................................................................................................106

Sangeeta Trott, ITM-SIA Business School, India

The.main.purpose.of.the.chapter.is.to.understand.the.role.of.marketing.in.creating.
awareness.and.action.for.sustainability.in.the.fourth.industrial.revolution..The.chapter.
is.sequenced.as.follows:.It.begins.with.a.brief.introduction,.followed.by.exploring.
the.relationship.between.marketing.and.sustainability..The.chapter.then.explains.
how.marketing.can.play.an.important.role.in.developing.awareness.and.action.at.
various.phases.of.sustainability.with.suitable.examples..The.chapter.then.discusses.
the.various.issues.which.one.faces.in.sustainability.and.ends.with.a.conclusion..The.
chapter.has.great.theoretical.and.managerial.implications.

Chapter 6
Sustainable.Project.Management........................................................................124

Martin Albert, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany
Friedrich Mickel, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

Sustainability.is.a.concept.that.has.increased.in.popularity.constantly.over.recent.
years..During.this.time,.the.discipline.of.project.management.begun.to.focus.on.
sustainability,.but.literature.shows.that.the.topic.of.sustainable.project.management.is.
still.incipiently.explored..Therefore,.the.goal.of.the.chapter.is.to.identify.connections.
between. sustainability. and. project. management,. which. is. achieved. through. the.
literary.review.of.46.different.texts..These.sources.were.analyzed.using.a.bibliometric.
analysis. and. a. qualitative. content. analysis.. As. deductive. and. inductive. derived.
categories.“definition.project.management,”.“definition.sustainability,”.“definition.
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sustainable.project.management,”.“affected.areas,”.“principles.of.sustainable.project.
management,”.and.“project.manager”.were.defined..In.order.to.develop.the.profession.
of.sustainable.project.management,. focusing.upon.the.verification.of. theoretical.
findings.with.empirical.research.is.suggested.

Section 4
Global Responsible Governance and Regulation of Digitalization and 

Potentially Disruptive Technologies

Chapter 7
Governance.and.Public.Policy.Challenges.in.Managing.Disruptive.and.
Innovative.Technologies.....................................................................................155

Henry Frank Wissink, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

This.chapter.is.an.effort.to.promote.and.guide.thinking.about.the.global.and.local.
challenges.in.how.governments.respond.to.innovative.and.disruptive.projects.and.
technologies..The.chapter.is.based.on.the.considerations.of.and.concerns.regarding.
the.challenges.and.changes.that.we.face.on.a.global.scale.and.how.it.impacts.on.the.
notion.and.need.for.innovation..Not.all.inventions.or.innovations.are.disruptive.or.
serve.the.interest.of.the.public.at.large,.and.some.even.may.have.serious.harmful.
consequences. or. impacts.. These. may. be. unforeseen. or. sometimes. deliberately.
obscured.and.perhaps.just.serve.the.narrow.interests.of.profiteers..Governments.are.
required.to.consider.their.roles.and.plan.to.be.responsible.and.proactive.to.ensure.
that. the.best. interests.of.both.the.business.and.public.sector.are.pursued.for. the.
purposes.of.long-term.sustainability.

Chapter 8
Blockchain.Technology.in.International.Trade.in.Goods...................................184

Dagmar Gesmann-Nuissl, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

No.other.technology.has.been.mentioned.as.frequently.as.blockchain.technology..
No.less.than.a.technical.revolution.should.go.along.with.it..In.addition.to.a.brief.
introduction.to.the.functionality.of.the.blockchain.technology,.this.chapter.will.also.
highlight.various.fields.of.application.and.the.related.legal.challenges.in.international.
trade..The.transport.industry.may.be.mentioned.as.an.example..Especially.in.the.
transportation. of. goods,. a. large. number. of. documentation. obligations. must. be.
adhered.to.and.permits.must.be.obtained..Packing.lists,.export.licenses,.and.product.
certificates.are.examples.of.this..All.mentioned.documents.are.based.on.the.same.data.
set,.namely.the.details.of.the.type,.origin,.and.quantity.of.the.goods..Large.parts.of.
these.documents.must.be.carried.along.with.the.goods.and.presented.on.instructions,.
which.causes.considerable.bureaucracy.and.makes.transportation.more.difficult.and.
expensive..These.documents.could.be.displayed.on.the.blockchain.in.the.future.
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Section 5
Applications and Reflections of Innovative Technologies and Global 

Responsible and Sustainable Management

Chapter 9
Responsible.and.Sustainable.Business.Model.Innovation.in.the.Textile.
Industry:.Exploring.Approaches.to.Social.Sustainability...................................204

Katja Schneider, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany
Marlen Gabriele Arnold, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

The. global. textile. industry. offers. huge. potentials. regarding. the. transformation.
towards.sustainability..These.improvements.require.a.facilitation.of.business.model.
innovations.embedding.shifting.consumer.demands..How.can.the.textile.industry.
drive.responsible.and.sustainable.business.practices.in.terms.of.social.sustainability?.
Tackling. this. question,. a. qualitative. content-based. analysis. of. current. literature.
conducted.highlights.main.themes.and.concepts.on.business.model.innovations,.textile.
industry,.and.social.sustainability..In.addition,.an.exploratory.multiple.case.study.
design.was.used..Results.show.social.sustainability.patterns.are.seldom.and.often.
linked.to.external.pressures..This.chapter.proposes.a.reorientation.towards.stronger.
holistic.and.inclusive.approaches.for.sustainability.and.reflects.on.socio-cultural.
aspects.linked.to.sustainable.textile.business.models..Progressing.sustainability.in.the.
textile.industry.needs.both.a.single.consideration.of.environmental.and.social.issues.
as.well.as.an.integrative.and.systemic.perspective.in.academia.as.well.as.in.practice.

Chapter 10
Factors.Influencing.Port.Terminal.Automation.in.the.Fourth.Industrial.
Revolution:.A.Case.Study.of.Durban..................................................................244

Indira Padayachee, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
John Mukomana, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

Port.terminals.play.an.integral.role.in.the.transportation.logistics.chain.by.providing.
cargo.handling,. storage,. and.warehousing. services. to. a. range.of. shipping. lines,.
freight.forwarders,.and.cargo.owners..This.chapter.reports.on.a.case.study.aimed.at.
determining.the.challenges.and.limitations.experienced.with.the.current.information.
and.communication.technology.used.in.port.terminals.in.Durban.and.examines.how.
technological,.organizational,.and.environmental.factors.influence.port.automation..
A.quantitative.approach.was.adopted,.and.a.questionnaire.was.designed.to.collect.
data..The.findings.revealed.that.adequate.technology.needs.to.be.acquired,.and.the.
compatibility.and.complexity.of.the.technology.have.the.biggest.influence.on.the.
automation.of. terminal.ports. in.Durban..Communication.with. stakeholders. and.
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IT.skills.retention.were.found.to.be.the.most.important.organizational.factors.and.
customer.readiness.emerged.as.an.important.environmental.factor.influencing.the.
automation.of.port.terminals.in.Durban.

Chapter 11
Environmental.Performance.in.the.Waste.Management.Industry.of.Africa:.A.
Measure.of.Responsible.Management................................................................278

Bibi Zaheenah Chummun, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
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are.fueling.the.generation.of.waste.across.Africa..Although.the.waste.management.
industry.plays.a.crucial.role,.reports.have.shown.in.the.last.decade.that.environmental.
degradation,.pollution,.and.non-compliances.by.the.activities.of.waste.management.
companies. prevail. and. impinge. on. environmental. performance.. Waste. has. now.
become.one.of.the.most.significant.environmental.issues.that.requires.attention..This.
chapter.emphasizes.on.the.landscape.of.the.sector.of.waste.management.and.the.
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The.Fourth.Industrial.Revolution.and.increased.environmental.awareness.is.forcing.
business.leaders.to.adapt.to.the.changing.environment.in.functional.areas.such.as.the.
supply.chain..This.chapter.focuses.on.the.role.of.green.supply.chain.management.in.
achieving.a.sustainable.competitive.advantage,.exploring.the.factors.that.affect.green.
supply.chain.management.initiatives.at.a.leading.pharmaceutical.manufacturer.in.
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in-depth.interviews.were.conducted.with.10.participants..Content.analysis.was.used.
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this.work.contribute.to.the.existing.body.of.research.knowledge.
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Foreword

Responsible, Sustainable, and Globally Aware Management in the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution addresses three interconnected aspects of the contemporary and future-
oriented management education for the leaders and academics of tomorrow. First, it 
provides an overview of advanced technologies and their interplay with business and 
society. This combination is important given because management is increasingly 
affected by and empowered through technologies such as blockchain or artificial 
intelligence. Second, it introduces the concept of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, 
which requires sustainable and responsible management practices and values 
beyond the single focus on short-term profit gains. And finally, these aspects must 
be embedded in a broader understanding of global challenges and opportunities 
to account for the complexities of the growing, interconnected, and transnational 
business environment.

This book could not be timelier. By focusing on responsible and sustainable 
management practices, leaders and academics require the necessary skills to make 
use of innovative technologies and to understand the impact of these technologies. 
To ensure responsible and sustainable management practices, they also need to be 
aware of the global impact of their decisions. Managers should therefore understand 
the impact of their business processes on the environment and use responsible, 
sustainable and globally applicable management practices to leverage the opportunities 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

The book addresses various topics related to this context and critically reflects on 
the importance and impact of new technologies. These technological overviews can 
also help academics that are familiar in the field to better navigate through theoretical 
concepts, recent technologies and their implications for application and society. In 
particular, the sustainable implications of Industry 4.0 and the omnipresent impact 
of digitization are discussed. Moreover, it introduces the role blockchain technology 
can play in the context of international trade of goods from a legal perspective, as 
well as how governments and public policy makers could deal with such potentially 
disruptive and innovative technologies. In addition, the authors describe specific 
applications on (1) how port terminal automation will be affected by technologies 
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of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, (2) how responsible and sustainable business 
model innovation in the textile industry should look like, and (3) how blockchain 
technology can be applied to the global south by analyzing the waste management 
industry of Africa as well as the green supply chain management initiatives in a 
south African pharmaceutical supply chain. These practical case studies provide 
managers and academics helpful examples of real solutions to global challenges, 
and will help in increasing awareness for responsible and sustainable management 
practices. Finally, the academic community will also benefit from the interdisciplinary 
insights and composition of this book. By providing novel insights for the somewhat 
neglected roots of innovations such as imagination, which is exemplified in science 
fiction and a novel classification framework for concepts of innovation for and from 
emerging markets, the book enables much needed guidance for students and scholars 
of innovation. I wish all the credits, attention and success this book deserves for 
the authors.

Claudia Doblinger
Technical University of Munich, Germany
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There are different approaches to the practice, research and education for responsible 
and sustainable development (Arevalo & Mitchell, 2017). Typically, sustainable 
topics also have a specific property; sustainable objectives are rarely consistent 
(Albert et al., 2017). For managers, students and academics to become more aware 
of these contradictions, especially in the age of digitalization and in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution requires new ways of education. With a focus on responsible 
and sustainable management practices, they need to be able to use innovative 
technologies and understand the impact of these technologies, as well as becoming 
more globally aware of their decisions to ensure responsible and sustainable 
management. Management should therefore truly understand the impact of their 
business processes on the environment and use responsible, sustainable and globally 
aware management to survive and thrive in the Fourth Industrial Revolution with 
their various stakeholders.

Even more so, in times of a growing and interconnected, global business 
environment and novel, sometimes potentially disruptive technologies, frequently 
described in the concept of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The Fourth Industrial 
Revolution or 4IR, is proposed as the fourth major industrial era since the initial 
Industrial Revolution of the 18th century (Kagermann, 2015; plattform-i40.de, 
2019). Industry 4.0 has become a buzzword for the current and future trends of 
automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies especially put forward 
from government, scholars and practitioners from Germany (plattform-i40.de, 
2019). It includes cyber-physical systems, the Internet of things, cloud computing 
and cognitive computing. More recently, digitalization and technologies such as 
artificial intelligence, big data and analytics, autonomous vehicles and drones, 
5G, 3D printing and even blockchain technologies are also subsumed under this 
umbrella term. Therefore, firms in the digital age operate in an environment that is 
characterized by the emergence of potentially disruptive, digital technologies (Yoo et 
al., 2012) and blurring industry boundaries (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014). Startups 
with novel business models such as from the so called sharing economy (Herrmann-
Fankhänel, 2019) or platforms such Facebook and high-tech firms such as Google 
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threaten existing industry structures (Teece, 2010; Yoo, Henfridsson & Lyytinen, 
2010) and established companies face their traditional business models challenged 
and at risk (Bharadwaj et al., 2013). While traditional corporate innovation practice 
mainly focused on products and services, the digitalization forces the traditional 
industry to initiate and actively shape the next wave of innovation to address the 
challenges and opportunities of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Kagermann, 2015).

So far, we have not experienced an industrial revolution before where technology 
and humans are so closely integrated, and this has a profound effect on how these 
changes will impact on managers and why it is critical for managers to be more 
responsible, more focused on sustainability and why it is critical to be globally aware. 
This publication aims to address complex and unknown issues around management, 
focusing on responsible, sustainable and globally aware practices and principles. 
It starts by exploring the individual and the changes needed in individual thinking 
and other cognitive processes. The assumption is that managers will not be able to 
manage organizations if they have not become more creative, using their imagination 
to view the future more and to manage businesses more effectively and efficiently.

This book is addressing these challenges by outlining various fields in this context 
are addressed, new technologies are critical reflected, and overviews are provided 
that help also academics familiar in the field to better navigate through the related 
theoretical concepts, recent technologies and their implications for application and 
society on different levels.

This comprehensive and timely publication aims to be an essential reference source, 
building on the available literature and joint expertise in the field of management, 
while providing for further research opportunities in this dynamic field. It is hoped 
that this text will provide the resources necessary for governments, nonprofit and 
for-profit organizations, and managers specifically to address sustainability needs 
in businesses and countries around the world.

The primary intended audience is scholar-practitioners and researchers who 
have the need for reference material regarding the subject matter of the proposed 
publication as outlined above. The secondary intended audience is undergraduate 
and postgraduate business students who require the same reference material. At 
the same time, while having academic rigor, the book is written in a way such that 
it can be understood by non-academics and non-specialists; it will be appealing to 
the general public.

This book was initiated on the basis of a multi-level, permanent and academic 
cooperation in responsible, sustainable and globally aware management education 
and practice. This cooperation was predominantly built on a bi-continental approach 
called “Joint Expertise”. The “Joint Expertise” project supported by the German 
Academic Exchange Service, tried to establish such a responsible, sustainable and 
globally aware management education approach for master and doctoral students 
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between the University of Technology Chemnitz, Faculty of Economics and 
Business Administration and the University of Kwazulu-Natal (UKZN), School of 
Management, IT and Governance (Herrmann-Fankhänel, et al. 2017). As we were 
looking for further knowledge generation and development we called out for more 
contributions on this topic all over the world to gather a maximum of expertise. As 
a result, we received many contributions that dealt closely with these and related 
issues from a variety of perspectives. After a rigorous editorial and blind review 
process the most interesting and advanced chapters were subsequently accepted for 
this publication. A good number of very valuable contributions were also received 
that, for a number of reasons, did not reach the acceptability threshold set for this 
book. For those who are interested in the numbers for this book, we received 29 
proposal submissions, 4 were rejected and 24 accepted for submission of a full chapter. 
Finally, 17 full chapters were submitted and 12 finally accepted for publication. 
Here in the preface, we want to outline and reflect on the resulting contributions 
of our endeavor to collect and advance the body of knowledge on the responsible, 
sustainable and globally aware management education and practice in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution:

Section 1 deals with “Impact and Challenges of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
on Responsible, Sustainable, and Globally Aware Management” and the big picture 
of the presumed changes of Industry 4.0, and in general, digital technologies for 
sustainability in the context of responsible and globally aware management is 
outlined. In particular, Marlen Gabriele Arnold and Anne Fischer from the Chemnitz 
University of Technology in Germany address this section focus comprehensively 
in their chapter “Digitization and Sustainability: Threats, Opportunities, and Trade-
Offs”. They investigate the connection between digitization and sustainability by 
applying a SWOT analysis, review the literature on digitization and sustainability 
and develop a concept map for visualizing key topics in light of digitization and 
sustainability. In addition, for illustrating unconscious knowledge two exemplifying 
systemic structural constellations are presented. Their results suggest immense 
tensions between sustainability and digitization, but also offer progressive patterns. 
In light of a development towards sustainability, they critically evaluate digitization 
and except no panacea for sustainability but propose the need for societal progress and 
strict law regulation based on digital transformation that requires a precise and honest 
value basis and sustainability added value. In the chapter “Sustainable Implications 
of Industry 4.0”, Jorge Tarifa-Fernandez from the University of Almeria in Spain 
takes a slightly different approach and more optimistic view towards Industry 4.0, 
and in general, digital technologies. For him both concepts represent a fundamental 
model shift towards decentralization and individualized production so that traditional 
supply chains have to evolve into highly adaptative networks. Therefore, one can 
expect a series of also positive sustainable implications at economic, environmental 
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and social level. Both chapters reflect to some degree also the ongoing discussion 
between techno optimistic (see e.g. Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014) and pessimistic 
stances (Gordon, 2015; Cowen, 2011; Bloom et al., 2017; Nordhaus, 2015).

Section 2, “Imagination and New Concepts to Solve Global Business, Innovation, 
and Sustainability Challenges,” provides a more theoretical lens towards global 
responsible innovation and its possible sustainability and business implications. 
Frequently, innovation and creative solutions towards sustainability need vision and 
foresight. Imagination is an often-overlooked integral element of human progress 
in general and innovations in particular, claims Julien Bucher from the Chemnitz 
University of Technology in Germany in his contribution “The Overlooked Roots of 
Innovations: Exploring the Relevance of Imagination on Innovation Using Science 
Fiction”. In this chapter, he argues, that the examination of the diffusion and evolution 
of imaginations and their manifestation as innovations can help to understand 
the imaginative roots of innovations and to create a responsibly chosen path into 
a sustainable future. Moreover, Science Fiction as a specific area of manifested 
imagination might be also used to manifest imaginations’ influence in the social 
imagination in general and certain individuals such as scientists and innovators in 
particular. Beyond this, its purposeful use as a marketing tool to sell or discredit 
ideas in the wake of the digitalization is also addressed. These ideas might be of 
specific interest of scholars of innovation and practitioners who are interested in the 
so called “fuzzy front end” of radical innovation processes and discuss that in the 
context of responsible and globally aware management (Stüer et al., 2010; Hüsig 
& Kohn, 2003; Hüsig, 2014). The responsible and globally aware management of 
innovation requires also a clear understanding and communication of innovation 
terms and concepts related to innovation for and from emerging markets – which is 
the point that Martin Albert and Stefan Hüsig again from the Chemnitz University 
of Technology in Germany want to make. The objective of their conceptual chapter 
“Towards a Classification Framework for Concepts of Innovation for and From 
Emerging Markets” is to develop a theoretical classification framework based on 
a comprehensive literature overview that provides a starting point for structuring 
these different terms and concepts. As a result, they are able to identify 33 terms 
concerning innovation for and from emerging markets, various spellings and 
synonyms. Finally, a theoretical-based classification framework is derived and the 
criteria ‘market orientation’, ‘determinants’, ‘nature’, ‘sophistication’, ‘sustainability’, 
‘novelty’, and ‘innovator type’ is proposed. This classification framework could be 
used for further research and teaching in innovation, responsible and sustainable 
management disciplines.
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In Section 3, “Global Responsible and Sustainable Management Competencies 
to Drive Responsible and Sustainable Business Practices”, a more practical and 
managerial approach is at the center of the chapters. Consequently, Sangeeta Trott, 
from ITM-SIA Business School from India takes a closer look at “Marketing to 
Develop Environmental Sustainability, Awareness, and Action”. The main purpose 
of this chapter is to understand the role of marketing in creating awareness and action 
for sustainability in the fourth industrial revolution. In her chapter she explains how 
marketing can play an important role in developing awareness and action at various 
phases of sustainability with suitable examples. However, “Sustainable Project 
Management” seems to be relevant not only for marketing purposes when it comes 
to the facilitation of Industry 4.0 technologies. Martin Albert and Friedrich Mickel 
from the Chemnitz University of Technology in Germany elaborate on recent 
developments in the discipline of project management that has begun to focus on 
sustainability, but literature shows that the topic of sustainable project management 
is still incipiently explored. Therefore, their chapter aims to identify connections 
between sustainability and project management. They performed a literature 
review of 46 different texts and analyzed them using a bibliometric analysis and a 
qualitative content analysis. In order to develop the profession of sustainable project 
management, focusing upon the verification of theoretical findings with empirical 
research is suggested.

Section 4 focuses on “Global Responsible Governance and Regulation of 
Digitalization and Potentially Disruptive Technologies”. Here Henry Frank Wissink 
from the University of KwaZulu-Natal from South Africa has contributed a chapter 
called “Governance and Public Policy Challenges in Managing Disruptive and 
Innovative Technologies” that is an effort to promote and guide thinking about 
the global and local challenges in how governments respond to innovative and 
disruptive projects and technologies. His chapter is based on the considerations 
of, and concerns regarding the challenges and changes that humanity faces on a 
global scale and how it impacts on the notion and need for innovation. Since not all 
inventions or innovations are disruptive or serve the interest of the public at large, and 
some even may have serious harmful consequences or impacts it is or should be the 
role of governments to be responsible and proactive to ensure that the best interests 
of both the business and public sector are pursued for the purposes of long-term 
sustainability. This chapter clearly provides a novel facet to the ongoing discussion 
of the regulation and management aspects of disruptive innovation that should be 
of utmost relevance to practitioners and academics alike (Hüsig et al., 2014). In 
this regard, few technologies have been framed more disruptive than blockchain 
technology. This is what Dagmar Gesmann-Nuissl from the Chemnitz University 
of Technology in Germany is interested in from a legal perspective in her chapter 
“Blockchain Technology in International Trade in Goods”. In her contribution she 
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highlights various fields of application and the related legal challenges in international 
trade. Especially in the transportation of goods, a large number of documentation 
obligations must be adhered to and permits must be obtained. These documents 
could be displayed on the blockchain in the future and showcase the opportunities 
of the digitalization for potentially increased efficacy.

Finally, in Section 5, “Applications and Reflections of Innovative Technologies 
and Global Responsible and Sustainable Management”, the focus is on concrete 
applications of 4IR technologies and approaches to increase sustainability of specific 
operations in various industries such as transportation, textile, waste management and 
pharmaceutical with a particular interest in the African context. However, technology 
is not the sole answer that offers huge potentials regarding the transformation towards 
sustainability. Katja Schneider and Marlen Gabriele Arnold, both from the Chemnitz 
University of Technology in Germany, show that these improvements might also 
require a facilitation of business model innovations embedding shifting consumer 
demands. Therefore, they take a closer look on how can the textile industry drive 
responsible and sustainable business practices in terms of social sustainability in 
their chapter called “Responsible and Sustainable Business Model Innovation in 
the Textile Industry: Exploring Approaches to Social Sustainability”. Tackling this 
question, they conducted a qualitative content-based analysis of current literature 
which highlights main themes and concepts on business model innovations, textile 
industry and social sustainability. In addition, results of their exploratory multiple 
case studies show social sustainability patterns are seldom and often linked to 
external pressures. This chapter proposes a reorientation towards stronger holistic 
and inclusive approaches for sustainability and reflects on socio-cultural aspects 
linked to sustainable textile business models. Progressing sustainability in the 
textile industry needs both, a single consideration of environmental and social 
issues as well as an integrative and systemic perspective in academia as well as 
in practice. Indira Padayachee and John Mukomana from University of KwaZulu-
Natal in South Africa focus on the digitalization in the transportation sector with 
their contribution “Factors Influencing Port Terminal Automation in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution: A Case Study of Durban”. Their chapter reports on a case study 
aimed at determining the challenges and limitations experienced with the current 
information and communication technology used in port terminals in Durban and 
examines how technological, organizational and environmental factors influence 
port automation. Their quantitative approach revealed that adequate technology 
needs to be acquired and the compatibility and complexity of the technology have 
the biggest influence on the automation of terminal ports in Durban. However, 
also communication with stakeholders and IT skills retention were found to be 
important organizational factors and customer readiness emerged as an important 
environmental factor influencing the automation of port terminals in Durban. In 
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another contribution from the African continent Bibi Zaheenah Chummun, also 
from University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa looks at the “Environmental 
Performance in the Waste Management Industry of Africa: A Measure of Responsible 
Management”. This chapter emphasizes on the landscape of the sector of waste 
management and the challenges facing the waste industry in Africa. In the midst 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the proliferation of the technology revolution 
is changing the mindset of people relating to waste management. The mobility of 
people to the different places of African continent, a hike in industrial advancements 
and the increase in the rise of goods consumption among others are fueling the 
generation of waste across Africa that leads to environmental degradation, pollution 
and non-compliances by the activities of waste management companies prevail and 
impinge on environmental performance. Therefore, propositions to address those 
issues and ensure responsible management of emerging African markets in the 
era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution are provided. Finally, Aveshin Reddy and 
Micheline Juliana Naude, both from University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa 
take a look at “Factors Inhibiting Green Supply Chain Management Initiatives in a 
South African Pharmaceutical Supply Chain” in their chapter. There they focus on 
the role of green supply chain management in achieving a sustainable competitive 
advantage, exploring the factors that affect green supply chain management initiatives 
at a leading pharmaceutical manufacturer in Durban. In their study a descriptive 
and exploratory case study approach is used and their findings reveal that the main 
factors affecting green supply chain management initiatives include high costs, lack 
of government support, and pressure to reduce selling prices. Since a limited number 
of studies have been conducted on this topic, their findings and recommendations 
contribute to the knowledge on the Fourth Industrial Revolution and increased 
environmental awareness which is forcing business leaders to adapt to the changing 
environment in functional areas such as the supply chain.

As a conclusion, the editors are very satisfied with the result. We were able to 
gather a multidisciplinary cross-section of approaches from various subfields and 
countries to the practice, research and education for responsible and sustainable 
development in the age of digitalization and in the Fourth Industrial Revolution. As 
outlined above, many chapters contributed novel ideas, concept and approaches to the 
theme of the book and will enrich the ongoing discussion on the implications of the 
digitalization and the Fourth Industrial Revolution for responsible and sustainable 
development on a global scale. By doing so, we will help future managers, students 
and academics to become more globally aware of these issues and equip them with 
inspirations how a responsible, sustainable and global aware management education 
and practice in the Fourth Industrial Revolution—a “Management 4.0”—should be 
designed.
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ABSTRACT

Digitization and sustainability are two mega-trends. There are a lot of opportunities 
and threats discussed. However, a compiled and industry-wide analysis of SWOTs 
is missing. After a review of the literature on digitization and sustainability and 
compiling a SWOT table, a concept map is developed for visualizing key topics 
in light of digitization and sustainability. In addition, for illustrating unconscious 
knowledge, two exemplifying systemic structural constellations are presented in 
this context as well. The results show immense tensions between sustainability and 
digitization, but also offer progressive patterns. In light of a development towards 
sustainability, digitization is both boon and bane and often needs a clear analysis 
of all relevant issues and a careful handling in order to be progressive. Digital 
transformation requires a precise and honest value basis and sustainability added 
value. Therefore, societal progress and strict law regulation will be needed.

Digitization and Sustainability:
Threats, Opportunities, and Trade-Offs

Marlen Gabriele Arnold
Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany

Anne Fischer
Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany
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INTRODUCTION

According to Krys (2017), in particular seven megatrends will play a major role 
over the next 15 years: (1) demographic change, (2) globalisation and the markets 
of the future, (3) scarcity of resources, (4) climate change, (5) technology dynamics 
and innovation, (6) global science, and (7) sustainability and global responsibility. 
These profound changes can be grasped by specific aspects. Demographic change is 
particularly marked by a further increase in the world’s population (United Nations, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2017), a rising 
average age (Contis, Bennett, Mathers, Li, Foreman, & Ezzati, 2017) as well as 
migratory movements and migration to cities. Trend 2 captures the shift in global 
economic equilibria towards specific countries that have tended to play a subordinate 
role until now. The increasing scarcity of resources and the associated rise in prices 
and possible supply bottlenecks will continue to impact the company’s activities in 
the future. Climate change and the associated threat to ecosystems (due to droughts, 
extreme storms, floods, etc.) will also continue to progress in the next 20 years. 
Trend 5 is especially characterised by a globally faster spread of technologies, which 
means that innovative companies in particular can benefit. Less developed countries 
will follow suit, especially in terms of innovation capacity. Digitisation and life 
sciences are crucial key technologies. In connection with the Global Knowledge 
Society, three changes need to be emphasized in particular: Increased dissemination 
of knowledge, slight improvement in gender equality and increased competition for 
qualified employees. On the one hand, trend 7 indicates an increased significance 
of sustainability due to limited resources, and on the other hand, the relevance of 
cooperation by governments at a global level. A growing influence on increasing 
sustainability is attributed to both the individual and the impact of NGOs (Krys, 2017).

Digitisation, digitalisation or digital transformation as well as sustainability 
belong to the main global megatrends today. However, there are lots of positive 
developments, but also negative consequences in terms of sustainability. In order 
to create holistic sustainable concepts, attention to fundamental developments is 
essential. In addition to a wide range of positive developments, potential risks and 
challenges have already been, but still must be identified, analysed and implemented 
in order to prevent exponential technology adaptations from leading to a complete 
lack of transparency of the overall system. So, how is a responsible and sustainable 
management possible taking all relevant values and opportunities and threats 
into account? The main questions of positive and negative impacts of digitisation 
concerning sustainability impacts will be discussed based on given conceptual 
and theoretical reflections as well as gained by results used systemic structural 
constellations. Systemic structural constellations are able to spatially map patterns, 
connections, structures and relationships within a system and can thus be used in 
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a variety of ways, like depicting complex challenges spatially and visually in order 
to point out new possibilities as well as revealing and closing the gaps between 
knowledge and lack of action or to open up paths to more sustainable action (Arnold, 
2018, 2016). Systemic structural constellations address the unconsciousness and are 
based on unconscious thinking and processes; they provide an excellent supplement 
to conventional research designs. After a review of the literature on digitisation and 
sustainability and compiling a SWOT table, a concept map is developed for visualising 
key topics in light of digitisation and sustainability. In addition, two exemplifying 
systemic structural constellations are presented for illustrating unconscious knowledge 
in this context, too.

BACKGROUND

The digital ecosystem describes an open information landscape (Dini, 2007) with 
particular emphasis on the adaptability, dynamics and self-organizing mechanisms 
of inter-organizational information systems and encompasses a holistic perspective 
on the inter-organizational system of action (Müller-Mielitz & Lux, 2016). Actors 
and innovations can develop competitively, independently and co-evolutionarily. 
If it is possible to generate and maintain a critical mass of users, success can be 
achieved in terms of economic and social sustainability (Müller-Mielitz & Lux, 2016). 
Platforms, exposed to network effects can lead to dysfunctional social distribution 
and participation processes, will become central (BKA, 2015). Furthermore, 
network effects, information asymmetries, opportune behaviour and negative 
assessments can have an impact on citizens’ decisions and voting behaviour as well 
as on effectiveness and sustainability. Moreover, increasing digitisation may reduce 
the range of information and equal opportunities between technology-affine and 
technology-averse citizens. Technology-affine refers to the assumption that these 
users have a high degree of technological affinity and, for example, are more familiar 
with installation processes, because they have a strong connection to technology 
(Geisler, Zelazny, Christmann, & Hagenhoff, 2011). In contrast, technology-averse 
users show a high degree of technological repugnance and have a less experienced 
handling with technologies.

Prisecaru (2016) provides an overview of the main characteristics (energy 
resource, main technical achievement, main developed industries, transport means) 
of the fourth industrial revolution: Green Energies; Internet, Genetic Engineering, 
3D Printer; High Tech Industries and Electric Car, Fast Train. All these points have a 
major impact on both industrial production and social relations as well as on people’s 
relationship to production and its results. It is questionable, for example, whether 
strong productivity growth and technological progress lead to an improvement in 
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wealth or increase social inequalities and unemployment (Prisecaru, 2016), thus 
strengthening the integration of socially sustainable criteria. There is also considerable 
potential in the area of environmental sustainability. For example, technological 
progress enables a reduction in industrial waste and more efficient processes for the 
use of resources (Prisecaru, 2016), but can lead to increased resource consumption 
as a result (rebound).

In addition, the ongoing digitisation process is raising expectations for achieving 
the Sustainable Development Goals. For example, changes are emerging in a 
wide variety of sectors that can make a contribution to sustainability (Osburg & 
Lohrmann, 2017): In the healthcare sector for instance, people are benefiting from 
new technologies that make medical solutions more affordable, accessible and of 
higher quality. In the automotive sector, networked applications can save several 
hundred thousand lives and reduce traffic accidents considerably. In this context, 
digitisation supports a healthy life in accordance with SDG 3 (GeSI Report, 2015). 
The demand for a fair, integrative and qualitative high-quality education can be 
achieved by solutions in the sense of an open education such as MOOCs. (SDG 
4). Likewise, specific adaptations can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and promote a market transformation towards renewable energies, thus complying 
with the SDG 13. Significant opportunities and challenges can be identified in the 
markets and their players. SDG 9 aims to build a resilient infrastructure, promote 
innovation and sustainable, inclusive industrialisation. The market perspective is also 
included in SDG 12 and aims at sustainable production and consumption patterns. 
However, this is only an excerpt of aspects that need to be included in the context 
of digitisation with a focus on sustainable design (Osburg & Lohrmann, 2017).

Such effects and possible rebound effects have not been sufficiently researched in 
the context of sustainability. Rebound effects can occur at both the micro and macro 
level. According to Greening, Greene, & Difiglio (2000), a four-part typology can 
be used to identify these effects. The direct rebound effect (1) can be assigned to 
the micro level and is characterized in particular by increased demand due to price 
reductions. These in turn are the result of technological improvements in the area of 
fuel consumption, which can reduce the necessary use of raw materials. Secondary 
effects (2) can also be observed (Greening et al., 2000), which are characterised by an 
increase in demand for alternative services and goods. An aggregation of behaviour at 
the micro level, which may still be moderate, could be significant at the macro level 
due to economy-wide effects (3), especially for fuel supply markets (Greening et al., 
2000.). Finally, transformational effects (4), such as changes in social institutions 
or consumer preferences due to technological change may also occur (Greening et 
al., 2000). In order to grasp the variety of digitisation and digital transformation a 
comprehensive literature review follows resulting in a SWOT analysis.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Leonard & Graf von Kospoth (2017) emphasize this rapid development with linear 
humanity and point out that society needs ways to ensure the preservation of what 
makes us human. Hyper-innovations should therefore be made humanely sustainable. 
A complete lack of transparency must be exerted by pressure from governments, 
organisations and officials on the companies behind this trend. Furthermore, it 
is relevant to anchor the addictive potential (e. g. specific platform designs) of 
technological innovations in a collective understanding and to develop rules in order 
to establish a human balance. Drivers that endanger addiction must be identified and 
transparency ensured. While there are fears that the technological innovations could 
be turned against the whole world, there are also weakened opinions. According to 
Kissinger, the instructions by humans could be misinterpreted due to a lack of context 
(Sturgeon, 2018). It can have catastrophic consequences if the artificial intelligence 
does not meet human expectations. The first applications in which people were 
not able to keep up with the computer also became apparent and it is questionable 
whether the human brain is able to adapt identical abilities (Sturgeon, 2018).

Digital human rights and ethics must be anchored in the form of central rules 
for conducting business within the digital market (Leonard & Graf von Kospoth 
2017). The German Ethics Council also concludes in a recent statement focusing on 
specific health-related areas of application that the traditional data protection law is 
no longer sufficient to meet the challenges of Big Data in the sectors examined by 
means of existing protection mechanisms and forms of action. It calls for a design 
and regulatory concept with the aim of protecting and respecting values such as 
sovereignty, justice, privacy, freedom, responsibility and solidity. The concept should 
be oriented towards data sovereignty in the sense of an extension of informational 
self-determination according to an interactive personality development while 
preserving privacy in a networked world (Deutscher Ethikrat, 2017, p. 27). The 
social sustainability aspect should be emphasised.

Osburg & Lohrmann (2017) provide an overview of different perspectives on 
aspects of sustainability within the digital world. The focus here is on leadership, 
mobility, working life and corporate responsibility, mainly addressing change 
and new models of digitisation. While the high relevance of digitisation is being 
discussed in all areas of life, the extent to which this is happening is slowly coming 
to light. Every change and new innovation can have far-reaching consequences for 
other areas and thus disrupt beneficial balances between society, the environment 
and the economy (Osburg & Lohrmann, 2017). In a workshop on the subject of 
“sustainable digitisation”, the Ministry of the Environment was able to uncover both 
significant opportunities and risks as well as potential opportunities that digitisation 
could achieve. The focus was on resource efficiency through digitisation, intelligent 
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energy systems, sustainable digitisation in society and digital education for sustainable 
development (MUKEBW, 2018). Both a promotion and a counteraction of resource 
efficiency can be caused by the digital change in the area of production (MUKEBW, 
2018). While digitisation and digitalisation will be able to achieve considerable 
efficiency gains on one hand, it can also lead to immense negative effects on the 
other one. Santaris (2017) points out that digitisation and digital transformation 
seem to shift the demand for energy and resources on a global scale. Increased 
consumption would lead to a destruction of efficiency gains due to rebound effects 
(Erdmann & Hilty, 2010). Sustainability-focused concepts must always be integrated 
into the development of innovations by beginning - well aware that rebound effects 
will always be effective in the use phase.

Due to the implementation of the shared economy concept, the shift from 
product to service orientation can be observed in many sectors, which leads to 
the questioning of existing business models. Building on service-dominant logic 
and interorganisational governance models, Aksin-Sivrikaya & Bhattacharya 
(2017) establish a conceptual framework for a digital ecosystem integrating multi-
stakeholder and value-co-creation. They also identify potential emerging sustainable 
governance models within a proposed ecosystem. Future challenges are transferred 
into three categories: (1) the design of business models in a digital environment, (2) 
interruptions of existing businesses, and (3) environmental and social problems due 
to digitisation. If we learn how to deal with these challenges correctly, sustainable 
governance models can lead to a reduction of costs and frictions associated with 
management, manufacturing, processing, energy use, logistics, production and 
information collection (Aksin-Sivrikaya & Bhattacharya, 2017). Strictly centred views 
will be eliminated and integrated business ecosystems and value creation activities 
within multi-stakeholder networks will increase. Fixed boundaries will therefore 
fade (Aksin-Sivrikaya & Bhattacharya, 2017). The following table summarises 
current literature-based SWOTs.

In total, on the one hand, digitisation implies the risk of the non-transparency 
of the overall system, on the other hand it can serve to make specific areas more 
transparent - for example, by creating trust and transparency through digital dialogue 
and symbolizing complexity. In the financial sector, the use of digital media can 
thus lead to an intensified customer relationship and the integration of topics such 
as environmental awareness, social responsibility and economic activity; in the 
social media sector can thus contribute to increased sustainability in the sense of 
increasing efficiency and holistic consulting (Behringer, 2017). Zinnöcker (2017) 
also uses digital measures to create transparency. Accordingly, digital measurements 
support and activate the visualisation and billing of individual energy consumption 
as well as the actors and their energy savings.
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Table 1. SWOTs in the context of digitisation and sustainability

     Strengths      Weaknesses

• digital ecosystems describe an open information landscape 
• digital ecosystems encompass a holistic perspective on the inter-
organizational system of action

• lack of transparency 
• digitisation seems to shift the demand for energy and resources 
on a global scale 
• addictive potential (e. g. specific platform designs) of specific 
technological innovations 
• the traditional data protection law is no longer sufficient to meet 
the challenges of Big Data in the sectors examined by means of 
existing protection mechanisms and forms of action 
• environmental and social problems due to digitisation

     Strengths and Weaknesses

• complexity

     Opportunities      Threats

• healthcare sector: people are benefiting from new technologies that 
make medical solutions more affordable, accessible and of higher quality 
• automotive sector: networked applications can save several hundred 
thousand lives and reduce traffic accidents considerably 
• education sector: fair, integrative and qualitative high-quality education 
can be achieved by solutions in the sense of an open education such as 
MOOCs 
• financial sector: use of digital media can lead to an intensified 
customer relationship and the integration of topics such as environmental 
awareness, social responsibility and economic activity 
• social media sector: can contribute to increased sustainability in the 
sense of increasing efficiency and holistic consulting 
• production sector:
• Material Flow Cost Accounting as a simulation and optimization tool 
for small and medium-sized enterprises in the manufacturing sector 
and control instrument in companies (e.g. by integration into existing 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) environments 
• Learning networks for companies & integration of employees and their 
training and further education to increase resource efficiency 
• Environmental services 4.0: Digitisation opens up completely new 
possibilities and improved information for recycling companies. 
• Efficient production: Optimisation of internal material/energy 
efficiency, e.g. “One-piece-flow”: no set-up times and production is 
started without any losses as well as a digital image of production can 
reveal optimization potentials 
• value chain 4.0: increasing modularization of companies → more 
interfaces between companies; transport of information along the value 
chain; the recyclability of production should already be taken into account 
at the design stage; definition of interfaces for resource efficiency and 
industry 4.0 
• decreased resource consumption in production due to
• Production is closer to the customer, is more demand-oriented → 
resulting in lower inventory levels and less overproduction 
• Product to Performance: product becomes less important, the benefit of 
the product becomes more important 
• Digitisation enables transparency of the by-product streams and better 
information across the value chain → optimizes the value chain 
• Losses in value added can be better evaluated through digitization and 
inefficient production can be avoided 
• digital measurements support and activate the visualisation and billing 
of individual energy consumption as well as the actors and their energy 
savings 
• specific adaptations can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
promote a market transformation towards renewable energies (SDG 13) 
• resilient infrastructure 
• promote innovation and sustainable, inclusive industrialisation 
• establish a human balance 
• sustainable governance models can lead to a reduction of costs and 
frictions associated with management, manufacturing, processing, energy 
use, logistics, production and information collection 
• by creating trust and transparency through digital dialogue and 
symbolizing complexity specific areas can become more transparent

• network effects can lead to dysfunctional social distribution and 
participation processes 
• information asymmetries, opportune behaviour and negative 
assessments can have an impact on citizens’ decisions and voting 
behaviour as well as on effectiveness and sustainability 
• reduced range of information (lack transparency) and equal 
opportunities between technology-affine and technology-averse 
citizens 
• immense energy consumption 
• further rebound effects 
• every change and new innovation can have far-reaching 
consequences for other areas and thus disrupt beneficial balances 
between society, the environment and the economy 
• interruptions of existing businesses 
• Increased resource consumption in production due to: 
• Increasing complexity in the world of production, consumption 
and communication 
• Increasing technical and social innovation 
• Acceleration of processes in the areas of planning, production 
and logistics 
• a shortening of product lifetimes (not because of reduced shelf 
life, but because of faster product innovations 
• Extension of possibilities (product features, services...) & product 
offers 
• Increasing the specificity of customer requirements 
• Increase or shift in demand for products and services 
• a constantly growing individualisation of consumer wishes and 
products

continued on following page
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METHODS

Beside analysing relevant literature in the topic sustainability and digitisation (both, 
English and German papers and literature) addressing challenges, opportunities 
and risks, and compiling a SWOT analysis, a concept map generated by content 
analysis of English papers was generated in order to analyse current linkages between 
sustainability and digitisation and digitalisation. Final, results of systemic structural 
constellations were integrated to combine conscious-based and unconscious-based 
knowledge.

A total number of 112 texts (scientific articles and summaries; e.g. Bondarouka 
& Brewster (2016); of acknowledged scientific journals; e.g. The International 
Journal of Human Resource Management, Human Geographies – Journal of Studies 
and Research in Human Geography, Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues, 
Journal of Urban Regeneration and Renewal) relating to the period 2015-2018 and 
accessible in the Ebsco and Scopus databases were included in the analysis. Within 
the Ebsco and Scopus databases, the keywords “digitisations” and “sustainability” 
were used as filters.

Content analysis can help to explore specific concepts from text-based information 
and uncover their structures and interdependencies. From a given amount of data, 
it filters out the most frequently occurring topics (Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 
2018). The computer-aided content analysis which is used under the purpose of this 
study may serve to map a specific area of research (Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 
2018). Smith & Humphreys (2006) highlight the advantages of such automated 
processes. Human analysis requires considerable financial and time resources to 
avoid the subjectivity associated with the method. For example, coders must be 
trained in advance, dictionaries and codebooks validated and intercoder reliability 

     Opportunities and Threats

• opportunity to reduce the use of resources concerning an increasing scarcity of resources 
• far-reaching changes in processes, products, processes and business models 
• considerable efficiency gains on one hand, that can also lead to a negative effect (rebound) on the other one 
• digital human rights and ethics must be anchored in the form of central rules for conducting business within the digital market 
• the design of business models in a digital environment 
• rapid development of technologies 
• sector-specific requirements 
• new designs and regulatory concepts 
• shift from product to service orientation 
• integrated business ecosystems and value creation activities within multi-stakeholder networks

Sources: Aksin-Sivrikaya & Bhattacharya, 2017; Behringer, 2017; BKA, 2015; Deutscher Ethikrat, 2017; 
Dini, 2007; Erdmann & Hilty, 2010; GeSI Report, 2015; Greening at al., 2000; Müller-Mielitz & Lux, 2016; 
MUKEBW, 2018; Leonard & Graf von Kospoth, 2017; Osburg & Lohrmann, 2017; Santaris, 2017; Sturgeon, 
2018; Zinnöcker, 2017

(Source: Own representation)

Table 1. Continued
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tested (Smith & Humphreys, 2006, p. 262). In addition to cost savings, automation 
can shorten the analysis process. At the same time, it is a simplification when very 
large amounts of data are to be examined (Smith & Humphreys, 2006). In the context 
of this investigation the content analysis software LeximancerLM (2017) was used 
for this research. This includes a two-stage process of simultaneous information 
extraction. For each of these levels (semantic and relational) a different algorithm 
is used (Smith & Humphreys, 2006). In the context of our analysis it produced a 
concept map which represents key concepts and the semantic structure of topics 
for the articles examined. LeximancerLM has already been used for several content 
analyses of academic journals (Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 2018). Analyses up 
to now relate amongst others to the Journal of Communication (Lin & Lee, 2012), 
Journal of International Business Studies (Liesch, Håkanson, McGaughey, Middleton, 
& Cretchley, 2011), Distance Education (Zawacki-Richter & Naidu, 2016) and the 
Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology (Cretchley, Rooney, & Gallois, 2010).

The software generates a visual map whereby similar concepts are bundled 
(Zawacki-Richeer & Latchem, 2018). According to Smith and Humphreys (2006, 
p. 264) “The map is an indicative visualization that presents concept frequency 
(brightness), total concept connectedness (hierarchical order of appearance), direct 
interconcept relative co-occurrence frequency (ray intensity), and total (direct and 
indirect) interconcept co-occurrence (proximity)”. Harwood, Gapp, & Stewart 
(2015) were able to demonstrate stable results using LeximancerLM and a manual 
grounded theory approach. Nevertheless, it is of great importance always to pay 
attention to expert judgment and analytical sensitivity with regard to interpretation 
(Zawacki-Richeer & Latchem, 2018). In addition, the interpretation requires both 
knowledge and a thorough understanding of the context and theme of the study 
(Zawacki-Richeer & Latchem, 2018).

Moreover, facing this variety and complexity in the context of digital change, new 
approaches, methods and models are increasingly relevant for generating holistic 
sustainable concepts identifying strengths and challenges in organisations, institutions 
and companies. Meeting the requirements of current and future reality, e.g. complex 
strategic decision-taking, environmental behaviours and the maintenance or preserving 
of resilience of systems, scientific tools and practices often lack in complete mapping 
(Walker et al., 2002). According to Wade (2004, p. 194), constellations are a method 
meeting the mentioned challenges, because they “provide powerful and creative 
ways to clarify and resolving complex, possibly intractable issues associated with 
organisations.” In addition, they offer the opportunity to experiment with specific 
solutions in a secure environment and thus support decision making (Wade, 2004). 
Intuition and unconscious knowledge play a major role in the area of relevant 
decision-making processes (Rosselet, 2013), therefore, unconsciousness should be 
integrated beside conscious-based methods.
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In particular, top managers are often confronted with a variety of tasks, information 
and decisions that have to be taken in a very short time. Agor (1986) was able to show 
that the majority of the executives he examined trusted their intuition in particularly 
important decisions. A significant advantage of the systemic structural constellations 
over many other methods is that they allow the integration of both unconscious and 
hidden knowledge in the area of decision-making processes (Arnold 2018, Arnold 
2016). Accordingly, a wider range of knowledge on a topic can be skimmed off. 
Systemic structural constellations can be used to train a careful handling of digitised 
systems and as an instrument for mapping relationship structures within a system 
for the analysis and creation of possible changes to these structures (Kopp, 2013). 
Depending on the system under consideration, specific constellations can be used. 
The common feature of the constellations is that they aim to show the correlation 
between the individual system elements (Kopp, 2013). According to Arnold (2016, 
p. 22), the three central components of this method are a group of people who 
participate on a voluntary basis as representatives (1), an issue-holder (2) and a 
facilitator or process manager (3). An important component is also the so-called 
representative perception. This means that the representatives serve as resonators 
for the hidden and implicit knowledge (Arnold 2016, Rosselet, 2013). According 
to Schlötter (2005) representative perception is a basic ability of all humans. High-
quality constellations are rule-guided and follow main structures.

Table 2. Methodical design of the Application of Systemic Structural Constellation

Topic Digitisation and Sustainability: Threats, Opportunities and Non-
Conformity

Question/Goal

Which possibilities and threats dominate in the context of digital change and 
its sustainable development? 
Are there any overlaps in the results of the methods used? 
• Content-based: new hypotheses and theory development concerning 
Digitisation and Sustainability

Participants
Issue-holders: professors, researchers, students 
Representatives: experienced researchers and students from Chemnitz 
University of Technology

Year Autumn 2017 and Spring 2018

Duration Up two hours including reflexion

Research design Exploratory case study

Data collection Observation, interviewing, testing as well as heuristics

Data preparation Video, protocol, joint reflexion

Data interpretation Interpretative-hermeneutic methods, reference analysis

(own source)
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There are five key phases in systemic structural constellation work (Arnold, 
2018): (1) Starting with clarifying the context the constellator and the issue-holder 
clear up the concern and issues by figuring out the goal and key involved elements. 
In scientific contexts, beside practitioners researchers or professors (educated as a 
constellator) can take the part of the issue-holder. (2) The selection of representatives 
for representing the core elements (agreed on in step 1) of the specific system is 
taken by the issue-holder by intuition or based on unconscious decision. (3) Initial 
constellation and first pattern are formed by the issue-holder as he or she positions 
all representatives/elements in the room. That special positioning and grouping is 
called structural constellation. It enables the recognition of spatial perspectives, 
arrangements, distances, and directions. So, underlying dynamics of the represented 
and focused situation can become more visible and conscious (Arnold, 2018). The 
selected representatives can also position in the room themselves – following their 
impressions where to position best in the given systemic constellation. (3) Process 
work enables diverse interventions facilitating solutions, testing simulations or 
gaining new hypotheses, etc. Finding a solution, forming a final constellation 
setting or the issue-holder is satisfied with the current patterns, the constellation 
process will be finished. (4) In the Closure the representatives are released from 
their work and will be thanked for their service and assistance (Arnold, 2018). (5) 
A final reflexion on new insights and strategic options follows. Systemic structural 
constellation processes take 20 minutes up to two hours.

Within the scope of the chapter tangible examples of applications with students, 
carried out at the Chemnitz University of Technology, will be presented. Table 2 
gives an overview of the methodical design. One of the constellations figures out 
tensions between technology-avers and -affine people in the context of sustainability 
and digitisation. The other focussed on health care and consisted the following 
elements Sustainability, Digitisation, Company, Organisational Members, Health 
Care Effects and Competition.

Limitations

It should be noted that the study has covered a period from 2015 to 2018. Digitisation 
is subject to constant change, which makes it virtually impossible to fix it in time. 
It only seems feasible to show a trend that reflects prevailing topics. The articles 
were accessed through the two databases: Ebsco and Scopus, but not limited to 
specific journals. It should be noted, however, that only accessible articles could 
be included. Only English articles and books were used. However, it may also be 
of interest to include literature in other languages and other types of sources. As 
already mentioned, LeximancerLM can be used to create concept maps. Algorithms 
serve to find the most frequently occurring terms (Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 
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2018). However, the co-word analysis should be viewed critically. According to 
Leydesdorff (1997, p. 418) “words change both in terms of frequencies of relations 
with other words, and in terms of positional meaning from one text to another.” It 
should be noted that “the fluidity of networks in which nodes and links may change 
positions is expected to destabilize representations of developments of the sciences 
on the basis of co-occurrences and co-absences of word” (Leydesdorff, 1997, p. 
418). Some authors point out that the words within a co-word analysis are only to 
be seen as indicators for the links between individual concepts (Courtial, 1998). 
Others see particular possibilities to carry out a narrative investigation concerning 
a specific subject in the co-occurrence of words (Liesch et al., 2011; Sowa, 2000). 
With regard to the maps created with LeximancerLM, a careful interpretation and 
knowledge of the overall topic is indispensable (Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 2018).

This is comparable to the systemic structural constellations. They have a high 
objectivity and reliability (Schlötter, 2005), but also face the reliability-validity 
dilemma (Lamnek, 1988). Meeting external validity a joint discussion and reflexion 
for balancing different perspectives and points of view is essential in scientific contexts 
(Arnold, 2018). As the main focus, here, is set on unconscious knowledge, the main 
quality criteria should assess how useful a constellation is to address new questions, 
formulate promising hypotheses and widening the context and understandings. 
However, in order to produce high quality in constellation settings, the frame-set 
of the constellator, how open-minded and respectful and how experienced she or 
he is, have strong impact on the outcome. In addition, the representatives can also 
manipulate the results when not being open-minded, but having strict frames or 
expectations. Therefore, hidden work, e.g. using tags, t-shirts, etc. for differentiation, 
is most successful – as it focuses on representation fundamentally. In addition, when 
repeating constellations, there might never be identical positioning, but always 
comparable patterns. So, the results of the constellation work was not interpreted 
as absolute truth, but as helpful patterns and indicators for challenges in complex 
settings addressing sustainability and digitisation. However, this method sensitises 
students to the topic and on the other hand, completely new impulses for reflexions, 
progress and changed frames can be generated, which can be used by the companies 
themselves.

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, our results of the concept maps and systemic structural constellations 
will be discussed on the background and literature review.
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Concepts Maps

The following fifteen topics are associated with the literature studied: Data, Design, 
Digital, Market, OECD, Online, People, Performance, Projects, Public, Results, 
Species, Sustainable, Use, and Value. Figure 1 shows the concept map of the 
analysed texts.

The topics with the most common strokes are digital (13610), sustainable (11191), 
use (10396), data (9701), design (6166), the latter is already green. Warmer colours 
(of the other themes) show that these are the most frequently occurring themes within 
the texts studied. In particular, the interpretation will focus on the first three topics. 
LeximancerLM makes it possible to visualize the concepts related to the topics. “Digital” 

Figure 1. Concept map for the analysed literature
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is associated with the following concepts for the texts used: digital, development, 
services, social, economic, technology, future, need, potential, including, world, 
change, innovation. The concepts sustainable, sustainability, production, products, 
energy, technologies, environmental, product, smart, manufacturing, life, supply and 
consumption are associated with “sustainability”. Use, information, system, different, 
systems, management, order, important represent the concepts in connection with 
the theme bubble “use”.

Linking the topics digital and sustainable, it has to be emphasised that the analysis 
merely shows one direct link path between the two thematic bubbles (sustainable and 
digital). The directly related concepts are: sustainable, environmental, life, production, 
technologies, (smart), environment, development (resources), technology, digital. 
These topics reflect the analysed SWOTs (see table 1), as well. So, there is a high 
congruency. With regard to a sustainable design of digital change, the main focus 
seems to be on production. Extracts of the used literature with keywords such as 
manufacturing processes, production and production phase reflect this. An indirect 
connection between the two topics also becomes clear. The concept of technologies, 
which is linked to digital and sustainable through further concept points, is also 
included in the use area. In this sector, for example, the following problems may 
arise in connection with the use of digital technologies: According to Bondarouk 
& Brewster (2016), concrete case studies show that employees prefer to receive 
information from people rather than from a digital system. Incongruent frameworks 
can therefore result in divergent views and conflicting information. This in turn can 
be accompanied by losses in the area of processes, resistance and false expectations 
(Bondarouk & Brewster, 2016). According to this, it seems to be quite relevant on the 
part of social components to leave people in the function of superiors. In any case, 
it should be examined in advance what concrete problems a digital transformation 
can entail in such a case in order both to find a socially acceptable solution and to 
protect the company against possible losses. Another problem could be irreversible 
damage to data security if information systems are outsourced (Bergere, 2016). 
Even in connection with advanced metering infrastructure and the electronic storage 
of customer data, problems may arise in the area of data protection (Sooknanan, 
Bahadoorsingh, Joshi, & Sharma, 2016).

The first analysis of the literature used (without the help of the LeximancerLM tool) 
shows digitisation presents a multitude of opportunities and risks that must be taken 
into account in order to achieve sustainable change in the overall system. But which 
areas are in focus and where could a sustainable design be particularly relevant? 
The following is a list of the main results in connection with the LeximancerLM 
programme used. The structuring of the following sections is intended on setting 
the thematic focus of the analysis. Selected interrelationships have been integrated. 
In addition, the subheadings are used to illustrate the areas of topics that overlap 
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and are bordering on the first analysis (SWOT). Since the use phase, especially 
in connection with potential rebound effects, is a major focus in connection with 
technological progress, opportunities and risks of this concept bubble are explained 
in a separate section.

Results concerning the specific topics and its concepts after analysis by the 
programme, which specify above listed points, complete or acknowledge them:

Global Development

Not only specific sectors (see table 1), but also global industries and specific groups of 
countries face new challenges. According to Alexander (2017), constant innovations 
in corporate technologies and an increase in the virtualisation of social spaces are 
key drivers of a transformation of the global retail industry. This could cause some 
difficulties, especially for emerging countries. According to Conschafter (2017), 
cities can also be made usable as respite from the digitised world. Thus, future urban 
planning should reflect not only the advantageous and unobtrusive integration of 
technologies for people, but also the most appreciated places of the past. It should 
be emphasized that this integration must take place for all economic and social 
backgrounds and therefore a complete participation of all people should be striven 
for (Conschafter, 2017). He sees the risk of excluding certain groups, for example, 
in the decline in car traffic and car ownership. In addition to the exclusion of certain 
groups, according to Matser (2017), there is also the risk of an increased distance 
between customers and employees (business sector). Furthermore, there may be 
increased staff shortfalls if this problem is not counteracted in advance by means 
of increased attention (Matser, 2017). In specific sectors, such as services, fewer 
people are expected to be needed and unemployment is expected to rise. This can 
lead to output and quality increases (Matser, 2017), and suitable political measures 
are necessary to compensate an increased unemployment.

Demand for Sustainability and the Inclusion of Specific Groups

According to Lyons, Mokhtarian, Dijst, & Böcker (2018), it is necessary to understand 
how the basic social needs for the various approaches (to goods, people, services, 
opportunities) can be met sustainably. Uncertainties about future access depending 
on affordability and social preferences should also be taken into account. Scenario 
planning can play a decisive role here, for example by mapping divergent future 
perspectives and promoting group thinking (Lyons, Mokhtarian, Dijst, & Böcker, 
2018.). Beside avoiding or reducing uncertainties as ways of including the various 
groups, Conschafter (2017) calls for the design of the built environment and 
addressing it through appropriate policies to counteract the exclusion of specific 
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groups. He identifies great potential for artificial intelligence, increasing automation 
and the associated efficiency gains, and the use of renewable technologies to create 
environmentally friendly cities of the future. However, in order to achieve this 
and to create a resilience of the cities, it is relevant that the cities themselves push 
this forward, for example with the creation of green spaces (Conschafter, 2017). 
Lifelong learning can be seen as an essential way of promoting social inclusion. 
Both younger and adult groups of the labour market or the unemployed should be 
included (Dias, Alemdra, & Silva, 2017). For specific groups, such as the elderly, 
it is often a considerable challenge to face completely new challenges. A change 
is also increasingly expected on the consumer side to solve global environmental 
concerns. They must also assume responsibility in social, economic, ethical and 
ecological areas (Fuentes & Sörum, 2018). In order to meet this complex challenge, 
one should never start at just one point.

Company

In the future, it may be particularly relevant for companies to combine different types 
of innovation (organisational innovation, marketing, process, service and product 
innovation) in order to set themselves apart from other competitors (Luciana & Stan 
2017). On the one hand, there are also clear effects on social factors in the field of 
digital, whose changes are also accompanied by market-economy transformations. 
On the other hand, the graphic shows no connection line between the theme bubbles 
people and the market. Thus, there should be greater importance regarding the 
inclusion of this concept (people) in the areas of market and digital.

In the automotive sector, green services can play a particularly important 
monitoring and control function for sustainable measures, such as in the area of 
raw material recycling (Opazo-Basáez, Vendrell-Herrero, & Bustinza, 2018). It is 
relevant to integrate these projects with digital skills in the case of implementation 
effectively, taking into account the respective performance and sustainability 
objectives of the company (Opazo-Basáez, Vendrell-Herrero, & Bustinza, 2018). 
In addition, intelligent materials can provide significant opportunities to contribute 
to the sustainability of digital measures. These can be activated, for example, by 
specific environmental impacts and thus transformed (Teoh, Chua, Liu, & An, 
2017). This could lead to other energy sources being saved. An increased service life 
can be particularly useful for products whose production phase has a considerable 
negative impact on the environment. The associated increase in efficiency leads to 
a reduction in the energy required for recycling materials (Dominish et al., 2018). 
This has both positive environmental effects and cost savings on the company side. 
However, potential rebound effects should always be considered in the context of 
efficiency improvements (Greening, Greene, & Difiglio, 2000). It is useless to extend 
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the service life of products by means of new technologies if this results in higher 
consumption, which in turn increases the resource usage. Informing consumers 
about potential risks should be done by both the state and the companies themselves.

A study of 100 Canadian companies in 2015 shows that both management 
commitment and stakeholder pressure will lead to environmentally friendly supply 
practices and waste-free production. In this way, more innovative products, new 
skills, environmental improvements and financial gains can be increased (Rajala, 
Hakanen, Mattila, Seppälä & Westerlund, 2018). Under the focus of a sustainable 
design of the manufacturing processes, economically effective processes and 
products should predominate. According to Da Silva et al. (2017), these contribute 
to optimising energy procurement and consumption, the environmental impact, the 
safety of employees and society and the use of natural resources. Industry 4.0 can 
make a significant contribution to minimise the environmental damage. Intelligent 
systems, in the area of production, can achieve a reduction of the following main 
areas: overproduction, production waste, goods movements and energy consumption 
(Kamble, Gunasekaran, & Gawankar, 2018). According to Kamble et al. (2018) 
products can be made clearly identifiable by means of intelligent systems. This can 
help to facilitate the challenge of increasing complexity in the area of manufacturing 
processes (Kamble et al., 2018). It is crucial to analyse the effects of such systems 
(products, factories) (Kamble et al., 2018). These smart technologies seem to play 
a decisive role, especially with regard to sustainable development.

Specific Challenges and Opportunities in 
Connection With the Theme Bubble Use

According to Gebhardt (2017), ecosystems are directly related to a high degree of 
complexity and constant change. Managers must be able to cope with these tasks 
and take irrational behavior and complex system logic into account (Gebhardt, 
2017). A control of social systems should include both belief systems and emerging 
characteristics (Gebhardt, 2017). Here, systemic structural constellations could 
support respective development. In connection with a stable design of storage 
management, long-term strategies and intelligent filter systems represent a major 
challenge (Scholz, 2016). This problem relates in particular to the problem of 
digital preservation of information. While printed paper makes it possible for a very 
long time to preserve information, such as cultural heritage, less than 20% of the 
information transmitted globally (in relation to 2007) could be stored in the context 
of technical ageing (Scholz, 2016).

There is considerable potential for optimization in the automotive sector. For 
example, real-time access to the entire system can improve flowing and stationary 
traffic and its safety (Rammler, 2017) (see table 1). A combination of infotainment 
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systems and standard communication technologies can contribute to an increase 
in well-being, especially in conurbations, where, for example, waiting times can 
be bridged. Here entertainment, communication, information and work can play 
a major role (Rammler, 2017). The adaptation of e-government systems can 
contribute an increased benefit for municipalities in electronic transactions with 
stakeholders along the whole value chain (Khilji, Duan, Lewis, Bukoye, & Luton, 
2017). According to Toonen & Bush (2018), fish attraction devices can help to get 
a more accurate picture of the shape of oceanic space using information and sensor 
technologies. It is relevant to make information and communication technology 
more environmentally friendly and energy efficient through appropriate measures, 
as they are used generously in the area of digital information over its entire life cycle 
(Chowdhury, 2016). In sum, according to the literature, central rebound effects can 
be: energy overconsumption, underestimation of human needs and ability to adapt, 
unlearn of diverse cap-/abilities, etc. (further see table 1). These rebounds might 
even get worse when differentiating technology-avers and technology-affine people.

Systemic Structural Constellations

Figuring out main challenges, a constellation was conducted containing the 
following (hidden) elements: Digitisation, Sustainability, Opportunities and Bounds, 
Technology-affine and Technology-avers (figure 2).

Issue-holder were a sustainability professor and a group of scientists and students 
in the field of sustainability management. The whole constellation work was 
conducted in a hidden way, meaning only the constellator knew what the respective 
representatives were representing. The single elements or respective representatives 
were asked to find a good place in the room related to the given system and searched 
their position themselves. The representatives were asked for their feelings, wishes to 
move and differences they can explain. After a first round of expressing their inner 
pictures and ideas, the representatives were allowed to move and interact further. This 
procedure was repeated until a final constellation was found as all representatives 
explicated a stable context. The figures convey pivotal expressions of the respective 
elements. The interpretation is based on the statements, the positions and systemic 
principles (Arnold, 2016).

In the beginning, it became quickly obvious technology-affine and technology-
avers are in clear tensions and two different poles – as they positioned vis-à-vis 
(figure 2). During the constellation these two poles oriented towards digitisation and 
sustainability, but becoming more open for other positions and got more balanced. 
The element Technology-affine wanted to push digitisation without any constraint. 
In the beginning Sustainability mainly focussed on Bounds and Technology-avers, 
but changed to a more open-minded and balanced position stating Opportunities 
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can operate as a mediating element; and a case-based analysis should be conducted 
in order to figure out all opportunities and bounds or SWOTs for taking sustainable 
decisions (figure 3). This is in line with Santarius’ (2017) argument digitisation and 
digital transformation should be analysed case-based as well as support and strengthen 
sufficiency and overall sustainability. Yet, he already observed severe rebounds, as 
overconsumption, immense energy consumption, etc. So, in terms of sustainability, 
digital transformation needs a clear value basis and sustainability added value. In 
terms of responsible management, digitisation and digital transformation has to be 
reflected before implementing assumed digital progress. A company should assess 
digital changes against a sustainability framework, including social, environmental 
and economic indicators, case-wise. Part of a responsible management is also lab-
orientation, meaning first simulating complex transformational processes in selected 
corporate parts before implementing digital change and devices company-wide. 
Therefore, societal progress and strict law regulation will be needed, too.

Moreover, stressing health as a particular focus in the constellation work, the 
following figure presents the initial constellation of the second conduced constellation. 
Particularly for the element Organisation, a clear area of conflict between the 
elements Competition and Organisational Members emerged within the constellation 
(see figure 4). Companies must be able to withstand competition in the face of 

Figure 2. Initial constellation representing technology-avers versus -affine people
(own source, figures © Antonia Wetzel)
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Figure 3. Finial constellation representing technology-avers versus -affine people
(own source, figures © Antonia Wetzel)

Figure 4. Initial constellation representing sustainability and digitisation in health 
contexts
(own source, figures © Antonia Wetzel)
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digital change, but they must not ignore their employees. The Company felt that it 
was consistently driven by Competition. For the Employees, direct health effects 
were of particular relevance, and Sustainability was of secondary importance for 
this element in the course of the installation process. However, strong tensions and 
various trade-offs occurred and were not easy to solve. The versatile connections, 
topics and linkages can also be seen in figure 1. The concept map shows various 
influences and connections concerning digitisation and sustainability, like people, 
public, market, value, performance, design and use, etc. So, companies have to 
consider diverse topics and challenges for managing digitisation, digitalisation and 
digital transformation successfully. The constellation makes obvious that organisations 
cannot focus on all aspects at the same time and often prioritise topics. Likewise, 
sustainability is not always on the top agenda.

The constellation also showed that the inputs for a sustainable development of 
corporate structures should be provided directly by the company itself (see figure 5).

So, as stated above, people are benefiting from new technologies that make 
corporate solutions more affordable, accessible and of higher quality and can 
support health at all. However, there are also strict limitations by human that have 
to be considered for digital transformation. These results are absolutely in line with 
Leonard & Graf von Kospoth’s (2017) arguments that rapid digital transitions have 

Figure 5. Final constellation representing sustainability and digitisation in health 
contexts
(own source, figures © Antonia Wetzel)
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to be aligned and balanced with humanity, and digital innovations should be made 
humanely sustainable. Sustainability can be a concept for reorientation towards 
humanity and human limits beside environmental boundaries.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

There are a lot of opportunities and risks concerning sustainability in the context 
of digitisation and a digital transformation. Increased affordability, accessibility, 
quality, speed, transparency, etc. could be opportunities in a digital transformation. 
Main rebound effects to be considered are: network effects, security lags, increasing 
information asymmetries, immense energy consumption, mass consumption, loss of 
sufficiency, lack of humanity, etc. This is in line with the results of the constellation 
work. Immense tensions between sustainability and digitisation occurred within the 
constellations, but there were also linked and progressive items. So, in light of a 
development towards sustainability, digitisation is both, boon and bane, and often needs 
a clear analysis of all relevant issues and a careful handling in order to be progressive. 
Digital transformation requires a precise and honest value basis and sustainability 
added value. In the context of sustainability and digital transformation, responsible 
and sustainable management requires a holistic technology and environmental 
assessment, a clear emphasis of human values and a proactive orientation towards 
balanced concepts of planet, people and profit. Responsible management should 
assess digital changes against a sustainability framework, including social, 
environmental and economic indicators, case-wise. In addition, applying a lab-
orientation, meaning first simulating complex transformational processes in selected 
corporate parts before implementing digital change and devices company-wide, is 
helpful to identify corporate and value-chain driven rebound effects or unstainable 
properties. So, a company can govern before deep (irreversible) transformational 
processes have happened. Therefore, societal progress, innovative incentives and 
strict law regulation will be needed.

Further research is need on real-effect rebounds for estimating environmental 
harm, social stress and economic losses on micro-, meso- and macro-levels. Protected 
or regional separated real labs could indicate possible changes and rebounds and 
indicate sustainable solutions, incentives and restrictions before implementing digital 
systems on a large scale. Moreover, generalisable trade-offs and rebounds should be 
figured out more intensively. Therefore, a cross-industry study should be conducted, 
both cross section and longitudinal section. Final, patterns should be investigated 
how digitisation, digitalisation and digital transformation can serve developments 
towards sustainability and not thwart sustainability goals in a big way. Here, pivotal 
digitised limitations have to be discussed, too.
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ABSTRACT

Industry 4.0, and in general, digital technologies, represent a fundamental model shift 
towards decentralization and individualized production. With this, the development 
of new services and business models based on the internet is encouraged. Somehow, 
this forces traditional supply chains to evolve into highly adaptative networks. 
Companies have to consider their internal resources and the benefits of getting 
closer to partners in the supply chain. In this sense, the implementation of these 
technologies is accompanied by a series of sustainable implication at economic, 
environmental, and social levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in technological and international issues have heightened the need for 
companies to keep abreast of their competition and, in general, of what disturbs their 
stability (Ngai et al., 2011; Sanders, 2007). This situation has accelerated the pace 
of innovation concerning its discovery, implementation, introduction, and diffusion 
into the market. This issue has grown in importance in light of the recent emergence 
of digital technologies associated with the concept of Industry 4.0. In general, it 
represents a fundamental model shift towards decentralization and individualized 
production (Lasi et al., 2014; Linkov et al., 2018). This shift mainly encourages 
the development of new services and business models based on the Internet, which 
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somehow forces traditional supply chains to evolve into highly adaptative networks 
(Duarte and Cruz-Machado, 2018). Many companies have already taken the first 
steps towards a connected industry. However, the road to a positive development goes 
through a process of evolution rather than a revolution. Alongside this evolution, 
companies have to consider sustainability to remain competitive and also follow 
the current trend.

The concept of sustainability refers to the maintenance of the well-being over a 
long period, which inherently implies people, planet and profit (Elkington, 1994; 
Kuhlman and Farrington, 2010). Companies have to manage the resources needed for 
production, knowing that those essential today may be substituted by others tomorrow 
(Kuhlman and Farrington, 2010). The main objectives of sustainability should 
include the reduction of inequalities, decent work, and responsible consumption and 
production (Linkov et al., 2018). In this sense, sustainability should be considered 
as the central focus to guarantee both the resources needed and the impact on future 
generations.

The relationship between humankind and nature comprises two opposing views, 
one that stresses adaptation and harmony, and another that sees nature as something 
to be conquered (Kuhlman and Farrington, 2010). Thus, companies have to deal 
with fundamental decisions. On the one hand, companies have to develop their 
strategy and find the position they feel most comfortable with under one of these 
perspectives. On the other hand, it is unknown whether digital technologies will be 
able to offer solutions in the future. Hence, companies must take advantage of their 
current benefits to manage the resources that are more appealing to them in the best 
possible conditions. In sum, if companies make the proper choice and follow the 
right guidelines, they will obtain benefits from the implementation and development 
of digital technologies.

The arrival of Industry 4.0 and, therefore, digital technologies, pose a new 
scenario in which most companies are naïve. This situation increases the uncertainty 
of companies regarding their perception of the pros and cons of implementing 
digital technologies. On the one hand, there is a wide range of technologies under 
the umbrella of Industry 4.0, which makes it problematic to assess which one would 
fit each company better. On the other hand, as it is difficult to foresee the future 
behavior of these technologies, most companies prefer to wait for others to act and 
observe their evolution. For the sake of generalization, different digital technologies 
are not presented. That pertains to each company, depending on the industry it 
develops its activity.

Sustainability has been a topic of great interest in the past and is still gathering 
companies’ attention. This issue has demonstrated to be relevant to create competitive 
advantages and allow companies to remain profitable for a more extended period. 
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This importance makes it attractive to combine with other hot topics, such as digital 
technologies.

Hence, this chapter aims to outline the main possibilities that digital technologies 
have to offer to companies to influence their sustainability at three levels (economic, 
environmental and social). It also aims to raise awareness of the importance of 
considering sustainability in any area of the company, even when there is skepticism 
on its effectiveness. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution and how it is manifested at a global (intelligent supply 
chain) and company level (Industry 4.0). Section 3 presents the main arguments 
likening digital technologies and sustainability. Finally, Section 4 offers a discussion 
and the main conclusions.

2. THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

2.1. Introduction

The essence of the Fourth Industrial Revolution is the digitalization of all physical 
assets and the integration into digital ecosystems with partners in the supply chain 
(Sanders et al., 2016, Zhong et al., 2017). The concept of Industry 4.0 mainly 
represents this revolution, which, in a general sense, describes the introduction of 
Internet technologies into the industry (Gabriel and Pessl, 2016). That is, it comprises 
the set of strategies and actions leading to the application of advanced information 
and communication systems and future-oriented technologies (Sanders et al., 2016) 
with the aim of bringing the virtual and physical worlds closer (Prause, 2016). 
Despite this, Lasi et al. (2014) understand Industry 4.0 as a wide range of current 
concepts (e.g., smart factory or cyber-physical systems) whose clear classification is 
not possible in individual cases. Geissbauer et al. (2016) also state that Industry 4.0 
consists of three essential elements: (a) digitalization and integration with members 
of the supply chain; (b) digitalization of the products and services offered, and (c) 
digital business models and customer access.

The relationship between digital technologies and companies makes necessary 
to review the knowledge bases applied to operations management in order to 
allow a progressive implementation. This analysis can be carried out through two 
distinct, although mutually interrelated, levels. The first level is strategic in nature 
and responds to the planning needs of all actions that would integrate individual 
companies into an intricate network of relationships. The companies involved must 
be cohesive enough to share both a common thought and vision. These circumstances 
lead to the concept of the intelligent supply chain (Yan et al., 2014). The second 
level is of an operational nature and oversees the control of all actions and activities 
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that organizations have to carry out. In this way, if the production process works 
correctly, the proposed objectives will be achieved. In order to meet current trends, 
these efforts must be made by maintaining a permanent connection both within the 
company itself and with the rest of the partners in the supply chain (Leuschner et al., 
2013). The concept of Industry 4.0 would encompass this perspective. Although each 
level is responsible for solving problems within its own field of action, strategic or 
operational, both must be related in order to understand that they are complementary 
and that the decisions made in each one will have an undeniable impact on the 
development of the other.

The adaptation process to this new revolution happens, unquestionably, by 
digitalizing the business. A high dose of commitment and collaboration are 
undoubtedly needed on the part of different elements such as people, things and the 
business itself (Ferreti and Schiavone, 2017). In this sense, the machinery must be 
organized autonomously, while the supply chains are interlinked automatically. Thus, 
orders can be transformed directly into data for manufacturing, and the equipment 
can negotiate virtually the necessary actions to carry out the subsequent steps. This 
connection is possible through the creation and strengthening of a close link between 
the physical and virtual parts (Del Giudice, 2016, Haddud et al., 2017).

The implementation of digital technologies causes the boundaries of organizations 
to become fuzzy in comparison to traditional companies (Flyverbom et al., 2017). 
These new business models, which are due to different forms of value creation, 
are becoming dominant. For instance, as digital technologies become the norm 
for most companies, the phenomenon of “platform business” is gaining attention 
(Prause, 2016). Under this phenomenon, value creation consists mostly in offering 
products, services, or technologies that provide the foundation upon which external 
firms can develop their complementary products, technologies, or services (Gawer 
and Cusumano, 2014). Changes like these can also push customers and consumers 
to adapt to the new situation, creating considerable uncertainties still to uncover.

2.2. Intelligent Supply Chain

Factors such as globalization and the increase in competition have been critical 
in driving companies to develop strategic and collaborative relationships within 
the supply chain (Lambert and Cooper, 2000; Wisner and Keah, 2000). In this 
situation, uncertainty has a dominant presence, which forces organizations to realize 
the importance of their supply chain partners. Companies have to see in them the 
opportunity to develop, under a strategic perspective, a competitive advantage that 
allows all members to remain competitive in the markets (Qi et al., 2011; Narasimhan 
and Kim, 2002). In this way, companies have developed their relationships with 
suppliers and customers by trying to integrate them into their decision-making systems.
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Thereby, companies would link the maintenance of these relationships over time 
to their general interests (Cao and Zhang, 2011). Before this change, the conception 
of rivalry was between companies. However, these relationships change the focus, 
while competitiveness begins to focus on the level of supply chains.

The level of development of the relationships within the supply chain goes 
through a continuum range, running from mere transactional relationships to specific 
interconnected systems (Ellram, 1991; Webster, 1992). When relations between 
partners within the supply chain surpass personal boundaries without losing their 
own identity, the concept of an intelligent supply chain emerges.

Under these circumstances, the intelligent supply chain is a general supra-
organizational phenomenon in which organizations within the same supply chain are 
involved in a collective action through motivation, learning and continuous work, 
and the development of competencies with the aim of unraveling the complexity 
of problems at the supply chain level and creating an efficient and sustainable 
ecosystem (Gonzalez-Chiñas, 2010). For an ideal development and functioning 
of collaborative relationships, the organizations involved must have common 
elements that respond to similar organizational profiles. Thus, features such as the 
predisposition towards innovation and the dissemination of permanent information, 
the search for new ways of doing things, respect for the environment, proactivity or 
reflection on social problems will shape the common base upon which to develop 
a joint thought (Bowersox et al., 2003; Golicic et al., 2003). Therefore, companies 
must seek the supply chain partners that fulfill the requirements each company 
consider appropriate.

In a general sense, the purpose of the intelligent supply chain comprises obtaining 
an economic, social and environmental change (being the latter understood as 
permanent). The achievement of said changes means that organizations have to 
work simultaneously at two levels: individual and collective. The former implies 
that companies focus on their internal management, trying to adapt to the demands 
agreed upon by the supply chain. The latter, in the collective sphere, implies 
that organizations have to work on maintaining the connection with the rest of 
the members (Geissbauer et al., 2016). While the first answers to an individual 
action with global restrictions, the second responds to a joint strategic alignment. 
Although both approaches might perform at different points in time, they have to 
emerge simultaneously. An effortless exchange of information needs to happen in 
both directions so that a certain cohesion between both of them exists and, thus, an 
optimal objective can be achieved. Otherwise, inconsistencies such as redundant 
work or setting conflicting goals could be detrimental to a good development (Ngai 
et al., 2011, Sanders et al. 2016).

Once the organizations have decided to get involved in these processes, they have 
to show a certain level of long-term commitment towards all the members of the 
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supply chain (Roehrich et al., 2014). This process will help them strengthen their 
participation and stability within the group while reducing uncertainty, distrust, 
and opportunism (Zhou et al., 2015). Internally, the responsibility for the change 
rests with the top managers, resulting essential in the early stages of the relationship 
(Costa et al., 2017, Hoejmose et al. 2012). They are also in charge of searching the 
necessary actions to converge towards the intelligence of the supply chain. The aim 
is to create an ecosystem in which suppliers, partners, and customers are immersed 
in the co-creation and capture of added value (Geissbauer et al., 2016).

Each company should act on internal aspects to get closer with their partners 
within the supply chain. Therefore, the enrichment of each company starts in-house 
to allow for a proper out-house development. In doing so, for instance, elements 
as necessary as information may flow flawlessly. According to Gonzalez-Chiñas 
(2010), there are five main points on which companies should focus to improve 
their supply chain relationships:

1.  Human Resources. This is one of the most important points, as dealing with 
human resources represents the base of every company. At this point, the 
focus is on seeking the commitment and motivation of workers by extending 
their skills. Companies have to offer them the freedom to make decisions 
autonomously within their scope and be aware of their worries and concerns. 
These actions intend to reach a mutual understanding between workers and the 
company. In short, it is about generating an alignment between the personal 
objectives of workers and those of the company.

2.  Learning. It is directly related to the first one because it aims to provide 
workers with the know-how to work as a team and to benefit from everyone’s 
knowledge, which allows them to speed up the resolution of problems. It is, 
therefore, a process of socialization and adaptability that would enable workers 
to break down individual barriers and include them within collective or global 
thinking. Among others, practices such as workgroups or quality circles help 
to encourage this type of stimuli.

3.  Cultural change. Companies have to support the cultural change within them 
to remain proactive and continuously alert to disruptive situations. They must 
change the pre-established standards and favor the transition, easing the path 
for employees. With this, companies promote the creativity and innovation 
capacity of their workers, which allows them to see things continuously in a 
unique way, moving away from routine and uninspiring thoughts. At the same 
time, companies generate a new knowledge base in line with their sustainability 
objectives which, in turn, will allow them to improve their adaptability.

4.  Future vision. Companies must create an image of their future trajectory 
by establishing a shared aspiration. To do this, they must create and firmly 
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establish a business identity. This determination would be like defining the 
personality of each company, that is to say, what firms usually do or how they 
behave when facing certain stimuli. It means that not only workers should 
feel identified with the company, but there must also be a company identity 
towards which all workers think of as their point of reference. The interaction 
of the company with both the environment in general and the rest of companies 
within the supply chain are responsible for forging this identity. In this way, 
each company will act and behave according to the behavior of the others. At 
this point, the coordination between all of them within the supply chain is of 
vital importance, so that each action is in line with the rest. This alignment 
allows the identification of each business identity within the supply chain.

5.  Internal procedures. They focus on understanding the individual performance 
within the supply chain. The objective is to achieve a systematic thinking that 
guides and structures the execution of each company’s knowledge and ideas.

2.3. Industry 4.0: The Interconnectedness

The expansion of the Internet, along with the digitalization of information, has led to 
a greater automation of processes (Caputo et al., 2016). This development has been 
critical in allowing the advance of new technological developments and, therefore, 
an autonomous and interconnected work (Brettel et al., 2014, Haddud et al., 2017, 
Yu et al., 2016). Consequently, networks have been created so that the integration 
between the physical and information systems has favored the form of the basis of 
a new industrial revolution (Lasi et al., 2014, Sanders et al., 2016). The essence of 
this revolution has been determined by the adaptation of technologies, first into the 
productive processes and then into all the companies, to cover the gap between the 
physical and the virtual. This has been possible thanks to the concept of Industry 
4.0, understood as the digitalization of supply chains that allows the implementation 
of emerging technologies with the ultimate goal of obtaining a more efficient and 
flexible production, while increasing their quality and decreasing their costs (Brettel 
et al. 2014, Prause, 2016, Sanders et al., 2016). Therefore, Industry 4.0 pursues the 
achievement of efficient products adapted to the needs of increasingly demanding 
consumers, who consider both the optimization of resources and the awareness of 
their responsible use.

Industry 4.0 becomes a facilitator of a fluid exchange of information, allowing, 
in turn, the enrichment of communication between people, things, machines, and 
systems (Gabriel & Pessl, 2016). In short, it allows operations to be aggregated 
and data to be analyzed for autonomous decision-making (Ford & Despeisse, 2016, 
Haddud et al., 2017). For instance, if something unpredictable happens in an internal 
process, the response time may decrease. This benefit comes from the interconnection 
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developed in real time (including workers) that allows having the information needed 
to solve problems permanently available. Therefore, this new conception of the 
industry has the potential to solve the most common barriers related to the scarcity 
of resources, such as obtaining adequate communication, monitoring or supervision 
of processes or the integration of their own internal operations as well as with the 
rest of the partners in the supply chain (Sanders et al., 2016).

The implementation of the technologies associated with Industry 4.0 results in 
a set of advantages for organizations (Müller et al., 2018). Among them, it can be 
highlighted: (a) allowing the development of the identity and communication for 
each partner within the supply chain; (b) inducing mass customization of information 
and communication technologies in manufacturing; (c) encouraging and ensuring an 
improvement in cooperation among employees; (d) allowing to plan production in 
real time and the dynamic self-optimization of the machinery; (e) favoring the degree 
of automation, so that intelligent and self-optimizing machines in the production 
line can synchronize themselves with the value chain as a whole. Despite these 
advantages, once companies enter the dynamic of Industry 4.0, they will need to 
reinvent their capabilities at faster rates if they intend to be on the front line.

3. TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

3.1. Introduction

The traditional vision of industrial management has not considered its environment 
as an important agent when it comes to its development. The environment represents 
the place where companies obtain resources and place products with no value in 
the market, that is, the physical media where companies develop their activity. 
Considering a broader perspective, management should contemplate the deterioration 
that companies’ activities have on the environment in which they operate. This 
consideration implies recognizing social and environmental approaches (Seuring and 
Müller, 2008). Under this situation, the industry has adopted a different attitude, trying 
to adapt to the new demands. In this sense, digital technologies have increasingly 
influenced the way members of society perceive, think about, and engage with nature 
(Kahn, 2011). Therefore, the technologies comprising Industry 4.0 might become 
responsible for addressing this change.

The main idea is that Industry 4.0 makes use of emerging information technologies 
so that business and engineering processes are integrated, allowing production to 
operate in a flexible, efficient and green way and maintaining quality and low cost 
(Wang et al., 2016). In this manner, all efforts are focused on achieving a significant 
improvement in the well-being of the society as a whole, bearing in mind its natural 
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environment. For instance, the generation of large amounts of data and the creation 
of centralized data repositories, to exploit them at a later date, can determine 
relationships, predict behaviors and establish dependencies between companies, 
workers and the environment (Linkov et al., 2018). Also, big data facilitates 
calculations and the processing of relationships between consumer needs and their 
functions for large amounts of data (Sanders et al., 2016). For instance, to face the 
diversification of consumer needs, Toyota popularized the concept of the SMED 
system (Single-Minute Exchange of Die) with which the reduction in change times 
was evident. Modern manufacturing systems tend towards mass customization, 
so they cannot afford to increase the time between changes in product variants. In 
this sense, systems equipped with self-optimization and machines with behavior 
towards learning allow companies to adapt the machinery according to the products 
and produce small batches (Ford and Despeisse, 2016, Gogate and Pande, 2008). 
All this results in faster changes in the parameters of the machines according to the 
instructions given. The adaptation time of organizations is substantially reduced 
due to the ability of their decision-making machinery and its fluid communication 
with other elements (Sanders et al., 2016). Therefore, one of the critical points of 
Industry 4.0 is to determine whether the technologies applied can provide the correct 
information for the appropriate purpose at the right time to generate added value, 
or if, on the contrary, they can identify themselves as intruders.

The development of an intelligent industry is based, therefore, on a holistic 
perspective that allows a broad and complete knowledge of both the company itself 
and its relationships through the supply chain (Preuveneers and Ilie-Zudor, 2017). 
Said perspective entails an integral connection of the company both internally and 
with all the external agents participating in the supply chain process. Although 
this, initially, seems an easy task to accomplish, firms have to rely on the current 
development of their operational capabilities. In doing so, firms increase the base 
upon which to build their new capabilities to face digital transformation. This is of 
great importance as the implementation of digital technologies, disruptive in nature, 
generates an upsetting situation resulting in a brand-new organization.

For instance, computer science enables the creation of intelligent machines that 
work and react like humans (Moudud-Ul-Huq, 2014). According to Linkov et al. 
(2018), machines will be able to learn from their experience and make their own 
decisions without further input from humans beyond the initial design of the machine. 
Hence, digital technologies change the essential parts of a firm, such as its corporate 
structures, processes, culture, and abilities and skills related to human resources. This 
poses the challenge of developing new operational capabilities inherent to digital 
technologies, commonly known as digital operational capabilities. These enhanced 
capabilities arise as an adaptation to new circumstances based on previous ones. 
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Accordingly, new routines and processes become the sources of these capabilities, 
being also sensitive to employee networks and inter-organizational relationships.

Under this development, Industry 4.0 offers the first advantage: it allows a new 
way of doing things sustainably. Thus, due to the interconnection created, companies 
can implement new management models based on the sustainable allocation of 
products, materials, energy, and water (Stock and Seliger, 2016). In order to achieve 
this, they rely on certain practices such as intelligent logistics, intelligent supply 
networks, and self-sufficient supply (Stock et al., 2015). These changes provide a 
more efficient form of management based on the creation of value by connecting 
with the intelligence elements. In this way, the sustainability and efficiency of the 
resources become the focus of the design of industrial manufacturing processes, 
assuming at this level the fundamental framework conditions to guarantee the success 
of the products (Lasi et al., 2014).

Current studies have partially demonstrated that Industry 4.0 and all the 
technologies associated influence the way companies conceive the business and 
their relationships with other members of the supply chain, highlighting the crucial 
role of customers (Ittmann, 2015; Lasi et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016). Although the 
application of Industry 4.0 comes in several and diverse forms, the following sections 
try to provide an overall view of how (and most of the time, why) digital technologies 
represent a challenge when dealing with relevant issues such as sustainability.

3.2. Environmental Sustainability

In broader terms, the production process carried out in companies favors the 
deterioration of the environment due to two main reasons: (a) scarce natural resources 
are consumed at a higher rate than the regeneration rate of the environment itself; 
and (b) emissions and waste are generated at a rate that exceeds the assimilation 
rate of the environment (Goodland, 1995). Many of the alterations suffered by the 
natural environment, such as global warming or environmental pollution, have been 
due, mainly, to industrial production (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions, spills into the 
sea or tire landfills) in which companies have disregarded the environmental cost 
(Fischer, 2017).

For its part, the technologies associated with Industry 4.0 generate enormous 
amounts of data, which provide valuable information available to companies. These 
data come primarily from both within the company, obtained from interdepartmental 
relationships, and outside, derived from its relations with other companies (mainly 
suppliers and customers) within the sector (Botta et al., 2016; Ittmann, 2015). In 
this sense, companies have to optimize the use of this information to create new 
sustainable business models. These new models make the most of the information 
available and are developed from the competition in the long-term, which becomes 
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crucial in order to maintain a comparative advantage (Prause, 2015). Hence, this 
perspective, alongside with a more profound knowledge of their activities, can provide 
companies’ products with other characteristics, such as functionality or accessibility, 
that surpass the merely physical ones (Stock & Seliger, 2016).

Data availability allows companies to schedule tasks and processes intelligently. 
The balance achieved from this helps to reduce energy consumption (Ding et al., 
2017; Fysikopoulos et al., 2014). Also, this leads to the prediction of its consumption 
and, therefore, it favors a more responsible use (Shrouf & Miragliotta, 2015). 
Managing the product lifecycle and its activities, such as recycling or invert logistic, 
can be achieved thanks to the interconnection of data and information. Eventually, 
said management allows the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (Peukert et al., 
2015) and it also favors waste reduction and resource consumption (Herrmann et 
al., 2014; Stock & Seliger, 2016). Counting with data transparency throughout the 
supply chain stimulates the optimization of several processes that directly affect 
delivery accuracy, unnecessary waiting times or product quality (Qi et al., 2015).

In most manufacturing companies, the equipment is usually long-lasting and 
essential. Thus, reconditioning it with sensors and devices allows to equalize every 
piece of equipment, while promoting cyber-physical systems through the creation 
of value. In short, companies go from having a problem of depreciation of their 
equipment to an alternative to buying new production equipment (Stock and Seliger, 
2016) and, therefore, contributing to the economic sustainability of the company 
(through a more efficient use of resources and avoiding the economic implication 
of buying new equipment) and being more environmentally friendly (reusing the 
old equipment and avoiding the environmental costs of disposing of it). Another 
example of environmentally friendly production technology is additive manufacturing 
as it requires fewer resources than traditional manufacturing and hardly generates 
waste, while reducing transport logistic by decentralization (Gabriel & Pessl, 2016).

For companies, being part of an interconnected ecosystem requires a continuous 
improvement perspective to be more and more efficient. It also implies the 
identification of the processes to be integrated and a deeper understanding of the 
best business models under a sustainable point of view (Ford & Despeisse, 2016). 
Therefore, it is easier to assess the alternatives or scenarios by making available 
the tools to capture, analyze and report information concerning the sustainability 
of the company.

A clear example of this is Omron UK, a provider of industrial automation, 
healthcare and electronic components that faced the decision of implementing 
Industry 4.0 in the packaging line. The most significant improvement in this line 
was having all the elements integrated so that the data could be exchanged between 
them. It was controversial in older equipment because most of the time there was 
not any indication about the working capacity, which made it difficult to assess their 
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productivity. Electronically capturing the data could require changing the working 
process to make sure the information is logged correctly and not illegible in paper 
form. This could require some small technical upgrades of the equipment to add 
additional sensors to capture operating data, convert existing analog information into 
a digital format or add a data communication module to provide remote data capture 
and control. Starting the data analysis to check the efficiency of the line requires the 
primary data capture process to be completed. It will also be possible to monitor 
the device condition, permitting preventive maintenance type functionality (Rossek, 
2018). Therefore, having a good understanding of how well the packaging line is 
running allows to redirect investment on less efficient parts. At the same time, it 
allows companies to develop a strategy to migrate the lines in order to enable smart 
and flexible production. Although the direct benefit of reusing this equipment with 
digital technology is efficiency, there is also an environmental benefit behind this. 
By adding sensors to the old equipment, its useful life is extended. This enlargement 
means that through digital technologies the concept of “reuse” is reinvented as the 
full potential of certain assets is shown.

Under this perspective, the main benefit is manifested mainly for the company, 
that is, digital technologies do not allow any damage to the natural environment. 
They allow companies to reuse the equipment that would be otherwise discharged 
into the natural environment without ensuring a proper recuperation process. 
However, companies do not focus their efforts on producing more sustainable 
products (or services) by using digital technologies. Few people are concerned about 
the characteristics given by Industry 4.0 that make products more environmentally 
friendly. In this sense, generating environmental value for customers remains a 
challenge (Man & Strandhagen, 2017).

3.3. Economic Sustainability

The immediate benefits of Industry 4.0 are the optimization of the processes because 
of the transparency and interconnection (Oesterreich & Teuteberg, 2016), which 
eventually increase efficiency, quality, customization, and flexibility (Hossain & 
Muhammad, 2016; Peuker et al., 2015). This improvement requires the production 
of “smart products” that increase competitiveness (Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). 
Besides, the transparency gained both intra- and inter-organizational allows to lower 
logistics costs (Hofmann & Rüsch, 2017; Zhong et al., 2015).

An interconnected industry provides companies with the ability to manage the 
life cycle of their product to make it more sustainable. The process involves practices 
such as recycling, reusing or recovering the value of the product at the end of its 
useful life. Also, during this process, products can be redesigned with the aim of 
improving the degree of compliance with the needs of consumers and, therefore, 
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their welfare. For this, companies can make use of information systems to capture the 
essential parts involved in re-manufacturing or to apply new services to consumers.

In a well-designed production system and under an “in time” philosophy, the 
materials should be available only at the time of manufacture and should not be 
waiting for prolonged periods or stored as inventory (Satoglu et al., 2018). Each 
process has to add value and result in a continuous flow of operations. In many cases, 
flow failures are due to errors in the calculation of inventory, capacity shortage, 
and centralized control systems, leading to delays in the decision processes. Thus, 
devices such as RFID can help eliminate the errors associated with the inventory 
through accurate tracking in real time. Then, an error-free inventory status helps 
maintain a low inventory level and a timely order of goods (Sanders et al., 2016).

As a rule, companies carry out preventive and periodic maintenance of machinery 
and facilities. However, failures are, in most cases, difficult to predict and control. In 
an intelligent industry, the machinery is interconnected through the information and 
communication systems in a way that it sends error notifications to the shop-floor 
and maintenance personnel (Sanders et al., 2016). At the same time, information 
systems can reprogram work to mitigate the impact of the fault. In addition, with 
more advanced analytical methods and in a big data environment, machines are 
equipped to be self-aware and perform self-maintenance. This machinery can assess 
its state of operation, and use the data obtained from another mechanism to avoid 
potential problems due to maintenance (Sanders et al., 2016). Thus, machine-worker 
communication, self-maintenance systems, and predictive maintenance control can 
improve productive and preventive maintenance in any industry.

Product quality is of vital importance in an industrial manufacturing process. 
The processes must always be under control, and this results in the development of 
different techniques to evaluate processes. Factors such as the reduction of the useful 
life of the products, development times and the increase of the complexity of the 
products mean that control processes are at a constant risk. Within a 4.0 environment, 
the sequence of operations to be performed on a given product is already inserted in 
support of that product. This information is transferred to the machinery so that the 
automatic operation is carried out, which in turn is shown with a better visualization 
interface for manual operations. Also, man-machine interfaces use a much more 
attractive and intuitive display, which helps avoid problems in the production process. 
In this sense, the internet of things helps with the integration of different methods 
that add value by combining information and data from different machines. The 
advanced analysis combines business intelligence with the management of process 
workflows. These technologies facilitate traceability, visibility, and localization 
throughout the production process in such a way that they eventually ensure the 
production of defect-free products to be sold to consumers (Sanders et al., 2016). 
Data availability in real time allows companies to manufacture customized products 
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and offer customization solutions. This type of products usually generates higher 
margins than mass-produced ones.

The business model generated through Industry 4.0 allows increasing the capacity 
in order to adapt to the demand, a greater personalization of the customer service 
and, therefore, an improvement in the after-sales service. Also, it favors the reduction 
in design, production and sales times, which ultimately leads to a shortening of the 
production chains and thus making them more profitable.

KUKA, a company leader in robotics, has developed a cloud-based software 
application, used by friction welding machines, to integrate itself into “smart 
production” alongside other cloud solutions already implemented. All machine, 
production, and process data can be retrieved via a secure internet connection and 
automatically analyzed (via PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone). Friction welding 
machines communicate with the cloud via the Industry 4.0 standards and the Kuka 
Reome Service Client (a local edge gateway that handles the control functions and 
data communication with the cloud). The detection and elimination of problems in 
a reasonable timeframe require visualization of essential status data from anywhere 
in the production system and monitoring the welding process in real time. With the 
condition-based maintenance feature, the actual condition of machine components 
is factored into the calculation of maintenance intervals for the first time using 
sensor data. In that way, maintenance expenditure can be reduced up to 75%. It is 
also possible to link and analyze essential process variables and send messages (e.g., 
to the maintenance technician’s smartphone), ultimately leading to an increased 
uptime and even higher productivity of the friction welding machines (Kuka, 2017).

As it can be seen, the principal advantage of digital technologies for this company 
is cost reduction. Its core responsibility is the interconnectedness derived, in this 
case, from the use of cloud-based software. Using this software has made information 
flows faster and, therefore, workers are able to make decisions with no delay. The 
company could reduce response times, that is to say, any problem can be solved in 
real time, saving the costs associated if the implication of more staff were necessary. 
Thus, one person with accurate information can act and be sure they are making the 
right decision. Besides, as the real state of the machinery is known to the company, 
maintenance costs can be dramatically reduced because the exact moment in which 
to carry out maintenance tasks is known.

3.4. Social Sustainability

In general, the transition to a connected industry entails, in most cases, a substantial 
investment in information technologies (Vázquez-Casielles et al., 2017). Most of 
them simplify, and even substitute, the work done by the workers. This fact provokes 
some hesitation on the part of human resources, which can face complex situations, 
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such as dismissals, mitigation of their responsibilities or substantial changes in their 
working conditions.

On the contrary, an increase in their satisfaction is the most remarkable benefit 
for employees. It comes from, among others, the application of intelligent assistance 
systems and the human-machine interfaces (Herrmann et al., 2014; Peukert et al., 
2015). Currently, it is not possible to foresee whether digital technologies could 
reduce the number of employees because of process automatization, or if, on the 
contrary, it compensates with the of new jobs (Bonekamp and Sure, 2015; Kubicek 
and Korunka, 2017). What seems to be clear regarding human resources is the 
necessity of changing the mindset in order to handle the challenges of implementing 
digital technologies rather than acting automatically (Leonhardt and Wiedemann, 
2015; Müller et al., 2018.

The role of human resources is vital for companies that want to introduce new 
developments in their production processes as crucial as intelligent factories. Thus, 
according to Stock and Seliger (2016), there are three key points of action to address 
social change: (a) increase training in different information and communication 
technologies; (b) increase self-motivation and creativity through original approaches 
to organization and work design based on cyber-physical systems (e.g., gamification); 
and (c) increase general motivation through incentive systems considering smart 
data so that personalized attention can be provided.

Many of these actions can also undermine the concept of sustainability, which 
means that the commitment of both parties is necessary to carry out the most 
efficient transition possible.

Human resources are responsible for working and creating products and services, 
so they should give appropriate importance and flexibility to the recognition of their 
ideas and suggestions. However, in most cases, workers find it difficult to convey 
their opinions and feedback on their jobs. This situation changes in a connected 
industry environment since workers can provide information on production conditions 
instantaneously and in real time through their own devices (e.g., smartphones and 
tablets). All workers have smart portable devices fully integrated into the company’s 
network. In short, this represents a comfortable environment for workers since it 
allows them to share and store their worries and suggestions in the workplace. 
In this way, those responsible can check the availability of workers and relocate 
them to different operations through their devices. Also, worker support systems 
simplify the evaluation of workers regarding speed, reliability, performance factors, 
and motivation. All this contributes to a better development of empowerment and 
workers’ involvement in the organization (Sanders et al., 2016).

For companies, it is essential to foster a robust digital culture and supervise the 
change in management through good leadership which, in turn, is controlled by top 
management. This support will be decisive when assessing the expected returns 
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to carry out the investment in a particular technology. Therefore, it is essential to 
employ staff with the necessary skills (e.g., intelligence, creativity, empathy) to 
develop this technology. Organizations must attract, retain and train digital natives 
as well as other employees who will then feel comfortable in a work environment 
based on a dynamic ecosystem to achieve sustainability with human resources.

As physical tasks will be less relevant in the future, expertise in the field of new 
communication technologies regarding planning, execution and decision-making 
processes, control or programming or in the fault and error correction becomes 
increasingly important (Gabriel and Pessl, 2016). This will imply two different 
effects. On the one hand, older workers will be freed from physical strain, which will 
be then translated into an improvement in their health, and, on the other hand, new 
professions will arise, which means new opportunities for younger people. However, 
it is also possible that some workers, be it younger or not, will not conceive having 
to interact with machines when it comes to receiving orders from them. This is a 
risk that managers should contemplate when thinking about developing a digital 
transformation.

Welspun Group, the Indian conglomerate, decided to include their almost 15,000 
workers in the digital transformation. For that, the company started an initiative to 
introduce at the same time 500 of their workers into the cashless economy using 
the Unified Payment Interface (UPI) application. The workers downloaded and 
installed the UPI application and were trained in its use for online transactions. In 
a short time, these workers were able to use the application to, among others, make 
purchases and transfer money. The company intended to train the rest of the workers 
in the digital form (Mukherjee, 2017).

In doing so, those families were empowered to lead a digital lifestyle in the 
future. This kind of initiatives can be considered as a way of acting directly on 
the workers’ motivation while reducing the resistance to change. With this, the 
company encourages workers to become familiar with digitalization and, therefore, 
to see its positive aspects. In this way, when the company decides to implement 
specific digital technologies, workers will have a preconceived image based on 
their recent experience provided by the company itself. On the one hand, the use 
of these technologies motivates workers while strengthening their position within 
the company. On the other hand, the use of similar techniques in real and working 
life fosters their creativity and lays the foundation for the development of a steady 
digital culture. Somehow, the company intends to increase the collective well-being 
generated with workers.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Sustainability is a relevant issue of increasing concern. This topic claims for a 
re-evaluation, as other elements confront and question its effectiveness. Despite 
having been widely studied, it is a broad term with so much meaning yet to be 
discovered and currently presents new challenges in diverse areas. Its association with 
digital technologies, far from being casual, responds to the necessity of reassuring 
effectiveness.

Industry 4.0 challenges the understanding of sustainability as it considers new 
ways to improve the benefit, the natural environment, and society. However, the 
reluctance of companies to implement digital technologies and the duration of their 
availability as a source of competitive advantage undermine the development of their 
potential. Consequently, proving their effects on sustainability will be subjected 
to top management predisposition. This fact opens unexplored avenues for both 
researchers and practitioners.

Industry 4.0 seems to have a positive effect on sustainability (be it environmental, 
economic or social). However, there is still no correspondence with a significant 
impact, as most of the effects are relevant at small-scale. For instance, regarding 
the natural dimension, digital technologies act directly on tasks related to reducing, 
reusing and recycling, which reflect a traditional caring for the natural environment. 
In the same line, the economic impact essentially bases its advantage on cost takeout, 
overlooking other approaches, such as revenue increase or value creation. It seems 
that the repercussions on these two dimensions derive from the side effects rather 
than from being proactive and innovative. On the contrary, the effect of digital 
technologies on social aspects is controversial as it directly threatens jobs continuity 
or stability. In this sense, automatization tries to replace most of the mechanical and 
repetitive jobs in a more radical way than in precedent situations.

Although this increases pressures and uncertainty (e.g., offering more sustainable 
products because of the use of data gathered through a more interconnected company 
is not currently guaranteed), Industry 4.0 requires workers with a wide range of 
new skills, which in turn will lead to the creation of new jobs. Besides, it seems 
that the environmental benefits are directly connected with economical ones. For 
instance, reusing machinery with new technological applications reduces not only 
waste generation but also the costs associated with buying new equipment. However, 
this connection seems to be indirect regarding employees. Thus, companies need 
to invest in the development of ability-enhancing practices if they intend to readapt 
their workers to the new situation.

Nowadays, fulfilling a set of requirements to obtain a comparative advantage 
is not sufficient. Society demands another type of actions beyond the traditional 
limits over which sustainability seems to be currently working. This means that the 
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implementation of digital technologies is not entirely connected with the sustainability 
problems companies face. In this sense, Industry 4.0 poses the challenge of controlling 
all the information that flows from suppliers to customers. It will depend on how 
it is obtained and used. When everything is connected and produces data and 
information, sustainability is subjected to responsible use. This interconnectedness 
leads companies to consider a parallel strategy to the implementation of digital 
technologies with the objective of being sustainable. That is, it seems that Industry 
4.0 still has a long way ahead to implement sustainable changes and make them last 
longer because of the novelty of the approach and its recent application.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Digital Technologies: All types of equipment or application that use the 
information in a coded form.

Environmentally Friendly: Any product, service, policy, or set of actions that 
promote reduced, minimal, or no harm on the environment.

Fourth Industrial Revolution: Transition to new systems based on the structures 
of the previous digital revolution and characterized by its velocity, scope, and impact.

Industry 4.0: It is a phase within the Fourth Industrial Revolution that focuses 
on diverse technologies such as automation, machine learning, and real-time data.

Intelligent Supply Chain: A higher level of interconnection between firms 
within a supply chain with common purposes.

Man-Machine Interface: It is a software that shows the status of the process 
and allows the execution of the order. It represents the means of interaction between 
the operator and the machines.

Smart Products: They are products and services that rely on digital technologies 
to perform specific functionalities.
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ABSTRACT

Imagination is an often-overlooked integral element of human progress, in general, 
and innovations, in particular. In this chapter, it is argued that the examination of the 
diffusion and evolution of imaginations and their manifestation as innovations can 
help to understand the imaginative roots of innovations and to create a responsibly 
chosen path into a sustainable future. Science fiction as a specific area of manifested 
imagination is used to show how manifested imaginations influence the social 
imagination in general and certain individuals like scientists and innovators in 
particular. It is even used to sell ideas (or make them stick) and give them heritage, 
again influencing the social imagination. And the accelerated fusion, development, 
and progress of technologies in the wake of the digitalization is enabling fast and vast 
diffusion and distribution of imaginations, creating a need to explore, understand, 
and responsibly utilize imaginations.

The Overlooked Roots 
of Innovations:

Exploring the Relevance of Imagination 
on Innovation Using Science Fiction
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INTRODUCTION

On the way back to earth in 1969, the crew of the Apollo 11 mission was voicing 
their personal impressions and experiences of the trip to the moon and the landing 
on it in U.S. prime time television. Neil Armstrong kicked off the transmission from 
their capsule with the following words:

“Good evening. This is the commander of Apollo 11. A hundred years ago, Jules 
Verne wrote a book about a voyage to the Moon. His spaceship, Columbia, took off 
from Florida and landed in the Pacific Ocean after completing a trip to the Moon. 
It seems appropriate to us to share with you some of the reflections of the crew as 
the modern-day Columbia completes its rendezvous with the planet Earth and the 
same Pacific Ocean tomorrow.” (Armstrong 1969)

Neil Armstrong decided to connect this special moment in human history with 
an imaginative idea of space travel and landing on the moon emerged in the Science 
Fiction novel by Jules Verne. Verne introduced with his moon travel story the 
possibilities in the future without having the technology or any context actually to 
realize this vision of man in space. But he spread the imagination of it in his writings 
100 years before the actual moon landing was realized.

On February 6th, 2018 the private spaceflight company SpaceX launched its 
innovative Falcon Heavy rocket from Launch Pad 39A at the Kennedy Space Center, 
the same site, that the team of the Apollo 11 mission took off from. On this test 
flight, the main technical spectacle was the successful launch of the “most powerful 
operational rocket in the world”, ending with the simultaneous landing of the two 
side boosters of the rocket – and the crash of its center core. Musk, known for its 
various business ventures like Tesla, SpaceX, Neuralink and the Boring Company 
(not to forget his early ventures, Zip2 and X.com, which later merged with Confinity 
to become PayPal), also used the rocket to launch a Tesla Model 3 into the orbit. 
Besides that, being an impressive cross-promotional marketing decision, he also 
shed light on its imaginative influences: On the main screen of the car “DON’T 
PANIC!” was displayed, written in capital letters like an imperative or a shout and 
obviously contradicting itself – just like the book it is referencing, Douglas Adams 
“The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy“ (Adams 1989). In this humorous Science 
Fiction series, the protagonist finds this eponymic guide and the first thing he reads, 
since it is written on its envelope, is the short imperative Musk borrowed: “DON’T 
PANIC”.

These two words seem to remind anyone involved in the project and watching 
the spectacle, that they are experiencing a milestone, a potential breakthrough or 
failure in the history of space travel – but whether the case, DON’T PANIC! – in 
the end, this is just a small step, the ideas behind and desires that spawned and 
drive this project are quite old and have been discussed and explored for centuries, 
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captured and preserved for later discourses in media artifacts that influence and are 
influenced by the social and individual imagination.

In this chapter it is argued, that imagination is an often overlooked integral 
element of the human progression in general and innovations in particular and that 
the examination of the diffusion and evolution of imaginations and their manifestation 
as innovations can help to understand the imaginative roots of innovations and help 
to create a responsibly chosen path into a sustainable future. Focusing on Science 
Fiction as a specific area of manifested imagination, it will be argued that Science 
Fiction is influencing the social imagination in general and certain individuals like 
scientists and innovators in particular, and that it is even used to sell certain ideas (or 
make them stick) and give them heritage, again influencing the social imagination 
– besides the discussion and conceptualization of technological and social fictions 
already mentioned before.

The article is structured in the following way: At first, the basics are covered 
with paragraphs on imagination, innovation, and the Information Age, Imagination 
Age, and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Then the focus shifts to Science Fiction 
with a short explanation on the selection of this specific field and an exploration of 
research on Science Fiction. Historic and present case examples of Science Fiction 
in the context of innovation, research & development and value creation in general, 
are used in the course of the chapter to show how Science Fiction is and could be 
used to foster innovations and to explore and possibly prepare for their implications 
and consequences.

IMAGINATION

Schütz (1971) described humans as the constructors of their own daily lifeworld. In 
dependence on the individual selective and interpretative activity, the individual sets 
and develops structures of relevance in the social and cognitive construction of the 
lifeworld, that influence which and how themes and aspects are perceived and are 
integrated. Imaginations have an influence on these constructions and the lifeworld. 
These individual constructions and the knowledge related to them are intersubjectively 
effective because the context of meaning emerges in the mutual living and acting 
together. Castoriadis (1997: 322) argued, that imagination is socio-historical and that 
imagination and the social imaginary, or in his own words, the “social instituting 
imaginary”, do “create – ex nihilo”, produce something from nothing.

Castoriadis (1997, 1998) distinguishes two basic types of imaginations, primary 
and secondary imagination. Primary or radical imagination is the individual 
imagination and creates ex nihilo, from nothing. Such imagination is “before the 
distinction between ‘real’ and ‘fictitious’” and creates “forms”, that can be images 
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but are not solely or prevalent, they are “in the main significations and institutions 
(each of those being impossible without the other)” (Castoriadis 1997: 322). But 
individuals are not the only ones creating these significations and institutions. The 
same applies to the instituting social imaginary, the imagination of the anonymous 
collective, the society, and, “more generally, the social-historical field”, secondary 
imagination, in contrast, is “either reproductive or simply combinatory (and usually 
both)” (Castoriadis 1997: 322).

In a globalized and connected world with increasingly open processes of innovation 
and value creation, imaginations of the future are developed and influenced by 
organizations as well as individuals, using the tools of propaganda like marketing, 
persuasion and acts of (digital) public speech, exploiting the opportunity to reach big 
crowds using the digital infrastructure to frame imaginations or certain aspects of 
them and to set agendas. Infrastructure is here used as a term to signify resources, that 
within a certain system or organisation are free or affordable and accessible, including 
material resources (like books in libraries, public traffic, the energy, water, mobility 
or health infrastructure) and immaterial resources like information, knowledge, relief, 
help and entertainment (Frischmann 2005, Frischmann 2012, Bucher 2016). The 
digital infrastructure mentioned encompasses all the readily and affordable (or even 
free) available resources needed to participate in the digital world, like the www as a 
globally accessible technology, the availability of affordable access to it (via e.g. WiFi 
hotspots or mobile data), affordable technology to actually use it, like smartphones, 
tablets or laptops and actual applications like social media platforms, forums, blogs, 
messenger, online software and encyclopaediae (Bucher 2016). The www and the 
proliferation of information technology create an infrastructure that makes it easier 
than ever before in the history of the human kind to access information – and to 
spread and influence it. And this does not refer to a certain, potentially established 
group, like organized or already influential actors, but to everyone that has access 
and the capability to do so. This way imaginations are developed in an interaction 
that is based on interest and less bound by classic barriers, like distance and cultural 
norms and idiosyncrasies, which does not mean, that they don’t matter anymore 
in such processes, but they lost their power as a barrier that prevents interaction 
from the get-go. Social imagination in the Imagination Age is an interactive and 
highly communicative process of collective creation of visions of the future that 
select, integrate and exclude, develop and reinterpret existing imaginations, paving 
the way for innovations to come. These paths of imaginative ideas give the open 
and uncertain future, full of risks and opportunities, a morphing, evolving and not 
necessarily consistent structure that provides orientation.

In the wake of the uprising and proliferation of digital network technologies and 
equipment to use it, the distribution of social imaginations across cultures and nations 
has become way easier and extensive (Weller/Bucher 2016). As Appadurai pointed 
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out, „electronic media offer new resources and new disciplines for the construction 
of imagined selves and imagined worlds.“ (Appadurai 1997: 3) The digital network 
and information technologies increased the accessibility of manifested imaginations 
across borders, cultures, and languages substantially.

Regarding the relevance of media in the global circulation of imaginations Hans 
Georg Soeffner (2004) emphasizes the influence of media and especially the visuals 
in media. Through the repeatability and reproducibility of contents in new media 
multiple perspectives of signification and interpretation are possible and increase the 
possible discourses. In this way, more habits occur and imaginations are generated.

Social change, as well as technological innovation, depend on one another. While 
social change processes rely on technology to share and retrieve information, to 
communicate and organize (think about the ways of organizing and influencing 
people, about printers to produce flyers, letters, and networks to communicate), 
the development and diffusion of technologies is in part based on manifested 
social imaginations (or sediments of the social imaginary), especially regarding 
the exploitation of their functionalities (offering new possibilities, easier access 
and/or usage.

INNOVATION

Innovations are new products, services, business models, technologies, forms of 
organization, social patterns, institutions and behavior among other new material 
or immaterial things that may be coined (or advertised) as innovations. Schumpeter 
(1912, 1942), framed innovations as one key economic activity to generate economic 
growth and human progress. According to him, innovation is an act of creative 
destruction, where a product or a service or complete product lines are replaced by 
a new one. This kind of innovations is nowadays considered radical innovations, 
entirely new, unseen products, services, business models or technologies. But 
such high-impact is not necessarily the case, a lot of innovations are just minor 
improvements regarding the functionality, accessibility or other aspects of an existing 
product or service, called incremental innovations (Abernathy/Utterback 1978). 
The minimum improvement may be considered the design innovations. Redesigns, 
improved and in the best case more attractive and better usable versions of existing 
products or services. Incremental innovations keep product lines and services as 
well as markets alive by constantly improving what already exists. Disruptive are 
innovations (services, products, business models, technologies) that start in a niche or 
at the bottom end of a market, underperforming in certain aspects (at the beginning), 
disrupt and replace whole major markets (Christensen 1997) – the prime example 
here is the digital, sensor-based photography that disrupted the analog, chemistry-
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based photography (e.g. Ho/Chen 2018). Innovation research also focused on the 
context of innovations, e.g. on innovation systems (Lundvall 1985) and innovation 
ecosystems (Oh et al. 2016), and on the social behavior regarding innovations, 
their adoption, and diffusion (Rogers 2003). And they have looked at Innovations, 
not only to distinguish them from each other but also to understand and improve 
them. Innovation has been conceptualized as a process in several ways, as linear 
processes with certain sequential, overlapping or parallel phases (e.g. Thom 1992, 
Ulrich/Eppinger 1995, Hughes et al. 1996, Witt 1996, Brockhoff 1999), with certain 
stages and gates (Cooper 1983, Cooper/Kleinschmidt 1990, Cooper 1996) and as 
processes that include iteration and repetition of phases and elements.

In the last fifteen years, open processes of innovation (Chesbrough 2003) gained 
popularity. Open Innovation encourages to exploit the opportunities of global digital 
networks using crowdsourcing (outside-in open innovation). It also emphasizes 
the opportunities of the global market to monetize and/or generate value using 
potentially unused or not further pursued intellectual property and technology. It 
can be monetized through licensing, exchanged for other intellectual property or 
technologies or even made open source. Most concepts of innovation processes out 
there share two similarities: the same starting and ending point, with the final phase 
being the realization and diffusion of the innovation and the first phase being a 
problem to solve or an invention or inventive idea (see e.g. Verworn/Herstatt 2000). 
And this invention seems just to emerge from nothing, or from the magma of the 
social imaginary like Castoriadis described it. I believe most radical inventions (and 
innovations) have a history of manifested imaginary ideas that document how this 
ground-breaking idea has been a part of the social imaginary before its realization 
and that the inventor and the innovator probably were influenced by these ideas. 
The innovation process could be considered as dyadic – one half is the imagination 
part and the other one is the realization part. The realization is a creative process: 
realizing the innovation, getting the necessary organization and business running, 
getting to the market – the goals are already defined and the common problems 
and their solutions are worked on. The first part, the imaginative process, and its 
history has been widely neglected so far. Influenced by the social imaginary, cultural 
narratives, and ontologies, as well as certain individuals and groups, imaginations 
are spread using media and conserved this way, conserved to be consumed, forgotten 
and rediscovered, inspiring reinterpretations and reimaginations over time. This 
can be illustrated quite good coming back to Elon Musk, this time it is about his 
transport system Hyperloop. The idea to transport people in tubes like pneumatic post 
is almost as old as these document transportation systems and have been repeated 
and illustrated quite often, e.g. in the animated TV-Series Futurama and the Jetsons, 
which Musk even mentioned himself in an interview with business insider (Lynley 
2012), before publishing his idea in a white paper (Musk 2013). There are two 
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different ways, that these imaginations influence individuals, groups and societies: 
They cater to human desires and give them (an imaginative, individual as well as 
shared) expression, a shape, a graspable function, a meaning, and create evolving 
imaginations of the future. Professionals and scholars, as well as adolescents and 
so-called nerds and geeks, are naturally interested in fictions that tackle their field of 
interest and explore the imaginative future developments regarding the disciplines, 
technologies or aspects of human life, that they are personally and/or professionally 
interested in and their imagination about human and technological progression is in 
turn influenced by the description or explication of the imaginations, their inherent 
logic, their implications, and possible consequences. They may agree or disagree, 
but once they are interested and engaged in these imaginations and their narratives, 
these fictional imaginations will influence and shape their imagination of the future.

In the economic sciences it is still pretty common, to conceptualize the modern, 
individual human as an entity that is making decisions based on rational choices, 
not really considering inherent human factors that influence decision making, like 
experiences, desires, opinions and imaginations, that themselves relate to the socio-
cultural environment and history and the social imaginary. Imaginations accumulate, 
evolve and interrelate in the course of history and influence the social imaginary, 
in a globalized and connected world even easily across societies and geographical 
distinctions. Thus I argue, that the way of human progression, the future, is not 
(primarily) shaped by rational decision, but by imaginations of the future, of 
technological advances and the opportunities they present, of new social systems, 
norms and institutions, new ways of interacting, living and so on. Since decisions 
that shape the future are always made in the present, it follows to conclude, that 
“it is the future that shapes the present – or, to be more specific: it is the images of 
the future that shape present decisions.” (Beckert 2013) Imaginations of the future 
create paths to follow, paths that may not work out as imagined before, because of 
e.g. trends, stagnating technological or social progression and misconceptions or 
just scientific advance and the falsification of certain assumptions. But they still 
create an imagination (or image) of the future that comes with certain expectations 
(and thus, the formulation of goals), something to replace the openness and the 
uncertainty associated with the future.

The history of mankind shows that cultural and social innovations are seemingly 
based on technological innovations and that the majority of institutions, businesses, 
societies, and individuals take time to adapt to them, the culture lags behind (Ogburn 
1966). But then there are also the desires of the people, that influence the development 
of technologies and the selection of technologies to further pursue and fund as well 
as not only political but also socio-cultural changes. Opposing the technology-push 
concept economists coined the demand of the people, the potential customers and 
the market, market-pull or demand-pull (Godin/Lane 2013). The author argues that 
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innovations, technological as well as social and economic, don’t just emerge as one-
of-a-kind phenomena out of the blue and that they aren’t just based on the basic 
modes of innovation - adoption, modification, and combination of existing, realized 
things and concepts. Innovations in their early state as inventions, as theoretical 
concepts or even working prototypes, as well as their consequences, prerequisites 
and use cases have been imaginatively explored, creating trends and sustaining 
imaginations that culminate in a desire or need (you may think of the concept of the 
pulling market) for certain products, services, developments or changes, creating 
paths for upcoming trends and opportunities for scientific investigations and the 
creation of value.

This doesn’t mean, that imaginative concepts, by all means, have to manifest 
in reality as innovations at a certain point in history or even at all. Still, the digital 
networks of the Information Age and the global proliferation of technology and media 
to access these networks is making a big difference when it comes to the accessibility 
of intellectual resources (like the invention and proliferation of speech or letterpress 
printing did before): Knowledge, imaginations and ideas from the own and especially 
other cultures, languages and time periods influence more people than ever before in 
the history of mankind, thanks to the benefits of the Information Age. Of course, this 
development has several shortcomings that create problems, like the easy diffusion 
of false information, redundant information instead of proven information and often 
the sheer amount of information. But this just means, that certain technologies are 
needed to index, search, select, evaluate and organize information as well as human 
competencies to tackle these tasks individually and successfully navigate in the seas 
of data and information as well as supporting technology (soft- and hardware). One 
of the main prerequisites for the manifestation of imaginations as innovations is 
the accessibility and proliferation of these imaginative concepts, and besides their 
aforementioned flaws the digital networks of the Information Age provide exactly 
this: the opportunity to publish and proliferate as well as access immaterial resources 
like knowledge and imaginations in the form of texts, images, sounds and multimodal 
combinations of them (like videos and narrated slide presentations/screen captures).

SCIENCE FICTION

But looking at the application of innovative technology and the realization of new 
services and products there seems to be an overlooked influence – the specific 
imaginative context of an innovation, the imaginations of the individuals that are 
involved in the process that influence the direction and scope, as well as the decision 
making and design of inventions and innovations. Human creativity is seldom able 
to create something that is completely new, it is usually based on the adaption, 
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modification, and combination of existing, realized artifacts and concepts (Plessner 
1928/1975). At least that is a common belief. Looking at Elon Musk there seems to 
be a missing basis for creativity – imaginative ideas. Referencing matching Science 
Fiction, like ideas of space travel during a spaceship launch does not only reference 
a funny idea but an imaginative influence. These imaginations most often can’t be 
directly adapted for real-world use right away (with the exception of this rule being 
already exploited based on Johnsons (2011a) idea of ‘Science Fiction Prototyping’) 
and influence humankind, especially the creative, imaginative, inventive individuals 
that are often associated with innovation and have a dual function when it comes 
to the realization of innovations: They foster the development of hypothetical 
technology and forms of social and political organization by creating desires that 
can outlast generations and become embedded in culture (f.e. the desire to fly – in 
the terrestrial sky like Icarus, to the moon, to mars, to other solar systems etc.) and 
manifested imaginations as Science Fiction often discuss possible consequences 
and subsequent developments and innovations. But not only that. When it comes 
to the so-called ‘hard Science Fiction’, there seems to be a common overlapping 
of the social sphere of Science and the one of Science Fiction. Scientists are often 
interested in Science Fiction and even reference it, and Science Fiction Writers are 
mostly academics themselves. Science Fiction often thematizes and conceptualize 
imaginative technological and scientific advancements, as well as forms of societies, 
social interaction, human biological progression and habitation. And it doesn’t 
surprise, that engineers may be interested in the technological aspects of Science 
Fiction and that physicists may like stories about space travel. But besides the inherent 
topological commonalities, hard Science Fiction has also methodical vicinity to 
science. If a Science Fiction concept is scientific possible and testable, it is not much 
different from a thought experiment (Horowitz/Massey 1991, Frappier et al. 2012) in 
the natural sciences, and if it explores imaginary social and individual futures of the 
body and the mind, it borders on being a thought experiment in philosophy. Science 
Fiction is often exploring the circumstances and consequences of the concepts and 
how societies and individuals change, react or adapt, emphasizing single aspects of the 
human character and social behavior, with a clear notion towards dystopic concepts, 
exploring the negative aspects and opportunities of technological innovations and 
social change to be harmful exploited.

Science Fiction seems to be a perfect field to explore the importance of imagination 
on innovation and in the innovation process. It is often referenced as inspiration, is 
used as tool for marketing and branding, used to influence the social imagination 
or to individually create thought experiments that leave the confinements of the 
own profession and imagine what happens, if the idea, experiment or technological 
concept you’re engaged in works out, come to fruition and changes the world. Or not.
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In scholarly publications, Science Fiction is not often referenced and when it 
happens it is mostly presented as an antagonist or the opposite to ‘real’ science. But 
there are exemptions. There are researchers in several disciplines of the humanities 
and social sciences that do research on Science Fiction. Some scholars regard 
certain Science Fiction authors as philosophers, e.g. Stanislaw Lem is advocated 
by Gräfrath (1993) and Swirski (2013, 2014 & 2015), and promote their ideas, style 
(or methodology), creativity or oeuvre in general. In the business and management 
sciences, Science Fiction is a topic or reference rarely seen. But there are some 
articles, mostly about Science Fiction Prototyping and scenario building. There is 
at least one scientific journal in English that focuses on Science Fiction in a broad 
way, ‘Science Fiction Studies’, as well as Journals dedicated to the close field of 
Future Studies, like the ‘Journal of Future Studies’ and ‘Futures’. Science Fiction has 
also been headlining a few articles per year in the journal ‘Technological Foresight 
and Social Change’ for over 25 years and running. In the journal ‘Research Policy’ 
a discussion between Lundvall (2017), Archibugi (2017a, 2017b) and Steinmueller 
(2017) about Science Fiction, imagination and economic development was initiated 
by an article by Archibugi (2017a) about the possibilities for an economic recovery 
lead by the use of biotechnology like envisioned in the movie Blade Runner, fittingly 
titled “Blade Runner Economics. Will innovations lead the economic recovery?” 
Steinmueller has already investigated the relation between Science Fiction and 
innovation before, the historic case of the geosynchronous satellite quite accurately 
imagined by Arthur C. Clarke (Bassett, Steinmueller & Voss 2013).

Regarding individual scholars that deal with Science Fiction, there are for example 
the philosophers Russell Blackford (2017), who also writes Science Fiction himself, 
investigates the relation between Science Fiction and moral imagination and Thomas 
Michaud (2017), who is working on a topic quite close to this approach, showing and 
arguing, that Science Fiction and Imagination are elemental and constitutional for 
the emergence of Innovations. The historians Graf and Herzog (2016) conceptualize 
the history of the future in the twentieth century and emphasize the variance and 
simultaneity of the present future(s), the diverse actors, contexts, and articulations and 
provide a heuristic to analyze the pluralization of the future in the twentieth century.

The before mentioned Science Fiction Prototyping was coined and conceptualized 
by the director of future casting, interactions and experience research at the Intel 
Corporation as a method to forecast and design, by identifying and using (implementing 
or producing) already realizable ideas exploited from Science Fiction to generate 
value, new products and services (Johnson 2009, 2011a, 2011b). He also pointed 
towards the value that Science Fiction (and especially his SF prototypes) propose 
for scientific work (Johnson 2010). Looking at organizations that actually deal 
with technologies that are common topics in Science Fiction, one stumbles upon 
approaches, that are quite similar and predate Johnsons publication – e.g. ESA, the 
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European Space Agency, was already working with Science Fiction right at the 
beginning of the century, reviewing Science Fiction writings, artwork and films trying 
to identify imaginations, concepts of imaginative technology, like old, overlooked 
ideas, that with modern technologies and materials may be utilizable and exploitable 
nowadays (ESA 2004). In 2002 they launched the ‘Clarke-Bradbury International 
Science Fiction Competition’, that challenged young people to write Science Fiction 
short stories thematising technology in some way, aiming “to promote innovative 
ideas for future space technologies: recognise and pursue viable space technologies 
found in Science Fiction; and share the ingenuity and creativity of young minds 
with the general public.” (ESA 2004:3) This shows, that this competition is not 
only an example of quasi Proto-Science-Fiction-Prototyping, but also for a strategic 
approach of a public organization to influence the social imagination by setting up 
incentives and an event to purposeful make young humans engage in science and 
imagination (especially imaginative technology and Science Fiction) and also make 
them share their experiences.

To create value and foster innovation responsibly, manifested imaginations, like 
Science Fiction concepts and narratives, imaginative explorations of the future 
can and should be utilized to manage and prepare for the future in a responsible 
and sustainable way, considering and discussing Hans Jonas’ idea of the universal 
imperative to ensure the survival of genuine human life (Jonas 1985, Jonas 1984).

In the 1970s the German philosopher Jonas formulated one of the prime arguments 
for modern concepts like responsibility, sustainability and the protection of nature in 
his book “The Imperative of Responsibility: In Search of Ethics for the Technological 
Age” (Jonas 1984). His ethic is based on the categorical imperative that Immanuel 
Kant (1785, 1788) brought forth, but because of its teleological perspective, it also 
shares elements with utilitarian concepts (e.g. Bentham 1781/2009, Mill 1861, Singer 
1979/1993). This becomes evident considering that Jonas’ so-called ecological 
imperative has a teleological premise of action: The permanence of genuine human 
life. Responsible action thus is always an action that considers knowledge regarding 
the consequences of the action. Regarding the exploration, interpretation, and 
understanding of these consequences, there are distinct approaches. According to 
Flechtheim Jonas is arguing the case for a speculative philosophy (Flechtheim/Joos 
1991: 74) in contrast to mathematical extrapolations. Jonas himself said that a new 
science (or art) of futurology, allowing us to see long-distance effects, will be an 
asset to the world of tomorrow, an asset new in its form and function (Jonas 1985: 
65). The uncertainty, whether futurology is a science or an art, is referring to an 
immanent creative component, not only regarding future innovation but also their 
influence, usage, adoption and the explication of assumed consequences of (human) 
action. The literalization of scientific findings and knowledge is the domain of the 
Science Fiction. It is not only an alternative to mathematical extrapolations of the 
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future but also offers opportunities to add a qualitative perspective to quantitative 
investigations.

Such investigations have already taken place, scattered among the various social 
sciences. Among these documented cases of the influence of technological concepts 
from Science Fiction that manifested in reality, later on, is the geosynchronous 
communication satellite, that was imagined and described in stories by Arthur C. 
Clarke (1961) and George O. Smith (1976). This is just one example among several 
investigated by Bassett, Steinmueller and Voss (2007:03) in their extensive working 
paper on the ‘Mutual Influence of Science fiction and Innovation’ that uncovered 
“multi-directional and on-going pathways connecting SF and science”. Individual 
imaginations may also challenge and change the borders of the general social 
imagination. Heuser (2015) describes a historic case that changed the borders and the 
rules of the individual and social imagination. She argues that the idea of space travel 
is based on a new ontology of space, a homogeneous space, and was first virtually 
explicated around 1600 and most significantly promoted in the works of Giordano 
Bruno (De Immenso, 1591) and Johannes Kepler (Somnium, 1593/2010). Approx. 
300 years later the imagination of space travel was realized and it is documented that 
the pioneers of space travel were aware of the roots of the innovation that they were 
working on and recognized them. Imaginations seemingly create paths underlying 
the evo- and revolution of technology and culture. These imaginations are restricted 
by the social and individual ontology of the specific subject. Regarding space and 
space travel she argues, that the ontology of space has changed again, providing the 
foundation for possible actual space travel to other stars and habitable exoplanets.

Fictitious, but plausible imaginations that have been realized as well as the ones 
that haven’t or have not yet manifested as innovations, should be recognized and 
investigated, even more so in a period of time, where the proliferation of imaginative 
ideas is quicker and farther than ever before as is their potential realization. Creating 
new possibilities in form of opportunities and threats, as each technology does 
(Ortmann 2013), putting the individual in a position where it usually feels the urge 
to take a stance, creating ambiguities, desires as well as opposition and denial of 
innovation, change, and progression.

FROM THE INFORMATION TO THE IMAGINATION AGE

While I argue, that one of the main arguments to engage in research on imagination 
and Science Fiction is the proliferation of information technology and thereby the 
diffusion and accessibility of information and imaginations across cultures and 
geographical distinctions, the implications of the Information Age, some others go one 
step further and call the present period the “Imagination Age” (King. 2007, Magee 
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1993). The Imagination Age is introduced as the follow up to the Information Age, 
associated with the emergence of a new global culture and an imagination economy 
that is heavily based on collaboration, creativity, and imaginative thinking. Cox 
illustrated and captured the difference between the Imagination and the Information 
Age quite fittingly:

The Information Age’s icon was the programmer hunched over a keyboard, working 
alone. By contrast, imagination and creativity are collaborative exercises, choruses 
rather than solos, so people skills and emotional intelligence emerge as assets in 
the Imagination Age (Cox 2017: 9f). 

Imagination and the entities, that try to influence and use it, depend heavily on 
the distribution of imaginative ideas and artifacts that carry these evolving ideas 
over time, surpassing single human lives, systems, and borders. We seem to have 
entered a period in time that is shaped by the globalization of not only goods and 
economies, but also culture, imaginations, and ideas, fostered by digitalization and 
its digital distribution systems with accompanying networks and platforms, that allow 
these ideas to be conserved, spread, discussed, evolved and realized faster than ever 
before in human history. This is furthermore fostered by the advance of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution. Following the Digitalization, the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
(Schwab 2015, Schwab 2017, Schwab/Davis 2018) is heavily based on the diffusion 
of the former, being “characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring the 
lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres” (Schwab 2015). And the 
social networks, media, and platforms used to distribute imaginations, ideas, and 
fictions depend heavily on the before mentioned fusion of technologies. It has never 
been easier to communicate almost anything with almost anyone thanks to modern, 
web-based communication incorporating multimodal media that can be accessed, 
altered or created, and distributed easily using mobile devices. And it doesn’t surprise, 
that some of the most iconic personalities of the business world use these platforms, 
networks and the media to share their inspirations and influences – for example Bill 
Gates and Mark Zuckerberg, that both emphasize the importance of reading for 
their success and publicly share book recommendations (Gates 2018, Zuckerberg 
2015), spreading ideas and imaginations, directly addressing and influencing their 
followers as well as broader audiences indirectly through media outlets that cover 
and reiterate these lists, e.g. Business Insider, that spread the book recommendations 
by Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk and Bill Gates (Abadi 2018).
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SYNOPSIS AND PROPOSAL OF AN AGENDA

This article tries to argue, that the individual as well as socio-historical imagination 
influence each other and create paths for later realized innovations, including 
technological advances, products, business models and forms of living as well as 
social organization. Using the field of Science Fiction, it was argued, that these 
imaginations or fictions don’t predict the future, but they are documents of plausible 
ideas and concepts that recognize scientific progress and embed these ideas and 
concepts in narratives, creating scenarios and use cases for these imaginations. 
Manifested imaginations influence the social imagination through media, creating 
paths of imaginations, that are made up of evolving and often interrelating manifested 
imaginations historically embedded in the culture – e.g. in literature, movies, 
audiobooks and radio plays, video games and architecture. And these manifested 
imaginations in turn influence and inspire scholars, professionals, innovators and 
open-minded thinkers like kids and adolescents. Like that the power of imagination 
is leaving traces to be discovered and considered for upcoming or theoretical future 
technology, social-cultural changes and the general direction of the human race and 
life on earth and possibly beyond.

Coming from this proposition, it is recommended to consider and recognize 
imaginations, especially the narratives and imaginations that are popular among a 
wide spectrum of the society and the ones that are respected and consumed among 
professional and academic groups, to understand the front-end of the innovation 
process and the supposed ‘emergence’ of innovation to manage future innovations 
in a responsible way and ensure the continuance of human life. And responsibility, 
sustainability and the creation of a future worth living, are topics that are often 
explored and discussed in Science Fiction publications, which present themselves 
as a favorable and quite obvious form of influential manifested imaginations to 
be considered. They not only seem to be quite interrelated with the sciences and 
address break-through technological as well as social concepts but they also often 
emphasize the ethical aspects of imaginative (but plausible) developments, systems, 
technologies, social and cultural shifts, human progression and their implications 
and effects. Science Fiction provides scenarios that may not be perfectly accurate 
or plausible (anymore), but pose a magnificent starting point to discuss future 
innovations and developments and their assumed mechanisms, implications and 
ramifications. Science Fiction can be framed as a laboratory for thought experiments 
that cover complex scenarios of the future showcasing possible technologies, social 
and individual behavior and how these may be intertwined. Understood this way they 
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offer an opportunity to discuss these designed scenarios of the future and manage 
the actual future considering these powerful imaginations. This approach offers an 
alternative to foresight and forecasting methods that focus on the extrapolation of 
the status quo, may it be using statistics or expert interviews.
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ABSTRACT

A closer look at innovation for and from emerging markets reveals that a variety of 
different terms and concepts related to this type of innovation exist. The objective of 
this conceptual work is to develop a theoretical classification framework based on 
a comprehensive literature overview that provides a starting point for structuring 
these different terms and concepts. After a first investigation and comprehensive 
search for the keywords “reverse,” “frugal,” “jugaad,” and “bottom of pyramid” 
in the Google Scholar database, 19 different texts were identified and classified 
for further analysis. As a result, 33 identified terms concerning innovation for and 
from emerging markets, various spellings and synonyms are presented. Finally, 
a theoretical-based classification framework is derived and the criteria “market 
orientation,” “determinants,” “nature,” “sophistication,” “sustainability,” 
“novelty,” and “innovator type” was proposed. This classification framework could 
be used for further research and teaching in innovation, responsible, and sustainable 
management disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION

A closer look at innovation for and from emerging markets, respectively developing 
economies (e.g. Frugal Innovation or Reverse Innovation) reveals that a variety 
of different terms and concepts related to this type of innovation exist. This 
terminological complexity is difficult to keep track of and blurs the underlying 
concepts since many terms are used synonymously or the understanding is rather 
vague. Bhatti and Ventresca (2013) state in regards to Frugal Innovation that, “there 
is no theoretically embedded definition and there exist few if any conceptual models 
to base future research on” (p.1). Pansera (2014) concludes regarding Innovation 
for Development, “it is virtually impossible to classify the literature analysed into 
a set of clearly defined and fixed categories” (p.55). Regarding to Jugaad, Prabhu 
and Jain (2015) notice that “the jostling between terminology has contributed to 
much conceptual confusion that needs to be addressed” (p.856). The goal of our 
conceptual work is to analyze terms and concepts relating to innovation for and from 
emerging markets and to suggest theoretical based classification criteria in order to 
differentiate these terms and concepts. Based on the classification criteria, we propose 
a classification framework that could be used for further research and teaching in 
innovation, responsible and sustainable management disciplines. Accordingly, the 
underlying research questions of our conceptual chapter are:

• Which terms and concepts are used to describe innovation for and from 
emerging markets?

• Which classification criteria can be used to differentiate terms and concepts 
relating to innovation for and from emerging markets?

In order to resolve these questions, keywords relating to innovation for and from 
emerging markets are identified and used for searching the database of Google Scholar. 
Terms and concepts relating to innovation for and from emerging markets as well 
as classification criteria are analyzed, and a classification framework is presented. 
Implications for research and practice in innovation, responsible and sustainable 
management disciplines finalize this chapter.

METHOD AND DATA BASE

After a first investigation in regards to innovation for and from emerging markets 
(EM), respectively developing economies, the following keywords were identified: 
‘reverse’, ‘frugal’, ‘jugaad’, and ‘bottom of the pyramid / bottom of pyramid / bop’. 
These keywords were used for searching the database of Google Scholar. Google 
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Scholar was chosen since it is publicly accessible and one of the most comprehensive 
databases for research output in the relevant academic fields. The search revealed 
(on 30.03.2016) the following number of search results (bracketed) relating to 
various combinations of the keywords (and in combination with the Google search 
operators ‘allintext:’, ‘OR’, and ‘” “’):

• (201) allintext: reverse jugaad “bottom of the pyramid” OR “bottom of 
pyramid” OR bop

• (263) allintext: reverse frugal jugaad
• (279) allintext: frugal jugaad “bottom of the pyramid” OR “bottom of 

pyramid” OR bop
• (479) allintext: reverse frugal “bottom of the pyramid” OR “bottom of 

pyramid” OR bop

Thereafter, all texts were manually scanned for terms in relation to innovation for 
and from emerging markets. Thereby, we primarily focused on reviews, overviews, 
surveys, and summaries in order to cover the greatest possible term diversity. For 
further investigation, only texts that used eight different terms to describe innovation 
for and from emerging markets were considered. However, we did not control for or 
filter by indicator-based quality of the research material such as rankings or impact 
factors. In Table 1, shown below, we present the identified texts along with the type 
and the number of mentions of the various terms.

In the following section, we present the identified 19 different texts, and the 
corresponding terms and concepts related to innovation for and from emerging 
markets as well as potentially proposed classification criteria.

OVERVIEW OF IDENTIFIED LITERATURE

Bhatti and Ventresca (2012) look at 17 various terms related to the rhetoric surrounding 
of Frugal Innovation: Appropriate Technology, Below the Radar Innovation, 
BOP Innovation / Bottom of the Pyramid Innovation, Catalytic Innovation, Cost 
Innovation, Disruptive Innovation, Extreme Affordability, Frugal Engineering, 
Frugal Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Innovation for Underserved / Market for 
Underserved / Underserved Population / Underserved Segments / Underserved Clients 
/ Underserved Markets / Underserved Niches, Innovation under Constraints, Lean 
Engineering / Lean Product Development / Lean Manufacturing, more with less 
and for more people / MLM Innovation, Reverse Engineering, Reverse Innovation, 
Trickle up Innovation / Bottom up Innovation. Although no classification criteria 
are explicitly stated, terms and concepts could be distinguished in 1) the reason for 
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Frugal Innovation (‘why’) and 2) how Frugal Innovation is achieved (‘how’). As 
‘how’ are classified: cost efficiency, minimally viable product, optimizing supply 
chains, rebuilding value chains, user centric design, local capacity building, creative 
improvisation, business model innovation. As ‘why’ are classified: profiting from 
new markets, investing with social impact, serving with an ethical mission.

Bhatti (2012) mentions 11 various terms in relation to innovation in emerging 
markets: Bricolage, Bottom of the Pyramid Innovation, Creative Improvisation, Design 
Thinking, Frugal Innovation, Innovation for Underserved / Underserved Market / 
Underserved Costumer / Underserved Communities, Jugaad, Lean Engineering, more 
with less and for more people / MLM Innovation, Reverse Engineering, Reverse 
Innovation / Reverse Diffusion. Although no classification criteria are stated, some 
indications of the theoretical model for Frugal Innovation may be of use. The model 
deals with the challenges of innovating for the underserved in emerging markets. 

Table 1. Texts with (at least eight) various terms in relation to innovation for and 
from emerging markets

Text Type of Text Mentions of 
Various Terms

Bhatti & Ventresca, 2012 Working Paper 17

Bhatti, 2012 Working Paper 11

Brem & Wolfram, 2014 Journal Article 13

Bubel, Ostraszewska, Turek, & Tylec, 2015 Conference Paper 8

Chataway, Hanlin, & Kaplinsky, 2014 Journal Article 9

Hamacher, 2014 Master Thesis 16

Millard, 2014 Literature Review 8

Ostraszewska & Tylec, 2015 Journal Article 8

Pansera, 2013 Journal Article 20

Pansera, 2014 Doctoral Thesis 23

Pansera & Sarkar, 2016 Journal Article 16

Prabhu & Jain, 2015 Journal Article 18

Rawat, 2015 Conference Paper 10

Rosca, Arnold, & Bendul, 2016 Journal Article 18

Soni & Krishnan, 2014 Journal Article 18

Terrio, 2014 Master Thesis 13

Von Zedtwitz, Corsi, Søberg, & Frega, 2014 Journal Article 12

Zeschky, Winterhalter, & Gassmann, 2014a Conference Paper 10

Zeschky, Winterhalter, & Gassmann, 2014b Journal Article 8
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Derived indications include: social innovation deals with affordability constraints 
(Design Thinking), institutional innovation deals with institutional voids (Social 
Movements, Social Capital), business innovation deals with resource constraints 
(Bricolage, Improvisation, Jugaad, Reverse Engineering).

Brem and Wolfram (2014) analyze 13 various terms regarding innovative 
approaches from emerging markets and following their research question “What are 
applicable characteristics to delineate the terms from emerging markets?”: Bottom-
of-the-pyramid Innovation, Catalytic Innovation, Constraint-based Innovation, 
Extreme Affordability, Frugal Engineering, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, 
Grassroots Innovation, Indigenous Innovation, Jugaad, more with less for more 
people / MLM Innovation, Reverse Engineering, Reverse Innovation. Sophistication, 
sustainability, and emerging market orientation are defined categories that differentiate 
and help evaluate different types of innovations.

Bubel et al. (2015) specify eight various concepts of innovativeness that originate 
from developing countries: BOP, Cost Innovation, Disruptive Innovation, Frugal 
Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Good-enough Innovation, Jugaad Innovation, 
Reverse Innovation. They differentiate Cost, Good-Enough, Frugal, and Reverse 
Innovations in terms of technology (low, medium, high) and market novelty (low, 
medium, high), based on Zeschky et al. (2014b).

Chataway et al. (2014) mention nine various terms in relation to Inclusive 
Innovation: Appropriate Technology, Below the Radar Innovation, BOP Innovation, 
Frugal Innovation, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Jugaad Innovation, 
Pro-Poor Innovation, Reverse Innovation. No overall classification criteria are stated.

Hamacher (2014) looks at 16 various terms behind emerging market innovation: 
BOP Innovation, Bricolage, Creative Improvisation, Disruptive Innovation, Frugal 
Engineering, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Good-enough Innovation, 
Inclusive Innovation, Innovation for Underserved / Underserved Markets, Jugaad 
Innovation, Low-cost Innovation, MLM / more with less for more (people), 
Resource-constrained Innovation, Reverse Innovation, Value Innovation. He does 
not state explicit classification criteria but refers among others to Bhatti (2012). 
Bhatti’s indications of the theoretical model for Frugal Innovation for dealing with 
the challenges of innovating for the underserved in emerging markets includes: 
affordability constraints, institutional voids, and resource constraints.

Millard (2014) mentions eight various innovation theories in development 
contexts: Appropriate Technology, Bottom of the Pyramid / Base of the Pyramid 
/ BoP, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Approach, Inclusive Innovation, Jugaad 
Innovation, Reverse Innovation / Trickle-up Innovation. Although no classification 
criteria are explicitly stated, the summary indicates some commonalities among 
the terms including: openness, inclusiveness, participation (consumers, producers, 
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business partners, innovators), focus on local resources, and independence from 
outside demands or inputs.

Ostraszewska and Tylec (2015) specify eight various concepts of innovativeness 
that originate from developing countries: BOP, Cost Innovation, Disruptive 
Innovation, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Good-enough Innovation, 
Jugaad Innovation, Reverse Innovation. To specify and differentiate the considered 
concepts of innovation, the following characteristics are stated, based on Christensen 
(1997), Zeschky et al. (2014b), Brem and Wolfram (2014), and Prahalad and 
Mashelkar (2010): orientation, aim, description, innovative strategy, and specificity. 
Furthermore, the various types of innovation are classified according to their ability 
to introduce changes (same for less, adapted for less, new for less) and the market 
where they are offered (emerging markets, developed markets), based on Zeschky 
et al. (2014b).

Pansera (2013) mentions directly or indirectly 20 various terms to provide an 
overview of theoretical approaches to describe innovation at the BOP respectively 
innovation in a resource-constrained environment: Appropriate Technology, 
Below-the-Radar Innovation, Blowback Innovation, BOP Innovation, Bricolage 
Innovation, Catalytic Innovation, Disruptive Innovation, Empathetic Innovation, 
Frugal Innovation, Frugal Reengineering, Gandhian Innovation, Grassroots 
Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Indigenous Innovation, Innovation for Underserved 
/ Underserved Markets, Jugaad, Low-cost Innovation, more with less and for more 
people / MLM Innovation, Reverse Innovation, Trickle-up Innovation. Although 
no overall classification criteria are stated, the author depicts main determinants 
that move heterodox innovators (Below-the-Radar Innovation as an umbrella term 
for BOP, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, and Jugaad): social needs, 
resource constraints, market affordability, institutional voids, and environmental 
concerns. Furthermore, he states that entrepreneurship and innovation at the BOP 
are classified into three types: poor framed as consumers (creation of new markets 
at the BOP), poor framed as co-producers (creation of alliances at the BOP), and 
poor framed as entrepreneurs/innovators (creation of institutional framework to 
include grassroots innovation in public policy).

Pansera (2014) looks at 23 various terms related to innovation for development: 
Appropriate Technology, Below-the-Radar Innovation, Blowback Innovation, BOP 
Innovation / Bottom of the Pyramid Innovation, Bricolage, Disruptive Innovation, 
Empathetic Innovation, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Good-enough 
Innovation, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation / Inclusive Growth / Inclusive 
Development / Inclusive Innovation Systems / Inclusive Business Models, Indigenous 
Innovation, Indovation / Hindolence, Innovation for Underserved / Underserved 
Markets, Jugaad Innovation, Long Tail Innovation / Long Tailoring Innovation, 
Low-cost Innovation, more with less and for more people / MLM Innovation, Pro-
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Poor Innovation / From-the-Poor, Resource-constrained Innovation / RCI, Reverse 
Innovation, Trickle-up Effect. He states no overall classification criteria, since he 
argues that “it is virtually impossible to classify the literature analyzed into a set of 
clearly defined and fixed categories” (p.55) and that “any taxonomy will degrade 
the complexity of each approach and would not take into account the fact that 
ideas, meanings and principles overlap and are dynamic in practically all the works 
considered” (p.55).

Pansera and Sarkar (2016) mention 16 various terms in relation to innovation at 
the BOP respectively innovation by the poor: Appropriate Technology, Below-the-
Radar Innovation, Blowback Innovation, BOP Innovation, Bricolage Innovation, 
Disruptive Eco-Innovation, Empathetic Innovation, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian 
Innovation, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Innovation by the Poor, 
Innovation for Underserved / Underserved Market / Underserved Costumer, Jugaad 
Innovation, Long Tail Innovation / Long Tailoring Innovation, Reverse Innovation. 
No overall classification criteria are stated.

Prabhu and Jain (2015) look at 18 various innovation constructs and theoretical 
domains related to Jugaad: Bricolage, Design Thinking, Disruptive Innovation, 
Effectuation, Frugal Engineering, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Grassroots 
Innovation, Improvisation, Inclusive Innovation, Indian Innovation, Indigenous 
Innovation, Innovation for Underserved / Underserved Communities, Jugaad 
Innovation, Lean Experimentation, Low-cost Innovation, more with less for more 
people / MLM Innovation, Reverse Innovation. The following elements are used 
to classify the various innovation constructs: frugality, flexibility, and inclusivity.

Rawat (2015) mentions 10 various terms inspired by Indian innovative traits: 
Bottom of the Pyramid Innovation, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation / Gandhian 
Engineering, Global Innovation, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, 
Indovation / Indian Innovation, Jugaad Innovation, MLM Innovation / More value 
for less cost for more people, Reverse Innovation. No overall classification criteria 
are stated.

Rosca et al. (2016) specify 18 various terms of innovation in the light of Frugal 
and Reverse Innovation: Blowback Innovation, Bottom of Pyramid Innovation, 
Catalytic Innovation, Cost Innovation, Disruptive Innovation, Frugal Engineering, 
Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Global Innovation, Good-enough 
Innovation, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Indigenous Innovation, 
Jugaad Innovation, Resource-constrained Innovation, Reverse Engineering, Reverse 
Innovation, Trickle-up Innovation. No explicit classification of the various terms 
is undertaken. Implicitly they state the following commonalities: impact, market 
opportunities, point of origin, target markets, sustainability impact. Furthermore, 
they distinguish the direction of innovation between (a) from developing countries 
to developing countries, (b) form industrialized countries to developing countries, 
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(c) from developing countries to industrialized countries (reverse), and (d) from 
industrialized countries to worldwide customers.

Soni and Krishnan (2014) look at 18 various key concepts that depict Frugal 
Innovation: Appropriate Technology, Bottom of pyramid Innovation, Bricolage, 
Disruptive Innovation, Effectuation, Frugal Engineering, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian 
Innovation, Grassroots-level Innovation, Improvisation, Inclusive Innovation, Indian 
Innovation, Innovation for Underserved / Underserved Markets / Underserved 
Customers, Jugaad, Lean Engineering, more with less for more / MLM Innovation, 
Reverse Engineering, Reverse Innovation. The various concepts are related to the 
nature of Frugal Innovation with three differentiations: mindset (Jugaad, Bricolage, 
Effectuation, Improvisation, Gandhian Innovation, Inclusive Innovation), process 
(Frugal Engineering, Lean Engineering), and outcome (Appropriate Technology, 
Disruptive Innovation, Bottom of Pyramid Innovation, Reverse Innovation). 
Furthermore, frugal innovators are classified into three types: grassroots-level, 
domestic-enterprise level, and MNC-subsidiary level.

Terrio (2014) looks at 13 various innovation concepts in developing countries: 
Blowback Innovation, Bottom of the Pyramid / BOP, Cost Innovation, Disruptive 
Innovation, Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Global Innovation, Good-
enough Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Jugaad Innovation, Resource-constraint 
Innovation, Reverse Innovation, Trickle-up Innovation. No overall classification 
criteria are stated.

Von Zedtwitz et al. (2014) define 12 various terms relating to frequently used 
concepts of innovation for and from developing economies: Blowback Innovation, 
Cost Innovation, Disruptive Innovation, Frugal Innovation, Global Innovation, 
Indigenous Innovation, Innovation at the Bottom of the Pyramid, Jugaad / Gandhian 
Innovation, Resource-constrained Innovation, Reverse Innovation, Shanzhai 
Innovation, Trickle-up Innovation. No overall classification criteria are stated, but 
they distinguish the direction of innovation in 16 different possible combinations of 
two different specifications (advanced countries and developing countries) and four 
different categories (concept, development, primary market, and secondary market).

Zeschky et al. (2014a) mention 10 various terms concerning Resource-constrained 
Innovation: Base of the Economic Pyramid / Bottom of the Pyramid, Cost Innovation, 
Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Global Innovation, Good-enough 
Innovation, Jugaad, Resource-constrained Innovation, Reverse Innovation, Trickle-up 
Innovation. They state the following criteria for a typology of Resource-constrained 
Innovation (as an umbrella term for Cost Innovation, Good-enough Innovation, 
Frugal Innovation, and Reverse Innovation) along with typical innovation traits 
and examples: product description, target customer, innovation strategy, type of 
innovation, and novelty of innovation.
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Zeschky et al. (2014b) mention eight various terms in relation to innovations 
aimed at resource-constrained customers in emerging markets: Cost Innovation, 
Frugal Innovation, Gandhian Innovation, Good-enough Innovation, Jugaad, Resource-
constraint Innovation / Resource-constrained Innovation, Reverse Innovation, 
Trickle-up Innovation. The following classification criteria are stated to categorize 
Cost, Good-enough, Frugal, and Reverse Innovations: market novelty and technical 
novelty. Furthermore, they state the same classification criteria as in their previously 
mentioned paper (Zeschky et al. 2014a).

RESULTS FOR THE IDENTIFIED INNOVATION CONCEPTS

As an initial result, we present in Table 2, the 33 identified concepts concerning 
innovation for and from emerging markets, classified by total mentions in the 19 texts.

Moreover, we further specified the identified terms and their various spellings 
and synonyms (c.f. Table 3). Different versions with hyphen are not included in 
Table 3. Along the combination of the main expression (e.g. ‘frugal’) with the phrase 
‘innovation’ (e.g. ‘frugal innovation’), other phrases can be found in the literature, 
for example ‘solution’, ‘technology’, ‘product’, ‘service’ or ‘alternative’ (e.g. ‘frugal 
alternative’), and are also not included in Table 3.

Furthermore, the terms and concepts in relation to innovation for and from 
emerging markets were sometimes categorized in superordinate concepts. Millard 
(2014) considered these types of innovations as theoretical approaches to Social 
Innovation and Bhatti (2012), Hamacher (2014), and Pansera (2013, 2014) see these 
innovations embedded in the concept of Social Innovation. Pansera (2013, 2014) 
also name these types of innovation ‘Heterodox Innovation’ respectively “different, 
heterodox formulations of innovation and technical change in the so-called ‘developing 
world’” (Pansera, 2014, p.14).

In Table 4, we present stated references with at least two mentions in the identified 
texts of the various terms in relation to innovation concepts for and from emerging 
markets.
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Table 2. Terms in relation to innovation for and from emerging markets

Concept Total Mentions

Frugal Innovation 19

Reverse Innovation 19

Jugaad Innovation 18

BOP Innovation 17

Gandhian Innovation 16

Cost Innovation 12

Disruptive Innovation 12

Inclusive Innovation 12

Grassroots Innovation 9

MLM Innovation (respectively phrase in conjunction with ‘More’, ‘Less’, ‘More’) 9

Resource-constrained Innovation 9

Trickle-up Innovation 9

Good-enough Innovation 8

Frugal Engineering 8

Innovation for Underserved (respectively phrase in conjunction with ‘Underserved’) 8

Appropriate Technology 7

Bricolage Innovation 7

Blowback Innovation 6

Indigenous Innovation 6

Below the Radar Innovation 5

Global Innovation 5

Reverse Engineering 5

Catalytic Innovation 4

Improvisation 4

Indovation (respectively ‘Indian Innovation’ or ‘Hindolence’) 4

Lean Engineering 4

Design Thinking 3

Empathetic Innovation 3

Pro-Poor Innovation 3

Effectuation 2

Extreme Affordability 2

Long Tail Innovation 2

Value Innovation 1

Vernacular equivalents in other languages x
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Table 3. Various spellings and synonyms of different terms in relation to innovation 
concepts for and from emerging markets

Concept Various Spellings / Synonyms

Appropriate Technology Intermediate Technology

Below the Radar Innovation as umbrella term for BOP, Grassroots Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, and 
Jugaad

Blowback Innovation Innovation Blowback, South-North Innovation Transfer, Reverse 
Innovation, Trickle-up Innovation

BOP Innovation

in conjunction with ‘Innovation’: BoP, Bottom of Pyramid, Bottom of the 
Pyramid, Base of the Pyramid, Bottom of the economic Pyramid, Base of 
the economic Pyramid, Bottom of the Economic Development Pyramid, 
Inclusive Innovation

Bricolage Innovation Bricolage, Social Bricolage, Grassroots Innovation

Catalytic Innovation

Cost Innovation Low-cost Innovation, Frugal Innovation

Design Thinking

Disruptive Innovation

Effectuation

Empathetic Innovation

Extreme Affordability

Frugal Engineering Frugal Reengineering, Constraint-based Innovation

Frugal Innovation

Gandhian Innovation, Jugaad Innovation; as umbrella term for Jugaad, 
Bricolage, Effectuation, Improvisation, Gandhian Innovation, Inclusive 
Innovation, Frugal Engineering, Lean Engineering, Appropriate 
Technology, Disruptive Innovation, Bottom of Pyramid Innovation, and 
Reverse Innovation

Gandhian Innovation Gandhian Engineering, Jugaad Innovation, Frugal Innovation

Global Innovation Reverse Innovation

Good-enough Innovation Frugal Innovation

Grassroots Innovation Grassroots-level Innovation, Social Bricolage

Improvisation Creative Improvisation, Jugaad Innovation

Inclusive Innovation Inclusive Growth, Inclusive Development, Inclusive Innovation System, 
Inclusive Business Model, BOP Innovation, Gandhian Engineering

Indigenous Innovation

Indovation Indian Innovation, Hindolence

Innovation for Underserved

Innovation serving the Underserved, Solutions for Underserved, Innovating 
for the Underserved, Underserved Costumer, Underserved Communities, 
Underserved Population, Underserved Segments, Underserved Clients, 
Underserved Markets, Underserved Niches, Frugal Innovation, BOP 
Innovation, Jugaad

Jugaad Innovation Jugaad, Gandhian Innovation, Frugal Innovation

continued on following page
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK

As a first step to differentiate and classify the different terms and concepts related 
to innovation for and from emerging markets, we derive the following classification 
criteria from the analyzed papers. These criteria are presented in the following sections:

• market orientation
• determinants (of innovation for and from emerging markets)
• nature (of innovation for and from emerging markets)
• sophistication
• sustainability
• novelty
• innovator type

Concept Various Spellings / Synonyms

Lean Engineering Lean Engineering, Lean Product Development, Lean Manufacturing, Lean 
Experimentation

Long Tail Innovation Long Tailoring Innovation

MLM (More value for 
Less cost for More people) 
Innovation

more with less for more, more with less for more people, more with less and 
for more people, more value for less cost for more people, Frugal Innovation

Pro-Poor Innovation From-the-Poor-Innovation, Innovation by the Poor, Innovation for the poor 
by the poor

Resource-constrained 
Innovation

RCI, Resource-constraint Innovation, Innovation under Constraints, 
Constraint-based Innovation, Frugal Engineering; as umbrella term for 
Cost Innovation, Good-enough Innovation, Frugal Innovation, and Reverse 
Innovation

Reverse Engineering

Reverse Innovation Reverse Diffusion, Trickle-up Innovation, Blowback Innovation

Trickle-up Innovation Trickle-up Effect, Reverse Innovation, Blowback Innovation, Bottom up 
Innovation

Value Innovation

Vernacular equivalents of 
Bricolage, Frugal Innovation, 
and Indigenous Innovation in 
other languages

Arrangiarsi (Italy), Chapuza (Spain), DIY (USA), Gambiarra / Jeitinho 
(Brazil), Jua Kali (Kenya), Jugaad (India), Kanju (parts of Africa), Solution 
D / Systeme D (France), Zizhu Chuangxin / Jiejian Chuangxin / Shanzai 
(China)

Table 3. Continued
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Table 4. References in relation to innovation concepts for and from emerging markets

Concept References 
(at Least 2 Mentions)

Appropriate Technology Kaplinsky, 1990; Kaplinsky, 2011; Schumacher, 1973; Smith, 2005

Below the Radar Innovation Kaplinsky, 2011

Blowback Innovation Brown & Hagel, 2005

BOP Innovation
Kanter, 2008; London & Hart, 2004; London, 2009; Prahalad & Hart, 2002; 
Prahalad, 2004; Prahalad, 2006; Prahalad & Mashelkar, 2010; Prahalad, 
2012

Bricolage Innovation Baker et al., 2003; Baker & Nelson, 2005; Gundry et al., 2011; Lévi-
Strauss, 1966

Catalytic Innovation Christensen et al., 2006

Cost Innovation Von Hippel, 2005; Williamson, 2010; Zeng & Williamson, 2007

Design Thinking Brown & Wyatt, 2010

Disruptive Innovation Christensen, 1997; Hart & Christensen, 2002

Effectuation Sarasvathy, 2001

Empathetic Innovation Gupta, 2010; Gupta, 2012

Extreme Affordability (no reference)

Frugal Engineering Kumar & Puranam, 2012; Radjou et al., 2012; Sehgal et al., 2010

Frugal Innovation Bound & Thornton, 2012; Gupta & Wang, 2009; Sharma & Iyer, 2012; 
Woolridge, 2010; Zeschky et al., 2011; Zeschky et al., 2014b

Gandhian Innovation Prahalad & Mashelkar, 2010

Global Innovation Von Zedtwitz et al., 2014

Good-enough Innovation Gadiesh et al., 2007; Hang et al., 2010; Zeschky et al., 2014b

Grassroots Innovation Seyfang & Smith, 2007

Improvisation (only one mention) Bound & Thornton, 2012; Feldman & Pentland, 2003; 
Miner et al., 2001

Inclusive Innovation George et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2012

Indigenous Innovation Lazonick, 2004; Lu, 2000

Indovation (respectively 
‘Indian Innovation’ or 
‘Hindolence’)

(only one mention) Birtchnell, 2013; Krishnan, 2010; Sarasvathy, 2001; 
Tiwari & Herstatt, 2012

Innovation for Underserved 
(respectively phrase 
in conjunction with 
‘Underserved’)

Prahalad, 2004; Prahalad & Mashelkar, 2010

Jugaad Innovation Cappelli et al., 2010; Krishnan, 2010; Petrick & Juntiwasarakij, 2011; 
Prahalad & Mashelkar, 2010; Radjou et al., 2012; Sharma & Iyer, 2012

Lean Engineering (only one mention) Ries, 2011; Womack et al., 1991

Long Tail Innovation Anderson & Markides, 2007

continued on following page
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Market Orientation

According to Brem and Wolfram (2014), “the terms vary concerning emerging, 
developed, or international markets in matter of sales or supply market” (p.12). For 
emerging market-oriented terms and concepts, emerging markets are the target market. 
In regards to global (respectively international) market-oriented terms, emerging 
and developed markets are combined, “either the concept originated in emerging 
markets but is applied in both or the BoP is the general focus without a specific 
sales market direction” (Brem & Wolfram, 2014, p.15). Developed market-oriented 
terms and concepts focus on developed markets as target markets (c.f. Table 5).

Concept References 
(at Least 2 Mentions)

MLM Innovation 
(respectively phrase in 
conjunction with ‘More’, 
‘Less’, ‘More’)

Prahalad & Mashelkar, 2010; Prahalad, 2012

Pro-Poor Innovation Gupta, 2012

Resource-constrained 
Innovation Ray & Ray, 2010; Ray & Ray, 2011

Reverse Engineering Samuelson & Scotchmer, 2002

Reverse Innovation Agarwal & Brem, 2012; Govindarajan & Ramamurti, 2011; Govindarajan, 
2012; Govindarajan & Trimble, 2012; Immelt et al., 2009; Trimble, 2012

Trickle-up Innovation Hart, 2011

Value Innovation (only one mention) Kim & Mauborgne, 2005

Vernacular equivalents in 
other languages Pansera, 2014; Prabhu & Jain, 2015; Radjou et al., 2012

Table 5. Classification Criteria ‘Market Orientation’

Emerging 
Market-Oriented

Global 
Market-Oriented

Developed 
Market-Oriented

• Jugaad Innovation 
• Gandhian Innovation 
• Frugal Innovation 
• Indigenous Innovation 
• Catalytic Innovation 
• Cost Innovation 
• Good-enough Innovation

• Reverse Innovation 
• Gandhian Innovation 
• Frugal Innovation 
• Frugal Engineering / Constraint-
based Innovation 
• Grassroots Innovation

• Reverse Innovation

Based on Brem and Wolfram (2014), Ostraszewska and Tylec (2015), and Zeschky et al. (2014a, b)

Table 4. Continued
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For a more comprehensive classification, we suggest the classification criteria 
stated in Table 6 that specifies emerging market-orientation (excludes the category 
‘from developed markets to developed markets’), inspired by Rosca et al. (2016). This 
classification distinguishes between origin market (‘from’) and target market (‘to’).

For an even more detailed classification for ‘market orientation’, we refer to von 
Zedtwitz et al. (2015). They divide the idea of the origin market in ‘concept’ (the 
type of market respectively country, where a product is conceived) and ‘development’ 
(the type of market respectively country, where a product is developed). The idea 
of the target market is divided into ‘primary market’ (market, where the product 
is initially commercialized) and ‘secondary market’ (market, where the product is 
commercialized after the first commercialization). In our opinion, the division in 
‘primary market’ and ‘secondary market’ is merged in the concept of ‘global market’, 
without consideration of the chronological sequence (first and second). However, 
with two different specifications (advanced countries and developing countries) in 
four different categories (concept, development, primary market, and secondary 
market) there are 16 different possible combinations in von Zedtwitz et al. (2015, 
p.18) “Map of Global Innovation Flows”.

Table 6. Adapted Classification Criteria ‘Market Orientation’

From Emerging Markets to 
Emerging Markets

From 
Emerging 
Markets 
to Global 
Markets

From 
Emerging 
Markets to 
Developed 
Markets

From 
Developed 
Markets 
to Global 
Markets

From 
Developed 
Markets to 
Emerging 
Markets

• Jugaad Innovation 
• Gandhian Innovation 
• Frugal Innovation 
• Indigenous Innovation 
• Catalytic Innovation 
• Cost Innovation 
• Good-enough Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation 
/ Global 
Innovation 
• Gandhian 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Engineering 
/ Constraint-
based 
Innovation 
• Grassroots 
Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation 
/ Blowback 
Innovation 
/ Trickle-up 
Innovation

• “Classic 
Innovation” 
• (Grassroots 
Innovation)

• Appropriate 
Technology

Based on Brem and Wolfram (2014), Ostraszewska and Tylec (2015), Rosca et al. (2016), and Zeschky et al. 
(2014a, b)
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Determinants (of Innovation for and From Emerging Market)

Determinants of innovation for and from emerging markets describe, “challenges of 
innovating for the underserved in emerging markets” (Bhatti, 2012, p.22) respectively 
main determinants that move innovation and technical change in the so-called 
‘developing world’ (Pansera, 2013, p.15). According to Pansera (2013, p.16), the 
determinant ‘Social Needs’ describes solving social problems such as tackling 
poverty and its consequences, ‘Resource Constraints’ refers to the coping with scarce 
or inappropriate resources, and ‘Market Affordability’ respectively ‘Affordability 
Constraints’ (Bhatti, 2012) implies that the offered products or processes must be 
affordable. Furthermore, ‘Institutional Voids’ characterizes the market environment 
of innovations in emerging markets that includes faulty institutions, corruption, 
unclear property rights, inappropriate infrastructures, and cultural barriers. Lastly, the 
determinant ‘Environmental Concerns’ refers to the awareness of the environmental 
degradation caused by a fast development (c.f. Table 7).

Table 7. Classification Criteria ‘Determinants’

Social 
Needs

Resource 
Constraints

Affordability 
Constraints

Institutional 
Voids

Environmental 
Concerns

• BOP 
• Grassroots Innovation 
• Inclusive Innovation 
• Gandhian Innovation 
• Indigenous Innovation 
• Catalytic Innovation

• BOP 
• Bricolage 
• Frugal 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Engineering 
• Grassroots 
Innovation 
• Gandhian 
Innovation 
• Improvisation 
• Jugaad 
Innovation 
• Reverse 
Engineering 
• Reverse 
Innovation 
• Resource-
constrained 
Innovation 
• Cost Innovation 
• Good-enough 
Innovation

• BOP 
• Design 
Thinking 
• Frugal 
Innovation 
• Jugaad 
Innovation 
• Inclusive 
Innovation 
• Gandhian 
Innovation 
• Cost 
Innovation 
• Good-
enough 
Innovation 
• Reverse 
Innovation

• Frugal 
Innovation 
• Inclusive 
Innovation 
• Jugaad 
Innovation

• Grassroots 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Innovation

Based on Bhatti (2012), Brem and Wolfram (2014), Ostraszewska and Tylec (2015), Pansera (2013), Prabhu 
and Jain (2015), and Zeschky et al. (2014a, b)
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Nature (of Innovation for and From Emerging Markets)

Soni and Krishnan (2014) “highlight that “frugality”, as a concept, has existed 
in various disciplines for a long time” (p.33). In their opinion, frugal innovations 
involve some combination of frugal mindset, frugal process, and frugal outcome 
(c.f. Table 8). A “frugal mindset is encouraged by a resource-scarce environment, 
weaker institutional intermediaries, and a higher tolerance for uncertainty. Frugal 
processes are espoused by poor property rights regime and a critical size of lead 
market; and frugal outcomes are influenced by the network-position of innovators, 
and the presence of critical lead-markets” (Soni & Krishnan, 2014, p.29).

Sophistication

According to Brem and Wolfram (2014), sophistication of a term related to innovation 
for and from emerging markets “is evaluated by the complexity of inherent processes 
as well as the interaction of the categories involved (communication and coordination 
level)” (p.12) (c.f. Table 9).

Sustainability

A closer look on the determinant ‘Environmental Concerns’, reveals that it can 
be further distinguished (c.f. Table 10). Brem and Wolfram (2014) suggest a 
classification in low/ medium/ high sustainability and thus in social responsibility 
and ecological responsibility.

Novelty

Zeschky et al. (2014a) “employed the established dimensions of product and market 
novelty (Ansoff, 1965) as a conceptual framework to analyze if and how the product 
examples [related to cost, good-enough, frugal, and reverse innovation] were new 

Table 8. Classification Criteria ‘Nature’

Mindset Process Outcome

• Jugaad 
• Bricolage 
• Effectuation 
• Improvisation 
• Gandhian Innovation 
• Inclusive Innovation

• Frugal Engineering 
• Lean Engineering

• Appropriate Technology 
• Disruptive Innovation 
• Bottom of Pyramid Innovation 
• Reverse Innovation

Based on Soni and Krishnan (2014)
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compared to existing standards” (p.5) (c.f. Table 11 and Table 12). “In the Ansoff 
matrix, innovations are distinguished according to their technical and market novelty; 
the matrix thus classifies innovations by whether they are market extensions based on 
existing technologies, original product development activities for existing markets, 
or newly developed products for entirely new markets” (Zeschky, Winterhalter, & 
Gassmann, 2014b, p.3).

Innovator Type

Soni and Krishnan (2014) state that frugal innovators operate at three levels: grassroots, 
domestic-enterprises, and MNC-subsidiaries (c.f. Table 13). “Grassroots-level 
frugal innovators are individuals or a group of people who attempt to solve a given 

Table 9. Classification Criteria ‘Sophistication’

Low 
Sophistication 

(Almost No Coordination 
or Systematic 

Communication)

Low-Medium 
Sophistication

Medium 
Sophistication 

(at Least a 
Minimum 
Level of 

Communication 
Between 

People of the 
Same Group 
to Coordinate 

Them)

Medium- High 
Sophistication

High 
Sophistication 
(Sophisticated 

Level of 
Coordination, 

Communication, 
and Process 
Complexity)

• Jugaad Innovation 
• Grassroots Innovation

• Gandhian 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Innovation

• Catalytic 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Engineering / 
Constraint-based 
Innovation 
• Indigenous 
Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation

Based on Brem and Wolfram (2014)

Table 10. Classification Criteria ‘Sustainability’

Low Sustainability 
(No Social and Ecological Responsibility 

Included)

Medium Sustainability 
(Social or Ecological 

Responsibility Focused)

High Sustainability 
(Social and Ecological 

Responsibility Focused)

• Jugaad Innovation 
• Frugal Engineering / Constraint-based 
Innovation 
• Reverse Innovation

• Gandhian Innovation 
• Frugal Innovation 
• Catalytic Innovation 
• Indigenous Innovation

• Grassroots Innovation

Based on Brem and Wolfram (2014)
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problem adopting locally available ingenuity and in doing so creates a novel solution. 
[…] [T]here are several domestic firms which have reconfigured their processes 
and business models to address the fledging domestic market mostly located at the 
base of economic pyramid. We call them as domestic-corporate frugal innovators. 
[…] The last category includes the MNC-subsidiary frugal innovators. The large 

Table 12. Classification Criteria ‘Market Novelty’

Low 
Market Novelty

Low-Medium 
Market 
Novelty

Medium 
Market 
Novelty

Medium-High 
Market 
Novelty

High 
Market 
Novelty

• Reverse Innovation 
• Cost Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation 
• Good-enough 
Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation

• Reverse 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Innovation 
• Disruptive 
Innovation

Based on Ostraszewska and Tylec (2015), and Zeschky et al. (2014a, b)

Table 13. Classification Criteria ‘Innovator Type’

Grassroots Innovators 
(Single Entrepreneurs, Local 

Communities, Micro Firms, Clusters of 
Micro-Firms)

Domestic-Enterprise 
Innovators 

(Cooperatives, Small Firms, 
Network or Clusters of 

Firms)

MNC-Subsidiary 
Innovators 

(National or Public 
Firms, Multinational 

Corporations)

• Frugal Innovation 
• Grassroots Innovation 
• Inclusive Innovation 
• Jugaad Innovation

• Frugal Innovation 
• Jugaad Innovation

• Frugal Innovation 
• BOP Innovation

Based on Pansera (2013), and Soni and Krishnan (2014)

Table 11. Classification Criteria ‘Technical Novelty’

Low 
Technical Novelty

Low-Medium 
Technical 
Novelty

Medium 
Technical 
Novelty

Medium-High 
Technical 
Novelty

High 
Technical 
Novelty

• Cost Innovation

• Good-enough 
Innovation 
• Jugaad 
Innovation 
• Reverse 
Innovation

• Good-enough 
Innovation 
• Gandhian 
Innovation

• Good-enough 
Innovation 
• Frugal 
Innovation

• Frugal 
Innovation 
• Disruptive 
Innovation

Based on Ostraszewska and Tylec (2015), and Zeschky et al. (2014a, b)
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domestic market, coupled with cheap and good quality talent available in India and 
China has attracted several MNCs” (Soni & Krishnan, 2014, p.35).

SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND OUTLOOK

Due to the high variety of terms and concepts related to innovation for and from 
emerging markets (e.g. 17 various terms in Bhatti & Ventresca, 2012; 16 in Hamacher, 
2014; 20 in Pansera, 2013; 23 in Pansera, 2014; 16 in Pansera & Sarkar, 2016; 
18 in Prabhu & Jain, 2015; 18 in Rosca, Arnold, & Bendul, 2016; and 18 in Soni 
& Krishnan, 2014), we provided a comprehensive overview of 33 of these terms 
and concepts and confirmed the synonymously use. Furthermore, we proposed a 
framework built on seven classification criteria, suggested from different authors 
to differentiate the terms and concepts in our chapter.

As a suggestion to visualize the classification (excluding the criteria determinants 
and nature of innovation for and from emerging market), we present in Figure 1 
a radar chart using the example of Frugal Innovation and Reverse Innovation. By 
analyzing the different innovation concepts in a systematic manner and visualizing the 
results in form of a radar chart, we reduce complexity and make comparisons easier.

The next step should include classifying further terms and concepts that have not 
yet been classified by our proposed framework. In the course of this classification, 
it may be possible that some categories need to be modified and that new categories 
may be identified or need to be created. It will be a challenge to classify all terms 
and concepts related to innovation for and from emerging markets “into a set of 
clearly defined and fixed categories” (Pansera, 2014, p.55), because the definitions 
of terms related to innovation for and from emerging markets are manifold and 
dynamic. In order to illustrate this issue, we take the definition of BOP Innovation 

Figure 1. Radar chart for the classification of frugal innovation and reverse innovation
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with regard to Prahalad (the poor as consumers) or to London and Hart (the poor 
as co-creators). Finally, the concepts are complex and full of overlapping ideas, 
meanings, characteristics, principles, and examples.

Based on these classification criteria, we propose that this classification 
framework could be used for further research and teaching in innovation, responsible 
and sustainable management disciplines. As an instruction tool, it could be used 
to raise awareness for blurry terminology in this area. This is especially relevant 
for the discourse and evaluation of cases, proposals and examples in sustainable 
innovation, responsible and sustainable management disciplines and practices. It 
could also act as a guide through the jungle of recent buzzwords that claim novelty 
and/or sustainability. Moreover, the classification framework could also be used for 
a critical discussion of the value added to many of these concepts or their use in 
specific contexts. This could aim for more responsibility in the research community of 
the innovation discipline as well as the practice for more disciplined and responsible 
use of concepts. Perhaps some frugality would add some value here, too.

However, based on the findings in our chapter we suggest that further research 
should focus on the theoretical and empirical consideration of the aspect of 
sustainability in concepts related to innovation for and from emerging markets. We 
see the potential in innovation for and from emerging markets to contribute to the idea 
of sustainability, e.g. frugal products as a concept for growth-neutral corporations 
(in the context of de-growth) or as a concept for a circular economy. Especially, 
more empirical research in this regard could enhance our understanding of related 
innovation concepts. Finally, further research could also illuminate the underlying 
schools of thought, networks and development trajectories over time that were 
created around these concepts. A historiographic approach could reveal the academic 
progress and might reveal the root concepts that other “me-too”-terminology adapted 
or even ignored. Using a quantitative approach based on word counts or other impact 
factors could distort real relevance by economies of attention and marking power 
by certain institutions. In retrospect, an intellectual history of this research stream 
and its usage in teaching or practice could be a promising endeavor.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Bottom of the Pyramid: Approximately four billion people, living on less than 
US $2 a day, and coming from different cultures, ethnic groups, with diverse needs 
and abilities.

Classification: A process in which ideas and objects (inter alia terms and theories) 
are recognized, differentiated, and understood.

Emerging Markets: Countries that has some characteristics of a developed 
market and investing in more productive capacity but does not satisfy standards to 
be termed a developed market.
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Frugal Innovation: A new solution, usually a product, which is generated 
through a new rethought process (compared to conventional innovation processes). 
Frugal innovation can be characterized by substantial cost reduction, concentration 
on core functionalities, and optimized performance level. Initiators can range from 
big multinational corporations to individuals and grassroots entrepreneurs. The 
market context is always an emerging one; sometimes the perspective expands to 
an industrialized market context.

Innovation: Innovation is an iterative, interactive, context-specific, multi-activity, 
uncertain, path-dependent process and the result of a new combination of ends and 
means from a certain perspective. From this perspective, someone must perceive 
a difference concerning the qualitative newness of an object compared to a prior 
status in a given context. This new combination must be realized, introduced and 
diffused into a specific context, which is the point of reference of the prior status.

Jugaad: An improvisational style of innovation with attention to the immediate 
needs of customers and consisting of overcoming limitations, like scarce resources.

Reverse Innovation: The development of new ideas and products in and for 
emerging markets, which will be introduced equally in developed markets. Focus on 
the flow of innovations from emerging markets to developed markets as compared 
to the predominant and historical flow from developed markets to from emerging 
markets.
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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of the chapter is to understand the role of marketing in creating 
awareness and action for sustainability in the fourth industrial revolution. The chapter 
is sequenced as follows: It begins with a brief introduction, followed by exploring 
the relationship between marketing and sustainability. The chapter then explains 
how marketing can play an important role in developing awareness and action at 
various phases of sustainability with suitable examples. The chapter then discusses 
the various issues which one faces in sustainability and ends with a conclusion. The 
chapter has great theoretical and managerial implications.

INTRODUCTION

Sustainability has become a mega trend It is one of the most important concept 
of business thinking (Peattie, 2001). In 1987 World commission on environment 
and development called ‘Brundtland commission” gave the term ‘sustainable 
development’. The united Nations report on World Commission on Environment 
and development (1987) views sustainable development “as a kind of development 
that meets the needs of the present without compromising on the company ability 
to meet future generation”. Sustainable development requires integration of various 
elements into sustainability viz; economic sustainability, social sustainability and 
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environmental sustainability It has become the need of the hour. In order to make 
the planet highly sustainable. All countries are gearing for the noble cause. In 
view of increasing demand for sustainability companies have started incorporating 
sustainability due to the following reasons a) there is an increasing pressure upon 
companies to adopt sustainable practices on account of environmental and social 
legislations. b) companies themselves are concerned about the environment on 
account of increasing paucity of resources c) changes in the attitude of the people 
to adopt environmental practices. One of the most important aid in promoting 
sustainability is marketing. Marketing has been called, “ministers of propaganda of 
consumer culture”. Marketing so far was based on assumption on infinite resources 
and environmental impact. In view of increasing concern for the environment there 
is an imperative need to redefine marketing in terms of product, price, place and 
promotion to meet the noble cause.(Kotler, 2011).Marketing comes to play an 
important role in decision making towards sustainability For example, reducing 
carbon dioxide, recycling waste etc. A study of the behaviour of the consumers 
towards sustainable products can help the organizations to better understand the role 
of marketing towards sustainability .Whenever a buyer is exposed with sustainable 
products; he will always try to understand the product from various aspects i.e, price, 
brand availability and in order to understand the concept of sustainability better 
it is always important to study the buyer’s purchase decision. Hence, sustainable 
purchasing behaviour should be inculcated in the consumers in their daily food habits 
rather than purchase of big items The main objective of the chapter is to discuss 
how marketing can play an important role to develop environmental sustainability, 
awareness and action in the fourth industrial revolution.

BACKGROUND

The world has witnessed significant changes through various types of industrial 
revolution. The first industrial revolution (1820-1840) brought tremendous success 
for India’s economic development; for instance, it used water and steam power to 
enhance production. The second revolution(1870-1914) laid emphasis on mass 
production; for instance, tele-communication changed the way India communicated 
using technology per se, and thus turned India into a global village. The third 
industrial revolution was characterised by Internet of Things (IoT), whereby it used 
electronics and information to automate production. The last and the current industrial 
revolution, the fourth in the list, lay emphasis on ‘digital revolution’.

All the industrial revolutions witnessed significant growth on several important 
aspects of life, and the world strode forward boldly, making rapid progress on the 
socio-economic fronts; but, whatever came, was at the cost of the planet. Hence, 
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sustainability and social innovation has thus become the need of the hour, adding 
another dimension to the fourth industrial revolution (i.e. Digital Revolution), 
commonly known as ‘Industry 4’ in Germany.

The fourth industrial revolution also known as 4.0 is rightly termed as the 
‘smart factory’ (Dutton, 2014).A smart factory consists of a physical world with 
a decentralized form of decision-making. Industry 4.0 is concerned with various 
trends like digitization and connectivity (Horx 2015; Huer, 2015) It is also called 
‘sustainability revolution’ as it can solve problems of the people and the planet. It 
involves disruptive technologies such as internet of things, robotics, virtual reality and 
artificial intelligence. It is the first of its kind with major emphasis on sustainability. 
Unlike Previous industrial revolutions were thrust down in the system in order to 
improve the socio- economics of the country, but unfortunately, this was at the cost 
of adhering to sustainability.

COMPONENTS OF FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The various components of fourth industrial revolution have been discussed below:

• Interoperability: Is concerned with the exchange of machines and equipment 
that perform the same functions. This helps in the creation of proper intelligent 
functions.

• Decentralization: One of the most important aspects of decentralization is to 
allow computers as well as companies to make decisions. This decentralization 
helps to grant more flexibility and also helps in gaining specialized knowledge.

• Virtualization: Is another important component of the industrial revolution 
in which a physical world is created. In case of failure a human being can be 
notified.

• Real Time Capability: Real time capability involves that the data collected 
is organized in real time. It includes plants that react to the failure of the 
machine and forward to another machine

• Modularity: Involves flexibility to the changing environment by replacing or 
expanding individuals which makes adding or removing production modules 
in an easy way.

• Service Orientation: Helps to be flexible and respond to market changes 
more quickly than they used in the enterprise.
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Industry 4.0 and Sustainability

Industry 4.0 has a close connection with sustainability and each of the elements 
work towards sustainability. For example, interoperability helps to decrease industrial 
waste and also works faster in the adaptation of efficient processes. Decentralization 
helps in optimum allocation of the resources. Virtualization helps to decrease 
industrial waste and also helps in recycling of opportunities. Real time capabilities 
helps in better adaptation of demand curves, better use of the resources and faster 
adaptation of efficient resources. Modularity provides better usage of resources and 
longer machine life and service orientation helps in improved use of the products.

Marketing has come to play an important role in creating awareness and action 
in the era of fourth industrial revolution. Therefore, the main aim objective of the 
chapter is to explain the role of marketing in the fourth industrial revolution and 
how does it create awareness and action in the event of fourth industrial revolution. 
The chapter also spells out the theoretical and practical contributions of the study.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Relation Between Marketing and Sustainability

The two terms ‘marketing’ and ‘sustainability’ thereby may seem inter-related, but 
there is a huge difference between them.

Marketing and sustainability are effectively two diverse trends. In fact, marketing 
is considered as an ‘antithesis of sustainability’; while the former (i.e. Marketing) 
is primarily a driver of consumption, the latter enables people around the world to 
satisfy their basic needs and desires. Therefore, there is a need to find out whether 
or not there’s any link between marketing and sustainability.

Marketing is said to play a key role in sustainability; but, in effect, marketing plays 
a key role in decision-making in the effort towards sustainability by influencing the 
process of decision–making, which in turn influences the attitude and behaviour of 
consumers. Consumers, on the other hand, are predisposed to purchase sustainable 
products; therefore, their buying behaviour is influenced by various constructs like 
price, brand availability etc. However, research has shown that consumers find it hard 
to follow ‘green practices’. The relationship between marketing and sustainability 
can thus possibly be termed as a ‘chalk and cheese relationship’. However, to make 
marketing work towards sustainability, the following things are to be kept in mind, 
including: a) remove barriers like lack of choice, cost convenience, time and effort, 
b) a need to work closely with corporations c) changes in behaviour should be 
achieved by penalties when one talks of fourth industrial revolution marketing has 
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come to play an important role. Marketing can rely on some of the very important 
features of fourth industrial revolution like internet of things, big data analytics 
to provide customized products to the customers and create awareness and action 
about sustainability.

However, marketing has an important role in the adoption of industrial revolution 
4.0.Industry 4.0 is a technological revolution happening at the factory level. Changing 
the way products are made in the context of marketing seems to play a marginal 
role in respect of product. Marketing is at the base of decisions by the firms. They 
can help to increase flexibility and reduce production costs. Customization is an 
important asset in the fourth industrial revolution buying together B2B and B2C 
customers. Firms have started using customer centric business to understand the 
production and engage in the production process.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Few pieces of literature exists to explore the relationship between marketing and 
sustainability.

Peter Jones (2008) discussed the relevant issues regarding marketing and 
sustainability. Some believe that marketing does not play a role in achieving 
sustainability. While others believe that marketing can play an important role in 
achieving sustainability. Marketing has the potential to contribute to the establishment 
of more sustainable society. Marketers play an active role in seeking competitive 
advantage through environmental friendliness (Ajike et al., 2015).

Marketing plays an important role in shaping customer behaviour and influencing 
attitude and beliefs. As such marketing can play an important role in decision 
making. It plays an important role in carbon emission, recycling waste and adopting 
a healthier life (Elafy, Kortam 2014, Kumar et al 2012, Korlam and Gad, 2014) 
A study regarding investigating the needs of the customers will help to inculcate 
unsustainable behaviour. Research has found that empirical research has been 
established between environmental research and everyday behaviour.

MAIN FOCUS OF THE CHAPTER

This section of the paper will focus on the role of marketing in creating awareness 
and action in the fourth industrial revolution.
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Role of Marketing Into the Dimensions of Sustainability

The three dimensions of sustainability can well be integrated with the marketing 
function in order to create awareness and action as a step towards sustainability. 
Marketing function is needed at each of the three pillars to create awareness and 
action about sustainable levels.

Marketing can be used as an important function to support sustainability at each 
of the areas as described below:

• Economic Sustainability: Alludes to the capacity of the economic system 
to promote growth of economic indicators, including distribution of personal 
income, mortgage and repayments etc. Industry 4.0 creates great opportunity 
for sustainable development through sustainable manufacturing

Industry 4.0 promotes the growth of sustainable manufacturing in the following 
ways:

• New Business Models: The concept of smart factory in industry 4.0 promotes 
new services. Marketing can play an important role in creating awareness 
about these services. In fact, the communication strategy should focus more 
on accessibility and functionality of the product.

• Value Creation: Smart factory concept promotes the use of closed loop 
product life cycle which encourages co-ordination between resources and 
cross factory. This facilitates recycle and reuse of the product. Marketing 
can play an important role in creating awareness and action regarding 
sustainability through its integrated marketing communications.

• Equipment: Industry 4.0 facilitates the efficiency of existing manufacturing 
equipment through the process of retrofitting This increases the efficiency of 
the machinery and results in lower costs of production. Marketing can play 
an important role in creating awareness about retrofitting through the concept 
of integrated marketing communications in B2B markets.

• Social Sustainability: Implies general well-being of mankind it is to expand 
people freedom and capabilities. Social sustainability includes access to 
resources, education, social stability and quality of the natural environment. 
Industry 4.0 promotes the use of social sustainability as it increases the 
efficiency of the workers through training in ICT which helps in decentralized 
decision making. Here, marketing plays an important role in creating 
awareness among employees and organization regarding training programs. 
Through continuous promotion campaigns it creates awareness among the 
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employees and youth regarding the importance of training in ICT. This act as 
an important driver to promote sustainability.

• Environmental Sustainability: Is one of the main pillars of sustainability; 
its indicators include air pollution, water pollution, areas of degraded land, 
rate of material flow, rate of energy etc. In here, marketing could possibly 
play an important role in creating awareness as to how to protect the 
environment and reduce the pollution for a sustainable living. Industry 4.0 
holds great opportunity in reducing the impact of the environment. The main 
focus of industry 4.0 is to aim at environmental sustainability. Environmental 
sustainability can be achieved in the following ways:
 ◦ Sustainable Business Models: Industry 4.0 focusses on bringing 

sustainable business models that generate environmental and social 
benefits and reduce the negative impact of the environment. These new 
businesses helps to solve environmental problems and increase long term 
competitivess. The value creation in industry creates product cycle in the 
closed circuit which aims at efficient co-ordination of product, material 
and energy. The modernization of the plant helps to reduce the costs of 
the production thereby helping in sustainability. All these activities help 
to minimize waste water generation, efficient use of raw materials. All 
these play an important role in environmental sustainability. Marketing 
has an important role in help industry 4.0 towards sustainability. The 
effective sustainable designing of the product and increased promotion 
of green products in the market helps to reduce negative impact of the 
environment leading to increased sustainability.

The marketing function can also be integrated into the various levels of 
sustainability as shown in the Figure 1.

How Can Marketing Help in Sustainability?

The answer to this question lies with the marketers, who have to create a) competitive 
advantage b) build trust with customers c) develop marketing opportunities. Marketing 
in industry 4.0 can help in achieving these objectives towards sustainability.

Competitive advantage through brand innovation: marketers could use 
sustainability to create brand innovation, which would increase market growth. 
‘Sustainability’ in itself could be used as the differentiator for good quality products; 
in fact, some businesses have tried to differentiate their products based on social 
and environmental impacts. Industry 4.0 creates new business models giving rise 
to new services, these services can help to reduce the negative impacts of the 
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environment. Marketing can play an important role creating competitive advantage 
through continuous brand innovation.

Building trust with customers and society: some marketers feel that reputation 
and success may not be sufficient to preserve ‘brands’ in the long run. Marketers, 
thereby have an important role in building trust, whereby they should believe in 
more sustainable consumption. In industry 4.0 automation, product designing and 
recycling of products helps to build trust with the customers and the society.

Developing marketing opportunities: marketers today are increasingly interested 
in serving the poor; hence, they should identify opportunities for serving the poor 
by extending some products to the poor (to begin with), which for instance would 
include affordable packaging and maintaining brand values. Ultimately, serving the 
poor would serve as a great branding exercise for the marketers. Marketers play an 
important in industry 4.0 to develop environment and action about fourth industrial 
revolution. Through automation and aiming at effective product designing, products 
can be made available even to the bottom of the pyramid.

Marketing as a Tool to Create Awareness 
and Action Towards Sustainability

Marketing rests on four Ps of which one needs to be aware and take appropriate 
actions. Marketing can play a great role in creating awareness and action in the 
fourth industrial revolution by working on all the four p’s of marketing when all 
the Ps of marketing are focused on improving the environment; marketing, which 
aims at sustainability of the environment is called green marketing.

Figure 1. Integration of marketing into the sustainability element
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Product

Product is the first ‘P’, an element of marketing mix. Marketing plays an important 
role in product development; right from the conceiving a product to its selling to the 
end consumer. Products aimed at the protection of the environment is called ‘green 
product’. Right from the time of conception, ‘green products’ should be ‘sustainable’ 
and follow the rules of ‘sustainable practices’, effectively the ‘environmental 
considerations’. For example, Toyota, Ford, Hyundai are some of the companies who 
are well known for ‘green products’. ‘‘Green’ marketing needs to be incorporated at 
various levels of the Ps; some of the recent green product innovations are as follows:

• Rechargeable Batteries: Batteries are considered to be the most difficult 
items to be recycled, containing large number of environmentally hazardous 
materials. Hence, it is better to use rechargeable batteries, which give the 
option to charge the batteries when the charge is over.

• Electric Cars: One of the biggest contributions to green marketing in terms 
of checking pollution has been the introduction of electric cars. These cars 
run on electricity, and therefore reduce pollution.

• LED Bulbs: Another major breakthrough has been the introduction of LED 
energy conserving bulbs.

• Product Design: The design of a product also plays a very important role 
in product decisions. The product design should incorporate sustainability 
features, which in turn influences to a great extent the purchasing decisions 
of consumers today. Some of the best examples of sustainable designing 
includes LED bulbs, andthe concept of green hotels.

• Imports EVX Ventures: It is a sports car with sleek new aerodynamic vision 
that uses solar energy to drive; the car is powered by Solar Photo voltaic 
panelling along the exterior and a small 10KWH lithium battery within.

• Green Hotels: In the ‘green hotel’ right from the hotel’s layout, to the use of 
material resources everything is environmentally friendly.

• Green Cars: Apart from being powered by Biofuels, electric vehicles/cars 
use efficient engines that reduce vehicle consumption of petroleum or any 
other forms of renewable energy throughout working life. Green cars thereby 
run on biofuels, solar energy and battery (as described earlier). In fact, even 
the tyres of the electric vehicles are made from bio-sourced organic materials.

• The technology Used: The technology used in manufacturing a product 
should be Eco friendly.

• Packaging: A green product should believe in green packaging too. Marketers 
promote the use of green packaging or eco packaging to prevent wastage. 
One of the best examples of green packaging is Macdonald. Very closely 
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associated with packaging, is the labelling; environment-friendly labelling 
of a product does help in deciding whether or not to buy a product per se. 
Research shows that most consumers have a positive green consciousness 
on eco labels (Cherian and Jacob,2012); they are considered to be the most 
appealing tools to judge the determination (Rashid, 2009).

Some examples of green packaging and labelling include the Cosmetible Cup: 
it is a special cup developed by KFC (a fast-food chain) containing a special biscuit 
wrapped in sugar-paper doubled with a layer of white chocolate.

Natural Clicquot 2 is another example of 100% biodegradable and isotherm 
packaging; made from potato starch and isotherm virtues, which in turn is 100% 
recyclable.

• Nike in the Air: Nike is packed with shoes in the air. The benefit of the 
product is that product that is transferred into packaging is made visible. The 
packaging provides the best possible presentation of the effectiveness of the 
shoes.It is also an innovative style of packaging.

• Newton Eco Friendly Packaging: The Newton Company designed a new 
way of packaging to pack their sports shoes made from 100% recyclable 
moulded carton; its ecological packaging allows it to minimize the weight 
and increase recyclability.
 ◦ Eco Branding: Brand is a name, a term symbol or a combination of 

both intended to distinguish a product from those of competitors. An 
Eco brand is a brand that is environment friendly.

Pricing

Pricing is the second ‘P’ of marketing. Green pricing or sustainable pricing refers 
to the marketable monetary value suggested for environmental activities, which 
reconciles the economic value of the environment. It is also defined as a reflection 
of the price that arises with production, environment and economic activities in a 
way that it creates profit for both companies and the consumers (Martin and Shouten, 
2012). It also refers to the pricing done for environmental considerations; hence, 
pricing should take into account all the environmental factors. Sustainable pricing 
aims at fair payment of environment to add value to the operations carried outside 
the environment. Practicing ecological pricing on green products as demanded by 
the consumer is important for the protection of both environment as well as the 
consumer (Peattie and Charter, 2003)
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Place

Place is the 3rd ‘P’ occupying an equally important place in marketing. It refers to a 
common point where buyers and sellers meet to satisfy each other’s wants. In effect, 
‘place’ refers to the distribution channel or the distribution network. Due to the 
growing consumption of the internet, most of the buying and selling are conducted 
online these days thereby reducing the cost. This is termed as ‘green place’. A 
sustainable product achieves success by winning customers through suitable channels. 
The availability of a product has a great impact in attracting customers; therefore, 
marketing has to ensure wide availability of a product per se. Sometimes companies 
choose ecological partnership in order to develop environmental effects and they 
restructure logistics arrangement and make them more efficient (Dahlstorm, 2011).

Green Promotion

Last but not the least is the fourth and the most important aspect of marketing is 
known as ‘promotion’. Promotion that focuses on environment is known as green 
promotion; this is done in the following ways: selecting a partner in such a way so 
that it promotes environmental protection. Environment friendly materials should 
be encouraged like for instance environment friendly bags. One of the biggest role 
the marketer has to play is in the field of designing the advertising messages. The 
advertising messages should be designed in such a way that it creates awareness among 
consumers regarding a product per se. The company tries to reduce communication 
materials, which has negative effects on the environment (Kotler, 2011). The 
strategic approach includes designing the communication process with regard to 
environmental benefits of the product. The entire process may include reducing the 
use of paper in the communication process, making it more environmental friendly 
and cost-effective (Banerjee, 2002).

The Integration of Four Ps of Marketing 
Into Sustainable Marketing Mix

Keeping in mind the role of marketing to drive more sustainability, many authors 
have integrated the four Ps of marketing into a sustainable marketing mix.

‘Product’ should be transformed into a ‘customer product’ wherein efforts should 
be made to minimize waste and pollution that occur during the process of production.

‘Price’ should be transformed into ‘customer price’; i.e. the price set for a product 
should be formed by adding elements of ecological costs to the unit costs.

‘Place’ should be transformed into ‘customer place’, wherein efforts should be 
made to minimize waste and pollution that may be formed while transporting and 
selling the goods.
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‘Promotion’ should be transformed into communication, wherein efforts should be 
made to effectively communicate among the stakeholders of developing responsibility 
for environment protection

Some Marketing Initiatives That Attempted to 
Create Environmental Awareness and Action

Tide Cold-Water Challenge

Tide began #turn cold-water campaign to switch from hot water to cold water in 
support of the Earth Day. The main reason for this initiative was to make an effort 
to save money and help to keep the clothes fresh for a longer period. The campaign 
#turn cold-water campaign encourages people to wash in cold water, helping to save 
electricity in turn. Cold-water washing saves energy in the following ways: a) it 
saves energy for 1 year; b) it saves power up to the power of the TV for four months.

This type of marketing campaign has created awareness on how saving energy 
can contribute towards the sustainability of the planet.

Diesel Global Warming

Diesel is one of the most luxurious ethnic garment manufacturers. They launched a 
marketing campaign to create awareness about sustainability titled ‘Global warming 
ready’. The campaign involved launching a series of newspaper, magazine and 
billboards advertisements featuring various models posing in Diesel clothing in 
a world affected by raised water levels and temperature. This campaign served as 
a unique marketing campaign, as it provoked decisions regarding various societal 
issues. Some of the print ads for instance included are Tropical birds at St Marks 
Square, Sandy desert overtakes china wall, Tropical plant growing in Paris, New York 
City submerged etc. Diesel also partnered with a climate change watchdog known 
as www.shopglobalwar.org, to bring citizens to find solutions to global warming.

HSBC: No Small Change

It was one of the most successful award-winning campaigns introduced to create 
awareness among customers regarding sustainability. It won various awards like the 
communicator award, ECHO award, Green Office award, and was also featured in 
the Directory Magazine. The campaign involved encouraging customers to make 
commitments in making small changes that will benefit the environment, such as 
using recycled paper for brochures for instance. The campaign was based on the 
premise that it is by making small changes that society at large could bring about 
paradigm changes in the environment, where everyone played a role, albeit small. 
For instance, if HSBC’s customers paid bills online, they qualified to receive a green 
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living. Over a period of time, the campaign taught to reduce carbon footprints by 
using print ad posters, direct mail and creating online awareness. The ads contained 
some of the slogans like: ‘Your money does not grow on trees, but it can help to plant 
a seed or two’; ‘Free business checking is now available with good Karma’; ‘Filling 
your car with recycled fry grease isn’t the only way to go green’. The campaign did 
wonders in creating awareness and action.

Timberland Earth Keepers’ Campaign

It is a unique campaign in which an earthkeeper has a goal of recruiting one million 
people to become a part of an online network designed for environmental change. 
The campaign includes online networking tools like changeagents.com, facebook 
page, youtube etc. All this is united in the earthkeeper channel widely known as 
www.earthkeeper.com. According to Timberland, an earthkeeper is a person who 
wants to protect the environment; without earthkeepers, the planet (i.e. earth) would 
suffer and face serious problems. Timberland thus set out to make a good idea into 
positive reality.

BMV Diesel Changes

This was one of the award winning campaigns in which the company tried to disclose 
information about environmental changes. Diesel cars in America are known to be 
noisy, causing lot of air pollution. BMV reached out to its customers through 2011 
BMV 3 series Diesel commercial; the first half of the commercial, which picturized 
cars and trucks emitting smoke when BMV 335 enters the commercial in brilliant 
blue spreading the message of environmental protection.

GE Eco-Imagination Campaign

In May 2005 general electric, the world tenth largest population introduced $90 million 
eco-magnetic and advertising campaign, addressing some critical environmental 
challenges faced today; for instance, the need for cleaner and efficient sources of energy, 
reduced emission and abundance of clean water. The eco-imagination campaign 
was all about the future, focusing on unique energy, technology, manufacturing, and 
infrastructural capabilities, such as solar energy, hybrid locomotives, fuel cells and 
stronger materials. The campaign involved a print advertisement, featuring leaves 
sprouting from an electric power plant with a green aeroplane across the website 
in their online greeting. With tag lines like increasing business, green is green we 
are at the tipping point where energy efficiency and emission reduction is equally 
profitable, this campaign was a hit.
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Volkswagen Fun Theory Campaign

Volkswagen launched its fun theory campaign in which reactions of people was noted 
to find out whether they would be interested in fun games by motivating people to 
take the staircase instead of the elevator for instance, wherein each staircase would 
have a different note to play.

SEVEN ISSUES IN MARKETING TO DEVELOP 
AWARENESS AND ACTION

“It is not easy to be green” (Noah & Bradley, 2012). Protect the environment and hurt 
the business. Even though green marketing plays a crucial role in the development 
of awareness and action associated with sustainability, there are some major issues 
associated with it.

1.  Compliance and Competitiveness: One of the major challenges, which 
companies face today, is with regard to compliance and competitiveness. 
Environmental managers welcome an opportunity in which they strive for a 
win-win opportunity.

2.  It Is Never Easy to be Green: Companies find it difficult to be green as the 
compliance costs are very high.

3.  Keeping up with the Jonesses: As a rule, companies enhance shareholders’ 
value by improving the efficiency and effectiveness of environmental spending, 
but the focus on these, obstructs the key competitive opportunity in those 
expenditures.

Green Product and Price

being energy efficient, multi-attribute and multi-phased analysis involves costs in 
research and development for instance; potentially higher costs for product take backs 
and/or transaction costs associated with third parties. The simple metric of ‘green’ 
puts the market towards energy efficiency in the user phase and can reduce other 
pollutants associated with electricity production for example. However, the major 
problem is attributing responsibilities for the mitigation of hosts, and the social impact 
generated by the demand of good. But, as roles and responsibilities shift, division 
of labour shifts in accordance, and the work, which was done by the government 
earlier, begins falling back on society, business and consumers. Environmental issues 
shift from end of the pipe affluent concerns and total material flows and relativity 
of risk, the use of criminal law is bought into question. As division of labour shifts, 
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the need for spaces also shift. For example, there often seems to be tension between 
the environmental claims to be rigorous, comprehensive and comparable, vis a vis 
the need to create enough space for companies to communicate actions by talking to 
consumers and the supply chain. It is often said that the goodwill of the consumers 
and procurers is eroded by green claims.

ISSUES, PROBLEMS, AND CONTROVERSIES

One of the major issues in marketing is to develop awareness and action is Green-
washing failure to meet the profit.

• Green-Washing: The growing demand for environment friendly products 
have persuaded manufacturers incorporate environment friendly practices. 
However, some companies in a haste to compete tend to mislead customers. 
This act of misleading consumers regarding environmentally friendly 
practices of the company is termed as green-washing. Green-washing is 
defined as the “act of misleading consumers regarding environmentally 
friendly practices of a company” (Pargual et al., 2011). India also seems 
to be affected by green-washing. Using the term ‘green’ beyond a certain 
point creates vagueness in consumer’s mind (Zimmer et al., 1994) and they 
may do away with those products, which are actually environment friendly 
(Mayer et al., 1993). Green-washing seems to have a drastic effect in eroding 
consumer’s confidence regarding environment friendly products and also the 
investor’s confidence to invest in environmentally friendly firms (Delma & 
Burbano, 2011).

In late 1980 and 1990s, professional purchasers and individual consumers became 
interested in buying green products. These green products were accompanied by 
certain words like: earth friendly, 100% natural made with non-toxic ingredients etc. 
These terms were used without any effort to classify them, and therefore purchasers 
were often confused about these plans; this was commonly referred to as ‘Advertising 
pollution’. However, the practice of green-washing did not completely disappear 
and was seen in some form or other. The term green-washing is shown by various 
sins which can be explained as follows:

• Sin of the Hidden Trade-Off: The word ‘green’ is based on a narrow set of 
environmental attributes; a product can be an energy efficient product, but it 
was possibly produced with the help of coal or contains neurotoxins such as 
mercury.
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• Sin of Proof: Environmental claim cannot be substantiated by supporting 
information or third party certification.

• Sin of Vagueness: Claim is too broad or poorly defined.
• Sin of Irrelevance: Claim is truthful but unimportant or is not helpful.
• Sin of the Lesser of Two Evils: Claims are true within the product category 

as the product in whole is harmful.
• Fibbing: Manufacturers tend to mislead customers about environmental 

performance of a product, they claim that they meet environmental 
performance but actually they do not.

• Unsubstantiated Claim: Some manufacturers are unable to provide proof 
for their environmental claims, while others use words like green or eco. But, 
customers should be told the reason for it.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A recent report by the Forbes magazine in 2018 revealed that CMO’s(chief marketing 
officer) in the organization should make the following changes .These should include 
the following:

1.  Rebalancing the Marketing Budget: In order to integrate marketing with the 
fourth industrial revolution there is a strong need to rebalance the marketing 
budget. The organisations should compare which form of marketing is able 
to attract new customers and weigh the options like content marketing, email 
marketing, event and SEO .The resources should be deployed on the basis of 
whichever option are able to attract more customers.

2.  Modernising Marketing Tools: For marketing to play an important role in the 
fourth industrial revolution it is important to modernize the marketing tools. 
Organizations should bank more on digital media tools in order to attract more 
customers rather than traditional methods like television, radio etc.

3.  Convert the Website Into Hard Working Tools: One of the biggest assets to 
promote a product today is to create awareness through the website and maintain 
the website in such a way so that it attracts the attention of the consumer.

4.  Refresh Your Brand to Appeal to Your Customers: For marketing to play a 
bigger role in the event of fourth industrial revolution it is important to refresh 
the brand appeals to the customers using Industry 4.0 tools like LOT

5.  Consolidate Marketing Resources That are Spread Across Organisations: 
Another area where organisations have to work is to consolidate resources and 
spread it across the organisations.
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IMPLICATIONS

• Implications: This paper makes an important contribution both academically 
and practically.

• Theoretical Implication: This chapter makes an important contribution in 
terms of theoretical implication as it is the first study to understand the role 
of marketing in creating awareness and action regarding the fourth industrial 
revolution.

• Practical Implication: The chapter is practically important as it will serve 
as a motivation to other marketing concerns to use marketing strategically to 
create awareness about the fourth industrial revolution.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

This chapter adopts only an exploratory view of the topic. There is lot of scope of 
future research by extending the study to empirical research. Another interesting 
area of research is to find out the various issues and controversies related to the 
marketing role in creating awareness.

CONCLUSION

Marketing therefore has an important role to play in enhancing sustainability in the era 
of the fourth industrial revolution. The two terms, i.e. ‘marketing’ and sustainability 
seem inter-related, but in reality, there are huge differences between them. Marketing 
is said to play a key role in decision-making in an effort towards sustainability. It 
influences decision–making, which in turn influences the attitude and behaviour. 
Marketing can thereby be used as an important function to support sustainability at 
each of the following areas, i.e. economic sustainability, social sustainability and 
environmental sustainability. Marketing helps sustainability in the following ways: 
a) competitive advantage through innovation; b) building trust with customers and 
society; c) developing marketing opportunities. Not only that, even the four Ps are 
to be taken care of through marketing: for example, product: i.e. right from the time 
of inception of the product to the final procurement of the product, green aspects of 
the product should be taken care of. Even with regard to pricing, the price offered 
to consumers should be green pricing; a green place should be encouraged among 
the consumers, and green promotional strategies should be taken care However, in 
an effort to create sustainability, there is a need to transform marketing to create 
awareness about sustainability .
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ABSTRACT

Sustainability is a concept that has increased in popularity constantly over recent 
years. During this time, the discipline of project management begun to focus on 
sustainability, but literature shows that the topic of sustainable project management is 
still incipiently explored. Therefore, the goal of the chapter is to identify connections 
between sustainability and project management, which is achieved through the 
literary review of 46 different texts. These sources were analyzed using a bibliometric 
analysis and a qualitative content analysis. As deductive and inductive derived 
categories “definition project management,” “definition sustainability,” “definition 
sustainable project management,” “affected areas,” “principles of sustainable 
project management,” and “project manager” were defined. In order to develop 
the profession of sustainable project management, focusing upon the verification 
of theoretical findings with empirical research is suggested.
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INTRODUCTION

Tom Taylor, the former chairperson of the Association for Project Management 
(APM), highlights that, “the planet earth is in a perilous position with a range of 
fundamental sustainability threats” and that, “Project and Programme Managers are 
significantly placed to make contributions to Sustainable Management practices” 
(APM, 2006, p. 1-7). Although the topic of sustainability is well known and much 
discussed, it is only recently related to the discipline of project management (Silvius 
& Schipper, 2014a, pp.41-43). This connection is an emerging, forward-looking 
area of research that continues gaining interest as it moves into the focus of both 
academics and practitioners (Silvius & Schipper, 2014a).

Otegi-Olaso et al. (2015) report over 560 publications (books, book chapters, 
journal articles, internet sites and conference papers) on this topic, of which almost 
80% were published between 2004 and 2014, highlighting the many still open 
questions in terms of sustainability and project management (Marcelino-Sádaba, 
González-Jaen, & Pérez-Ezcurdia, 2015, p.14). Some authors conclude that the 
lack of integration between sustainability and project management is due to a 
present lack of research (Martens & Carvalho, 2015, p.30; Carvalho & Rabechini, 
2017, p.1-2; Marcelino-Sádaba, González-Jaen, & Pérez-Ezcurdia, 2015, p.1). For 
example, Tufinio et al. (2013) point out a broad understanding of sustainability in 
literature and inside organisations, including the definition of the concept, standards 
and business practices. Marcelino-Sádaba et al. (2015) propose further research to 
identify effective and influentia project management areas for sustainable project 
management.

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate literature with a clear focus on 
publications, which discuss sustainability in the context of project management. 
The underlying research question for this work is:

• What are connections between sustainability and project management?

Following sub-question are:

• What are the definitions of sustainability, project management and sustainable 
project management?

• What are affected and influential areas of project management for sustainable 
project management?

• What are topics related to sustainable project management?
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METHODS AND DATA BASE

To research the connection between sustainability and project management we 
followed the procedure of a literature review combined with bibliometric analysis 
and qualitative content analysis.

For the literature review, Cooper’s method (Cooper, 1989) was chosen. In order to 
assure a clear research direction and a relevant database, the focus is set on the correct 
classification of the literature review and the problem formulation stage (Cooper, 
1989). For the analysis of our identified data, we use Mayring’s qualitative content 
analysis (Mayring, 2015). In this method, categories are created and subsequently 
analysed. To receive information from the material on quantitative aspects like the 
temporal evolution, the most productive author or recurrent institutions and countries, 
we refer to Ball and Tunger’s bibliometric analysis (Ball & Tunger, 2005).

Literature Review

According to Machi and McEvoy (2012), “a literature review is a written document 
that presents a logically argued case founded on a comprehensive understanding 
of the current state of knowledge about a topic of study” (p.5). The stages of the 
literature review method of Cooper (1989) are problem formulation, data collection, 
data evaluation, analysis, interpretation, and public presentation. In our work, we 
focus on the first two stages of Cooper’s method to cover the data collection. For 
the stage analysis, we conduct Mayring’s (2015) qualitative content analysis.

As mentioned before our research focus is on the connection between sustainability 
and project management. Silvius and Tharp (2013) state that previous work is 
mostly interpretive by giving meaning to how the concepts of sustainability could 
be interpreted in the context of projects. They point out that, “a next step in research 
on the topic would preferably need to lead to more universal results” (Silvius & 
Tharp, 2013, p.xxiv). Therefore, our main objective is to find universal results on 
the connection between sustainability and project management. The second step in 
problem formulation stage is to determine explicitly which texts will be included 
in the review and which texts will be excluded. Therefore, a taxonomy of literature 
reviews is a solid starting point to set a framework (Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, 
2009).

In Table 1 the chosen classifications are highlighted. The first characteristic, 
focus, is used to identify methodological strengths and weaknesses in the research 
of sustainable project management. The first focus is on theories, the second is on 
finding practical implementations and applications. The goal of the review is to 
integrate and generalize findings across the literature, with the further ambition 
to critically analyse the research and identify central issues. The perspective of a 
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neutral representation gives the opportunity to present the review findings as facts, 
instead of individual interpretations. Doing so, facilitates the general exclusion of 
personal distortions in the analysis. The general purpose of the review is to locate 
and consider available literature on sustainable project management. To keep the 
number of articles of review manageable, the category exhaustive with selective 
citations is chosen, allowing the exclusion of non-academical literature. According 
to the various theories in the literature and the strong theoretical focus, this review 
is organised conceptually. The final characteristic is the audience. The primary 
audience for this chapter are scholars and practitioners with an interest in sustainable 
project management.

After the general framework is set, we carried out a first investigation on 
sustainability in project management. We identified the following keywords: ‘project 
management’, ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable’. These terms were used for searching 
the database of Google Scholar (in combination with the Google search operator 
‘allintext:’). The search was carried out on 23.07.2017 with the following number 
of search results (bracketed):

• (291) allintext: “project management sustainability”
• (561) allintext: “sustainable project management”

We scanned all texts for terms relative to sustainable project management, focusing 
upon literature reviews, overviews, journal article and summaries in order to identify 
the wealth of available literature. Furthermore, the references on the available texts 
are observed. In order to form a more accurate list of result, the abstracts of each text 
were scrutinised under the following criteria: Does the paper analyse sustainability 
in the context of project management? We then excluded all texts, which consider 

Table 1. Own presentation of the taxonomy for literature reviews

Characteristics Categories

Focus Research 
Outcomes

Research 
methods Theories Applications

Goal Integration Criticism Central issues

Perspective Neutral representation Espousal of position

Coverage Exhaustive Exhaustive & 
Selective Representative Central or pivotal

Organization Historical Conceptual Methodological

Audience Specialized 
scholars General scholars Practitioners General public

Source: (Cooper, Hedges, Valentine, 2009, p.4-5)
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sustainability exclusive from the project outcome, seen through the neglection of 
project management or the requirements of the project. In addition, only academic 
texts are considered. Altogether, we identified 46 texts for a further analysis. Table 
2 presents these classified texts along with the corresponding type.

Bibliometric Analysis

Bibliometrics can be understood as collecting information of publications (Pritchard, 
1969; Brookes, 1990; Potter, 1981). It is used for counting and analyzing the various 
aspects of scientific communication in written form (Ball & Tunger, 2005, p.15). 
Quotation analysis is a sub-area of   bibliometrics, which mainly deals with quoted 
scientific publications (Ball & Tunger, 2005, p.15). The main object is the counting 
of quotations referring to a particular work or a particular scientist (Ball & Tunger, 
2005, p.15). The greater the sum of the quotations, the greater the value of a work 
is estimated (Ball & Tunger, 2005, p.15). Bibliometric analyses provide information 
on the perception of publications by a research group or an institute in the field of 
specialist publications (Ball & Tunger, 2005, p.15). The analysis provides information 
on the impact of these publications and the related scientific results (Ball & Tunger, 
2005, p.15). The goal of our bibliometric analysis is to find connections between 
sustainability and project management in the main characteristics of the texts. Thus, 
according to Andres (2012) our work applies a descriptive analysis that, “will offer 
a quick and even visual impression of certain aspects related to productivity in the 
given field of study” (p.13). Therefore, the identified texts from the literature review 
are used as a database. The focus of our bibliometric analysis belongs to the following 
aspects: temporal evolution, number of authors, institutions, countries and publisher. 
In addition, other indicators like the type of literature or the academic discipline 
of the authors are included in the bibliometric analysis (Andres, 2012, pp.13-21).

Qualitative Content Analysis

To analyse the content of the identified texts we use the qualitative content analysis 
according to Mayring (2015). The qualitative content analysis follows a certain 
systematic and is guided by a common procedure (Mayring, 2015, p.50). By forming 
categories and sub-categories, the material is segmented. Mayring (2015) provides 
a general model to carry out the qualitative content analysis and this model includes 
the following steps (p.62):
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Table 2. Texts with various terms in relation to sustainable project management

Text Type of Text

1 Agarwal & Kalmár (2015) Master Thesis

2 Aguilar-Fernandez, Otegi-Olaso, & Cruz-Villazón (2015) Conference Paper

3 Albarosa & Masura (2016) Master Thesis

4 Carvalho & Rabechini Journal Article

5 Daneshpour (2015) Journal Article

6 Deland (2009) Conference Paper

7 Ebbesen & Hope (2015) Journal Article

8 Gareis (2013) Book chapter

9 Gareis, Heumann, & Martinuzzi (2010) Conference Paper

10 Gareis, Heumann, & Martinuzzi (2011) Journal Article

11 Goedknegt (2012) Journal Article

12 Goedknegt & Silvius (2012) Conference Paper

13 Hope & Moehler (2014) Journal Article

14 Joseph & Marnewick (2016) Journal Article

15 Keeys (2012) Journal Article

16 Kirchhof & Brandtweiner (2011) Conference Paper

17 Kivilä, Martinsuo, & Vuorinen (2017) Journal Article

18 Labuschagne & Brent (2004) Conference Paper

19 Marcelino-Sádaba, González-Jaen, & Pérez-Ezcurdia (2015) Literature Review

20 Marnewick (2017) Conference Paper

21 Martens & Carvalho (2015) Journal Article

22 Martens & Carvalho (2013) Journal Article

23 Michaelides, Bryde, & Ohaeri (2014) Conference Paper

24 Nishida, Koshijima, & Umeda (2014) Conference Paper

25 Oehlmann (2010) Master Thesis

26 Okland (2015) Literature Review

27 Otegi-Olaso, Aguilar-Fernández, & Cruz-Villazón (2015) Conference Paper

28 Tufinio, Mooi, Ravestijn, Bakker, & Boorsma (2013) Journal Article

29 Sánchez (2015) Journal Article

30 Siew, Balatbat, & Carmichael (2016) Journal Article

31 Silva (2015) Journal Article

32 Silvius (2012a) Conference Paper

33 Silvius (2012b) Book Chapter

34 Silvius (2012c) Working Paper

continued on following page
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1.  Determination of the material
2.  Analysis of the situation in which the text originated
3.  Formal characteristics of the material
4.  Direction of analysis
5.  Theoretical differentiation of the research question
6.  Determination of the analysis techniques (summary, explication, structuring), 

development of a category system
7.  Definition of analysis units
8.  Analysis steps using the category system and verification of the category 

system in theory and on the material,
9.  Interpretation of the results in the direction of the main question and
10.  Application of the content-analytical quality criteria

Relating to the determination of the analysis techniques, we used the types of 
deductive structuring and inductive summary. Following the type of structuring, we 
derived from the literature the categories ‘definition project management’, ‘definition 
sustainability’, ‘definition sustainable project management’, and ‘affected areas’. 
Relating to the type of summary we additionally formed from the data material 
the following categories ‘principles of sustainable project management’, and 
‘project manager’. We evaluated all categories in the sense of the research question. 
Furthermore, each inductive build category is examined for the entire data material.

Text Type of Text

35 Silvius (2016) Journal Article

36 Silvius & Schipper (2010) Conference Paper

37 Silvius & Schipper (2012) Conference Paper

38 Silvius & Schipper (2014a) Literature Review

39 Silvius & Schipper (2014b) Journal Article

40 Silvius & Schipper (2015) Journal Article

41 Silvius & Schipper (2016) Journal Article

42 Silvius, Schipper, & Nedeski (2013) Journal Article

43 Silvius, Schipper, Planko, van den Brink, & Köhler (2012) Book

44 Silvius, van den Brink, & Köhler (2012) Book Chapter

45 Talbot (2011) Journal Article

46 Tam (2010) Journal Article

Table 2. Continued
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RESULTS

Bibliometric Analysis

Relating to the 46 identified texts Figure 1 shows a bar chart that illustrates the 
number of the selected articles in relation to the year of their publication. The number 
of articles increased in 2009 and grew continually until 2015. Peaks can be noticed 
in the years 2010, 2012 and 2015.

The temporal evolution of sustainable project management became increasingly 
popular in academic research within the last eight years. Several authors also recognize 
this development (Silva, 2015; Silvius & Schipper, 2015). Silva (2015) argues, “The 
topic of sustainability has experienced a growing interest in the general academic 
and professional community recently” (p.1). The author points out that the current 
academic literature is still exploring the link between sustainability and the field 
of project management (Silva, 2015). In line with that, Silvius & Schipper (2015) 
write, “The growing number of publications on the integration of sustainability into 
project management indicate that the topic is ‘… picking up momentum’” (p.335). 
Therefore, the topic of sustainable project management can be interpreted as a 
discipline which is still in its initial phase. The potentially low number of empirical 
research confirms this general image. Certainly, most of the current publications 
try to develop the topic conceptually rather than empirically.

Figure 1. Bar chart on the temporal evolution of articles of sustainable project 
management
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Counted on the number of mentions (bracketed) of publications the most productive 
authors are Silvius, A.J.G. (14), Schipper, R. (8), Carvalho, M.M. (3), Gareis, R. 
(3), Goedknegt, D. (2), Heumann, M. (2), Hope, A.J. (2), Martens, M.L. (2), and 
Martinuzzi, A. (2). The author Silvius is recognized as the most productive author. 
It should be noted, that Silvius, Schipper and Goedknegt worked together on several 
publications. Authors with one publication are not mentioned.

Table 3 shows the number of publications relating to institutions. Noticeable is 
the University of Applied Science Utrecht with 15 publications. Institutions with a 
smaller publication number than two are excluded from the table.

We related all publications to their country of origin. The number of publications 
is bracketed: Netherlands (17), United Kingdom (4), Austria (4), Brazil (3), South 
Africa (3), Spain (3), Finland (2), France (2), Sweden (2), Australia (1), Argentina 
(1), Canada (1), Japan (1), North America (1), and Norway (1).

Overall, there are seven different types of text. The number frequency of occurrence 
is bracketed. The types of text are journal article (26), conference paper (12), book 
chapter (3), master thesis (3), literature review (3), working paper (1), and a book (1).

The publishers or the editors, which are responsible for the printing and 
distribution of the digital or printed publication, are listed below (the number of 
mentions is bracketed): Project Management World Journal (7), International Project 
Management Association (IPMA) (5), Project Management Institute (PMI) (3), 
International Journal of Project Management (3), Journal of Cleaner Production 
(3), Procedia Computer Science (2), Procedia Social and Behavioural Science (2), 
and other publishers with only one mention (21).

Table 3. Number of publications by institution of sustainable project management

Institution Number of Publications Country of 
Institution

University of Applied Sciences Utrecht 15 Netherlands

University of Sao Paulo 3 Brazil

Delf University of Technology 2 Netherlands

SKEMA Business School 2 France

University of the Basque Country 2 Spain

University of Johannesburg 2 South Africa

WU Vienna University of Economics and 
Business 2 Austria
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Looking at the academic discipline, we identify the following research fields 
(the number of mentions is bracketed): Project Management (33), Engineering (5), 
Information Systems (4), Project Management & Engineering (3), and Economics (1).

Regarding the research design 30 texts use a conceptional research design, three 
use work with an empirical approach, and 13 with a combination of both.

Qualitative Content Analysis

The following categories were derived from our identified texts: ‘definition project 
management’, ‘definition sustainability’, ‘definition sustainable project management’, 
‘affected areas’, ‘principles of sustainable project management’, and ‘project manager’.

Definition Project Management

In summary, six authors mention a complete definition of the term ‘project 
management’. Marcelino-Sádaba et al. (2015) pretend, that the most widely accepted 
definition of project management was published by the Project Management Institute 
(PMI) in 2008, which refers to, “the application of knowledge, skills, tools and 
techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements” (p.2). A wide range 
of authors also uses this definition from the PMI (Okland, 2015, p.106; Joseph & 
Marnewick, 2016, p.536; Labuschagne & Brent, 2004, p.105). In contrast to the 
definition from the PMI, Nishida, Koshijima and Umada (2014) focus more on a 
time aspect. Therefore, Nishida et al. (2014) define project management as the, 
“management of a group of activities or initiatives with a defined deliverable and 
a definite starting point and end point” (p.2). Confronting the project management 
process, Kirchhof and Brandtweiner (2011) developed their own definition, “Project 
management is described as the management discipline of planning and controlling 
projects during their progress” (p.529).

We want to highlight, that only six out of 46 publications define the term project 
management. This potential low number of concrete definitions (13%) can be 
interpreted in terms of general clarity what project management is about. Most of 
the publications, that define the term, use the popular definition of the PMI (2013, 
p.416). Project management as a defined term appears since 1953 and has, therefore, 
a long tradition (Morris, Pinto, & Söderlund, 2012, p.17). It can be summarised 
that in both literature and in the selected publications, most related to the field of 
project management as we shown in our bibliometric analysis, there is a consensus 
about the understanding of the term ‘project management’.
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Definition Sustainability

67% of the publications state a definition of sustainability. The Brundtland (1987) 
report gives the most (97%) adopted definition of sustainability, which is, “to meet 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs” (p.41). In this definition, an inter- and intra-generational aspect 
is concerned. Just Oehlmann (2010) presents two more definitions. The first is, “For 
business, sustainable development means adopting business strategies and activities 
that meet the needs of the enterprise and its stakeholders today, while protecting, 
sustaining and enhancing the human and natural resources that will be needed in 
the future” (Oehlmann, 2010, p.13). The second refers to the definition from the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (1991), “Improving 
the quality of human life while living within the carrying capacity of supporting 
ecosystems” (p.10).

Eleven publications report that sustainability is about inter-, and intra-generational 
equity (e.g. Ebbesen & Hope, 2015, p.4; Gareis, 2013, p.6; Goedknegt & Silvius, 
2012, p.2). Eight texts mentioned a connection between the Brundtland report and 
an aspect on people, planet and profit or the three dimensions social, environmental, 
and economic (e.g. Marnewick, 2017, p.3; Okland, 2015, p.104; Talbot, 2011, p.39). 
In line with the three dimensions aspect, Silvius (2012a, p.3) argues that they should 
be ‘harmonised’. Deland (2009, p.2) goes one step further and state that there must 
be a ‘strong balance’ between social, environmental and economic ideals, goals and 
results. According to this, various publications from Silvius and Schipper claim, 
“the report implies that sustainability requires also a social and an environmental 
perspective, next to the economical perspective, on development and performance” 
(Silvius, 2012c, p.2; Silvius & Schipper, 2012, p.2; Silvius & Schipper, 2015, p.338; 
Silvius & Schipper, 2016, p.10).

It is recognized that a conflict of goals between the dimensions can occur. To 
clear this up, a concept of strong and weak sustainability is suggested (Monto, 
Ganesh, & Varghese, 2005, p.32).

Furthermore, several authors emphasise that the Brundtland definition of 
sustainability may be interpreted by many organisations intuitively, but it remains 
difficult transferring the concept into business practice (Ebbesen & Hope, 2015, 
p.4; Goedknegt & Silvius, 2012, p.2; Hope & Moehler, 2014, p.359).

In addition to the Brundtland definition, 84% of the publications link sustainability 
to the concept of the ‘Triple Bottom Line’ or ‘Triple-P’. This idea deals with economic 
(profit), social (people), and environmental (planet) aspects. Whereas 29% of the 
publications, which refer to the Triple Bottom Line approach, just named the concept, 
71% propose an explanation. 27% of them mentioned that the Triple Bottom Line 
approach is about economic (profit), social (people), and environmental (planet) 
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interests without a note on balancing these aspects (e.g. Tufinio, Mooi, Ravestijn, 
Bakker, & Boorsma, 2013, p.93; Carvalho & Rabechini, 2017, p.1). In contrast to 
that, 63% point out that the Triple Bottom Line is about the balance or harmony 
between the three areas (e.g. Ohelmann, 2010, p.31; Silvius, 2012a, p.3; Danishpour, 
2015, p.321). In addition to that, Albarosa and Masura (2016) mentioned that the 
Triple Bottom Line approach is widely accepted, “but has also been the subject of 
critics for the difficulties related to its application” (p.1).

When it comes to the sub-categories ‘economic dimension’, ‘social dimension’ 
and ‘environmental dimension’, all publications designate these three dimensions. 
Therefore, just 40% of the literature mention their understanding of those. However, 
the publications differ in the interpretation of the dimensions. We want to demonstrate 
this with some examples.

Tam (2010) reports that the economic aspect is about, “increasing profitability 
through efficient use of resources (human, materials, financial), effective design 
and good management, planning and control” (p.18). Silvius et al. (2012) highlight 
that, “financial or economic performance indicators may include: sales, return-on-
investment, taxes paid, monetary flows and profit” (p.10). Labuschagne and Brent 
(2004, p.104) propose that the economic aspects are clear. Some authors argue 
that the profit aspect implies all economic activities (e.g. Oehlmann, 2010, p.15; 
Marnewick, 2017, p.3). In addition, some authors agree on the interpretation of the 
economic dimension as maximising profit and reducing costs (e.g. Sánchez, 2015, 
p.325; Gareis, Heumann; & Martinuzzi, 2011, p.61).

This diversity in interpretation can also be noticed in the social dimension and 
environmental dimension. For Gareis et al. (2011) the social dimension is about, 
“security, equal opportunities, social justice, health and education” (p.61). Joseph and 
Marnewick (2016) emphasis that, “the social dimension refers to the communities 
in which organisations operate, as well as the employees of an organisation” 
(p.531). Labuschagne and Brent (2004) concedes that, “The social dimension 
concerns the technology’s impact on the social systems in which it operates, as 
well as the organization’s relationships with its various stakeholders during the 
development, operation and decommissioning of a technology” (p.6). In addition to 
that, Albarosa and Mesura (2016) deplore the tendency that the purpose of defining 
social sustainability, “have created a conceptional chaos, compromising the term’s 
utility itself” (p.2).

Regarding the environmental dimension, various interpretations are given in the 
literature as well. This again can be illustrated with the following examples. Joseph 
and Marnewick (2016) argue that, “the environmental dimension is concerned with 
the physical environment that people inhabit” (p.531). Oehlmann (2010) states, “The 
Planet aspect involves reaching a balance between the environmental burden and 
the capacity of the Earth to carry environmental burdens” (p.15). According to Tam 
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(2010) the environmental aspect is about, “preventing harmful and irreversible effects 
on the environment by efficient use of natural resources, encouraging renewable 
resources, protecting the soil, water, air from contaminations and others” (p.18).

The topic of sustainability seems to be constructed around an agreed standard 
definition based on the Brundtland report and the Triple Bottom Line. All analysed 
publications, which use the Triple Bottom Line approach, refer to an economical, a 
social and an environmental dimension of sustainability. In contrast to that, there is 
a diversity by looking at the understanding of the three pillars of the Triple Bottom 
Line. As a result of our analysis, we noticed that the publications provide different 
interpretation on the social, economical and environmental pillar. Furthermore, 
there are stark differences when understanding the concept inside of organisations 
(Tufinio, Mooi, Ravestijn, Bakker, & Boorsma, 2013, p.98). Ebbesen and Hope 
(2013) underpinned this fact in their study, in which 17 project managers have 
been interviewed about their knowledge and their understanding of the concept of 
sustainability. They conclude that there was a particularly low level of understanding 
of the issue of sustainability (Ebbesen & Hope, 2013). Zuberbühler and Weiss 
(2017) imply that sustainability as a technical term is difficult to specify in usage 
(p.190). The concept can lead to misunderstandings because it is ambiguous and 
the core message used in the everyday speech does not satisfy the associations of 
the scholarship (Zuberbühler & Weiss, 2017). However, science has not yet agreed 
precisely on how to define sustainability (Howarth, 2010, p.445). If sustainability is 
determined in terms of a functioning ecosystem, then additional specifications are 
needed. It might be difficult to exactly determine how a functioning ecosystem with 
several sub-areas such as air, soil, water, fauna or flora interacts. Thus, sustainability 
requires above all a cross-linked and integrative perspective. This view underpins the 
fact that sustainability is a complex concept. In relation to the definitions from the 
selected publications, we see congruency in understanding the concept of sustainability 
as a holistic view based on the Brundtland report definition and the Triple Bottom 
Line approach. However, a definition of sustainability remains a difficult task due to 
the multidimensional perspectives, the complexity and the individual interpretations 
of the concept. Practical experience and empirical measurement are still necessary.

Definition Sustainable Project Management

This category refers to the question how sustainable project management is defined 
in the selected literature. Table 4 presents identified definitions of sustainable project 
management from the selected publications.

In overall, the selected definitions of sustainable project management differ in 
their scope of presentation. The differences become clear due to the involved actions 
according to what sustainability in project management is about. For example, the 
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definition from Deland (2009) and Ebbesen and Hope (2013) present two actions. 
In contrast to that, the definitions from Silvius et al. (2012) and Silvius and Schipper 
(2014a) present more than three actions.

Similarities can be noticed in the connection to the project management process. It 
is notable that the authors define sustainability in not only project management areas 
like processes, products or services but also as a holistic view for a business approach 
in order to describe a change in an organisation (Otegi-Olaso, Aguilar-Fernández, 
Cruz-Villazón, 2015, p.48). However, all definitions, except for one, emphasis a 
need to include sustainable aspects, like economic, social and environmental or 
sustainable principles.

It is remarkable that just five authors (teams) suggest a concrete definition of 
the term sustainable project management. This limited number of definitions can be 
explained by the fact that the research area, measured by the increase in publications, 
has only developed within the past eight years (see Figure 1).

Although it is possible to draw similarities between the definitions, there are also 
some significant differences in respect to the scope of the definitions. It is noticed 
that just Silvius and his team (e.g. Silvius & Schipper, 2014a) justify their definition 
based on extensive preliminary studies. This can be recognised by the fact that Silvius 
and his team revised their first definition of sustainable project management. They 

Table 4. Definitions of sustainable project management

Author Definition of Sustainable Project Management

Deland, 2009, 
p.11

“Sustainable Project Management is minimizing the resources that you and your team 
use to work a project from project initiation through close.”

Ebbesen & Hope, 
2013, p.5

“Sustainable project management seeks to ensure that projects incorporate sustainability 
principles throughout the project lifecycle and beyond.”

Silvius et al., 
2012, p.40

“Sustainability in projects and project management is the development, delivery and 
management of project-organized change in policies, processes, resources, assets or 
organizations, with consideration of the six principles* of sustainability, in the project, 
its results and its effects.”

* (1) balancing or harmonising social, environmental and economical interests; (2) both 
short-term and long-term orientation; (3) both local and global orientation; (4) values 
and ethics; (5) transparency and accountability; and (6) consuming income, not capital.

Silvius & 
Schipper, 2014a, 
p.79

“Sustainable Project Management is the planning, monitoring and controlling of project 
delivery and support processes, with consideration of the environmental, economical 
and social aspects of the life-cycle of the project’s resources, processes, deliverables and 
effects, aimed at realising benefits for stakeholders, and performed in a transparent, fair 
and ethical way that includes proactive stakeholder participation.”

Tam, 2010, p.18

“The promoting of positive and minimizing of negative sustainability impacts 
(economic; environmental; and social) within the process by which projects are defined, 
planned, monitored, controlled and delivered such that the agreed benefits are realized 
and contributing to a sustainable society.”
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tried to classify principles of sustainability project management into a framework 
with six categories. According to Christensen (2006, pp.39-40), those categorisation 
schemes are indicators of a theory-building process. This ongoing struggle for a 
clearer defined terminology and categorisation on the definition of sustainable 
project management can help to understand the scope of sustainability in project 
management (Christensen, 2006, pp.40-41). This is necessary to build a descriptive 
theory via observation, categorisation, and association (Christensen, 2006). Thus, 
Silvius and his team can be considered as pioneers in the field of sustainable project 
management. However, the theory-building process must be regarded in differentiated 
terms. There is a lack of a common ground in the foundation of the framework. 
Especially when it comes to the concept of sustainability, it is difficult to create a 
shared understanding.

Writing in the journal ‘Sustainable Development’, Christen and Schmidt (2012, 
p.401) report reasons why definitions that include the concept of sustainability often 
fail. One reason could be that the definitions are insufficiently precise for clear 
instructions. It is often neglected that the society is a dynamic system (Christen 
& Schmidt, 2012). Adding specific goals to the definition might not consider this 
change process and therefore lose significance over time (Christen & Schmidt, 2012). 
If the definition is understood in terms of normative conditions, it may be guilty 
of paternalism (Christen & Schmidt, 2012). In addition, the term ‘sustainability’ is 
characterised by the individual perception of every single person and creates different 
interpretations due to its frequent and intensive use (Christen & Schmidt, 2012).

It can be summarised that defining the term ‘sustainable project management’ is 
a greater scientific challenge due to of the complexity of the term sustainability. One 
possible way to get closer to this problem might be to change the definitional strategy 
by developing a framework on a system-based approach, instead of generating a 
solid definition (Christen & Schmidt, 2012, p.402). This approach should start from 
a problem formulation analysis and could use meta-data of sustainability and project 
management to define the involved elements in sustainable project management 
(Christen & Schmidt, 2012). The approach should cover concrete actions, which 
affect the problems identified by the analysis (Christen & Schmidt, 2012).

Affected Areas

According to Martens and Carvalho (2015, p.30) the most reference guides in the 
project management area do not devote special attention to the issue of sustainability. 
Therefore, the authors highlight guides and important organizations: The Guide of 
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBoK) (PMI, 2013), the PM Guide 
2.0 (International Association of Project Managers, 2010), the Australian Institute 
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of Project Management (AIPM) (2010), the APM, or the Projects in Controlled 
Environments PRINCE2 (Axelos, 2017).

We only consider the Guide of the PMBoK from the PMI (2013) and use their ten 
areas of knowledge as analysis criterions to identify affected areas of sustainability 
in project management (PMI, 2013). Affected areas are identified from the context 
and of the economic, the social and the environmental dimension of sustainability. 
It should be noted that some texts have an individual understanding of sustainability. 
However, for this analysis, the general understanding of the Triple Bottom Line and 
the Brundtland report is set as a framework for sustainability. Figure 2 presents the 
number of mentions of affected knowledge areas by sustainability. It can be declared 
that all knowledge areas are affected by sustainability.

In all, except for one text, it is described that the knowledge area of Project 
Integration Management is strongly affected by sustainability. Almost every text 
acknowledges that sustainable principles influence the project process, or areas of the 
project phases (e.g. Daneshpour, 2015; Deland, 2009; Gareis, 2013; Keeys, 2012). 
Kirchhof and Brandtweiner (2011) concede that the integration of sustainability in 
the project management process is already proofed by empirical findings (p.531). 
Due to the fact that the current environment is much more complex, the authors of 
the publications like Okland (2015), Otegi-Olaso et al. (2015), Silvius et al. (2012), 
or Silvius (2016) emphases that the boundary conditions for projects scope, time, 
cost and quality are stretched by considering sustainability. This will affect Project 
Scope Management, Project Time Management, Project Cost Management and Project 

Figure 2. Bar chart on the number of mentions of affected knowledge areas by 
sustainability
Source: (own presentation, referring to (PMI, 2013))
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Quality Management. Therefore, it is recognized that companies can see sustainable 
thinking as a cost and not an investment issue (Aguilar-Fernandez, Otegi-Olaso, 
Cruz-Villazón, 2015, p.490). The project manager, representing Human Resource 
Management, is identified as a key person for sustainable project management (e.g. 
Albarosa & Masura, 2016; Carvalho & Rabechini, 2017; Hope & Moehler, 2014). In 
line with that, Goedknegt (2012) emphasis that, “a project manager is intrinsically 
motivated to work on a sustainable project and achieve sustainable result” (p.10). 
According to Communications Management, Kirchhof and Brandtweiner (2011) state 
that, “if a company decides to establish sustainability, it is essential to communicate 
the corresponding actions and make them transparent to the company’s environment” 
(p.530). Silvius (2012d) proposes, that companies are integrating ideas of sustainability 
in their marketing and corporate communications (p.1). When it comes to the area of 
Project Risk Management, Oehlmann (2010, p.12) insists that sustainability involves 
some risk as well. Gareis (2013) argues, “differentiation in economic, ecologic, and 
social risks as well as in local, regional, and global risks allows for differentiated 
risk response measures” (p.14). Procurement Management is the knowledge area 
with the fewest mentions. Therefore, Goedknegt and Silvius (2012) deplore the 
tendency that, “public organizations are integrating criteria on sustainability in their 
procurement policies” (p.4). In contrast to that, almost every analysed text assume 
that Stakeholder Management is affected by sustainability. Labuschagne and Brent 
(2004) emphasis that, “Businesses are increasingly paying more attention to the 
social dimension of sustainable development, mainly due to an experienced shift 
in stakeholder pressures from environmental- to social-related concerns” (p.112). 
Silvius (2012c) agrees when he writes, “The pressure on companies to broaden 
its reporting and accountability from economic performance for shareholders, to 
sustainability performance for all stakeholders has increased” (p.2).

So all ten knowledge areas affected by sustainability. Still, not all areas are dealt 
with equally. Differences occur due to the research design, the knowledge about 
project management and sustainability, or the intention behind the publication. For 
example, the publication by Silvius et al. (2013) is an empirical study and does not 
focus on theoretical findings. Therefore, they mention only two knowledge areas, 
which are affected by sustainability. In contrast to that Silvius (2012d) point out, 
that all ten knowledge areas originally defined by the PMI (2013) are affected by 
sustainability.

As being highly affected from sustainability and also the most influential ones, 
we identified the project management areas ‘Integration Management’, ‘Cost 
Management’ and ‘Stakeholder Management’.

All except one of the analysed publications mention that the knowledge area 
Integration Management is highly affected by sustainability. This project management 
area includes the optimal integration of all project parts, the involved persons 
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and institutions (PMI 2013, p.63). This implies that sustainable aspects affect the 
complete project management process of initiating, planning, executing, controlling, 
and closing.

The second identified highly affected and influential area is Cost Management 
(PMI, 2013, p.193). As the sustainability approach is linked to project management, 
it can be focused on a sustainable handling of resources and a responsibility towards 
future generations. Therefore, costs of sustainable actions can occur in all quality 
issues of a project like prevention costs, appraisal costs or human resource costs. Costs 
can rise during the whole project through additional analyse, reviews, monitoring, 
controlling or similar actions due to sustainable thinking.

Stakeholder Management is quoted particularly often, too. For example, Silvius 
and Schipper (2014a) link sustainable development to the role of stakeholders and 
emphasize stakeholder participation and proactive stakeholder engagement (p.70, 
77). Regarding the PMI (2013), which defines a stakeholder as an, “individual, 
group or organization who may affect, be affected by, or perceive itself to be affected 
by a decision, activity or outcome of the project” (p.563), there is a wide range of 
interpretation. Among Silvius et al. (2012) suggestions for typical sustainability 
stakeholders like environmental protection pressure groups, human rights groups, 
non-governmental organisations, we suggest regarding the Brundtland report to 
include the needs of future generations to the group of stakeholders.

Principles of Sustainable Project Management

For this category only texts that propose principles of sustainability in direct 
relation to project management are considered. Under this condition, we identified 
30 publications.

It is remarkable that most (78%) of the texts refer to the principles of sustainable 
project management from the publications explicitly involving the ideas of the 
authors Silvius et al. (2012) and Gareis et al. (2011). 13 publications refer to the 
principles from the author Silvius et al. (2012), who developed their own sustainable 
project management principles. Twelve publications refer to the authors Gareis et al. 
(2011), who focus in confronting six sustainability characteristics with the project 
management processes and methods. All principles established so far can be found 
or synthesized in the nine principles from Silvius and Schipper (2016, pp.11-13) 
and will be briefly described in the following.

The first principle focuses on a holistic approach and can be understood as 
balancing or harmonise social, environmental and economic interests (Silvius & 
Schipper, 2016, p.11). Elkington (1997) was the first who emphasised to build a 
case for simultaneous and equal consideration of the three pillars of sustainability. 
The three pillars are interconnected and influence each other in all areas of project 
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management. The second principle focuses on short-term and long-term orientation of 
project management (Silvius & Schipper, 2016, p.11). Silvius and Schipper interpret 
this principle in terms of considering long- and short-term effects and consequences 
of actions (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). In addition, there should be also considerations 
about intergenerational and intra-generational equity (Labuschagne & Brent, 2009, 
p. 4). This means that sustainable project management actions should respect current 
and future generations due to aspects of the Triple Bottom Line. The third principle 
belongs to both local and global orientation (Silvius & Schipper, 2016, p.11). Due to 
the globalisation, Silvius and Schipper (2016) argue that companies have been able 
to broaden their geographical influence. As a result, they should reconsider their 
national and international activities to meet the demands of stakeholders, suppliers, 
labours or potential customers (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). The fourth principle focus 
on values and ethics. For Silvius and Schipper (2016), “sustainable development is 
a normative concept, reflecting values and ethical considerations of society” (p.12). 
This means that all the activities of an organization, for example, the scope of action 
of a project manager and his team, should consider certain sustainable values and 
ethics (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). The fifth principle concentrates on transparency 
and accountability (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). This principle is a demandable or 
a desirable state, which provides free access to processes, factual projects, policies 
and decision-making processes of the company (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). This 
means that companies and their project manager have an accountability towards 
society and their stakeholders and should provide them with economic, social and 
environmental information (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). The sixth principle focuses 
on stakeholder participation (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). Gareis (2013) presents three 
possible forms of stakeholder participation. The first is to inform the stakeholder 
about the outcomes of the initiation process (Gareis, 2013, p.8). The second and 
third form of participation can be invitations to special events (Gareis, 2013). On one 
hand, stakeholders can participate in the evaluation and the planning of meetings and 
workshops (Gareis, 2013). On the other hand, stakeholders may be invited to become 
members of the initiation team (Gareis, 2013). The seventh principle concentrates 
on risk reduction (Silvius & Schipper, 2016, p.12). According to this principle, the 
conceivable burdens or damage to the environment or human health in advance 
should be avoided or minimized as far as possible (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). This 
serves as a risk or hazard prevention (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). When it comes to 
the eight principle, which is about eliminating waste, Silvius and Schipper (2016) 
refer to ‘The Seven Wastes’ (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). These are overproduction, 
waiting, transporting, inappropriate processing, unnecessary inventory, unnecessary 
or excess motion and defects (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). The ninth principle is about 
‘consuming income, not capital’ (Silvius & Schipper, 2016, p.13). Assuming that, 
sustainability implies that nature generates resources or energy that should stay 
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intact (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). This implies that activities of projects should not 
be designed to consume these environmental resources (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). 
That means that the absorptive capacity of nature of receiving waste should not be 
exceeded. (Silvius & Schipper, 2016). According to a social perspective, workers, 
or individuals, should not be mentally or physically overworked (Gilbert, Stevenson, 
Girardet, & Stren, 1996, p11). From an economic point of view, this means using 
income from previous projects or clients rather than investing the company’s own 
capital (Silvius, 2012c, p.91).

As a result of this category, it is particularly noticeable that none of the principles 
of sustainable project management are empirically proven. The principles have been 
developed in a theoretical or conceptional way and are assumptions about a potential 
direction of sustainable project management.

Michaelides et al. (2014, p.5) state that sustainability has a broad scope, which 
also covers the basic principles of good business practice. In other words, they 
believe that the formulated principles like having a holistic view, considerations 
about long-term and global orientation, ensuring transparency and accountability 
or the obligation of personal values and ethics, are already components of good 
business practices (Michaelides et al., 2014). The essence of this argument is that 
in a solid business strategy those sustainable principles are already assimilated. 
However, the argumentation of Michaelides et al. (2014) leaves the question open 
what ‘good business practice’ is about.

Project Manager

In this category, we analysed the question how the project manager is affected by the 
topic of sustainability. We adopted the three dimensions of the Project Management 
Competence Development framework (PMCD) from the PMI as analysis criteria. In 
this context, Cartwright & Yinger (2007) define competencies as a cluster of related 
knowledge, attitude, skills, and other personal characteristics that affect a major 
part of one’s job. We paid attention to competency requirements, which are further 
enhanced by the aspect of sustainability. The first dimension is called ‘knowledge’ 
and refers to the question if project manager should have a sustainable knowledge 
or not (Cartwright & Yinger, 2007). The second area is called ‘performance’ and 
provides information about what a sustainable project manager can do or accomplish 
while performing sustainable tasks (Cartwright & Yinger, 2007). The third area is 
called ‘personal’ and refers to the project manager behaviour (Cartwright & Yinger, 
2007). We examined whether sustainability requires specific values or ethics from 
the project manager.

Overall, 39 publications attribute the project manager a significant role in the 
development of sustainability in project management. No assertions to the contrary 
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can be found. In total, 22 publications make statements about the knowledge of a 
project manager in terms of sustainability. For example, Silvius and Schipper (2014a) 
emphasises that, “Integrating sustainability requires that project managers develop 
themselves as specialists in sustainable development” (p.79). Joseph and Marnewick 
(2016) underline, that project manager should have knowledge of sustainability 
to ensure that the principles of sustainability are applied to the project” (p.536). 
For all these texts, the context is quite clear: project managers are responsible for 
sustainability. This implies the existence of knowledge about sustainability.

When it comes to the area of performance, 20 publications provide information 
about what a sustainable project manager can do or accomplish while performing 
sustainable tasks. Six statements from authors or author groups can be summarised 
under the aspect of complexity (e.g. Daneshpour, 2015, p.321; Marcelino-Sádab, 
González-Jaen, Pérez-Ezcurdia, 2015, p.13). This implicates that the idea of the 
integration of sustainability into project management increases the range of tasks 
for a project manager. We want to provide some examples. Agarwal and Kalmár 
(2015) argue that the sustainable principles of transparency force the project manager 
reveal information about all decisions, relevant events and impact to stakeholders 
(p.13). Silvius (2012a) reminds that project managers give account for their actions 
and decisions in progress reporting’s. Therefore, project managers should also 
consider the three dimensions of sustainability (Joseph & Marnewick, 2016, p.537). 
Oehlmann adds (2010), “The project manager should find a good balance between 
these three aspects because currently the focus tends to be placed on the ‘Profit’ 
value” (p.1). Marcelino-Sádaba et al. (2015) conclude that, “the challenge for project 
managers, designers and other stakeholders in the project is to identify and justify 
the use of sustainability elements that do not influence the cost or that even save 
costs” (p.8). Furthermore, Kirchhof and Brandtweiner (2011) give an example for 
the social perspective and argue that, “project managers have to ensure that each 
member of project team is acting in accordance with the established sustainability 
principles” (p.533).

When it comes to the third area, the behaviour dimension, it can be summarised, 
that 16 publications agree that sustainable values and ethics influence the project 
manager behaviour. Marcelino-Sádaba et al. (2015) report, “No sustainable project 
can exist without calling on the ethical aspect of the project manager and his 
team” (p.12). In line with that, Silva (2015) argues, “to incorporate principles of 
sustainability at the heart of a project inception is key as part of the responsibilities 
of a professional project manager” (p.4).

It should be emphasised that the authors Silvius et al. (2013) investigate the 
issue of sustainable competencies of the project manager in greater detail. For their 
analysis, they confronted the International Competence Baseline Version 3.0, which 
is one of the most widely used frameworks for project management competences 
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standards, with their own developed principles of sustainability (Silvius, Schipper, 
& Nedeski, 2013, p.64-71). The ICB framework divides project management 
competencies into three areas: contextual competences, which describes the 
involvement of the project within its context (project, programme, portfolio and 
organisation), technical competencies, which belong to the project management 
processes, and the behavioural competencies, which cover the skills and attitudes 
of the project manager itself (IPMA, 2006, pp.38, 83, 125). Based on a theoretical 
analysis, Silvius et al. (2013, pp.69-70) classify the impact of sustainability on all 
three competences as substantial. Moreover, they discovered the following missing 
competencies in the ICB Version 3.0 (Silvius et al., 2013, pp.70-72).

A project manager needs consulting competency to influence the stakeholders 
and the project team in order to make an organisation more sustainable (Silvius et 
al., 2013, p.69). Knowledge about sustainability in general is essential for a project 
manager (Silvius et al., 2013). On a more cognitive level, this implies competency 
of sustainability knowledge (Silvius et al., 2013). In addition, sustainable thinking 
entails balancing economical, social and environmental aspects in the project (Silvius 
et al., 2013, p.70). In this context, project management becomes more versatile and 
requires competency in handling complexity (Silvius et al., 2013).

CONCLUSION

To comprehend the essence of the topic on sustainable project management a 
literature review according to Cooper (1989) was conducted. Cooper’s taxonomy was 
used to set a main substantive focus with certain limitations (Cooper et al., 2009). 
Relevant literature was identified using the database of Google Scholar. In order 
to analyse the selected literature, a bibliometric analysis and a qualitative content 
analysis were adopted. From the bibliometric analysis, it can be concluded that the 
research field of sustainable project management is still evolving. There are only a 
few empirical studies on this topic. Most ideas of sustainable project management 
are conceptual and not proven empirical.

To deal with the central research question “What are connections between 
sustainability and project management?”, we split it up into three sub-questions. The 
first sub-question relates to the definitions of project management, sustainability and 
sustainable project management. Therefore, we investigated the selected literature 
for these definitions. As the analysis and interpretation have shown, a consensus 
is about the definition of project management. Similarly, it was noticeable that the 
topic of sustainability has an agreed standard definition based on the Brundtland 
(1987, p.41) report and a common understanding relating to the Triple Bottom 
Line approach. However, it should be emphasised, that due to the complexity of the 
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concept of sustainability there are many different interpretations. When it comes to 
the definition of sustainable project management, it can be summarised, that there 
is a lack of qualified definitions in the chosen literature. Only Silvius and Schipper 
(2014a, p.79) propose a solid definition of the term.

The second sub-question refers to sustainability affected and influential project 
management areas. The selected publications were scanned in relation to the ten 
knowledge areas defined by the PMI (2013). It follows that all ten areas by the PMI 
are affected because of the holistic and multidimensional impact of sustainability. 
Moreover, we identified the following areas as highly affected and influential: 
Integration Management, Cost Management and Stakeholder Management.

The last sub-question deals with related topics of sustainable project management. 
The project manager plays a key role in sustainable project management. The 
requirements have increased from a traditional project manager to a sustainable 
project manager. Silvius, the most productive author on this research field and his 
co-authors tried to integrate several sustainable principles within project management 
in order to evolve the profession of sustainable project management.

We showed that the 46 identified publications only allow a vague interpretation 
of the concept sustainability. A future challenge is to develop a uniform scientific 
understanding about the term sustainability in both science and practice. Furthermore, 
it remains open how to operationalise the concept of sustainability in the discipline 
of sustainable project management. Thus, we recommend an explanatory research 
on this operationalisation.

As a result of our research, all ten knowledge areas from the PMI (2013) are 
identified as affected by sustainability. In addition, further aspects of project 
management with are influenced by sustainability can be identified. Further 
investigation seems to be necessary due to increasing the relevance of the topic 
sustainable project management.

Approval is given to the developed principles from Silvius at al. (2012). These 
principles propose a way to incorporate sustainability into project management. As 
the next step for further research, it is suggested to focus on the empirical evaluation 
of these principles.

In summary, we suggest further research into the practical implementation of 
the theoretical sustainable project management understanding. Empirical evidence 
is necessary to evaluate, specify, and manifest interpretations of sustainable project 
management due to the evolving of this potentially new discipline.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter is an effort to promote and guide thinking about the global and local 
challenges in how governments respond to innovative and disruptive projects and 
technologies. The chapter is based on the considerations of and concerns regarding 
the challenges and changes that we face on a global scale and how it impacts on the 
notion and need for innovation. Not all inventions or innovations are disruptive or 
serve the interest of the public at large, and some even may have serious harmful 
consequences or impacts. These may be unforeseen or sometimes deliberately 
obscured and perhaps just serve the narrow interests of profiteers. Governments 
are required to consider their roles and plan to be responsible and proactive to 
ensure that the best interests of both the business and public sector are pursued for 
the purposes of long-term sustainability.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past few decades there has been a rapid increase in many innovative and 
disruptive technologies being introduced to address problems and issues emanating 
from the growing demands for improved quality of life, and those resulting from 
new trends and societal changes observed regionally and globally. In particular, 
innovations and new technologies developed in response to addressing demands for 
cost effectiveness, efficiency and productivity in industry and public service delivery 
(Ahlstrom, 2010; McKinsey, 2013). Most institutions are challenged to intervene 
in ensuring that such innovations and new technologies are wisely evaluated and 
considered as responsible, responsive and sustainable solutions to many vexatious 
problems and challenging conditions and changes in society. Governments in particular 
have an important role to play to ensure good governance and policy management 
of such innovations and new technologies.

BACKGROUND

Apart from evolutionary innovations such as those we often come across in areas 
such as public transportation systems, medical science, and information technology, 
we have also seen radical and disruptive technologies introduced, such as UAV’s, 
Open Source Intelligence, Intelligent Sensor Monitoring, Uber Taxis, Airbnb, novel 
energy generation systems, water purification systems, and online education, to 
mention a few. The experience has been that many of these disruptive and innovative 
technologies are initiated in the private sector, with the role of government limited 
to broad oversight and by providing policy responses that were reactive, and not 
proactive (Lynch, 2017; Kaal & Vermeulen, 2017).

Limited literature and research is currently available on how governments should 
respond to these issues, and the innovations and new technologies that are developed 
in response to the pressing needs, changes and challenges as described in this chapter. 
In addition to review much of the literature that has been developed, and which 
mainly focuses on this phenomenon, this chapter will also propose a framework or 
model for the governance and management by government.

METHODOLOGY AND FOCUS

This chapter proposes to look at existing literature generated by scholars who have 
approached the subject from a management science point of view, and in particular 
valuable work done and published in the fields of innovation. The author uses journal 
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publications, and in some cases institutional and news publications (secondary 
research), and in particular the most recent publications in the fields of responsible 
and sustainable management of innovation and new technologies. It is the intention 
to challenge scholars in governmental sciences and public policy, as well as those 
industries and enterprises that function in relationship with governments from a 
policy dependence position. The proposal is that stakeholders consider various 
proposed approaches and policy considerations in response to the challenges posed 
by changing global environments, as well as concomitant disruptive innovations. 
An awareness, that governments also need to be innovative and smart about the 
challenges that these trends and changes pose, must be developed. This chapter will 
focus on the question of how governments can respond to these challenges, within a 
proposed model derived from existing literature. This model would propose to assist 
all the major actors in the state to become responsive and responsible innovators, 
with a focus on sustainability, as they proceed with such developments.

FACTORS AFFECTING GLOBAL CHANGES 
AND NEEDS FOR INNOVATION

According to Lynch (2017, para.1), “We are in the midst of a fourth industrial 
revolution, driven by disruptive technological change. These technologies, such as 
big data, machine learning, artificial intelligence, quantum computing and block 
chain are intersecting and combining in extraordinary ways to create a ‘technology 
4.0 world’. Few revolutions unfold without upheaval, uncertainty and swaths of 
winners and losers, however, this one is no different. Its impact will be felt well 
beyond commerce – in how we communicate, interact, date, learn, gather news 
and govern ourselves”. Apart from the growing needs and demands to produce an 
information driven technological revolution, generally referred to as the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution (World Economic Forum, 2019), we are also faced with many 
changes contributing to these demands, both globally, but also regionally. This 
section provides an overview of these changes and challenges.

Population Growth Patterns

Population growth has changed dramatically, from 1760, when the world population 
statistic measured 1.7 billion people, to 1950 when the number was 3 billion, to 
2017 when it measured 7.4 billion+. Growth rates have started declining since the 
seventies, and are currently around 1%, but overall growth is projected to taper 
toward the end of the century to a figure of about 11-12 billion people (Roser & 
Esteban, 2018). The population figure, however, is probably the most important factor 
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influencing our lives on a global scale. On the one hand it creates many problems 
regarding limited resources; on the other hand the synergistic and compound effect 
of demand and production creates many more opportunities for people to engage 
in such dynamic and rapidly growing economies. This is known as the “strength in 
numbers approach”1, where large urban centres allow for innovation and increased 
economies of scale.

Rapid Urbanization

Urbanisation throughout the world is taking place at an unprecedented pace. In 
1950, the pace of urbanization was 30%. In 2050, 66% of people on the globe will 
be living in cities or metropolitan spaces (World Bank, 2018). Rapid urbanization 
and globalisation created the need for improved and more efficient transportation 
systems, and in particular the need for effective and efficient urban transportation. 
Increasingly the concept of urban hubs and aerotropolis developments are being 
considered as a way of improving the efficient movement of goods and people 
between cities and strategic hubs. The expanding need for travel, and in particular 
tourism related travelling, has resulted in the growing demand to create rapid 
transportation systems (RTS) and autonomous aerial vehicles (UAVs) within the 
notion of modernistic smart cities (Bonte, 2018).

Poverty, Food Insecurity, and Global Health

The employment of agricultural development is regarded as one of the more successful 
instruments to manage poverty, increase economic prosperity and provide food security 
to approximately 9.7 billion people by 2050 (World Bank, 2018). Furthermore, the 
improvement of agriculture, as opposed to other economic sectors to increase the 
income of the poorest of the poor, is said to be 2-4 times more effective. According 
to the World Bank (2018), a 2016 study proved that 65% of poor working adults 
made a living through agriculture. In 2014, its contribution to the global gross-
domestic product (GDP) was 33%. Agriculture-based growth, poverty reduction, 
and food security are at risk. The current food consumption trends threaten the 
health of people. Approximately three billion people are malnourished or are ill 
informed about diets, resulting in illnesses and a global health crisis. According to 
the World Bank (2018) a report in 2016 found that 815 million people worldwide 
experience hunger. In 2014, those suffering from obesity were 2.1 billion (62% from 
developing nations). Globally, the current health risks associated with poor diets 
have become major reasons for premature death. Furthermore, it is reported that 
non-communicable diseases such as cardiovascular disease, a variety of cancers, 
hypertension, diabetes and mental health, are on the increase and contribute to 70% 
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of deaths on a global scale, and are the dominant occurrence, prevalent in low- and 
middle-income countries.

Changing Notions of Economic Opportunities

In 2013, the global technology market grew by 8%. The latter is purported to be 
creating jobs, and broadening the provision of services and new products. According 
to Kvochko (2013) in 2011, Facebook applications were instrumental in creating 
182,000 new jobs, and that the total value of this economy alone exceeded $12 
billion. The growth of entrepreneurship, can probably also be linked to the growth 
of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), facilitating start-ups to 
promote best practices, associated policies (legal and regulatory frameworks), as 
well as marketing and potentially lucrative investment opportunities. According to 
Kvochko (2013), in a publication by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD), in these associated countries, 95% of businesses are 
online, providing them with alternative ways to access customers and to compete 
for a share in the marketplace. This includes online trading/banking and even new 
crypto-currencies (OECD, 2012).

Changing Notions of Democracy

The common notion, that as long as there are free and fair elections, democracy is 
practiced efficiently, should be questioned. In essence, certain democracies could 
still lead to very corrupt, irresponsible, self-serving, and inefficient governments. 
Zakaria (2016) argues that “they have become strong on the basis that they are 
logically democratic, but may be posing a threat to the maintenance of democratic 
governance.” He continues to argue that democracy practiced without constitutional 
liberalism is dangerous and inherently flawed, as it promotes ethnic division, erodes 
liberty, and promotes abuses of power, and ultimately conflict and violence. This 
century should be focused on making democracies work towards a free world; and 
safer citizenship ought to be one of the major issues to promote. According to Moller 
(2008), Zakaria’s notion that illiberal or intolerant democracies have gained ground 
is without grounds, and he suggests that this may be the case with some, but that 
it is not an overwhelming trend. What is concerning though, is to see such trends 
among some of the biggest and most influential democracies in the world, and in 
particular, the First World countries. Recently, as can be seen in the “Revolutionary 
Spring Awakenings”, the particular role of social media and global Internet based 
communication systems should be noted when they reported on, and evaluated the 
nature of government actions in suppressing protests against illiberal and intolerant 
state actions.
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According to Schneidewind and Augenstein (2016: pp. 1-5), three schools of 
transformation can be distinguished and to explain and analyse transformation in 
societies. According to them we have to understand basic ideas – “cultural values, 
dominant dogmas and world views – and how they impact societies. For a transition 
to sustainability to be achieved, the necessary societal change processes must develop 
as the result of powerful ideas and discourses”. Schneidewind and Augenstein (2016) 
continue to argue that societies are driven by three conceptions of mankind that lead 
to specific related drivers of civilisation. Their concepts, and in combination with 
the notions of liberal or populist decision-making, can be used to explain why, in 
some societies and countries, decisions regarding the acceptance and implementation 
of innovations and new technologies fail or are made in a manner that either leads 
to failure, successes, rejection or poor implementation without much regard for 
responsibility. Schneidewind et al. (2016) suggest that the idealist based society will 
have a leaning towards accepting the guidance of authoritative drivers or leaders 
(often populist drivers), whereas in other cases the institutions of society (political 
and administrative structures – parliament, commissions, courts) are trusted. Finally, 
some societies will be driven by the hope and trust in technological advancements 
and innovation. Often the immediate urgency and “hype” and short term benefits 
that emanate from such technologies are very appealing.

The Information Revolution: Growth of ICT’s

There are many recent findings that illustrate the positive effect of ICT on growth 
and development of the economies of many countries. According to Minges (2016), a 
10% increase in broadband supply has resulted in a 1.4% increase in the GDP growth 
of emerging markets. In China for instance, 2.5% growth has been achieved. When 
mobile data (3G connections) is doubled, it results in an increase in global GDP per 
capita growth rate by 0.5%. Overall, the Internet results in an increase of 3.4% of 
GDP in many economies (MGI, 2018; OECD, 2014). Most of this effect is driven 
by e-commerce – people advertising and selling goods online. According to Hopp, 
Antons, Kaminski and Salge (2018, para. 1) “…the second wave of digitisation is set 
to disrupt all spheres of economic life. As venture capital investor Marc Andreesen 
pointed out, ‘software is eating the world’. Yet, despite the unprecedented scope and 
momentum of digitisation, many decision makers remain unsure of how to cope, 
and turn to scholars for guidance on how to approach disruption.”
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INNOVATIVE AND DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

The impact of innovative and disruptive technologies in itself impacts society, and is 
changing the nature of the world we live in a very significant manner. The meteoric 
rise and growth of these innovative technologies as described by Christensen and 
Bower (1995, p.10), see disruptive technology as “innovations that create an entirely 
new market through the introduction of a new kind of service or product”.

Already there is a multitude of innovative and disruptive technologies in place 
or in the process of being tested for implementation, for example:

• Autonomous-driving trucks carrying goods on a highway
• The use of nano-robots to make repairs at the cellular level like nanoparticles 

delivering specialised chemotherapy drugs to cancer cells
• Google autonomous cars driving passengers between destinations
• Drones delivering goods and/or meals
• AI robots performing and analysing X-rays and presenting diagnoses and 

prognoses
• Algorithms providing retirement and investment advice
• Artificial intelligence systems set up to progressively allow robotic computers 

to rapidly learn, infer and predict trends
• Employment of block-chain technologies in modern transactional analyses 

and banking systems

These kinds of innovations and disruptive technological processes are often 
aimed at improving productivity and quality of life. However, sometimes they 
are also instrumental in disrupting the way we live, thereby being responsible for 
the displacement of many jobs in favour of new and technology based alternative 
skillsets. If governments do not anticipate such changes in the reshaping of the way 
we choose to live and work and are pro-active in their approach, we will certainly 
be facing more acute problems, “…an imminent quandary for policymakers is a 
certain outcome” (Lynch, 2017, para. 3). A significant part of the problem is: “the 
growing gap between the scale, scope and speed of these transformations and the 
capacity of government to implement timely and effective policy changes. Put 
simply, in today’s dynamic world, last-generation governance and policy processes 
are a poor match for next-generation disruptive trends, and trust in government is 
an early casualty” (Lynch, 2017, para. 3).
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DISRUPTIVE, SUSTAINING AND RADICAL 
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

Walsh and Kirchhoff (2000, p.321) provides insight into the notion of disruptive 
technologies, and disruptive technology versus sustaining technology. Disruptive 
technology has the ability to arrest technologies currently used within organisations 
and elsewhere. The original idea of disruptive technology may have originated from 
the innovations in information technologies used for critical functions in organisations. 
If the market or environment generally sees the potential of disruptive technology, 
it may replace existing practices or technology quite rapidly (Walsh & Kirchhoff, 
2000, p.323). The difference then between disruptive technology and sustainable 
technology is often viewed as follows: Disruptive technology, on the one hand, can 
rapidly destroy or replace sustaining technology, whilst sustainable technologies, on 
the other hand, will or can be enhanced by producing version upgrades as a response 
to needs for systematic improvement of the system.

According to Walsh and Kirchhoff (2000, p.324) it is difficult to identify an 
innovation as disruptive technology before implementation or use by various users, 
and it is often difficult to forecast the effect of disruptive technology on society, and 
which sectors disruptive technologies may impact on most.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Disruptive innovations and technologies are not easy to anticipate. According to Jones, 
2005: p.19) disruptive technologies are usually only recognised once their benefits 
have been demonstrated and the technology has found a firm place in industry or 
society. In this case hindsight becomes the best science, as the old adage states. In 
addition, Walsh and Kirchhoff (2000: p.323) and Christensen (2000), believe that 
disruptive technologies, despite having great potential, still need to mature by growing 
from an innovative idea to a valuable and demand driven product. Christensen and 
Bower (1995: p.10) also argue that disruptive technologies are mostly innovations, 
but not every innovation ends up being disruptive technology.

Rayport and Jaworski (2004: p.81) argue that to understand the characteristics of 
disruptive technologies, the various types of innovation can be viewed as follows:

• Innovation as User-Driven: This enhancement usually requires a low-
cost input, and progresses from a “value added technology” towards a more 
sustaining technology which requires low risk (e.g. Netflix).
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• Innovation as a Developer-Based Development: Implies that limits of 
current technology requires the consideration of a new solution, according to 
analysis of the user’s needs. (e.g. Uber or Air B&B).

• Innovation as a Brand New Application or Alternatively Combining 
Previous Technologies: This may imply a technology developed for a unique 
context, which could be applied to many other industries (e.g. Drones or 
UAVs).

• Innovation as Technology/Market Combined Development: Innovations 
that promote new businesses/economic activities through solutions for markets 
that may be emerging but which do not yet exist (e.g. Driver monitoring 
systems that regulate insurance pricing/health monitoring systems – based 
on exercise regimes).

By implication, when an innovation responds to a new industry or an emerging 
market, it becomes a disruptive technology. Christensen (2000: p.xviii) raises the 
requirements for disruptive technologies (DTs). DTs are cheaper when procuring 
and implementing; simple to use without intensive training; smaller in scale than 
normally expected (Nano-technological advancement); more convenient to use, 
or reducing the effort; may not necessarily produce larger profits, but adds much 
more value to lower margins, and can be regarded as “radical change” or requiring 
radically different technological capabilities.

When a new innovation is implemented, and the new innovation or technology 
reduces the value of existing competencies and settled jobs. The innovation or new 
technology could have an extensive negative impact on the organisation or society. 
Alternatively when new technology enriches the value of competencies and/or 
creates more jobs, the implementation of the new technology may be more viable 
or successful.

When new technology originates from outside the existing industry, it is known 
as an “exogenous effect” (Walsh & Kirchhoff, 2000: p.321). This implies that the 
disruption was not generally expected; implying an inability to predict “how and 
where” the innovation technology will be implemented. According to Jones and 
Smith (2005: p.19) it may sometimes also problematic for users to know that a need 
even exists for a particular disruptive innovation or technology.

Unpredictable characteristics of disruptive technologies are inter-alia viewed as 
“scientific discoveries” that challenge or replace the original product or technological 
solution, and alters the approach to DTIs that modifies the behaviour of and benefits 
to clients (Kassicieh et al., 2002: p.340). For example nanotechnologies used for 
medical purposes, synthetic biology, gene editing, and brain science regenerative 
medicines.
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Risks are always involved in disruptive technologies because of unpredictability. 
Large organisations are generally customer-sensitive, and prefer the “sustaining 
technology” approach. The story of the slow but sustaining development of the 
micro-computer serves as an example here.

When it fails to promise lucrative profits, many organisations will not proceed 
to invest until profit margins and business growth are proven, as these are the major 
considerations for adoption. The profitability and growth of battery operated cars 
have been an issue for many years. Even though the technology is now quite well 
developed and it has the potential to be quite disruptive, it still may be too expensive 
and ultimately not profitable to launch as a major alternative to combustion based 
mobility.

Understanding the nature of a particular disruptive technology may be a pre-
requisite to understanding why existing arrangements or technologies have been 
replaced by disruptive technologies. Generally, disruptive technologies are often 
implemented in emerging markets and smaller organisations where there are less risks, 
and minimal profit losses. Online and phone application based small loan companies 
are challenging the major banks, making it possible for the small entrepreneur to access 
funds. According to Lynch (2017), there are considerable gaps between the rapid 
development and growth of disruptive solutions and technologies, and our ability to 
respond from a governance point of view. He reiterates that there are specific causes 
for this governance gap. Firstly, the increasing pace of technical compared to the 
pace at which governments can respond to adoption, policy-making and regulatory 
demands. He uses the example of the game “Angry Birds” that accrued 50-million 
clients within 35 days following the launch; and companies like Facebook, Snapchat, 
Netflix, Spotify and Google that develop new platforms at great pace. Governments 
are simply not geared to respond to the pace of disruptive events (Lynch, 2017).

Secondly, the latitude of innovation and technological change is extensive. 
When compared to the possibility of government policy analysis and policy making 
on such matters, where officials are often confined within their individual silo it 
makes responses very difficult. Technological innovations often do not reflect 
departmental parameters and concomitant regulatory powers, and it is maintained 
that government departments are generally not geared for the “hyper-connected” 
world of information technology, as many of these innovations span several areas 
and authorities (WEF, 2019).

Thirdly, disruptive innovation is intrinsically risk-based, as opposed to governments 
that are commonly risk-averse. This phenomenon of “risk averse cultures” intensifies 
the chasm between innovation and disruptive technology and the capacity of 
government to rapidly respond with appropriate policy frameworks (guides, rules 
and regulations) aimed at risk-management models and associated behaviour.
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Fourthly, disruptive innovations often are not confined to boundaries, unlike 
governments who still believe that their borders define their authority and sovereignty. 
The 2008 global financial crisis also revealed the difference between “new” financial 
tools and products designed to be employed globally, and the inability of national 
regulations and regulators, with an inability to effect cross-border co-operation. The 
impact of Uber also illustrates this point. Very few national and local governments 
were geared to deal with the effect of the Uber innovation on the taxi industry 
and the economy. Another example of cross border disruptive innovation was the 
introduction of block-chain technology and cryptocurrencies.

Fifthly, disruptive and innovative technologies are more often computer or IT 
based, “…with non-linear scalability and near-zero marginal costs” (WEF, 2019). 
Governments and resultant policy responses are geared toward incremental changes, 
because less taxing and easier to gain political and public support for modifying the 
status quo than creating alternative or new policies.

Finally, disruptive innovations are said to grow and develop through a process 
of trial and error, unlike the ability of governments to respond which is constrained 
by uncertainty, a lack of knowledge, and internal skills. Consequently, premature 
policy responses can hamper innovation as well as allow fair competition to take 
its normal course. Alternatively, responses that become too delayed can give rise to 
the build-up of systemic risks. Taxi violence against Uber drivers in South Africa 
and elsewhere, is an example of the latter. The disruption of traditional media on 
an unprecedented scale by social-media platforms, allowing the evolution of virtual 
communities that create and drive unfiltered news, while government’s policy analysis 
and responses are too often the of the imminence and domination of platforms like 
Facebook, WhatsApp, and Twitter.

HOW SHOULD GOVERNMENTS RESPOND 
TO DISRUPTIVE, SUSTAINING AND RADICAL 
INNOVATIONS IN A RESPONSIBLE MANNER?

How do governments assess and respond to these challenges? Change, the pace 
of life, and the rate at which we see and experience the way in which we live and 
relate to this changing world, is happening at an alarming pace. This is all affected 
by the rapid development of innovative and new technologies as explained above, 
of which most tend to disrupt the manner in which we access and experience new 
goods and services that affect the quality of our everyday life.

During this new era of disruption, it is required that policy responses shift from 
being reactive to pro-active, with increased elasticity and readiness to embrace 
change. It will require the need to improve the use of information technologies, and 
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to assist governments in gaining insights from public mass meetings or responses 
generated from social media. Communications should avoid short-term perspectives 
and offer a longer-term focus, as well as consider adopted liberal values, especially 
if they are enshrined in constitutional precepts.

An important part of a government’s response is that policy-making must become 
more innovative, and should consider the notion of being more “risk-tolerant”, but 
not “risk ignorant”. In other words, not responding bureaucratically or legalistically, 
but by allowing a process to inform and unfold, to allow for some risk taking in 
order to allow innovations and new technologies an opportunity to prove what they 
believe to benefit society (Lynch, 2017).

According to Baker et al (2013: p. 4-5), most innovations, despite being radical 
or sustaining, generally provide industry or governments with less for more. When 
innovation is considered, if it is not of a disruptive nature, defined as more for less, 
the innovation costs will typically rise more than the rate of inflation. So apart from 
being willing to consider change and innovative processes and technologies, if it 
does not provide the possibility of “more for the same or even less (inputs/costs)”, 
then it should be seriously questioned.

According to Baker et al (2013: p.10) most innovations drive up annual costs 
by 6-12%, and the breaking of “trade-offs” must be of such a nature that it actually 
reduces the cost and increases performance and access. “Disruptive innovation 
comes from a very different mould. These innovations can provide a whole new 
population of consumers ‘underserved’ access to a product or service that was 
previously available to only a few.”

RESPONSIBILITY, CARE, RESPONSIVENESS 
AND SUSTAINABILITY OF INNOVATIONS 
AND DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

This rise in technological advancement and its concomitant effects and power is 
driven by accelerating globalisation. Pavie (2014: p.210) believes that innovators 
will have to become more concerned about the impact they have on the world. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to consider “responsible-innovation” as a pre-emptive 
precept that requires policy-makers to first take care for humanity and its future. 
Sadly, this is not yet the case, and as a result, governments need to become geared 
to anticipate the impact and make wise decisions to accept, reject and possibly to 
regulate innovations. According to Pavie (2014: p.210) François Rabelais in the 
sixteenth century wrote the famous remark that “science without consciousness is 
nothing but the death of the soul”, and raises an issue today, which remains a critical 
question. He uses the Greek term deinon, celebrated for a multitude of meanings, 
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and being difficult to translate quotes Sophocles in saying that “both these ideas 
of the terrible and of the admirable which unite to imply the power of opposites. 
Sophocles in Antigone illustrated this idea by using the example of a man who has 
resources, whose ingenuous skill is above all expectations, who moves sometimes 
towards evil, sometimes towards good”.

According to Stilgoe, Owen, and Macnaghten (2013: p.1569) the current research 
in science and technology points toward the fact that notions of responsibility should 
be based on the premise that “science and technology are not only technically but 
also socially and politically constituted”. Callon et al (2009) suggest that science 
and technology can ironically also create a sense of ignorance and uncertainty, as 
they generally tend to make people more dependent on these innovations, in addition 
to becoming attached to “things” and “people” at a growing scale, there is a sense 
of an increasing degree of intimate attachment to these innovative technologies. 
Consequently, unforeseen consequences, whether transformative or harmful, will 
not just be possible but will most likely be probable. The ongoing debate and 
unconfirmed concerns about the harmful effects of cellular or mobile phones on 
neuro-functions is a good case in point. The notion that governance has primarily 
responded to these challenges by virtue of “post-hoc” and often risk-intolerant 
based regulatory action. These responses are inherently limited, in that we face the 
problem of knowledge and control, lacking the evidence to form the basis on which 
we can “govern technologies before they turn into pathologies”. Even though we may 
have foreseen potential risks, in many cases they are ignored, because the notion of 
“formal risk assessment” often fails to deal with the negative impacts such as the 
product innovations associated with the 2008 financial crisis.

Callon et al., (2009) believe that public concerns and questions regarding these 
matters cannot be reduced to risk only, but raises concerns about the motivation or 
initial purpose of the research. According to Stilgoe et al., (2013) the alternative 
approach is that governments often succumb to what is referred to as “moral luck” 
or “ hope that an appeal to unpredictability and an inability to ‘reasonably foresee’ 
will allow us to escape moral accountability for our actions.” The general consensus 
is that these two approaches cannot suffice, and it has shifted our focus from normal 
accountability, legal and other forms of liability and evidence towards principles of 
responsibility, care and responsiveness. The latter provide a better opportunity to 
manage uncertainty and focus on responsibility, care and responsiveness and allow 
reflection on purposes and values.

Emerging technologies are often regarded as an “institutional void”. Many 
governments do not have appropriate structures or rules that govern them and 
characteristically cannot be governed by old forms of governance anymore, but by 
models that are more decentralised and open-ended, and governed by partnerships 
networks, markets, as well as modern evidence based politics and policies (Stilgoe 
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et al., 2013, Dreyer et al., 2017). They consequently developed what is referred to 
as the Dimension Model of Responsible Innovation. Broadly speaking this model 
considers dimension, coupled with indicative techniques and approaches, and related 
factors for every dimension that affects or may affect their effective implementation 
(see figure 1).

Firstly, the dimension of Anticipation in the RRI Model, requires governments 
to consider questions such as “what if”, and to consider “what is known”, “what is 
likely”, “what is plausible” and “what is possible”. Anticipation is aimed at the idea 
of improving resilience, and simultaneously creating new and novel opportunities 
for innovation and creating new agendas and possibilities for socially-robust, risk 
based research and innovation projects. This process usually follows the line of 
asking pertinent questions about products, processes and purpose.

Secondly, the dimension of Inclusiveness requires interactive forums and 
engagements on issues of science and innovation, and going beyond just engagement 
with so called stakeholders. It also requires the inclusion of members of the wider 
public to ensure expanded dialogues with other members within the broader context. 
In fact, it involves mapping out certain groups and members of the public to target for 
their direct involvement in order to provide diverse inputs and delivery of responsible 
governance (Andoni, et al., 2017). This approach implies and echoes the paradigm 
shift from representative government to participatory government and governance.

Thirdly, the model allows for Reflexivity, or the inclusion and consideration of 
a variety of dimensions of ethical considerations, codes of conduct and core values.

Figure 1. Dimension Model for Responsible Innovation
Source: (Stilgoe et al., 2013: p.1573)
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Fourthly, the dimension of Responsiveness to Values and Needs, requires a 
systematic consideration of value sensitive design, so called “stage-gate approaches”2 
and designing innovation with a view to sustainability and with that purpose in mind.

Fifthly, the dimension of Responsiveness to New Developments implies monitoring 
the innovations and their implementation, their gradual scaling up, and ensuring that 
adaptive risk management is employed. The implementation of so-called “living 
laboratories” and “social experimentation” tools are important in this dimension, 
as well as nurturing the notion of remaining sustainable at all times.

Finally, the most critical and most debated concept in all the sciences, is the notion 
of sustainability in all our actions. This, by implication, applies in particular to the 
manner in which we develop and assess or evaluate the value of long-term outcomes 
and impacts of innovative and new technologies. This has been reiterated by many 
of the authoritative authors in this field (Adams, et al., 2016; Blok, et al, 2017; 
Christensen, et al, 2003; Hölsgens, et al., 2017; Lubberink, et al., 2017; Popper, et 
al., 2017). The main idea is to simply ensure that these innovations and technologies 
are introduced into society and the economy; to minimize the negative impacts on 
the system and other significant competitors; and to maximize the medium to long 
term benefits for the majority without harming or disadvantaging anyone. Off course 
this is an ideal situation. Lubberink, et al., (2017: p181) speaks of this situation, 
and argues that “…responsible innovation differs from social- and sustainable 
innovation as it…also considers possible detrimental implications of innovation…
includes a mechanism for responding to uncertainties associated with innovation 
and achieves a democratic governance of the innovation.” One of the recent and 
valuable contributions to the process of assessment and management of sustainable 
innovation is the CASI-F (Common Framework for the Assessment and Management 
of Sustainable Innovation) model (Popper, et al., 2017). CASI-F was developed as 
a project including CASI partners, stakeholders involved in work, research, pilot 
projects, workshops and mutual learning events in the field of sustainable innovation. 
(Popper, 2017: pp. 7-11). It is hoped that much will still emanate from the work of 
the CASI-F research. According to Popper (2017b, p.1) “…CASI-F was envisaged as 
a holistic tool to support forward-looking decision-making at strategic, tactical and 
operational levels for government, business, civil society and research and education 
actors. Moreover, CASI-F is a living ‘knowledge co-creation, co-assessment and 
co-management tool’ aiming to improve the economic, social and environmental 
sustainability of the following seven types of innovations: product, service, social, 
organisational, governance, system and marketing”. This new approach can make 
a valuable contribution towards analysing, and managing tough issues in this field 
and towards this ideal of sustainable innovation.
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TOWARDS DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR THE GOVERNANCE 
OF INNOVATION AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES

According to Lynch (2017), important questions arise and pose broader concerns 
and political challenges, for instance:

• The manner in which societies and economies respond to disruption on a 
large scale. In particular, disruptions that have the potential to radically affect 
and transform economies and societies, have to be considered. How will we 
respond to the transition to an electric car that will, from an environmental 
and economic point of view, completely outweigh current combustion based 
technologies?

• What jobs will technological change create or destroy? What skills will be 
required? Will it be possible to devise strategies to reskill new incumbents 
or and retrain retrenched workers? How do governments protect the labour 
sector and manage the potential disasters of unemployment when current 
skills become redundant by robots and global automated supply chains? 
There is a growing awareness regarding the increasing problems of income 
inequality and decreased equality of opportunity.

• Can both the benefits and costs of this technological change be shared and 
will they be shared? How do governments create opportunities to stimulate 
growth and support the subsequent challenges? How do they facilitate 
appropriate adjustments to these innovative, technological challenges and 
changes?

• Can populist approaches – as has recently been demonstrated by nationalism 
and protectionism - where there is movement from the “distrust of institutions” 
to “anger based approaches”, be managed?

• How do governments get ahead of the “disruption curve” in policy 
planning and analysis and display clear leadership in innovative technology 
management?

For government to play this proposed role, it needs to consider its role as enabler, 
advocate, producer, and controller of disruptive and innovative technologies. This 
approach, the Strategy Process and Instruments Model (SPI), is proposed by the 
author as a model or framework that governments can use to respond to disruptive, 
innovative technologies (DITs) (see figure 2).
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THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

In line with the ideas from Baker et al., (2012) the SPI model is proposed for 
managing the process of innovation and disruptive technologies. Governments have 
to consider and focus on what they need or what they are faced with in terms of 
DITs. They have to choose strategic roles to play and proceed to shaping the future 
and the benefits that can be derived, as well as playing a role in growing the process 
and actions towards the ideal future. Governments also have to consider instruments 
that will facilitate the process, and methods of intervention to ensure the successful 
implementation. The playing fields for new entrants have to be levelled, laws and 
regulations need to change, programme support has to be managed; “sunset clause” 
provisions have to be made, and partnerships between multiple levels and different 
layers of role players facilitated, as well as ensuring sustainability as the processes 
unfold.

MANAGING THE PROCESS

According to Ernest and Young (2018), the Wallcot and Lippitz model provides an 
indication of the role that governments can play in fostering and ensuring innovation 
takes place. The idea of playing different roles such as that of enabling, versus the 

Figure 2. SPI Model for Innovation Governance
Source: Author and adapted from: Baker et al (2012)
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advocacy role, and even the role of producing innovation could be just as relevant 
for the public sector as it is for the private sector.

Focus on the Ideal Outcome and Apply the RRI Dimensions

What needs to be accomplished? Here it is important to consider short, medium 
and long-term outputs and impacts. It requires governments to consider exactly 
what the ideal outcome needs to be (Andoni, et al., 2017; Blok, et al., 2017). This 
includes the actual process, specific milestones, as well as the necessary tasks to be 
undertaken to reach every milestone. To what extent does the notion of responsive 
and responsible innovation determine how and what will be embraced? In addition, 
it also requires introducing and embracing trade-offs3, which are always part and 
parcel of the process. When calculating trade-offs, they should first be identified in 
order to ensure that the values are correctly and effectively compared. Legitimately, 
the question may be raised: When is it necessary to consider breaking these trade-
offs and how can it best be done? The debate regarding the “trade-off” between 
improving the quality of education from overcrowded classes to smaller classes 
(teacher/pupil ratio) with better equipped classrooms and spending more resources 
on good content, serves to illustrate. The cost-effectiveness (quantity served/per 
input costs) declines, but the cost-efficiency (quality) increases. At the same time 
this trade-off can be broken by considering online education which introduces a 
marginal increase of costs with the same quality of outcomes.

Shaping the Proposed Innovations

It should be decided how and where the best way would be to initiate the disruption. 
As previously stated, generally, DTIs may be evident in an area or space that is 
either overserved, or alternatively not served at all current models of delivery. The 
timing of its implementation is critical, as disruptive innovations are often unique, 
unprotected ideas driven by entrepreneurs and innovators who want to surprise 
the market. However, with more protected innovations, and those requiring major 
capital and financial inputs, the timing is less important, but breaking “trade-offs” 
become more critical. Ideally, innovations should be required to provide “more for 
less/or the same input”.

Growing and Nurturing the Proposed Innovations

Governments should develop tools and instruments that can be used to foster 
the growth of innovative and DTIs. Tools and instruments include the design of 
legislation, budget manoeuvres and special funding tools. It is often necessary to 
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protect and nurture innovations until they are regarded as mature in bearing the 
expected benefits.

Controlling the Outcomes and Impacts of Innovations and DITs

Apart from the importance, that government is also responsible for ensuring fairness 
and equity in the manner in which innovations are supported and regulated. Based on 
the understanding of the nature of innovation and new technologies, the importance 
and application of RRI, the framework for the assessment and management of 
sustainable innovation (CASI-F), as well as other considerations as listed above 
from recent literature is critical. When the outcomes and impacts of innovations 
are assessed, they need to be aligned with the agreed on objectives, values and 
principles designed at their inception (Cloete et al., 2018). Assessing the outcomes 
and impacts applying the process of monitoring and evaluation (M&E), is one of 
the most important approaches to ensure that sustainability is achieved.

SELECTING THE POLICY INSTRUMENTS ARE PROPOSED 
FOR SHAPING AND GROWING INNOVATIONS

Level the Playing Field

On the one hand by altering and/or removing the special subsidies, regulations and 
contracts that allow a few dominant role players and stakeholders to dominate a 
market space, will allow for new competitors who can produce innovations and/
or even import new technologies to provide real economic growth opportunities in 
regions. On the other hand, however, it still remains important to regulate this space. 
Kaal and Vermeulen (2017) emphasise the importance of regulation, whether it is 
for the sake of levelling the playing field, or recreating the playing fields altogether. 
The next rubric and policy action speaks to this requirement.

Ensuring Laws and Regulations are Changed or Introduced

Legal and specific regulatory changes are often required before they can survive 
or even thrive in a specific market. Lynch (2017); Kaal and Vermeulen (2017) and 
Buri (2017), refer to this requirement, and often the challenge is to ask the following 
questions. “Why should regulators be proactive; when should regulators respond; 
what should regulators respond to, and how should regulators respond?” (Kaal and 
Vermeulen, 2017: p.169).
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Often these requirements for new regulations and laws cannot be foreseen, until 
the unforeseen effects or consequences of a particular innovation or new technology 
is implemented. The reference to the Uber dilemma in South Africa below, as well 
as certain requirements in other countries to regulate Uber or, as in Seattle where 
there have been calls to unionise their members, are classic cases of not anticipating 
the unforeseen legislative or regulatory demands (Groover, 2016).

Allowing for Sunset Programmes and 
Legislation to be Relaxed or Amended

When it is evident that an innovation or DTI is aligned for future success, the financial 
support or funding can be phased out. Allowing for the spontaneous development of 
further growth, expansion of an innovation in the market, it has to happen without 
undue intervention or support from government that may only benefit a small 
sector. Governments need to allow for maximizing benefits used; particularly tax 
benefits - in a Pareto Optimality4 fashion. When certain technologies have been 
given government support, for the purpose of the greater good, it is critical that 
this support is re-evaluated at some point, allowing for new entrants (innovations 
and new technologies) into the space. The current case of South African state 
owned enterprises is a case in point, where the withdrawal of unequal or excessive 
government support in the energy sector and other critical high technology areas is 
long overdue (Mfeka, 2018).

Fostering Partnerships and Internal Capacity

The introduction of “public-private partnerships” can assist to scale the innovation, 
in addition to playing the role of facilitating cooperation and partnerships in order to 
promote innovation and collaboration. A classic case would be facilitating discussions 
between new technologies such as Uber, Taxify, Lyft and the mainstream or settled 
industries (taxi cabs). It must, however, be ensured that policy-makers and internal 
policy analysts are well informed and skilled in the fields of innovation and technology 
management. The task of governments is to facilitate the balancing of interests and 
conflict that may arise from new innovations and technologies. Another relevant 
and classic example is the growing fear in formal accommodation establishments 
such as hotels, guest houses and bed-and-breakfasts that the Airbnb industry is 
creating by grabbing a massive market share of what has previously been regarded 
as formal establishments. This has led to disruptions in the industry, and suggestions 
to regulate these new industries from a tax collection point of view. The innovative 
businesses will now have to be monitored and new regulations; and in some cases 
legislation, will need to be drafted. A lot more research needs to be done to look 
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at the impact and outcomes of technologies. It is not clear what the real effects are 
when evaluating recent research done in this field (Blal, Singal, & Templin, 2018).

Applying Multi-Criteria Driven Policy Analyses

Apart from ensuring that they make rational and evidence based policies and 
decisions to determine what and how innovations will be supported, governments 
must be driven by the idea that apart from economic variables and criteria such as 
relevance, desirability, effectiveness, efficiency, equitability or adequacy, there are 
political, social, cultural, legal and environmental factors that drive important policy 
decisions and government support. This makes their role complex, but ensures that 
there is fairness all round, including the different sectors, in deciding to support 
innovation and new technologies (Blok, et.al., 2015; Cloete, et al., 2018: pp.186-
188, pp. 275 & 361).

Assessment for Effectiveness and Sustainability

In the final instance, it requires that governments should be concerned about the 
overall effectiveness of new technologies or innovations, as well as the sustainability 
of such technologies and innovations. Even though some of these technologies or 
innovations have been successfully implemented in some countries, or different 
contexts, it may not apply elsewhere. For instance, we have seen sharing economy 
innovations like Uber being implemented in South Africa, which has created quite 
a disruption in the taxi industry, not only in South Africa, but on a global scale 
(Groover, 2016; Whittles, 2019).

It would appear that some of the socio-economic contexts and safety-security 
issues are raising serious concerns about the sustainability of this innovation. 
Governments in many countries are faced with the task of renewed regulation of 
the taxi industry, as well as intervening from a safety and security point of view. 
According to Whittles (2019) who reported on this situation: “…Uber said it had 
received more than 200 complaints of violence against its drivers since July, and 
hundreds more unresolved complaints have been lodged over the past year. Drivers 
contracted to Uber and Taxify have launched a fight-back against what they say is 
persistent victimisation by metered taxi drivers”.

It is clear from the existing literature that many innovations may not be as effective 
as was initially intended. Ultimately this would also have an effect on sustainability 
issues. It does not only pertain to the sustainability of the actual technology or 
innovation, but also to the effect it may have on the sustainability of livelihoods, 
flexibility on working conditions and sustained employment, to mention just a few. 
Some evidence based policy analysis and other models such as CAFI-I will clearly 
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be applied and necessary to assess the overall effectiveness of such innovations and 
new technologies (Cloete, 2018; Popper, 2017).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded from the above analysis that governments need to create policy 
environments that are focused on the growth and development of regions and 
countries. Applying the precepts as described in the RPI model as proposed in the 
chapter means governments also have to:

Ensure that innovations are appropriate and responsible in terms of maintaining 
sustainable economic development and growth, through channelling resources and 
creating appropriate and responsible strategies to support the strategic priorities of 
the region and the globe.

Provide support through infrastructure development to support modern 
technologies, and to create opportunities through special and strategic projects and 
disruptive and innovative technologies (DITs).

Provide incentives for government, business and research in technological 
innovation, especially in regions and areas where they want to stimulate growth 
and development.

Ensure responsible management of innovation and disruption (evaluating both the 
economics and ethics of innovations). The problems between Uber and the survival 
of the traditional taxis in many countries and the impact of gene manipulation to 
cure ailments and diseases, and making it affordable, serve as examples. It will 
also challenge governments to manage potentially dangerous technologies based 
on unpredictable long term effects or unforeseen consequences such as atomic or 
nuclear power and chemical weapons.

It will also require governments, to manage potential conflict between important 
role players, such as local and regional governments/consultants/corporates, and 
ensure that innovations and their possible unforeseen consequences are analysed 
and managed, to determine their longer term impacts (drones/nanotechnologies). 
Here the opportunity exists to engage with top policy stakeholders, researchers and 
practitioners in order to practice good policy analyses in order to optimise outcomes 
to manage DITs (Cloete, et al., 2018).
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SUMMARY

This chapter focused on the nature of disruptive and innovative technologies and the 
questions raised regarding the role and responsibility of government in responding 
to these innovations from a policy and governance point of view. Governments 
are generally reactive, and not able to effectively and timeously respond to these 
innovations. Often these innovations are disruptive in nature, and give rise to many 
unforeseen consequences or ripple effects that may not be advantageous. Generally, 
the greatest concern in the management and governance of innovations, is that 
there should be a prime concern for responsible governance of innovation. The 
most important consideration is that these innovations are well managed in order 
to ensure that all sectors of society are benefitting, or that the majority benefit, 
with minimal negative consequences or disadvantages to society. Governments 
need to gear up and ensure that they are prepared to consider their respective 
roles in fostering and facilitating innovations and new or disruptive technologies. 
Choosing a role to play within a particular context is going to be critical in future 
considerations of maximizing and embracing innovations and new or disruptive 
technologies. Moreover, ensuring that the outcome and impact of introducing these 
innovations and new technologies are sustainable will be critical. It is proposed that 
once governments have considered these dimensions, the SPI model can be applied 
to ensure the appropriate management and governance of innovations is pursued. 
Worst-case scenario, some of these effects - which are difficult to forecast at the 
time of the innovation - if not well managed and governed, could have long term 
negative effects on society or the physical environments.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

CASI-Framework: This refers to a common framework for the assessment 
and management of sustainable innovation, directed at assisting academics and 
practitioners to assess and manage the more intangible, but important elements 
that are important for sustainable innovation in order to facilitate “socio-technical” 
system adoption and implementation.

Disruptive Innovations: Innovations that create entirely new markets through the 
introduction of a new service or product, that tends to disrupt some of the existing 
systems or established methods or products in favor of an alternative, emerging as a 
result of innovative thinking and often the production of new or smart information 
technologies.

Governance: General approach to the management of services that include the 
overall management of all of the processes by the government or by the private sector 
and their associated networks either through the laws, norms, power structures, or 
language, culture, and traditions of an organized society in order to ensure a healthy 
and economically viable state.
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Innovation: New or novel approaches to the way we work, systems are designed, 
redesigned to meet rapidly changing and growing needs in society. Often viewed as 
how problems are resolved in order to produce better and often creative outcomes; 
and are often a result of new and more effective, efficient, and productive solutions 
to both the inputs as well as throughput operations in a system.

Public Policy Analysis: Process of generating policy relevant information, and 
applied for, or used to generate policy solutions, plans for implementation, and 
proposals for evaluation, and ensuring the success of policy intentions.

Public Policy Frameworks: Framework (usually legal in nature) to provide the 
basis on which policy decisions can be made, and actions can be taken to give effect 
to policy goals and objectives agreed on within the political or organizational system.

RPI Model for Governance: Refer to the application of the concepts of strategic 
roles, processes, and instruments for good innovation governance.

RRI Dimensions: This term refers to the general application of responsible, 
responsive actions to manage innovation.

Sustainable Innovation: Is an approach that applies in particular to the manner in 
which we develop and assess or evaluate the value of innovations that are supported 
to ensure positive and lasting long-term outcomes and impacts of innovative and 
new technologies.

ENDNOTES

1  This idea supports the notion that rapid economic growth does not only pose 
challenges and problems, but can also assist in creating a dynamic for economic 
growth and new markets.

2  A phase-gate process (also known as a stage-gate process or a waterfall 
process), is a project management technique in which an initiative or process 
is divided into distinct stages or phases. This process is marked by decision 
points (known as gates). These gates are prerequisites for continued progress 
of the project.

3  A balance achieved in negotiations between parties, and involves two desired 
or ideal outcomes, but with incompatible features; or often viewed as a 
compromise.

4  Pareto efficiency or Pareto optimality is an economic theory or paradigm of 
allocating resources to make any one individual or specific preference better 
off without making at least one individual or preference worse off.
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ABSTRACT

No other technology has been mentioned as frequently as blockchain technology. 
No less than a technical revolution should go along with it. In addition to a brief 
introduction to the functionality of the blockchain technology, this chapter will also 
highlight various fields of application and the related legal challenges in international 
trade. The transport industry may be mentioned as an example. Especially in the 
transportation of goods, a large number of documentation obligations must be 
adhered to and permits must be obtained. Packing lists, export licenses, and product 
certificates are examples of this. All mentioned documents are based on the same data 
set, namely the details of the type, origin, and quantity of the goods. Large parts of 
these documents must be carried along with the goods and presented on instructions, 
which causes considerable bureaucracy and makes transportation more difficult 
and expensive. These documents could be displayed on the blockchain in the future.

INTRODUCTION

In the context of globally and digitally networked companies, blockchain technology 
will gain considerably in significance in the future. The technology is intended after 
the initial considerations to increase the security of digital processes, reduce data 
loss and increase confidence in organisational processes. The extent to which it 
can also accompany transactions in international trade of goods in particular in the 
declaration of goods and freight, which are increasingly triggered autonomously 
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by cyber-physical systems in the environment of industry 4.0, will be discussed in 
this article.

First of all, the functionality of blockchain technology hast to be introduced. 
Subsequently, an outline of various fields of the application of blockchain technology 
in international trade will be given. The associated legal challenges in particular 
with reference to the International Sales and Trade Law will be highlighted. In the 
conclusion it will be evaluated, to what extent the blockchain technology can support 
the international trade under the current law.

BLOCKCHAIN AND TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain and Functionality

Increasing Importance of Blockchain Technology

In the past ten years, the blockchain technology has gained notoriety especially due 
to the publicity of the cryptocurrency “Bitcoin”. Under the impact of the financial 
crisis, Satoshi Nakamoto published his white paper on a new currency concept, which 
was made to take place “peer to peer” and therefore without financial intermediaries. 
(Nakamoto, 2008, p. 2). Because of the validity of the used algorithms, whose 
technological foundation forms the “blockchain technology”, the cryptocurrency 
“Bitcoin” should be trustworthy.

While the Bitcoin underlying blockchain technology would soon be relatively 
unnoticed and would only contribute to the operating principle of the new currency 
concept, it recently attracted increased attention. The interest on the blockchain 
technology increases exponentially due to its very special network architecture, 
which does not require any intermediaries. Almost every day, new ideas for possible 
blockchain applications are born. In addition to the payment traffic, among other 
things the blockchain will already be associated with the insurance industry, the 
healthcare sector, the energy supply or the logistics control.

How the Blockchain Technology Works

Blockchain technology is based on the “Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)” 
(Kaulartz, 2017, pp. 3 ff.). DLT represents by definition a special form of electronic 
data booking, which is carried out by the write- and read-authorized network 
participants (so-called node) in a decentralized database (Distributed Ledger or 
shared digital account book). The special feature of the digital account book is, the 
continuously expandable list of entries or records for transactions (so-called blocks), 
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which in turn are linked together by a cryptographic process. The blockchain is 
realized by a decentralized peer-to-peer network, in which the individual transactions 
are mapped, verified, validated and summarized into blocks and finally updated on 
an ongoing basis.

In other words, blockchain technology is a distributed database. The so-called 
nodes, the initiated members of the blockchain, can create a new “data block” to this 
database. These “blocks” can contain information, regardless of a specific content. 
The created “blocks” will be afterwards encrypted and broadcasted in the network, 
so that every party would get access, but only by using utilizing cryptography. In this 
way it is guaranteed, that the content of each transaction will not be made public. 
Other network nodes will collectively determine the validity of the block. Therefore, 
a pre-defined algorithmic validation method, which can be named as “consensus 
mechanism” is utilized. After the validating process, the new “data block” will be 
added to the whole blockchain. The transaction ledger is updated with the results 
and furthermore distributed across the blockchain network (CPMI, 2015, p. 5.).

For a better understanding, the special features of the blockchain technology 
will be explained in detail.

Peer-to-Peer-Network (P2P)

All blockchain systems are based on a so-called “peer-to-peer network” (P2P). This 
is a network, which has no longer a central organizational unit. The participants of 
the network (so-called “node”) are directly connected with each other. They take 
the organization over. Each node can download the standard software and maintain 
a digital image of the database or transaction history on his/her own computer or 
server. First, this leads to a decentralized storage of the channelled information and 
it secondly allows each node in the network to interact in real time and to set, verify 
or validate information. Therefore, the main purpose of blockchain is to decentralize 
the trust and to allow decentralized authentication of transactions.

Concerning the nodes, a distinction is made between “client” and “miner”. The 
client only participates in the P2P-network for example to execute a transaction, 
whereas the miner also creates new blocks by inserting computing power; thereby 
he can lengthen the blockchain actively.

Hashing

Hashing is a cryptographic technique, which can transform any information into a 
hash. Usually, the SHA-256 or SHA-512 method, in which the output information 
(input) is transformed into a 64-digit or 128-digit hash value (output), are used. The 
hash value represents the converted information. It forms a type of digital fingerprint 
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of the underlying information or process, in order to make them identifiable by 
using the hash value.

Hashing can combine multiple datasets together into a single hash, connect 
multiple hashes, or represent multiple hash values along with a new dataset as a new 
hash value. All these hash operations have in common, that the change of the input 
value changes the output value. In respect of this, the simple comparison between 
the hash values will be enough to determine, whether the input value has recently 
undergone a change. Therefore, a detailed proof of tampering (who, where, when) 
is no longer required.

Block and Blockchain

The blockchain consists of individual linked blocks (eponymous for the technology). 
The first block, in which the source information is cryptographically programmed 
and encrypted, is called “Genesis Block”. This one is followed by further blocks 
of information. Each additional block is formed out of a total hash value of the 
previous block (so-called block header). The newly added one contains new converted 
transaction information (the number may be arbitrary) as hash value and a randomly 
attached number (so-called “nonce”). The newly created block, including all of its 
information, can be represented by the reproduction of its own total hash value, 
without naming or presenting the processed information in detail. By lining up such 
blocks, all previously contained information is continuously processed (further); 
the block structure increases linearly out of the genesis block.

Asymmetric Encryption

The asymmetric encryption secures the system and creates trust. Each blockchain-
user has a set of two keys: There is a private key, which is used for transactions 
and for creating a digital signature and a public key, which is known by everyone 
in the network. Each transaction is attached with a private digital signature of the 
sender. The recipient can authenticate the message with the sender’s public key. 
Unlike the symmetric encryption, where only the sender and recipient know the 
key, in asymmetric encryption the message can be authenticated by anyone in the 
network. This form of encryption ensures a high integrity of the message; due to 
the “multi-eye principle”, no changes are possible.

Function of Nodes and Consensus Mechanism

The nodes have a multifunctional role in the blockchain. They store the transaction 
history on their server, validate the transactions that have to be added to the blockchain, 
and they are able to create new blocks by passing a mathematical hash puzzle and 
forwarding them to the other nodes.
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In general, any member of a blockchain network (node) is able to propose new 
content / information, which should be added to the blockchain. However, the validation 
of this addition of content must be proven by an agreement, which is reached by the 
other nodes before. One example for new information on the blockchain might be a 
transaction record. A “consensus mechanism”, which is a cryptographic validation 
method working in a predefined specific manner, is used to make the mentioned 
agreement, which will be used by any node at the end. Exactly this method ensures 
at the end a correct and proper classification of the proven transactions on the 
blockchain network. The two best-known are the “Proof of Work” (PoW) and the 
“Proof of Stake” (PoS) (Houben, R. & Snyers, A., 2018, p. 18):

1.  Proof of Work: In a PoW system, network participants have to solve so-
called “cryptographic puzzles” in order to be allowed to add new “blocks” 
to the blockchain. Exactly this process is well known as “mining”. These 
“cryptographic puzzles” include all previously recorded content / information 
on the blockchain network. In the next “block” new information about the new 
transactions have to be included. At the end, the stored information of each 
“cryptographic puzzle” becomes larger and therefore each further calculation 
would be more and more complex. For that reasons one requirement for the 
mechanism “Proof of Work” is a vast amount of computing resources. In 
conclusion, also electricity is needed in a significant amount. In other words, 
PoW mechanism works in that way, that a member of the network – a node 
– has to solve a “cryptographic puzzle” at first. After he or she did it, exactly 
that procedure proves the completion of his or her work and he or she will be 
rewarded with a value, which is provided in a digital form and at the same time 
an incentive for each participant to uphold the blockchain network. (Houben, 
R. & Snyers, A., 2018, p. 18).

2.  Proof of Stake: A transaction validator / network node must deliver a proof 
of his or her ownership with regard to a certain asset in a Proof of Stake (PoS) 
system. Otherwise, it is not possible to participate in the validation process of 
transactions. Instead of the “mining” in the Proof of Work system, these validating 
transactions are called “forging”. This means in the case of cryptocurrencies, 
that the network node (transaction validator) must be able to prove his or her 
ownership of the certain amount of all existing coins in order to do transactions. 
Only if there is a proof of his or her “share” / “stake” of all coins it is allowed 
to do the validated transaction. If he or she has a huge amount of coins, the 
chance is quite high to be responsible for the validation of the next block. This 
is because of the fact of greater seniority within the cryptocurrency blockchain 
network, which will give him or her a more trusted position in the network. 
For this transaction process all parties, which are transact within the network, 
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have to pay a transaction fee. These fees are covering the validation service, 
which is offered of the transaction validator. (Houben, R. & Snyers, A., 2018, 
p. 19).

In both variants, the particularity is that only when the majority of the nodes have 
authenticated and validated the new information or the block they will be included 
in the chain. If an information or a block contradicts the data set, the validation 
would fail and the nodes would refuse the inclusion of the information or the block.

Chaining of Blocks and Irreversibility of the Data Set

The blocks are – as already mentioned – closely linked with each other. Information, 
which is stored in the blockchain, can be removed extremely difficult from the 
blockchain. If only a single block information is changing, the hash puzzle would 
have to be redissolved, which changes the total-hash of the block. Because the 
total-hash value of the block is also relevant for all other blocks, the hash puzzle 
would have to be solved for all other blocks based on it, and their total hashes 
would have to be changed – an iterative and expensive process in the chain. Any 
change to the block information is costly and virtually impossible due to this “yo-
yo effect” (“mathematical chaos”). In addition, all nodes where the blockchain is 
stored would need to validate and support each of these changes, which also means 
an unrealizable effort.

Final Illustration Example

How the blockchain works is illustrated with a simple example in Figure 1: Suppose A 
wants to transfer information or a data set (a value, a document) to B via blockchain. 
First, A has to sign digitally this transaction using his private key (which is only 
known to him). After that, he will have to address the transaction to B´s public 
key – B´s address on the network. Afterwards the nodes within the blockchain 
network have to verify the transactions, which are collected into the “transaction 
block”. Therefore, all nodes check the data or the data set to see, if A is the owner 
of the data set and if the transaction will not conflict with other information in the 
block. If the majority of the nodes confirm the data or the data set, the network will 
process the transaction; the transaction will be included into a block by fixing their 
hash value. If the maximum number of block information is reached (this has been 
previously set), the nodes attempt to resolve the so-called “hash puzzle” to close 
the block. Once a node has solved the puzzle, it sends its result to all other nodes, 
who check the result of the calculation. If the majority of nodes consider the result 
as correct, the total hash value of the block is fixed and the block – including all 
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information – is added to the chain; a correction is practically impossible. Now, B 
can accept and use the data set for itself.

Possible Network Architectures of Blockchain

In practice, blockchain is a technology with many “faces”. The network architecture 
differs depending on the purpose and can range from being fully open to completely 
limited (Drescher, 2017, p. 124).

“Open, permissionless blockchains” are fully open. That means that everyone 
can join or not join the network at will. There is especially no central entity, which 
approves or preapproves prospective members of the blockchain network (World 
Bank Group, 2017, pp. 4 ff.; Laschewski, 2017, pp. 359, 362). The only requirement, 
which has to be fulfilled for joining the blockchain network and for adding more 
transactions to the distributed transaction ledger, is a computer and the installed 
relevant blockchain software. In the blockchain network, all the identical copies of 
the ledger are distributed to all the blockchain members (nodes). For this reason, there 
is no central blockchain network owner and no owner of the blockchain software. 
(Houben, R. & Snyers, A., 2018, p. 15).

However, a “permissioned blockchain” works different. On such a blockchain, a 
network administrator pre-selects the transaction validators / nodes. He or she defines 

Figure 1. How a blockchain works
Source: (as cited in Houben, R. & Snyers, A., 2018, p. 17)
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the requirements and the rules for the transaction ledger. Therefore, prospective 
nodes have to agree with these rules, if they would like to join the network. All 
“permissioned blockchains” grant permissions to each node / blockchain member. 
They decide for each participant, which special permission he or she will get. It 
depends on the specific functions, which should be performed. For example, one 
node is able to read and access. Another one is able to write information on the 
“permissioned blockchain” (Shobhit, 2018; Laschewski, 2017, pp. 359, 362). This 
allows, amongst others, the easy verification and identification of the network 
participants (World Bank Group, 2017, p. 6). Regardless of this procedure, in a 
“permissioned blockchain” each network participant has to trust in the mentioned 
central organized coordinating entity. He or she decides about selecting trustworthy 
network nodes.

Furthermore, “permissioned blockchains” mostly divided into two subcategories. 
“Public permissioned blockchains” – sometimes also called “open permissioned 
blockchains” – are open for anyone, which means that anyone has reading rights and 
can access and view the content of the blockchains. However, on open permissioned 
blockchains only authorised network members can establish or generate transactions. 
Only these authorised nodes can at the end update the state of the ledger, in other 
words only they have reading rights. (Witzig & Salomon, 2018/E, p. 6). “Closed 
permissioned blockchains” on the other hand – sometimes also called “enterprise 
permissioned blockchains” (Jayachandran, 2017; Sohbhit, 2018; Witzig, Salomon 
& Cutting, 2018/E, p. 7) or “private blockchains” (Houben, R. & Snyers, A., 2018, 
p. 16) – are strongly restricted, wherein access is strongly restricted and only certain 
participants are allowed to access. They are additionally equipped with previously, 
precisely, well-defined and restricted rights (e.g. writing access).

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Blockchain Technology

The greatest advantage of the technology is that no intermediary or conveyor is 
required who could falsify the data set. The transparency and consensus mechanism 
also allows a high degree of confidence in the validity of the data set, which has to 
be transported. In addition, the irreversibility of the data set protects the belief in 
its accuracy and correctness.

However, a disadvantage is that the proof-of-work procedure causes considerable 
electricity costs. In the currently largest blockchain network, the Bitcoin blockchain, 
a transaction consumes as much electricity as an average German household needs in 
36 hours. Only if less complicated hash puzzles will be used, power consumption can 
be reduced significantly. The latter is probably only possible in private/permissioned 
or private/permissionless blockchains, when the parties know each other as described 
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above and therefore the irreversibility or the security of the integrity of the data set 
can fade into the background.

Application Areas of the Blockchain

The applications, in which blockchain technology could be used, are numerous and 
diverse. In 2015, the World Economic Forum estimated that ten percent of the gross 
domestic product would be managed on the blockchain by 2027 (World Economic 
Forum, 2015, September).

The use of the blockchain is ideal wherever a large number of fixed information 
needs to be managed in a tamper-proof manner and the uniqueness of the information 
should remain constant. It is not suitable for situations which may experience a 
retrospective change (such as a contract for the purchase of an item or the creation of 
a work), because the reversal of prior entries would cause a “mathematical chaos”.

The blockchain – based on the model of bitcoin – is primarily linked to financial 
transactions, whereby besides the mere booking of a monetary value, the subsequent 
transaction processing could also be included (Tobias, 2016, pp. 37 f.). It can already 
be seen as a viable tool to enhance investor protection in OTC and securities in trading, 
particularly in matching1, settlement2 and clearing3. Since data about the identity, the 
property or verifications can be mapped tamper-proof and counterfeit-proof in the 
blockchain, it is also discussed to use it as a support for the public administration. 
Especially in any form of registry administration, like land registration, register 
of birth and marriage4, the management of identity card data, the vehicle tax but 
also in the management of patient records (Dapp, Balta & Krcmar, June 2017, p. 
5; Voshmgir, 2016, p. 21).

Goods and Transport Documents in International Trade

One area, that has received little attention so far, is the international cross-border 
trade in goods and the logistic-process (merely Stahlbock, Heilig & Voß, Dec. 
2018, pp. 1185 ff.; Dobrovnik, Herold, Fürst & Kummer, July 2018), which are 
accompanied by a large number of documents and approvals – particular transport 
documents. Most of these documents are based on the same data set, with statements 
to the type, origin, quality and quantity of the goods.

Most of these documents must be brought together with the goods and presented 
to various supervisory authorities on instructions, which leads to a considerable 
bureaucracy, increases the risk of manipulation and sometimes delays the transport 
of the goods. These enclosed documents include, documents, which certify the 
ownership of the goods, as a bill of lading, consignment bill or warehouse receipt, 
but also other accompanying and transport documents.
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Bill of Lading

The bill of lading is the document for a concluded sea freight contract; the consignment 
bill is the document for an inland freight contract. Both of them are receipts and 
hand-over documents. The carrier – regularly the seller – issues both documents. 
They contain various information about the carrier and the goods, et al the date 
of issue, name and place of the carrier residence, information about sender and 
recipient, place of delivery and nature of goods. By means of the documents, the 
embodied goods can be traded and resold even during transport, which simplifies the 
tradability of the goods. The documents are regularly used for third-party transactions 
(drop shipment deliveries).5 The legal owner of the document obtains a direct right 
of restitution against the carrier or other owner of the goods – the documents thus 
represent a right of surrender.

Warehouse Receipt

The warehouse receipt is a document in which the warehousekeeper confirms that 
he has received the goods for storage and in which he commits himself to hand 
them over to the authorized person upon presentation of the warehouse receipt. It 
is a proof of ownership of such commodities, which are stored in the mentioned 
warehouse. Warehouse receipts may be negotiable or non-negotiable. In the first 
case they allow, that the ownership of the commodities will be transferred without 
delivering the commodities in a physical way (BAFT, EBA, FCI, ICC & ITF, 2016, 
p. 91). There are three variants:

1.  Warehouse Receipt: Legitimization paper, in which the warehousekeeper 
certifies the receipt of the goods and agrees to hand them over to the one, who 
identifies himself as the recipient (take-back obligation).

2.  Negotiable Warehouse Receipt: Disposition paper, which is issued “to order”. 
The paper includes the right to surrender and ownership of the goods. If the 
stored goods should be resold during storage, the previous owner must hand the 
order storage certificate over to the buyer with a confirmation (endorsement). 
The issue of the warrants “to order” is reserved for state authorized warehouses 
only.

3.  Warehouse Receipt to Name: Here, the warehouse receipt is issued in the 
name of the depositor of the goods (rectal paper). An assignment can only 
be made by assigning the name-holder. If the name certificate is pledged for 
financing purposes, the warehouse keeper must be notified.
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Accompanying Documents

Accompanying documents are the documents attached to the goods in order to 
specify them or to explain their use, such as packing lists, certificates of origin, 
certificates of analysis, insurance policies, commercial invoices, customs duties, 
and even operating costs instructions and manuals.

Transport Documents

Transport documents are the documents that concern the means of transport. For 
example, in the transportation sector there must be registration certificates, emission 
certificates, logbooks and qualification certificates relating to the driver.

While the accompanying and transport documents are sometimes required to be 
carried by law (such as certificates of origin, customs documentation, and logbook), 
the provision or forwarding of other documents is usually agreed between the parties 
(e.g. a loading slip, operating instructions, and manuals). Especially in the context 
of international sales contracts such documentation obligations between the parties 
are formulated directly or in terms and conditions. In this case, the seller is obligated 
to hand over the documents in the manner stipulated in the contract – this is part of 
the delivery obligation (see Articles 25, 30, 34 CISG). The documents and records 
must be handed over regularly and unchanged from one party to another, even if they 
often go a long way through various regulatory institutions. It must also be ensured 
that they are faultless and that the documents remain reliable. If the seller does not 
provide the documents in time to the buyer or with errors, certain warranty rights 
become valid – i.a. the possibility to terminate the contract6 – (see Art. 49 CISG). 
The reason for this is a contrary to contract.

This can be very unsatisfactory for the seller, who is suddenly confronted with a 
contract termination because of the faulty documents. The product can be returned, 
even though he is not responsible for the loss or manipulation of documents and 
records. This is the responsibility of a third party (such as an agency). Certainly, 
there will be claims for damages against the authority. However, those measures 
mean a lot of work and the disappointed buyer will be lost for a long time, which 
can do much more damage.

Insufficient Measures by UNCITRAL

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL)7 has 
recognized this problem. Since the transmission of paper documents has generally a 
high error rate, the organization has recently decided upon a model law on electronically 
transferable documents (MLETR), which provides paperless electronic commerce in 
addition to the existing electronic commerce agreements8. In addition to the already 
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possible electronic contracts and declarations of intent, electronic records such as 
promissory notes, bills of exchange, bills of lading, warehouse receipts or other 
accompanying trade documentation have to be included. The MLETR defines the 
requirements for the use of an electronic transferable record.

However, the model law primarily contains rules on the circumstances in which 
an electronically transferrable record can be regarded as legally valid and enforceable 
on a cross-border basis. It sets rules for functional equivalence (see chapter II of 
the Model Law), but – because of the self-imposed technical neutrality – there 
are no indications of which instruments could be used to establish or ensure this 
equivalence. It only mentions “electronic protocols” and “electronic records” (article 
6) and the requirement of a “reliable media change” to overcome compatibility 
problems with country-specific electronic systems (article 18), but refrains from 
making recommendations on the applicable technology.

Useful Addition by Blockchain Technology

For this, the blockchain technology could be used. In particular, the guarantee of 
uniqueness of the blockchain could be an attractive tool by supporting the international 
trade, especially when sending electronic documents.

All the documents might be illustrated on the blockchain. The charge would be 
always represented by a “token”9, which could contain all necessary information. 
It is suitable to base an electronic bill of lading on the token model, because an 
electronic token is susceptible to immediate visual verification on the spot, like a 
tangible paper document. The identification of the holder of an electronic token is 
done by the token itself. As a result, the holder can prove an entitlement or right 
to the possessory interest. Accordingly, the holder can assert this right, enforce his 
interest, and defence himself by claiming remedies for illegal interference with goods.

The network structure of the private permissioned blockchain could be selected 
for the accompanying papers (e.g. packing lists, export licenses, certificates), in 
which all parties, which are involved in the transport, as well as the responsible 
authorities could act as a node. In this way, all involved parties would automatically 
be informed at any time about the condition of the load, without the need to produce 
a paper document. Checks and inspections could be avoided. Approvals could be 
extended automatically if necessary. In addition to that, it would be ensured that 
manipulations wouldn´t been made. As always, the majority of nodes would have 
to agree to a change. The permissioned architecture could also prevent that official 
information reach private actors and would be changed there.

For the documents of title to goods (bill of lading, loading and warehouse vouchers) 
the so-called asset back token can be used (efficiently). The claims to return could be 
represented on the blockchain by the token. To transfer the ownership of the goods, 
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it would be sufficient, to pass on the token in the blockchain from the seller to the 
buyer; the functional equivalence would be given. The use of such an asset back 
token is particularly suitable for a bill of lading in overseas trade. In this way, all 
involved persons of the transport, as well as the parties of the payment transactions 
(usually advised credit) or of the insurance could become nodes of the blockchain. 
This would not only make the transport much more efficient, but also solve the 
problems, which are caused by a delivery without or incorrect submission of the 
bill of lading (for example, interim storage, return, etc.) (Jessen, 2011, pp. 405 ff.).

It becomes clear that the Blockchain is quite suitable to simplify the international 
movement of goods and in particular, make the exchange of transport accompanying 
documents legally secure. The advantage is a saving of time and money compared 
to the usual use of analogue, paper-bound courier mail. Everyone involved has 
immediately the required most up-to-date information, so that work steps can be 
carried out more quickly. The blockchain technology guarantees the authenticity 
of the digital documents and is the central point of trust and truth (“Single Point 
of Truth”). Individual companies seem to recognize the benefits and embark on 
the blockchain adventure. For example, IBM recently formed a joint venture with 
Maersk, the world’s largest container ship operator, to make the transport of goods 
from Europe to the United States more efficient and secure. A number of companies 
including Dupont, Dow Chemical, Tetra Pak and the port operators of Houston and 
Rotterdam have already tried the joint venture platform (“Maersk and IBM Introduce 
TradeLens Blockchain Shipping Solution”, August 2018).

Challenges for Businesses

Blockchain technology is a young technology that has not yet proven itself over 
many years in widespread practical use. The previous knowledge about risks and 
weak points of the blockchain is therefore still low. Because of this, the integration 
of a blockchain into a proven supply chain could be problematic, especially in retail 
systems and logistics processes. The challenge of integrating a new technology into 
logistics processes should therefore not be underestimated. Technical as well as 
organizational aspects are important.

Scalability is also a significant part. It is seen as one of the greatest limitations 
of a blockchain, so that there is also a need for further discussion and research 
with regard to increasing performance (Mougayar, 2011). Especially in the context 
of enterprise resource planning, scalability is an important building block, as the 
number of transactions to be validated can be significant and a smoother and more 
efficient process should be guaranteed. Depending on the economic situation or the 
time of day, this number can also vary considerably. Scalability should therefore be 
limited by validation/consensus mechanisms.
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Moreover, the other core conflicts have to be resolved regarding the enforcement 
of the global block-chain-based processes: In global competition, the open structure 
of a block chain would have to be accepted. In addition, many supply chain actors 
would have to be part of the network for the blockchain network to be worthwhile. 
Furthermore, the existing IT infrastructure and networking in the company would 
have to be adapted into the required IT infrastructure for the blockchain. The 
expected reduction in communication and transaction costs would only be achieved 
if initial investments were made in the development of the IT infrastructure, i.e. its 
implementation and integration. Finally, since the desired benefits of the largest 
possible global blockchain network could lead to problems within the required 
storage space, which would impair communication within the network, an adequate 
solution has to be found ultimately.

Challenges for Law

The legal challenges associated with blockchain technology should also be highlighted, 
even if they are not directly related to documentation requirements.

Primarily it is the irreversibility of a blockchain, which causes problems when 
contractual relationships would be challenged or reversed. The contesting leads 
from the beginning to nullity, the rescission to a reversal contract. In this respect, 
all actions and services should be returned to their original state. The reversal of a 
contract is therefore in contradiction with the objective of the blockchain, which goal 
is precisely to save the data in such a way that the subsequent change is no longer 
possible. The reversal of a contract cannot be realized in the blockchain or only via 
specific technical delays (e.g. time-lags). However, this shortcoming initially applies 
only to the contractual relationship itself. Concerning the documents, a contestation 
or reversal of the contract would only require the return of the documents, which 
could be done in the same way as they were sent. This wouldn´t cause any problems.

Another question that arises in the context of the blockchain is to whom the 
individual information of the network can be assigned. Due to the fact that each 
node is the owner of the entire data set, it is natural to assign the entire data set 
to everybody as well. Thus, each node would be responsible for violations in the 
blockchain (e.g. falsification of the dataset). Even this unsolved problem has no 
relevance for goods and transport-accompanying documentation, because with the 
selection of the blockchain type a small number of write-authorized nodes can be 
selected. Therefore, the risk of manipulation would be reduced significantly. In any 
case, this is necessary in the interests of the parties.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

It can be summarized, that the blockchain technology is excellently suited to facilitate 
and speed up processes in the international trade in goods. The blockchain technology 
ensures permanent, attack-proof and thus sustainable documentation of goods traffic. 
UNCITRAL has already taken a step in the right direction by enabling electronic 
transport and accompanying documents, which could be technologically supported 
by the blockchain instrument in future. Due to its technological background, the 
blockchain technology can also be optimally integrated into the digital business 
models of industry 4.0.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Blockchain: A blockchain is a continuously expandable list of data records, 
which are linked together by cryptographic methods.

CISG: United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of 
Goods.

Cyper-Physical System (CPS): CPS refers to the combination of informatic, 
software-technical components with mechanical and electronic parts that communicate 
via a data infrastructure such as the internet.

International Trade: International trade is the exchange of goods, services, and 
capital across international borders or territories.

Transport Documents: Transport documents accompany the goods on their way 
to the customer. This includes documents which certify the ownership of the goods 
(bill of lading, consignment bill, or warehouse receipt) but also other accompanying 
documents.

UNICTRAL: United Nations Commission on International Trade Law.

ENDNOTES

1  “Matching” in the financial sector means the clearing of receivables and 
liabilities.

2  “Settlement” means the conclusion of transactions in the field of securities 
trading.

3  “Clearing” means the settlement, in particular of futures, options and swaps.
4  In October 2014, the first couple in the US were married using a QR code 

(Kaltofen, Oct. 2016).
5  A from Germany sells to B in the US and B sells to C in Canada.
6  The cancellation of the contract requires a “fundamental breach of contract”. 

The assessing of “materiality” differentiate according to the nature of the 
document. If the seller does not deliver documents that entitle the user to dispose 
of the goods (e.g. bills of lading, loading or warehousing bills) or if these are 
not in conformity with the contract, in any case an objectively serious defect 
entitles the customer to contract. For other documents (e.g. insurance policy, 
certificate of analysis, customs and origin certificate) the assessment of the 
defect depends on whether the buyer is restricted in the use of the goods or 
whether he can easily obtain the documents again. However, the latter would 
entitle the purchaser to a reduction (Article 50 CISG) or claims for damages 
(Article 74 CISG).
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7  On 17 December 1966 the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law (UNCITRAL) was established by the United Nations General Assembly. 
As principal legal body of the United Nations it deals with international trade 
law and is responsible for modernising and harmonising rules of international 
trade to facilitate trade and investment and counts preparation and promotion 
of use and adoption of model laws amongst these legislative techniques to 
achieve this objective.

8  UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce (1996), UNCITRAL Model 
Law on Electronic Signatures (2001) and UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic 
Transferable Records (2017). Retrieved from http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/
en/uncitral_texts/electronic_commerce.html.

9  A “token” may represent any asset.
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ABSTRACT

The global textile industry offers huge potentials regarding the transformation 
towards sustainability. These improvements require a facilitation of business model 
innovations embedding shifting consumer demands. How can the textile industry 
drive responsible and sustainable business practices in terms of social sustainability? 
Tackling this question, a qualitative content-based analysis of current literature 
conducted highlights main themes and concepts on business model innovations, textile 
industry, and social sustainability. In addition, an exploratory multiple case study 
design was used. Results show social sustainability patterns are seldom and often 
linked to external pressures. This chapter proposes a reorientation towards stronger 
holistic and inclusive approaches for sustainability and reflects on socio-cultural 
aspects linked to sustainable textile business models. Progressing sustainability in 
the textile industry needs both a single consideration of environmental and social 
issues as well as an integrative and systemic perspective in academia as well as in 
practice.
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INTRODUCTION

The textile industry with its global reach and interconnectedness provides huge 
potentials regarding the development towards more ecological, social and economic 
sustainability (Barnes & Lea-Greenwood, 2006; Franco, 2017; Börjeson & Boström, 
2018). Yet, according to Köksal et al. (2017), textile value and supply chains are 
increasingly complex, globally dispersed and highly dynamic. Further, they are 
long and involve multiple partners with often conflicting objectives (Börjeson & 
Boström, 2018). Changes in consumer attitudes and consumption patterns reinforced 
by fast-paced trends in fashion and product design (Niinimäki & Hassi, 2011) are 
seen to apply massive pressure on the various actors resulting in severe environmental 
damages and questionable social practices (Köksal et al., 2017; Lueg et al., 2015). 
These challenges have been persistently highlighted in prior studies on the textile 
industry (Gardetti & Torres, 2012; Franco, 2017).

Against this background, research on the responsibilities of the textile industry 
has emphasized the strategic necessity of companies to maintain their competitive 
advantage by incorporating concerns related to environmental performance (Börjeson 
& Boström, 2018). In this regard, environmental risk management with regard to the 
management of hazardous chemicals in textile products, production and distribution 
channels have achieved considerable attention in the last decade, both among 
practitioners and scholars. However, the featuring elements of the contemporary 
textile industry conflict with the long-term orientation of sustainable development 
(Köksal et al., 2017). At the same time achieving sustainability seems to be a greater 
challenge for textile companies.

In this chapter we argue that sustainability in the textile industry does not only 
mean to integrate environmental concerns into a firm’s strategy and business model, 
but also needs to be reflected by the adequate management and incorporation of 
social values and responsibilities in a company’s business model. The impact of 
social issues on operational and reputational risk management has repeatedly been 
highlighted in prior research on global supply and value chains (e.g., Klassen & 
Vereecke, 2012; Lund-Thomsen & Lindgreen, 2014). Social issues affecting global 
supply and value chains of companies comprise multiple aspects such as labor 
practices in less affluent countries, public concerns related to human rights abuses, 
management of cultural differences or one-sided power relationships (Klassen & 
Vereecke, 2012; Eriksson & Svensson, 2015; Khurana & Ricchetti, 2016; Pedersen 
et al., 2018).

Against this background, a fundamental re-thinking of existing business models, 
structures and practices is of prime importance (Arnold, 2017a). Indeed, changes 
and adjustments to existing business model conceptualizations are seen to provide 
alternative solutions and foster sustainability-oriented innovations and transformations 
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(Evans et al., 2017; Bocken et al., 2014; Dickson & Chang, 2015). By integrating 
sustainable values into a company’s business model and identifying all value flows 
among the involved stakeholders, business model innovations aim at a more holistic 
approach and integrated thinking (Evans et al., 2017).

However, research particularly on social and cultural aspects or effects regarding 
the imagination, creation and implementation of sustainable business models in the 
textile industry appears to be doomed rather sidelined. Yet, in this chapter we suggest 
that in the textile industry social sustainability is linked to “the importance of our 
cultural and emotional connection with clothes” (Gardetti & Torres, 2012: p. 6). 
This view also extends to the inclusion of aspects related to social sustainability in 
various business models in the textile industry. In this regard, also CSR is considered 
to play an increasingly important role (Todeschini et al., 2017; Dickson & Chang, 
2015; Lueg et al., 2015). Textile companies are striving to meet the above-mentioned 
challenges by fostering transparent communication and increasing positive impacts 
on local communities and development. The following three research questions 
frame the focus of our study:

• How are components of business models in sustainability-driven companies 
in the global textile industry shaped in terms of social sustainability?

• Which social aspects are considered in these business models?
• How do they meet the above-mentioned challenges of the textile industry and 

drive responsible and sustainable business practices?

This chapter aims to fill in the gap by exploring approaches to social sustainability 
and responsibility in business models in the global textile industry. We shed light on 
the social dimension of sustainable business models and responsible management 
practices in the textile industry by drawing on a critical appraisal of earlier research on 
sustainable business models and by combining these results with empirical findings 
of selected real-world cases. The methodological section of the chapter adopts a 
qualitative content-analysis of academic publications on business models and business 
model innovations for sustainability, textile industry and social sustainability by 
means of the content analysis and text mining software Leximancer™. In addition to 
this, an exploratory multiple case study design was used to gain exemplary insights 
into practical approaches on social sustainability (Bryman, 2015).

The present chapter is structured as follows: First, the relevant literature on 
business models and business model innovations for (social) sustainability is 
briefly reviewed to underpin our research. Following this, the methodological 
procedure, like data collection and analyses, is presented. The section on solutions 
and recommendations synthesizes our findings of the qualitative content-analysis 
of academic publications with the empirical analysis of four sustainability-oriented 
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companies in the textile industry located in different parts of the world. After that we 
suggest several propositions and avenues for future research directions based on our 
research questions. The chapter ends with a summary of theoretical, methodological 
and practical implications.

BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL UNDERPINNING

To underpin our research, earlier literature on business models, business model 
innovations and social sustainability is briefly reviewed. By highlighting key themes 
and aspects of these different streams of research, the intent here is to provide a 
basic frame of reference for our study.

Studies on Business Models and Business 
Model Innovations for Sustainability

As Rauter et al. (2017) recently have highlighted the topic of business models seems 
to be one of the most appealing research themes to management scholars. Multiple 
studies have focused on the objectives, elements and success factors of business 
models (e.g., Zott et al., 2011; Shafer et al., 2005; Lambert, 2015; Osterwalder et 
al., 2005; Long et al., 2018). Although the literature identifies substantial deficits 
regarding the definitional, theoretical and conceptual foundations as well as the 
implementation of business models (Joyce & Paquin, 2016; DaSilva & Trkman, 2014; 
Teece 2010; Magretta, 2002), they seem to be a crucial component of competitive 
market economies and a necessary condition for the profitability and survival of 
companies. This has been accompanied by a broad application of these models in 
practice spurring interdisciplinary issues (Teece 2010; DaSilva & Trkman, 2014; 
Beattie & Smith, 2013). In order to address these gaps and criticisms, recent literature 
has made efforts to develop new approaches for categorisation and to theoretically 
ground explanations of business models (Fjeldstad & Snow, 2018; Lambert, 2015; 
DaSilva & Trkman, 2014).

Traditionally understood business models are strongly based on the firm’s value 
proposition, creation and delivery to the customer (Bocken et al., 2014; Schaltegger 
et al., 2016). Albeit there may be an inherent tension between value capturing 
and value creation (Howell et al., 2018), a conventional business model combines 
strategic and tactical considerations aimed at large scale and profit generation for 
the company. Assuming the ‘deep truth’ of fundamental needs and future behavior 
of consumers and competitors are, among others, crucial elements when designing 
business models (Teece, 2010). The literature has suggested multiple types and 
conceptualizations of business models (e.g., Bocken et al., 2014; Joyce & Paquin, 
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2016; Boons & Lüdeke-Freund, 2013). In this regard, research has also pointed to 
the fact that the suitability of a particular business model and its design must be 
evaluated in light of the business ecosystem, context and likely interactions (DaSilva 
and Trkman, 2014; D’Souza et al., 2015; Howell et al., 2018).

In recent years, a challenge for business models has arisen from an increased 
awareness regarding sustainability-related aspects stipulating business model 
innovations. Such innovations may be reflected twofold, depending on the nature 
of the firm. Business model innovations in already existing companies may be 
achieved by a shaping and transition of conventional business models, whereas 
within newly established ventures a design of new business models is pursued 
(Baldassarre et al., 2017). The wide range of studies on business model innovations 
for sustainability reflect on a variety of approaches, industries and sustainability-
related benefits (e.g., Bocken et al., 2014; Dickson & Chang, 2015; Schaltegger 
et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017). Including environmental and social values in the 
value creation and delivery to the customer constitutes an essential characteristic of 
innovative sustainable business models (Yang et al., 2017; Bocken et al., 2014). In 
this regard, the understanding of a sustainable value proposition as well as its holistic 
and balanced capturing becomes a critical component when designing a sustainable 
business model (Baldassarre et al., 2017; Rauter et al., 2017). A sustainable value 
is seen to reflect the triple bottom line of sustainability, namely incorporating not 
only issues related to environmental sustainability, but also to economic and social 
sustainability (Evans et al., 2017). Furthermore, the sustainable value proposition is 
also considered to be measurable, both in terms of economic as well as ecological 
and social value (Bocken et al., 2014). At the same time, the different meanings of 
the word ‘value’ as emphasized by Evans et al. (2017) set up even further challenges 
when designing a sustainable business model.

As a result, conceptualizing business model innovations for sustainability requires a 
holistic perspective and integrated thinking. This particularly holds true for addressing 
interrelated sustainability objectives in global supply and value chains (Khurana & 
Ricchetti, 2016). The change, innovation and adjustment of conventional business 
models allowing shifts to sustainable innovations and sustainable development 
also implies a reconfiguration of management and business aspects. These include 
issues such as capability and stakeholder relationship management, knowledge 
management, the role of leadership and cultural management (Evans et al., 2017; 
Rauter et al., 2017). Exemplarily, the increasing necessity of collaborative and 
inclusive approaches, multi-stakeholder engagement as well as complex interactions 
with the organization’s business environment require additional efforts. Thus, in 
order to enhance sustainability-oriented concepts and innovations, participation and 
interaction between all stakeholders are essential, which also needs to be reflected 
in more inclusive business models (Arnold 2017a; Arnold 2010; Evans et al., 2017). 
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However, in light of this, designing and securing the sustainable value proposition 
may become even more challenging (Evans et al., 2017). Addressing these issues 
policy is also required to derive solutions (Allievi et al., 2015). There are differences 
in current literature streams discussing sustainable business models and business 
models towards sustainability (Evans et al., 2017; Schaltegger et al., 2016). However, 
we do not distinguish between sustainable business models and business models 
towards sustainability, but stress the integration of all three sustainability strategies 
‘sufficiency’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘consistency’ while developing and establishing 
business models.

Specific types of business model innovations for sustainability are derived by 
social business models or social enterprises. Though there is still debate on defining 
and classifying these different phenomena; literature agrees on the fact social business 
model innovations relate to different elements of the conventional business model. 
At the same time, social business models and social enterprises are seen to feature an 
explicit social impact approach or inclusivity (Howell et al., 2018). In this regard, the 
concept of ‘shared value’ may be of particular importance. Exemplarily, relating to 
the business model component ‘value creation’, the notion of shared value implies a 
deeper understanding of the interrelatedness between business and society. Therefore, 
the way of overall (economic) value creation must be extended to value creation for 
society (Evans et al., 2017; Schmitt & Renken, 2012). As a result, society becomes 
a crucial and primary stakeholder in business model innovations for sustainability. 
Howell et al. (2018) introduce the notion of business model intimacy, reflecting the 
embedding of a business model in a particular community. Sharing value between 
the company and its external environment may result in a deeper value beyond that 
of mere product consumption. At the same time, it reinforces the featuring element 
of business models as being flexible and interactive in as much as the business 
model needs to be adapted to contextual challenges and the whole ecosystem (e.g., 
institutional voids and market failure in emerging economies).

Business Model Innovations in the Textile Industry

In order to meet the challenges in the textile industry as overviewed above, also 
managers and entrepreneurs are encouraged to develop and implement sustainable 
business models as these are crucial in order to survive in a competitive environment 
and to achieve business success. However, rethinking innovative and sustainable 
business models in this particular industry is still in its infancy (Todeschini et al., 
2017; Kudłak et al., 2015). With regard to the textile industry, we find that only 
single studies refer to sustainability-related changes and innovations in business 
models (Dickson & Chang, 2015; Franco, 2017; Niinimäki & Hassi, 2011). Examples 
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included are often based on singular company presentations (Fischer & Pascucci, 
2017; Franco, 2017; Todeschini et al., 2017).

Several drivers of sustainability-related business model innovations in the textile 
industry have been identified of crucial importance for meeting the main socio-
economic, cultural and technological challenges of future market development 
(Todeschini et al., 2017; Fischer and Pascucci, 2017; Franco, 2017). These drivers 
can be distinguished into, first, technological aspects such as necessary innovation in 
fibres based on renewable raw materials, enhancement of manufacturing processes 
or the implementation of circular economy approaches. The second group comprises 
social facets, namely an increasing consumer awareness regarding social and economic 
responsibilities of fashion production and collections.

Drivers of sustainability-related changes in business models in the textile industry 
focus on upcycling, recycling, fair trade, CSR and lowsumerism. According to 
Todeschini et al. (2017), different elements and components of business models 
are impacted by such innovation-driving aspects including, among others, partner 
selection, costumer relationship and value proposition. Similar to the importance 
of new solutions for dealing with pressure on capital or fostering a collaborative 
mind-set among stakeholders research has revealed the importance of inter-firm 
collaborations or the facilitation of joint investments in circular textile flows (Fischer 
& Pascucci, 2017). Opportunities for sustainability-related innovations in the textile 
sector are to be detected both in mass as well as niche markets, emphasizing the 
heterogeneity of segments and considerable amount of relevant stakeholders in this 
particular industry (Barnes & Lea-Greenwood, 2006; Gardetti & Torres, 2012). 
Thus, the design and implementation of innovative business models for sustainability 
is also to reflect the diversity in this industry. Proposing the development of a 
number of innovative policy tools may foster transparency. Moreover, governance 
and institutional dimensions of transformations to sustainability as well as social 
and cultural values relating to sustainability by looking at the consumer side and 
by understanding transition factors for sustainable business model innovations have 
to be jointly addressed.

The Social Dimension of Sustainability in 
Business Models of Textile Companies

Indeed, the social dimension and related strategies for social sustainability (e.g., 
‘sufficiency’) need to be strengthened in the re-thinking of business models and 
innovative practices in the textile industry. This is the more as clothing production 
and consumption tackle almost everybody around the globe (Gardetti & Torres, 
2012). The above mentioned sustainability-related drivers are particularly enhanced 
by varying and likely shifting perceptions, attitudes and behaviours of consumers. 
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Indeed, for many scholars the consumer is fundamentally important for the design 
and implementation of business models (Magretta, 2002). The increasing consumer 
awareness is a sufficient condition for drivers for sustainability-related innovation 
in fashion business models (Todeschini et al., 2017) since there the customer is 
directly involved in determining the success and survival of a particular brand. So, 
the fundamental needs of the consumer as assumed by the company’s management 
appear to play a key role in successful business model innovations especially in the 
textile sector.

At the same time, cultural aspects (e.g., knowledge and learning) are crucially 
important for successful business model innovations in the textile industry. Social 
value forms constitute a part of a sustainable value and have been differentiated in 
the literature. Typically social values encompass the following aspects: Equality and 
diversity, well-being, community development, secure livelihood, labour standards, 
health and safety as well as transparency and power relationships (Evans et al., 2017; 
Lund-Thomsen & Lindgreen, 2014). With particular emphasis on the textile industry, 
social sustainability and responsibility involves also aspects such as child labour, 
women workforce as well as consumer safety (e.g., Köksal et al., 2017; Khurana & 
Ricchetti, 2016). The latter also extends to marketing and communication aspects 
since glorified extremely body-shaped models showcasing collections may favour 
eating disorders (Khurana & Ricchetti, 2016). With regard to the management of 
social issues, Klassen & Vereecke (2012) point to the need of social management 
capabilities. They differentiate three types of capabilities, namely monitoring 
practices, collaborative practices as well as (social) innovation practices in order to 
secure competitive advantages for companies.

Furthermore, increasing educational and consciousness work means new 
challenges for the companies concerned in terms of greater transparency as well as 
improved communication and stakeholder relationship management. Transparency 
and improved traceability regarding socially responsible management practices and 
corporate actions can offer considerable benefits for various stakeholders in the 
global textile value and supply chains. Further, it provides a potential mechanism 
to enhance legitimacy in local communities. Albeit dependent on stakeholders’ 
perceptions, presented CSR data on corporate websites concerning sensitive social and 
ecological problems is seen advantageous given easy accessibility of large, seamless 
and current data at low costs (Arnold, 2017b). In addition to the overlaps between 
ecological and social aspects related to sustainability (Khurana & Ricchetti, 2016), 
incorporating CSR activities in business model innovations of companies in the 
textile industry reflect the holistic approach needed for sustainable business models.

However, despite this obvious importance of the social dimension of sustainability, 
research on this stream has repeatedly criticized of being largely neglected (Missimer 
et al., 2017; Vallance et al., 2011). So far, related cultural and social facets are hardly 
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taken into account in contemporary research studies on business model innovations 
in the textile industry, let alone starting points for a more in-depth analysis. The 
prerequisites and framework conditions required for this are accompanied by a 
“fundamental change in society’s culture and collective consciousness that enables 
the creation of new collective beliefs and values” (Schaefer et al., 2015, p: 395). Since 
there is a difference between merely decreasing unsustainability and engendering 
sustainability (Schaefer et al., 2015), consciousness on the part of the consumer as 
well as other stakeholders in the textile industry is likely to promote the design of 
business model innovations for sustainability.

To conclude, a general lack of theoretical grounding concerning (social) 
sustainability in the textile industry (Todeschini et al., 2017) as well as the paucity 
of case research and empirical findings particularly on business model innovations 
for sustainability (Evans et al., 2017) call for an exploratory investigation of business 
model innovations towards sustainability in the global textile industry. Therefore, 
in this study we employ a mixture of inductive and deductive qualitative content 
analysis techniques (Elo & Kyngäs, 2007; Moldavska & Welo, 2017), an exploratory 
multiple case study as well as an innovative stepwise sequential mapping approach 
to systematically identify, explore and describe approaches and patterns for social 
sustainability in business models of textile companies more closely. The corresponding 
research design and methods used in our study are comprehensively presented in 
the next section.

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN

Research Material and Methodological Procedure

In order to answer our research questions, our methodology encompasses three 
steps: First, a qualitative content-based analysis is taken in order to detect and 
highlight main themes and concepts explored within previous research on business 
model innovations, textile industry and social sustainability. Second, we employ an 
exploratory multiple case study design by focusing on four sustainability-oriented 
companies located in different hubs of the global textile industry and analyse their 
corporate websites, as statements on social missions, objectives, activities and 
responsibilities. Eventually, drawing on research by Bocken et al. (2014), Rosca et 
al. (2017) and Todeschini et al. (2017) the findings of the theory-based discussion 
are mapped with results derived from our empirical analyses and further elaborated 
in the solutions and recommendations section of this chapter. Selecting the authors 
is justified by their ground-breaking concepts. More specifically, Bocken et al. 
(2014) identified eight main sustainable business model archetypes, clustering 
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technological (T), social (S) and organisational (O) groupings of business model 
innovations: maximize material and energy efficiency (T), create value from waste 
(T), substitute with renewable and natural processes (T), deliver functionality 
rather than ownership (S), adopt a stewardship role (S), encourage sufficiency (S), 
repurpose for society/environment (O), and develop scale up solutions (O). Rosca 
et al. (2017) condensed the various and diverse discussed business model elements 
in the literature to Target customer, Value proposition, Revenue model, Value chain 
for analysing business models effectively. In addition, innovation-driving aspects 
particularly for the textile industry as developed by Todeschini et al. (2017) and 
described above were used for analysis. The comprehensive three steps establishing 
the methodological framing used in our study are also summarized in Figure 1.

Qualitative Content Analysis of Prior Publications

Further contributing to research on business model innovations and approaches 
towards social sustainability in the textile industry, a content analysis connecting the 
main literature streams relevant to this paper was conducted. In doing so, a literature 
review based on multiple criteria (e.g., Ansari & Kant, 2017; Quarshie et al., 2016) 
was initially performed in order to systematically and rigorously manage the diverse 
and fragmented body of knowledge on particularly business models and business 
model innovations for sustainability. The comprehensive paper search was based 
on multiple keywords in order to gain a sufficient and broad basis for the analysis 
and conducted from January to July 2018. Exemplarily, scientific articles focusing 

Figure 1. Methodological framing used in this study
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on business models for sustainability were retrieved by employing the keywords 
“business models for sustainability”, “business models for sustainable innovation”, 
“sustainable business models”, “sustainability business models”, “business model 
innovations for sustainability” as well as “sustainable value proposition, creation 
and delivery”. Regarding scientific articles focusing on the textile industry a great 
variety of keywords and synonyms describing both, steps, processes and resources 
as well as relevant agents and stakeholders along textile value and supply chains was 
used. Albeit not a prominent objective of our procedure, we searched for scientific 
articles dealing with sustainability-related issues in the textile industries. Among 
others, the following terms and synonyms were used for literature identification: 
“sustainable/green fashion”, “clothing design”, “fair trade apparel”, “garment 
manufacturing”, “textile fibers”, “ethical clothing”, “circular fashion”, “sustainable 
textile production”, “organic cotton industry”, “sustainable fashion consumption”, 
“greenwashing” as well as “slow fashion retail”. To identify relevant publications in 
the field of social sustainability a list of multiple keywords was applied, too. Among 
others, we used “corporate social responsibility/performance”, “social sustainability” 
“social value (creation)”, “social system/change”, “beliefs”, “social enterprise”, 
“ethical responsibility” or “corporate irresponsibility” in our literature search.

Our literature base contains full-text English articles and open access articles from 
peer-reviewed academic journals. The used scientific search engines and academic 
databases are ‘EBSCOhost’, ‘ScienceDirect’, ‘Academic Search Premier’, ‘EconLit 
with Full Text’ as well as ‘Google Scholar’. The relevance of each publication was 
indicated when the pre-defined keywords and synonyms could be retracted in any of 
the following three parts of the scientific article: title, keyword list and/or abstract. In 
order to refine our article selection procedure we abstained from including editorial 
notes, commentaries, conference and working papers, reports from consulting 
companies or international organizations, books, e-books and book reviews as well 
as presentations. Moreover, publications written in any language other than English 
were eliminated from our final database. Another exclusion criterion constituted 
abstracts and non-access to full-length articles. However, we acknowledge that 
these kinds of publications and types of media could also provide valuable insights 
in a further study to map the field of social sustainability in business models in the 
textile industries. The publication period of the retrieved papers spans from July 
1966 to July 2018 since we followed a broad approach and aimed at mirroring shifts 
as well as developments.

In so doing, a total of 1.003 scientific papers were systematically identified 
and grouped into three broad thematic categories including (1) business model 
innovations and business model innovations for sustainability, (2) textile industry, 
and (3) social sustainability. Out of this, 194 scientific articles refer to business 
models and business model innovations for (social) sustainability. Each of these 
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articles was individually screened in order to detect research specifically focusing 
on business model innovations for sustainability in the textile industry. Relevance 
was indicated if the article contained one of the following four pre-defined textile-
related keywords in any of the three article sections title, keyword list and/or abstract: 
“textile”, “clothing”, “apparel” and/or “fashion”. In case of doubts the entire article 
was read. This procedure yielded to 61 articles with references to the textile industry. 
Yet, among them, only 18 publications dealt exclusively with this particular industry 
sector. The remaining publications of the overall number of publications retrieved 
focus on different aspects in the textile industry as well as on social sustainability. 
It should be noted that a large proportion among the latter category centres around 
articles on CSR since research on genuinely social sustainability appears to be 
rather scarce.

In a next step, we examined the publications by applying the content analysis 
software Leximancer™ (version 4.50) for each of the relevant literature streams. 
We chose this particular software tool as it helps to automatically explore the 
semantic structure of themes and key concepts within the selected scientific articles 
(Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 2018). The intelligent proprietary algorithms and 
sequential stages of this text mining software tool as described in previous studies 
(e.g., Sullivan et al., 2018; Thomas, 2014) have also been deployed in the present 
research. However, at each stage manual edits have been made regarding further data 
processing. Exemplarily, the list of thesaurus-based concepts directly discovered 
and extracted from the articles by Leximancer™ has been refined by the authors 
manually in order to eliminate inappropriate word-like or name-like concepts. Further, 
this program visualizes results by means of an exploratory concept map and table 
formats indicating the frequency and co-occurrence of concepts as well as likely 
relationships and overlaps (Mayner & Arbon, 2015). Considered to be highly useful 
especially in studies concerned with large data sets, the text mining software tool is 
also found to meet fundamental criteria for research quality such as reliability and 
validity as well as to lessen human bias in content analysis (Bedenlier et al., 2018). 
At the same time previous research has also emphasized the necessity and importance 
of analytical sensitivity and judgment when interpreting the findings, namely the 
concept maps (Zawacki-Richter & Latchem, 2018). With particular regard to this 
chapter’s research questions, the different concept maps for each literature stream are 
illustrated in the Figures 2 – 4 below. Further, main aspects, like thematic regions, 
concepts and concept paths, are descriptively presented below.

Description of Investigated Cases and Data Analysis

This chapter takes an exploratory multiple case study design in order to illustrate 
diverse approaches to social sustainability in the global textile industry (Bryman, 
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2015). This research design was considered highly appropriate for two reasons: First, 
the paucity of empirical research to date on business model innovations in the textile 
industry makes it difficult to generalise statements. Second, the intent to select cases 
from different parts of the world was in line with characterising elements of the 
textile industry, namely its global reach and suitability for holistic approaches on 
sustainability. Including companies located in four different countries also provide 
a differentiated view on the fostering of sustainability-oriented innovations and 
concepts in both, developed countries as well as emerging markets in the world.

The company cases were selected based on the following four selection criteria: 
First, the companies had to be sustainability oriented in their offerings and processes 
(e.g., by using sustainable materials or designing sustainable products). Second, each 
company had to have its own corporate website since the main focus here was to 
identify and analyse statements regarding business model (innovations) as well as 
(social) sustainability. The third selection criterion related to the preferably pioneering 
role of companies selected. In order to meet this criterion, each of the companies had 
to be included into prior academic research, either by way of referencing or inclusion 
into empirical enquiries and samples. The last, fourth, selection criterion comprised 
the necessity of each company to be awarded or having received internationally 
acknowledged certifications and recognitions. This criterion relates and is closely 
linked to the third criterion since it was set up to substantiate the needed leading 
role of each company in fostering the implementation of (social) sustainability in 
the textile industry.

The companies considered suitable and relevant for this research were retrieved 
by relying on multiple sources including personal networks (e.g., experts from 
governmental as well as non-governmental bodies as well as representatives 
of Western companies in the textile industry). Further, the companies selected 
were searched for in databases (e.g., Google), media documentaries as well as in 
textile or fashion websites and magazines. This search yielded to the following 
textile companies from four different countries to be included in our final sample: 
soleREBELS, Hirdaramani, Globe Hope and Gildan (see Table 1). We chose to 
include two smaller and two larger companies in order to find generalizable patterns. 
The overall sample is located in equal parts in less affluent countries in Africa and 
Asia as well as in western style developed countries in North America and Europe.

In our subsequent analysis we gathered data by qualitatively analysing 
approximately 110 corporate websites and tabs relating to the four companies 
included in our final sample from May 2018 until July 2018. We exclusively relied 
on text passages on corporate websites, including also factsheets, posters and reports 
published by each company. Particular attention was paid to the following aspects 
and themes portrayed on the corporate websites: statements concerning company 
mission, objectives, philosophy and core values, management practices, corporate 
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Table 1. Sample characteristics

soleREBELS Globe Hope Hirdaramani Gildan

Country Ethiopia Finland Sri Lanka Canada

Year of 
formation 2004 2003 Early 1900s 1984

Industry 
segment Manufacturing Manufacturing Manufacturing Manufacturing

Products Shoes Clothes; shoes; 
bags; accessories Apparel Apparel

Core 
(sustainability) 
values

Eco-sensibility; 
Community 

empowerment; 
Development of 

local supply chains; 
Usage of local and 

sustainable materials; 
Zero carbon 

production; ‘True 
recycling’

Ecology (eco-
friendly products; 
ecological design); 

Ethics (ethical 
clothes and bags); 

Slow fashion; 
Responsible 

Company

Committed to 
sustainability; 

Triple bottom line 
– People; Planet; 
Profit; Innovation 

in apparel 
manufacturing; 

Global diversified 
conglomerate

We act like 
entrepreneurs; 

We operate 
responsibly; We 
believe in our 

people

Number of 
employees ~ 1.200 ~ 20 ~ 60.000 ~ 48.000

Type of 
business model 
innovation*

Newly established Newly established Already existing Already existing

Academic 
research**

McCarthy, B. (2015). 
soleRebels: targeting 
the ethical consumer. 

Report. SAGE, 
London. (In Press)

Ketola, T. (2012). 
Fair business 
as a corporate 

responsibility and 
competitiveness 
factor? Fashion 
design company 

Globe Hope 
as an example. 

International Journal 
of Technology 
Management. 

58(1/2), 109-128.

Ediriweera, A., 
Armstrong AM, A., 
& Heenetigala, K. 

(2015). Governance 
in family business: 
A literature review. 
Journal of Law and 
Governance, 10(2), 

36-46.

B.-Turcotte, M.-F., 
de Bellefeuille, 
S., & den Hond, 
F. (2007). Gildan 
Inc.: Influencing 

corporate 
governance 
in the textile 

sector. Journal 
of Corporate 

Citizenship, 27, 
23-36.

Awards and 
recognitions 
for 
sustainability 
and innovation 
initiatives***

“Most Valuable 
Entrepreneur” Award 

at 2011 Global 
Entrepreneurship 

Week

“Vision of the Year” 
Award from Finnish 
Green Association 

in 2005

“Garment Maker 
of the Year” at 

the World Textile 
Awards in 2015

“Honduran CSR 
Seal” Award 2017

Company 
website

https://www.
solerebels.com/

https://www.
globehope.com/en/

http://www.
hirdaramani.com/

http://www.
gildancorp.com/

homepage

* according to Baldassarre et al. (2017)
** related to the third case selection criterion
*** related to the fourth case selection criterion; selection as emphasized by the authors
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social responsibility as well as corporate culture and working conditions, statements 
referring to customers, partners and the local environment as well as statements on 
business operations (e.g., materials, products and processes) with regard to textiles. 
For each company the relevant data, in the form of verbal statements, was identified, 
copied and stored in a separate file.

Albeit the sample is quite heterogeneous, e.g. geographic scope, size and history, 
offered products, segment in the textile supply and value chains as well as business 
operations, our method has several limitations. The number of company cases is 
rather small, thus causing restrictions concerning transferability and generalizing 
of findings. This supports the exploratory and conceptual character of the chapter. 
Further, the web presentations by each company differ in terms of amount and 
quality. This particularly holds true for aspects concerning social responsibility. 
So far, additional material (e.g., media coverage) was retrieved for each company, 
yet not explicitly included into our subsequent analysis. Among others, videos 
offered on corporate websites or interviews with founders or board representatives 
in the media could be used in future research as valuable data and complement this 
research. In line with this, our research reflects a snapshot. Therefore, the period of 
data collection could be expanded in order to investigate dynamics. Moreover, the 
analysis of relevant text passages is rather subjective and relative. This particularly 
points to the required aligning of corporate statements with theory-based aspects 
on social sustainability and responsibility. So, our analysis is limited to the given 
and presented information on the companies’ websites, not allowing for conclusions 
regarding the covering up of activities. However, the analysis of pioneer companies 
as good practice cases allows the investigation of positive patterns (Bryman, 2015) 
for driving responsible and sustainable business practices.

Results of the Leximancer™-Based Literature Review

Figure 2 shows the overall concept map based on the computer-aided text analysis 
software LeximancerTM. It visualises the analysis of all 1.003 articles retrieved on 
business models and business model innovations for sustainability, textile industries 
as well as social sustainability in order to provide an overview of main themes, 
concepts and relationships captured in prior research on these literature streams. The 
concept map reveals a great variety of thematic regions. Along with this, the map 
also illustrates a great diversity in terms of concepts displayed within each thematic 
region, both content and quantity of concepts investigated. The biggest themes are 
“consumers”, “sustainable” and “sustainability”, thus appearing to be most frequent 
under investigation in publications covered. They are followed by other relatively 
large thematic regions, namely “product”, “company” and “business”.
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The thematic region “social” forms a single theme, albeit – compared to the above 
mentioned – a smaller one. It entails five different concepts, namely “social” as the 
largest concept as well as the concepts “responsibility”, “corporate”, “relationship” 
and “performance”. Within the thematic region “social” the concept “social” is 
directly linked to the concepts “responsibility” as well as “performance”. Further 
it is linked directly to the concepts “environmental” and “management” as well 
as “financial”, thus connecting two other thematic regions, namely “company” 

Figure 2. Overview of main themes and concepts on business models, business 
model innovations for sustainability, textile industries and social sustainability (N 
= 1.003 publications)
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and “sustainability”, respectively. The concept “clothing” forms simultaneously a 
single theme with overlaps to two other thematic regions, namely “consumers” and 
“product”. However, the theme “clothing” does not display any other single concept. 
Interestingly, the concept map shows a separate thematic region “ethical” with the 
concepts “ethical”, “people” and “brand” included. It also forms broad overlaps 
with the two themes “consumers” and “behaviour”.

BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Figure 3 specifies the proceeding analysis by visualising the main themes and concepts 
covered in 194 (out of 1003) publications concerning business models and business 
models innovations for sustainability. The concept map shows the themes “business” 
and “system” to represent the two largest thematic regions. Similar to the concept 
map in Figure 2, a variety in terms of content-wise concepts as well as quantitative 
prominence within single thematic regions can also be depicted. Exemplarily, the 
theme “data” displays no other concept (except for the concept “data” itself), whereas 
the theme “system” portrays 13 concepts. Compared to Figure 2 the concept map 
reveals new thematic regions, namely the themes “system”, “economy”, “creation” 
and “design” including different concepts. However, Figure 3 does not contain the 
thematic regions “social” and “ethical”. Nevertheless, issues related to “social” or 
“social sustainability” can be retraced in the themes “sustainable” and “design” such 
as e.g., the concept “learning” or the concept “knowledge”. Moreover, the concept 
“social” also plays a role in the theme “business”. Interestingly, it is not presented in 
the thematic region “creation” though there is also the concept “value” embedded. 
In addition, the concept “people” is situated at the periphery of the theme “system” 
and has no single concept path to the concept “social” or other assumingly social 
sustainability-related concepts such as “learning” or “knowledge”.

The thematic region “business” illustrates a ‘concept spider’, providing links from 
the concept “business” to each of the following concepts: “innovation”, “strategy”, 
“strategic”, “performance”, and “social”. In addition, in this ‘concept spider’ the direct 
links of the concept “business” span to the concepts “sustainability”, “perspective”, 
“organizational”, “change”, “role” and “firm” interconnecting it with three other 
themes, namely “sustainable”, “different” and “creation”. Regarding the specific 
focus of this chapter on business model innovations for sustainability in the textile 
industry the concept “fashion” is represented in the thematic region “economy”. 
However, it is placed at the very periphery of this theme and also entails only one 
direct path to another concept, namely “consumption” in the theme “system”, thereby 
linking both themes “economy” and “system”.
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Business Model Innovations for (Social) 
Sustainability in the Textile Industry

Since our intent here is to streamline and synthesise research on business model 
innovations in the textile industry with a particular emphasis on social sustainability 
and social responsibility, a third analysis of publications by means of LeximancerTM 
was employed. Figure 4 illustrates the results of this evaluation step. Specifically, 
it maps the analysis of 18 (out of 1003) scientific articles concerning business 
models innovations for (social) sustainability in the textile industry. The concept 
map displays 14 thematic regions of which the largest are “value”, “business”, 
“sustainability” and “customers”. This finding suggests a widespread interest of 

Figure 3. Overview of main themes and concepts on business models and business 
model innovations for sustainability (N = 194 publications)
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scholars in these concepts. The following concepts are mainly represented within 
these biggest thematic regions: “products”, “customers”, “companies”, “value”, 
“apparel”, “management”, “environmental”, “business”, “model”, “sustainable/
sustainability” as well as “corporate” and “social”. Smaller themes are represented 
by a considerable amount of thematic regions, too. These include themes such as 
“work”, “stores”, “clothing”, “industry” as well as “supply”.

Similar to the concept maps in Figures 2 and 3 quite diverse concepts and 
quantities within each thematic region are reflected. The amount of concepts named 

Figure 4. Overview of main themes and concepts on business models innovations 
for (social) sustainability in the textile industry (N = 18 publications)
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for each of the largest themes varies considerably. Whereas in the theme “value” 
14 concepts are presented, the theme “sustainability” entails only four concepts. 
Moreover, in two themes, namely “action” and “project” no other single concept 
is shown. The concept map also shows several overlaps between single thematic 
regions. Exemplarily, the concept “development” is at the interface between the 
two themes “business” and “value”; the concept “future” is also presented at the 
intersection between the two themes “innovation” and “sustainability”. The thematic 
region “value” features most overlaps as it has interfaces with the following four 
themes: “business”, “sustainability”, “work” and “supply”.

As Figure 4 shows the concept map visualises the separation of genuinely 
textile-related themes in two thematic regions, namely “clothing” and “fashion”. 
Yet, several differences can be highlighted: Whereas “clothing” has some overlaps 
with the themes “customers” and “stores”, such interface for the thematic region 
“fashion” cannot be retraced. Instead, the thematic region “fashion” is located 
at the intersection with the theme “industry”. Between the two thematic regions 
“clothing” and “fashion” differences also exist with regard to content and quantity 
of concepts. In the thematic region “clothing” five concepts can be found, whereas 
for the thematic region “fashion” eight concepts are depicted. In addition, for the 
theme “clothing” aspects related to the concepts “consumer” and “people” are of 
prior concern whereas with regard to the thematic region “fashion” concepts like 
“marketing”, “design” and “retail” form key issues next to “consumption”.

The concept “social” is situated at the edge of the thematic region “sustainability”. 
This concept is part of the concept path performance – corporate – sustainability – 
social – environmental. In so doing, the thematic region “sustainability” is connected 
with the theme “value”. Other concept paths for the concept “social” cannot be 
retraced. In the same way the concept “social” is not visible in other thematic 
regions and does not exhibit any other direct link (e.g., to the concept “people”). As 
a consequence, the question arises whether the concept “social” is likely to play a 
neglected or marginalised role in relation to other thematic regions such as, among 
others, “customers”. In line with this the concept map in Figure 4 also illustrates 
that other aspects related to the terms “social” or “social sustainability” such as 
CSR, human rights, knowledge, learning, relationship, fair trade or sharing are 
obviously not portrayed.

Interestingly, similar to the concept “social”, also the concept “environmental” is 
mirrored rather at the periphery of the theme “value”. It links this thematic region 
with the theme “business” by means of the concept path environmental – activities 
– companies – value – case – model. However, the analysis provides a concept 
map that also shows multiple concept paths and forms within one thematic region. 
Exemplarily, with regard to one of the largest themes, namely “customers”, we find 
a first concept path quality – time – customers – countries, a second concept path 
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quality – time – customers – products as well as a ‘concept spider’ centring around 
the concept “products” with single links to each of the following concepts “service”, 
“use”, “customers” and “materials”. The thematic region “customers” is also attached 
directly to two of its neighbouring thematic regions “clothing” and “supply” via the 
two concept paths products – clothing as well as customers – resources.

To summarise, the proceeding analysis by means of the text-mining software 
LeximancerTM helps visualising and mapping important research topics and concepts 
within earlier literature on business model innovations for (social) sustainability in 
the textile industry. At the same time, this analysis is limited since the subsequent 
evaluation involves a particular interpretive and subjective approach, in particular 
the identification of important and relevant thematic regions, concepts as well as 
concept paths within single themes. Despite these drawbacks, such a literature-based 
and software-aided analysis may lead to critically appraising existing research as 
well as discovering new avenues for advancing future research. Moreover, it may 
also support (re-)evaluating empirical findings. However, the concept maps show 
the limited concepts on business models innovations for social sustainability.

RESULTS OF THE EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

The findings from our analysis of all four cases companies included in the sample 
are revealed in Tables 2 to 4. The initial step of our investigation comprised the 
mapping of statements on corporate websites along macro-trends and drivers for 
companies operating in the textile industry. Though we acknowledge the limitations 
of our procedure (e.g., subjectivity and bias of statement identification and alignment; 
analysis bound to written statements), to our best knowledge, there has not been 
such a comprehensive mapping of various approaches to (social) sustainability in the 
textile industry based on statements of corporate websites to date. As emphasized by 
Todeschini et al. (2017), these trends encompass the following five aspects: “circular 
economy”, “corporate social responsibility”, “sharing economy and collaborative 
consumption”, “technological innovation” as well as “consumer awareness”. Each of 
these trends summarises a number of single anticipated driving forces that are likely 
to impact on textile companies in general and their business model innovations in 
particular. These aspects are visualised in Table 2 in more detail. Specifically, Table 
2 illustrates the impacts on elements and components of the conventional business 
model. The statements identified on each corporate website concerning primarily 
environmental and social sustainability were mirrored with the description of trends 
and drivers as outlined by Todeschini et al. (2017).

Overall, the results indicate that all four cases report on their websites about 
objectives and activities related to the macro-trends and drivers towards sustainability 
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in the textile company. Yet, for each company a different amount of statements for 
each trend and driver can be revealed. This finding is in line with the service- and 
production-focus of the companies under investigation. Exemplarily, the drivers 
“vegan” and “fashion library” have not been addressed by any company since 
none of the four cases appears to produce textiles of animal origin or to focus on a 
subscription service for apparel. Each of the four companies target to communicate 
issues related to “fair trade”, “sustainable raw materials” as well as “zero waste”. 
Only one company, namely Globe Hope from Finland, reports on issues related to 
“second hand” as well as “wearables”, “capsule wardrobe” and “lowsumerism”.

Albeit of minor relevance, the majority of companies also focus on aspects related 
to “recycling”, “locally sourced” and “collaboration”. Interestingly, the two big 
apparel manufacturing companies included in the sample, namely Hirdaramani and 
Gildan, obviously cover a smaller number of aspects regarding the triple bottom line 
of sustainability in business models. The primary emphasis of sustainability efforts is 
put on issues relating to “fair trade”, “collaboration” as well as “zero waste”. At the 
same time, the analysis of the two large companies revealed that they mainly focus on 
organizational requirements and the firm’s perspective when –at least– exploiting and 
communicating the sustainability pillars in their business models. In so doing, quite 
unexpectedly, less attention is paid towards a direct treatment and addressing to the 
consumer. Further, the two largest companies focus in their (social) sustainability-
related statements on standards set forth by international organizations as well as 
aspects referring to (global as well as local) leadership and corporate culture (e.g., 
values such as dignity and diversity). In sharp contrast to this, the two smaller firms 
analysed, namely soleREBELS and Globe Hope, seem to thrive forwards a closer 
relationship with their mindful customers, including fostering education and raising 
awareness towards sustainability in textile production and consumption.

Following this first step of analysis, the statements regarding corporate activities 
as presented on the websites were streamlined and mapped with single elements of 
business models as explored in previous research by Rosca et al. (2017). Particularly, 
we focused on four components of the conventional business model as these appear 
to be the central elements in the literature (e.g., Dickson & Chang, 2015): “target 
customer”, “value proposition”, “revenue model” and “value chain”. Differing 
statements concerning single business model components on each corporate website 
were merged and amalgamated (Table 3). Further, this step helped us to summarize 
specific issues concerning sustainability orientation in business model elements 
as addressed by companies in the textile industry. This step of analysis reveals 
interesting evidence regarding the integration of sustainability-oriented aspects 
into business model innovation. In fact, as our findings reveal, strong sustainability 
efforts in the textile industry are apparently reflected in each of the four components 
of conventional business models. The element “target customer”, the companies 
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Table 3. Components of business model innovations for sustainability in the global 
textile industry

Business 
Model 

Element*
Description** Corporate Practices Among Sample 

Investigated

Business Model Innovations in the Textile Industry***

Drivers Trends

Target 
customer

Main group of 
customers

✓ Transparency in working conditions 
(e.g., wages, medical coverage, 
employment opportunities, education and 
local empowerment)

• Sweatshop free 
• Fair trade 
• Locally sourced

• Corporate social 
responsibility

✓ Offerings concerning used clothing 
take-back systems and concepts 
✓ Information about partnerships and 
relationships (e.g., suppliers, other 
manufacturers, associations, international 
organizations)

• Fashion library 
• Second hand 
• Collaboration

• Sharing economy and 
collaborative consumption

✓ Encouraging environmentally friendly 
and sustainable cultivation methods 
✓ Sourcing of new, sustainable textile 
fabrics

• Sustainable raw materials • Technological 
innovation

✓ Promoting mindful and conscious 
textile consumption as well as production 
✓ Fostering appreciation and long-term 
use of textile products

• Capsule wardrobe 
• Lowsumerism 
• Slow fashion

• Consumer awareness

Value 
proposition

Economic, social 
or environmental 
benefit offered by 
product or service

✓ Transformation of left-over, old and 
diverse materials into new and high-
quality textile products

• Vegan 
• Upcycling • Circular economy

✓ Local textile production and 
minimizing environmental impacts (e.g., 
transportation) 
✓ Transparency regarding community 
involvement and development

• Locally sourced • Corporate social 
responsibility

✓ Clothing return systems as opportunity 
for brand loyalty and customer retention 
as well as valuable source for (new) raw 
materials

• Fashion library 
• Second hand

• Sharing economy and 
collaborative consumption

✓ Providing textile products with 
additional functionalities • Wearables • Technological 

innovation

✓ Offering of high quality, durable, 
ethically manufactured and aesthetic 
products 
✓ Preservation of local values, cultures 
and traditions

• Capsule wardrobe 
• Lowsumerism 
• Slow fashion

• Consumer awareness

continued on following page
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Business 
Model 

Element*
Description** Corporate Practices Among Sample 

Investigated

Business Model Innovations in the Textile Industry***

Drivers Trends

Revenue 
model

Revenue 
generation; cost 
drivers and profit 
opportunities; 
distribution of 
economic benefits 
among partners 
and stakeholders

✓ Sustainable solutions (e.g., 
environmental management; waste 
management) as integral part of revenue 
generation 
✓ Earnings from products donated 
to support partners and stakeholders 
(e.g., international organizations; 
communities)

• Recycling • Circular economy

✓ Offering of discount vouchers in take-
back concepts for used clothes that are 
already made from recycled materials

• Fashion library 
• Second hand

• Sharing economy and 
collaborative consumption

✓ Commitment to environment as core 
corporate value 
✓ Continuing technological and product 
quality improvements (e.g., sustainable 
cultivation and resource utilization; 
environmentally friendly manufacturing 
facilities and technologies) 
✓ Strong focus on R&D 
✓ Selling of ethically manufactured 
promotional gifts to business partners 
✓ Promotion of paid repair services

• Sustainable raw materials 
• Zero waste 
• Wearables

• Technological 
innovation

✓ Encouraging responsible operations 
✓ Fostering appreciation and long-term 
use of textile products

• Capsule wardrobe 
• Lowsumerism • Consumer awareness

Value chain

Specific and 
sustainability-
oriented activities 
used for value 
creation

✓ Importance of sustainable solutions in 
all parts of the value chain (e.g., product 
development and design; end-to-end) 
✓ Additional value creation using 
left-over or recycled materials for new 
products of superior quality

• Recycling 
• Vegan 
• Upcycling

• Circular economy

✓ Information about manufacturing 
sites and working conditions (e.g., 
wages, medical coverage, employment 
opportunities, education and local 
empowerment) 
✓ Participation in international standard 
setting rules and measures concerning 
environmental and social sustainability 
✓ Building up of strong legitimacy and 
reputation as well as positive influence 
on local communities

• Sweatshop free 
• Fair trade 
• Locally sourced

• Corporate social 
responsibility

✓ Information about infrastructure on 
clothing take-back systems and concepts 
✓ Enduring cooperation with partners 
operating sustainably (e.g., suppliers, 
other manufacturers, associations, 
international organizations)

• Second hand 
• Collaboration

• Sharing economy and 
collaborative consumption

✓ Commitment to environment as 
core corporate value involving all 
stakeholders (e.g., local farmers and 
weavers) 
✓ Provision of information and 
guidelines on environmental damages or 
unethical behaviour to stakeholders in 
the textile supply chain

• Sustainable raw materials 
• Zero waste 
• Wearables

• Technological 
innovation

* adopted from Rosca et al. (2017)
** adopted from Rosca et al. (2017)
*** inspired by Todeschini et al. (2017)

Table 3. Continued
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investigated emphasize transparent information on working conditions or provide 
statements on partnerships and relationships with various stakeholders. Referring to 
the component “value proposition”, the smaller companies included in the sample 
focus on clothing return systems as opportunity for brand loyalty and customer 
retention as well as a valuable source for (new) raw materials.

Further, all cases examined more or less aim at offering high quality, durable, 
ethically manufactured and aesthetic products. Based on our case date the revenue 
model of sustainability-oriented textile companies comprises issues such as the 
donation of earnings from products to support partners and stakeholders or, among 
others, the promotion of paid repair services. Concerning the “value chain” component 
the companies under investigation prioritize statements referring to establishing and 
strengthening legitimacy, corporate accountability and reputation as well as positive 
influence on local communities. In addition, fostering a long-term cooperation with 
partners such as suppliers that base their operations on sustainable values, too, seems 
to play a crucial role regarding business model innovations.

Next, our data also revealed that several corporate activities can be aligned twice 
or more to the elements of conventional business models. Exemplarily, offerings 
concerning used clothing take-back systems or concepts refer to both components 
“target customers” as well as “value proposition”. This reflects the importance of 
perspective primarily taken (e.g., customer vs. service). Furthermore, issues relating 
to an increasingly needed appreciation and long-term use of textile products can be 
aligned to both elements “target customers” as well as “revenue model”, the latter 
reinforcing the highly desirable shift towards different economic rationales when 
conceptualizing, among others, the notion of slow fashion and related business models 
for the textile industry. Interestingly, our analysis also stresses several drivers for 
business model innovations in the textile industry to be found categorized only in the 
literature (e.g., “vegan”; “fashion library”). However, since they are not represented 
by the companies under focus it likely seems to be another methodological limitation 
of our research (e.g., sampling) rather than a content-wise restriction.

In the last step of our empirical investigation we conflated our prior findings 
with selected ideas on social sustainability and corporate social responsibility. In 
particular, by drawing on previous research by Bocken et al. (2014), we identified 
sustainable business model archetypes for each of the corporate sustainability-
related practices presented on the corporate websites. In doing so, this step enabled 
us to particularly identify business model innovations related to a somewhat social 
category of sustainable business models as worked out by Bocken et al. (2014). 
Consequently, this step was seen to nurture our research objective, namely exploring 
likely different approaches to social sustainability in the textile industry. The findings 
of this final evaluation step are presented in Table 4. As can be depicted from our 
results, all three groupings of sustainable business models as developed by Bocken 
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et al. (2014) – technological, social and organizational – are mirrored by the cases 
investigated. In order to provide for better clarity and developing distinct profiles each 
of the three higher order groupings as outlined by Bocken et al. (2014) is marked in a 
different colour. The green category encompasses the technical grouping of business 
models for sustainability with prevailing technological and technical innovation 
components. The higher order grouping marked in blue colour includes business 
model archetypes with a dominant organizational innovation change component. The 
remaining yellow-marked grouping encompasses social business model innovation 
archetypes and highlights social innovation components (Bocken et al., 2014). Since 
our focus here was to capture aspects relating to social sustainability in business 
model innovations in the textile industry the following sustainable business model 
archetypes with regard to social sustainability are represented among the sample: 
“Adopt a stewardship role”, “Encourage sufficiency” as well as “Deliver functionality 
rather than ownership”.

Albeit all three archetypes relating to social sustainability as identified by Bocken 
et al. (2014) can be retraced among the companies analysed, the extent differs, 
however. Whereas the archetype “Deliver functionality rather than ownership” is 
to be characterized only once in our sample, both “Adopt a stewardship role” as 
well as “Encourage sufficiency” are mirrored more than five times by respectively 

Table 4. Mapping sustainable business model archetypes for the global textile industry

* adopted from Rosca et al. (2017)
** adopted from Rosca et al. (2017)
*** inspired by Bocken et al. (2014); Groupings of business model archetypes: green = technological; yellow 

= social; blue = organizational
 *For a more accurate representation see the electronic version.
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aggregated data on corporate statements. Nevertheless, the exemplar archetypes 
derived prior in literature unfortunately do not fully reflect aspects that are central 
to some of the four companies analysed and their efforts in addressing societal 
aspects and values. Though relating to social sustainability and (corporate) social 
responsibility, the following issues cannot be aligned with earlier academic research 
on business model innovations for sustainability, pointing to a gap between practice 
and research. Among them, statements regarding corporate leadership, information 
about corporate culture (e.g., employee and supervisor training) and values (e.g., 
diversity), statements regarding community support and development (e.g., regarding 
disaster recovery and relief; educational support) as well as statements on shared 
values are found to be neglected.

In addition to this, the archetypes worked out by Bocken et al. (2014) do little 
distinguish between single agents along the value and supply chains. This seems 
highly problematic due to the given considerable amount of actors in the textile 
industry as well as their likely varying objectives and interests. So, the alignment 
of corporate statements from our four cases analysis becomes limited since different 
worldviews and perspectives between e.g., suppliers, managers and customers 
concerning social sustainability related efforts are not exhaustive.

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Combining our findings from the preceding empirical investigation with the 
LeximancerTM-based content analysis as described above, the following results can 
be summarised: In accordance with the analysis of earlier literature on business 
models, business model innovations for sustainability, textile industry as well as social 
sustainability, our empirical data stresses concepts - such as “value”, “business”, 
“customer” and “sustainability” - playing an important role in statements on corporate 
websites of textile companies, independent of the geographic region or textile segment 
the company is operating in. However, depending on the size of the company and 
–likely– the emphasis on sustainability in the genuine business model, the concept 
of the “customer” is more or less directly considered and addressed. Exemplarily, as 
revealed by our empirical analysis, the two large apparel manufacturing companies 
involved in our sample do not directly address issues relating to consumer awareness 
on their corporate websites. Thus, their business models and in particular the three 
related business model elements ‘customer relationship’, ‘value proposition’ and 
‘revenue streams’ apparently involve less aspects related to increasing shifts of 
consumer perspectives towards sustainability and ethics in textile production and 
consumption emphasized in academic research (Lueg et al., 2015). Based on our 
data analysis we find that companies already established in the global textile value 
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chain over several decades primarily align their business models towards social 
sustainability by highlighting almost exclusively corporate social responsibilities, 
like local sourcing and production as well as compliance with fair trade principles 
on their corporate websites. Thus, social value forms as highlighted in prior research 
(e.g., Evans et al., 2017) are not exhaustively covered by already established business 
models. At the same time, this spurs the need for developing genuinely ‘true’ social 
business model innovations for the textile industry.

Moreover, all four textile companies included in this research highlight issues 
relating to the concepts “products” as well as “environmental”. This seems to 
emphasize the presumption that business model innovations for the textile industry 
– independent of their inclusion of social facets – prioritise sustainable products or 
materials. In line with this, the increasing introduction of environmentally friendly 
technologies or manufacturing facilities, especially in the two larger companies, 
seem to confirm this priority of environmental management and objectives. Thus, 
this might spur further debates on whether larger companies address a wider range 
of sustainability issues compared to smaller ones due to different organizational 
capabilities (Weissbrod & Bocken, 2017).

In addition, several themes and concepts as identified by means of the 
LeximancerTM-based content analysis are of only little relevance to the practitioners. 
These include, among others, issues related to “project” and “action”. The content 
analysis also revealed several thematic and conceptual intersections, as business 
model innovations for (social) sustainability in the textile industry. Exemplarily, the 
intersections between the themes “business” and “value” as well as “innovation” and 
“sustainability” were built by the concepts “development” and “future” respectively. 
The question is whether these aspects are inherently linked to promoting real-world 
cases of ‘truly’ innovative and sustainable business models in the textile industry 
in order to gain long-term competitiveness.

The analysis of earlier research by means of the text-mining software also confirmed 
a distinguishing between the two thematic regions “clothing” and “fashion”. Two 
large apparel manufacturers of global reach and two smaller companies focusing on 
sustainable shoes or bags and accessories were included. Thus, the sample involved 
less typical cases compared to fast fashion companies. However, fashion and clothing 
by definition involve different ways of systemic thinking and economic priorities as 
well as (cultural and emotional) values (Armstrong et al., 2015). This might stipulate 
further research streams in two directions, namely business model innovations for 
social sustainability in the clothing as well as in the fashion industry.

Another finding, as the content analysis of previous research, indicates the 
concept “social” to be situated at the edge of the thematic region “sustainability”. 
Further, as part of the concept path performance – corporate – sustainability – social 
– environmental, the two themes “sustainability” and “value” became connected. 
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Similar to this, the analysis of corporate websites reveals a high interrelatedness 
between social and environmental aspects. Indeed, sustainable materials, products or 
manufacturing technologies are linked to genuinely social aspects such as working 
conditions or labour rights. By contributing to the overall philosophy and (long-term 
economic) performance, these aspects are seen to be highly relevant for a company’s 
strategy as well as subsequent changes to business models (Dickson & Chang, 2015; 
Haubro et al., 2015). However, the alignment of corporate strategy and business 
model innovations might also oppose efforts towards increasing sustainability. 
Exemplarily, one of the smaller companies, included in our sample directly, addresses 
the re-orientation towards, among others, international expansion in statements on 
its website. This, however, may be followed by multiple consequences including 
positive and negative (social) sustainability impacts. Though they might expand their 
client base as environmentally conscious consumers worldwide, they also might lose 
their initial claims and values like slow fashion. So, consequently, business model 
innovations for social sustainability are at risk by an increase in growth-focused 
forms and patterns of conventional textile production and consumption (Fletcher, 
2010). A deeper exploration of associated trade-offs, paradoxes and contradictions 
in business model innovations for social sustainability could be a valuable path for 
future research.

The concept “social” was not visible in other thematic regions of the concept 
maps displayed by LeximancerTM. Further, direct links to other somehow related 
concepts such as “people” were not uncovered. This proves also true for similar 
aspects relating to the notions of “social” or “social sustainability” including CSR, 
human rights, knowledge, learning, relationship, fair trade or sharing. This is partly 
also reflected by our empirical analysis where issues central to business model 
innovations, yet rooted in managerial or organizational capabilities are reflected 
in corporate statements, but cannot be aligned to existing models and frameworks 
for sustainable business models or innovations developed or dealt with in previous 
literature (e.g., Bocken et al., 2014). A recent effort in tackling the relationship 
between business model innovation and corporate sustainability by including 
organizational values explicitly, however, has been made by Pedersen et al. (2018).

FUTURE RESERACH DIRECTIONS

The purpose of this paper was to answer the above stated research questions based 
on a content analysis of prior research as well as an empirical investigation of four 
textile companies located in different parts of the world. Although all elements of 
conventional business models are addressed and shaped by sustainability-oriented 
textile companies, further research is necessary. Based on the above presented 
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theoretical background and our findings of the empirical analysis, the following 
research propositions concerning social sustainability in business model innovations 
for the global textile industry can be derived:

Proposition 1: Precise social value is inadequate and unclear embedded in 
business models in the textile industry and needs further evaluation in terms 
of theoretical conceptualization, focus and practical impact (e.g., consumer 
education; community involvement).

Proposition 2: Addressing the social dimension in business model innovations in the 
globally interrelated textile industry needs a stronger inclusion of company-
related organizational and cultural values towards (social) sustainability (e.g., 
managerial mind-sets).

Proposition 3: A proactive realigning of existing business model innovations 
to radically new business models in terms of social sustainability is often 
subordinated by components and pressure on the companies’ embedment in 
their external environment, e.g. macro-trends (e.g., CSR) and sufficiency; 
thus, proactive social business model innovations for the textile industry are 
pivotal, but mainly neglected.

Proposition 4: The strong intersections between environmental and social 
sustainability result in an increasingly purely ecological and economic 
orientation as well as a high fragmentation of sustainability initiatives; in 
the long-term, the social dimension is threatened by the traditional logics 
and paradoxes of the textile industry due to competitiveness (e.g., desire and 
pressure for sales growth and international expansion).

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to explore approaches to social sustainability in 
business model innovations. We focused our analysis on the global textile industry 
since this particular sector is well-known for its considerably negative environmental 
and social impacts. Our study contributes to existing literature on business models, 
business model innovations, textile industry as well as social sustainability. In line 
with this, a qualitative content analysis by using the innovative text-mining software 
LeximancerTM was applied. Furthermore, exploratory multiple case study approach 
advances the generally acknowledged gap of empirical research in the field of 
sustainable business models.

Our research has implications for practitioners in the textile industry as well as for 
further scholarly endeavours. First, it reinforces a stronger inclusion and consideration 
of social sustainability-related aspects in textile operations including a more holistic 
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communication of working conditions. Second, it emphasizes a stronger approach 
towards aligning the thinking and designing of sustainable business models with 
aspects relating to organizational culture and managerial values. Third, it calls for 
a stronger separation of environmental and social sustainability in terms of analysis 
and business model integration. Ideally, both is stressed, a single consideration 
of environmental and social issues and an integrative and systemic perspective. 
Though indispensably linked, in practice both dimensions are often covered up by 
solely focusing on environmental aspects, thus neglecting societal impacts of global 
textile production and consumption. Such a deeper understanding of social aspects 
regarding business operations in the textile sector also expands to an increasing 
responsibility of especially large companies, among others consumer education and 
raising awareness. In this respect, however, the relevant business model innovations 
and their components still have to be more clearly explored and characterised by 
academic research.
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ABSTRACT

Port terminals play an integral role in the transportation logistics chain by providing 
cargo handling, storage, and warehousing services to a range of shipping lines, 
freight forwarders, and cargo owners. This chapter reports on a case study aimed at 
determining the challenges and limitations experienced with the current information 
and communication technology used in port terminals in Durban and examines how 
technological, organizational, and environmental factors influence port automation. 
A quantitative approach was adopted, and a questionnaire was designed to collect 
data. The findings revealed that adequate technology needs to be acquired, and the 
compatibility and complexity of the technology have the biggest influence on the 
automation of terminal ports in Durban. Communication with stakeholders and 
IT skills retention were found to be the most important organizational factors and 
customer readiness emerged as an important environmental factor influencing the 
automation of port terminals in Durban.
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INTRODUCTION

The global financial crisis of 2007–2008, which caused a decline in economic activity 
leading to the 2008–2012 global recession (Eaton, Kortum, Neiman & Romalis, 
2010) has intensified competition between ports worldwide. This has led to the need 
for implementing performance improvement techniques and effective cost reduction 
mechanisms in the operation of port terminals, to sustain development activities 
and improve their governance (Verhoeven, 2010). These factors have steered port 
terminals worldwide to implement the latest technology to increase productivity in 
their processes and grow their market share (Tongzon, 2001). The Fourth Industrial 
Revolution, sometimes called Industry 4.0 or 4IR, which embraces technologies such 
as artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous vehicles and drones, the internet of things 
(IoT), and advanced materials is set to have a major impact on automation of port 
terminal operations. This chapter aims at determining the challenges and limitations 
experienced with the current technology used for port terminal operations in the 
port of Durban and examines how technological, organizational and environmental 
factors influence the automation of port terminals.

BACKGROUND

A port terminal is a place on the edge of the earth called a coastline with seafronts 
deep enough for ships to dock, so that goods and people can enter into ships for 
transportation through the sea (Verhoeven, 2010). Port terminals have been used 
from many centuries back as the points of entry, mainly for goods meant for trading 
purposes from one continent to another (Roso, Woxenius & Lumsden, 2009). Port 
terminals play an integral role in the transportation logistics chain by providing cargo 
handling, storage and warehousing services to a wide range of shipping lines, freight 
forwarders and cargo owners (Pettit & Beresford, 2009). Port terminal operations 
are divided into four major business segments, namely containers, bulk, break-bulk 
(multi-purpose) and automotive as depicted in Figure 1.

The operations of a port is a large process in which the final element is not a 
tangible product but rather a specified service (Homayouni & Tang, 2015). The 
service referred to is the handling and storage of the containerized merchandise 
for customers through the reception terminals (import and export) or transhipment 
terminals, where merchandises are transferred from one vessel to another. This service 
needs to be performed on the date agreed with the customer, and in accordance with 
the conditions that the seller, exporter and loader has contracted with the customer 
(Yu & Qi, 2013). The basic objective is to carry out the operations as rapidly as 
possible, to enable the vessel to spend the minimum time necessary in port and, 
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consequently, to obtain maximum economic utilization, reduce energy consumption 
and improve environmental efficiency.

The environment in which these ports operate has changed as it has become 
increasingly competitive. It is no longer sufficient for organisations to have only 
the right equipment and systems but rather it needs organisations with the ability to 
integrate systems and analyse the available data in order to predict future trends and 
plan efficient ways to accomplish these predicted activities (Felício & Caldeirinha, 
2013).

Automation is the most effective way to move cargo quicker (Maturana, 2004) as 
it will reduce delays and sluggish times. The automation of port terminals can make 
them efficient in running their operations (Zehendner & Feillet, 2014) by enabling 
implementation and utilisation of business intelligence (Lokuge & Alahakoon, 2007).

The port of Durban is currently the largest and considered one of the busiest 
ports in Africa, which handles approximately 80 million tons of cargo a year and 
clears 60% of all imports and exports through its port (TransnetPortsAuthority, 
2019). Increased port automation is a necessary and evolutionary step towards 
improving performance at the port terminals in Durban. The envisaged benefits of 
port automation include among others lower operational costs, increased terminal 
productivity, improved capacity, enhanced safety and security. (Naicker & Allopi, 
2015). It is against this background that the current study undertakes to ascertain 
factors influencing port automation in Durban.

Figure 1. Types of port terminals
(overendstudio, n.d.)
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Challenges and Limitations Faced by Port Terminals

Port terminals in Africa are currently facing several challenges and limitations in 
their day-to-day operational activities. Congestion at seaports in Durban and South 
Africa has been the greatest challenge. Until recently, there were no attempts to 
automate processes at port terminals resulting in inefficiency and huge delays in 
the transportation of commodities. Raw materials lost their freshness and cargo 
distribution to industries became increasingly expensive. As a result, the country 
is not competitive with the rest of Africa or the rest of the world and it is beginning 
to lose business to new fully automated seaports, which are emerging in nearby 
countries such as Mozambique, Namibia and Tanzania (Ndlovu, 2007). Challenges 
range from technological and organisational to environmental issues (Trujillo, 
González & Jiménez, 2013).

Technology Issues

In order for a maritime transportation system to function optimally, it requires 
reliable information and communication technology (ICT) to track vessels, monitor 
cargo loading and unloading times, and trace truck movements. Customers also 
need access to timely information and speedy transactions. Lack of an adequate 
ICT infrastructure to support marine transportation will limit growth and negatively 
affect a country’s ability to compete on a global scale (Kahyarara, 2018). Ruto & 
Everlyn (2015) recommended an improvement in ICT infrastructure to improve 
port performance. These point to the need for Maritime Management Information 
Systems, encompassing an Automatic Identification Systems (AIS), Vessel Traffic 
Management System (VTMS) and Port Operating Systems (POS), as well as a Port 
Community System to achieve efficiency and productivity gains in port operations. 
Kahyarara, (2018) noted challenges relating to infrastructure across subsectors 
in East Africa, namely inadequacies in human resource and ICT systems, which 
hampered port administration, competition and performance. He further reported 
that the ICT sector in East Africa showed high costs and low penetration. A report 
by the African business communities stated that ports in Africa are facing major 
challenges of inadequate infrastructure and unproductive operations, thereby resulting 
in substantial loss of potential future revenue (Africabusinesscommunities, n.d.). 
Narsoo, Muslun & Sunhaloo, (2009), emphasize the importance of the efficient use 
of ICT to achieve organisational competitiveness and enable smooth information 
and knowledge transfer.
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Organisational Issues

The challenges encountered by port terminals in Africa are affecting business 
operation. These challenges include non-alignment of business process with the 
computer systems currently used for operations, lack of support from top management 
in terms of finance to invest in new IT initiatives and lack of willingness to change 
and adopt new ways of doing business (Ndlovu, 2007). There is also a big issue 
concerning lack of critical IT skills and their retention (Trujillo, González & Jiménez, 
2013). According to Chu, Gailus, Liu & Ni (2018), ports are experiencing challenges 
of acquiring the needed capabilities, such as specialist engineer positions, as well 
as planning and implementation expertise.

As current business processes in port terminals do not match computer system 
functions, some tasks are performed manually, thereby leading to inefficiencies. 
There is a need for business process engineering to align port terminal processes 
to acceptable standards of port terminal operations. Most reporting is performed 
manually as systems are not being integrated leading to inadequate information 
being provided for decision-making (Ndlovu, 2007).

Communication is another challenge encountered at port terminals in Durban. 
There seems to be no clear communication between top-level management and 
operational employees working at the bottom of the hierarchy (Ndlovu, 2007). There 
is need to develop a clear model of communication, which will enable management 
to inform employees of the company’s overall strategy, target goals for each year and 
identify activities to concentrate on at each particular moment (Hall & Jacobs, 2010). 
The communication model should also empower employees to raise to management 
the challenges they are facing in completing assigned activities, meeting the expected 
targets and achieving the organisation’s overall objectives.

Information technology skills retention is another huge challenge the organisation 
is facing, because of the high demand for people with critical IT skills worldwide 
(Horwitz, 2013). Currently the organisation is not able to attract skilled and experienced 
people with critical IT skills as they face competition from well renowned South 
African private companies and other organisations worldwide. The junior employees 
the organisation attracts do not stay for long in the organisation as competitors then 
recruit them once they have the necessary skills and experience.

According to Mokone (2016), there is a lack of adequate financial investments 
in port terminals, which is hampering their adoption of new technology. Top 
management support is required at port terminals in terms of financial support 
and encouragement to adopt new ways of doing things in the organisation. A high 
performance culture is required, which enables adoption of new effective ways of 
doing business (Ndlovu, 2007).
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In a study conducted by Wang, Mileski & Zeng (2017), it was reported that 
close ties need to be maintained with maritime supply–chain partners to increase 
throughput volume and reduce throughput uncertainty.

The study conducted by Keceli, Choi, Cha and Aydogdu (2008), reported that top 
management support, adopters’ technical and non-technical readiness, competition 
and perceived benefits were the factors influencing Port Community System adoption.

Environmental Issues

Port terminals in Durban are facing huge competition from direct and indirect players 
in the port industry. Direct competition is coming from local organisation who are 
lobbying for the government to open up the seaport industry to everyone and not 
let it just be monopolised by a parastatal. Regional players are also posing a threat 
to port terminals in Durban as ports of Namibia, Mozambique and Tanzania are 
getting huge funding from the Chinese and Russian government to revamp their 
port terminals (Vhumbunu, 2016). This poses an indirect threat to port terminals in 
Durban as it could lead to a loss of its regional customers. Worldwide port terminals 
are identifying new routes, which are faster and reliable for their delivery of goods, 
so port terminals in Durban will have to be prepared to meet the new conditions 
expected by these international port terminals (Trujillo, González & Jiménez, 2013).

Government and municipality laws and regulations are also posing a challenge 
to ports of Durban operations. The government and the municipality of Durban are 
reviewing laws and regulations to reduce energy usage, radiation pollution and carbon 
dioxide emissions to protect the health and improve the safety of people working 
at port terminals and living near the seaport. Labour relations laws are undergoing 
review to ensure that individuals from previously disadvantaged backgrounds also 
have an opportunity of employment.

Another challenge encountered is to satisfy the port terminals customers, who have 
expectations of a quick and affordable service. They want to have their transactions 
processed online and in real-time so that they can be able to track and monitor their 
transactions throughout the process flow (Ndlovu, 2007). Processing customer 
transactions online will enable them to cut the huge printing costs associated with 
manually processing the transactions. The other issue is that customers expect the 
safe and secure processing of confidential information, which manual processes 
cannot guarantee.

The challenges discussed show that technology is critical from an operational 
point of view. There is a need for data analytics to provide clarity in governance and 
enable risk management. Business networks are required to establish connections 
with suppliers. Automated finance, procurement, and supply chain management 
are already increasing efficiency and generating significant increases in revenue. 
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These increases are credited to automation and the new performance-driven culture 
(Kowalczyk & Buxmann, 2015).

Port Automation

Dynamics such as spatial restraints, pressure to increase efficiency, economic 
restrictions and the necessity to be ecological add to the present trials of harbours 
(De Martino, 2014). Expertise and inventions, such as the internet of things, can 
help to mitigate these challenges and be the driving force pushing the automation of 
seaports (Zhou, 2013). The final automated port could be the completely computerised 
seaport where every gadget is linked through the internet of things, where the 
main drivers in automated seaports are efficiency and productivity improvements. 
Automating ports involves a combination of equipment and systems setups (Gubbi, 
Buyya, Marusic & Palaniswami, 2013), which include diverse network tools like 
radio, LAN, WAN and WLAN, RFID, WIFI and positioning technologies.

The efficiency of the automated seaport depends on the equipment, skills, 
knowledge and the capability of working collectively to successfully share data, for 
the advantage of the seaport and its clients (Albino, Berardi & Dangelico, 2015). 
Data exchange is essential where stakeholders and the business need to strengthen 
their relationship and improve operations, as was the situation at the Cartagena 
port terminal. The fostering of close ties with maritime supply–chain partners help 
increase throughput volume and reduce throughput uncertainty (Wang, Mileski & 
Zeng, 2017).

Port automation offers the benefit of improved safety and security of people and 
port facilities by reducing human errors in operation (Martín-Soberón, Monfort, 
Sapiña, Monterde & Calduch, 2014).

According to Chu, Gailus, Liu, and Ni (2018), port automation involves the 
integration and co-ordination of five components, namely automated equipment, 
equipment-control systems, terminal control tower, human–machine interactions 
and interactions with the port community. Equipment-control systems such as 
integrated gate-operating software with advanced optical-character-recognition and 
camera technology allows for automating gate operations and the identification and 
routing of containers and trucks automatically. A terminal control tower comprises 
the terminal operating system, decision-making tools, advanced analytics, the digital 
platform, and interfaces to the port community and customers. Human–machine 
interactions use technologies like augmented reality and virtual reality, namely 
direct robots and automated guided vehicles. Interactions with the port community 
enables a smooth exchange of data and connectivity among liners, logistics service 
providers, consignees, and customs officials. While the first automated container 
port was already in existence in Europe in the early 1990s, since then many ports 
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have installed equipment to automate some of the processes in their terminals. 
Almost 40 partly or fully automated ports now do business in various parts of the 
world (Chu, Gailus, Liu, and Ni, 2018).

Smart Port Terminals

The vision of a smart port terminal is a port that uses digital technologies to enhance 
performance, reduce cost and resource consumption by taking care of people and 
being environmentally responsible. The principle of the smart/intelligent port concept 
is making the best use of limited resources (streets, waterways and railways) by 
introducing a control unit that optimises present day handling processes of carriers 
on land and sea (Angelidou, 2014).

The increasing freight transport volumes, cost pressures, regulatory requirements 
and the growing demands for sustainability all call for ongoing process optimisation 
in ports (Ndlovu, 2007). Ports cannot geographically expand forever, and they will 
have to come up with mechanisms to increase productivity whilst operating in their 
confined space. The existing infrastructure facilities must be used intelligently and 
efficiently, as space is limited. The establishment of an intelligent infrastructure is 
imperative to ensure smooth and efficient traffic flows and, ultimately, trade flows. 
Information technology platforms such as Bluetooth, hotspots or Wi-Fi, cloud 
computing, mobile end devices, the internet of things and big data play a key role 
in implementing this (Dadashi, Wilson, Golightly & Sharples, 2014).

Ports need to brace themselves for a rising volume of transport in maritime 
traffic. Large ports are the major hubs of this incredibly huge flow of goods. This 
is where maritime shipping, rail and road all come together and this confluence 
is confronting logistics with growing challenges. It is important to link together 
real-time data between companies, people, machines and plants across different, 
organically grown systems and its landscapes. A smart port is the vision (Ndlovu, 
2007). According to Yang, Zhong, Yao, Yu, Fu, & Postolache (2018), a smart port 
may be defined as a fully automated port where all devices are connected via a 
network of smart sensors and actuators, wireless devices, and data centers, which 
constitutes the key infrastructure of the smart port. The major enablers in smart 
ports are productivity and efficiency gains.

A smart port terminal can enable an organisation to integrate all its operating 
components and systems, so that it can be able to analyse the data and information 
available using business intelligence (BI). An automated intelligent port should 
provide a set of intelligent services, which combines the following characteristics 
(Ferretti & Schiavone, 2016):
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• Intelligent and Efficient Use of Current Resources and Infrastructures: 
The intelligent services should optimize the use of current resources, seeking 
mechanisms that facilitate the re-use of the infrastructure.

• Cost Reduction: The gate automation would have a direct impact on the 
reduction of the staff assigned to gate control. In addition, this would reduce 
the gate process time and alleviate queues and pollution.

• Economic Value: The intelligent services should create a clear return of the 
investment and produce economic value through a cost reduction or a new 
source of income.

• Time Reduction: The gate in/out operation at gate terminals is currently 
under the supervision of terminal staff and police officers. The personnel 
assigned to these tasks have to check the hard copy documentation or the 
information prompted in their IT systems against physical items like the 
container number, truck plate, and trucker identification. The control process 
takes time and slows down the gate in/out operation. Moreover, it creates 
truck queues at lanes with its negative impact on cost, time and pollution.

• Secure Operations: The supervision and manual tasks are not free of errors 
and are harder to follow up and trace. The setup of automatic control at gates 
should guarantee the reliability and security of the port operations. The new 
systems would check that the operations are fully authorized.

• Improved Working Conditions: The people in charge of the supervision 
have to work outside or in small cabins. The gate automation process will 
allow people to move into well-equipped control offices.

• Environmental Sustainability: The services will take into consideration 
environmental issues. It will contribute in reducing usage of limited resource 
and seek for the reduction of the CO2 footprint.

• Health Care Responsibility: Millions of people work at port areas suffering 
tough conditions during their daily tasks. The intelligent services would bring 
about an improvement in working conditions. For instance, by providing 
mobility services and technologies, people can work in better premises.

• Governance: The intelligent services will enhance the good management 
of the ports improving security, safety and other key items such as ensuring 
the availability, traceability and smooth execution of the port operations. The 
intelligent services should strive for better control of the tasks. In this way, it 
is key to have an efficient use of the human resources assigned to supervision 
tasks.
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A smart/intelligent port terminal has to have at least seven mechanisms for it 
to be fully effective when functioning. These following mechanisms are integral 
components of a smart/ intelligent port terminal:

• Internet of Things for interconnecting all devices and gadgets around the 
terminal for quicker and easier exchange of data and information.

• Big Data Analytics tools for analysing data collected during port terminal 
operations (Shi, Tao & Voß, 2011).

• Data Visualization for deducing meaning from the data analysed and 
presenting them in a form that business understands.

• Cloud Computing A key element to all this is some sort of repository (cloud 
computing) gathering information about all events related to the port. When 
analysed and presented in an intelligent way, that data can help achieve the 
goal of doing things smarter (Kumar & Prakash, 2016).

• Pervasive Computing giving intelligence to machinery in terminal operations 
so human intervention can be minimum.

• Information Security to ensure that confidential information for port 
terminal operations is secure (Ao, 2014).

• Sensors such as inertial sensors, ultrasonic sensors, eddy current sensors, 
radar, lidar, imaging sensors, and RFID readers and tags for the collection 
of the required data in order to change the “port” into a “smart port.” (Yang, 
Zhong, Yao, Yu, Fu, & Postolache, 2018)

The following are examples of ports that are forerunners of smart digital 
transformation, and have implemented port automation:

• Port Amsterdam: a port that presents a model of “Smart Green Port” based 
on 3 axes: Environment, Intermodal and ICT (Hollen, van den Bosch & 
Volberda, 2014).

• Port Hamburg: has a model of smart port based on logistics services offered 
to both foreland and hinterland. The Hamburg smart port 2025 project relies 
heavily on an intelligent ICT infrastructure and logistic services based on 
them (Ferretti & Schiavone, 2016).

• Port Singapore: has a business driven IT investment and is involved in the 
development of Maritime Intelligence & Shipping (Hollen, van den Bosch & 
Volberda, 2014).

• Port Barcelona: has made a re‐interpretation of the services and ICT 
applications of the last 15 years, and now presents them as a new IT solution 
that the port authority offers to its port community, to automate its process 
and add any technology enhanced services (Hein, 2016).
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• Port Rotterdam: Erasmus University and the port of Rotterdam launched 
the smart port Rotterdam Project in 2010, to connect knowledge management 
with new logistical services of the port of Rotterdam. (Hollen, van den Bosch 
& Volberda, 2014).

• Port Kansas: KC SmartPort promotes and enhances the status of the Kansas 
City region as a leading logistics centre in USA.

Table 1 illustrates the evolution of port operations from the 1940s to predictions 
of them by the year 2020.

Conceptual Model

There are limited studies on factors influencing port automation in the literature. 
This study adapted the Technology–Organization–Environment (TOE) framework 
to fit the empirical study on factors influencing automation in the port of Durban. 
The TOE framework emphasis three aspects (Kim, Park, Choi & Min, 2014):

• Technological aspect, which looks at the technology the organisation is 
currently using in carrying out its operations, as well as technology available 

Table 1. Evolution of port terminals

(https://www.slideshare.net/vijayhiranandani/port-operations-management-slideshow)
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for the organisation to utilize in accomplishing its tasks although it has not 
yet been implemented by the firm.

• Organisational aspect, which looks at organisational structure as it influences 
decision-making and communication flow in the organisation. The scope of 
the organisation covering size, goals and aims merits consideration, as these 
affect the rate at which change can be effected in the firm.

• Environmental aspect, which considers issues such as the industry in which 
the organisation operates, as it determines if it is a technology driven industry 
or if new technology does not effect change into the sector. Competitors in the 
environment aspect are important as no organisation wants to be lagging role 
in determining the environment in which the organisation operates as it sets 
rules to regulate operations in industries of its country.

The TOE framework was adapted for this study as this framework provides 
a comprehensive perspective on the factors that contribute to the influence of 
innovation adoption in organizations. Table 3 provides a summary of the adapted 
TOE framework categories, constructs, and previous research using these constructs 
for technological innovation adoption in various domains.

DATA FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

A quantitative approach was adopted for the empirical study and a survey research 
instrument was designed, comprising six sections, namely demographics, technological 
factors, organisational factors, environmental factors, automation of port terminals, as 
well as challenges and limitations in port operations. The questionnaire consisted of 
a Likert-scale for all the sections, except the demographics section, and participants 
were requested to rate the statements on a 5-point Likert rating scale ranging from 
‘Strongly Agree’(5) to ‘Strongly Disagree’(1). Expert reviews and a pilot study were 
used as mechanisms to test for the validity of the research instrument.

The research setting for the study was the port of Durban. The target population 
was drawn from the ranks of senior management, middle level employees and IT 
technicians employed within the Enterprise Information Management Services 
department as they have the necessary knowledge, IT expertise and experience in 
using systems to optimise operations. The purposive sampling technique was used 
to select a sample of 80 employees from the Enterprise Information Management 
Services (EIMS) department out of a total of 100 employees in the department. 
An electronic survey (e-survey) developed on Google forms, which is a free online 
survey offered to Gmail account clients and the link to the e-survey was sent to all 
employees. The majority responded via the e-survey method while some employees 
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Table 2. Conceptual model and previous research on technological innovation 
adoption
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requested to complete the questionnaire on a physical paper. Fifty-five completed 
questionnaires were received, thereby achieving a 69% successful response rate.

The statistical tests applied to the quantitative data using the Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 22 package were as follows: descriptive statistics 
in the form of frequency distributions, means and standard deviations; Wilcoxon 
Signed Ranks test; Regression analysis and the one sample t-test.

Demographic Findings

This section presents findings for some of the demographic data collected namely 
position, ICT experience and port operations experience.

Position

Most of the employees who responded were in the junior manager level comprising 
39% of the respondents, followed by the junior level employees and the middle 
managers with a 29% representation each, and followed by senior managers who 
had a 4% representation. Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the position 
of employees who responded.

ICT_Experience

The majority of respondents with ICT_experience was 27%, represented by two 
groups, namely 5-9 years and 10-14 years of experience. This was followed by 
13% who had 1-4 years’ experience, 7% who had more than 20+ years’ experience 

Figure 2. Employment position
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in ICT, and 5% who had less than a year (<1) ICT_Experience. Figure 3 shows a 
graphical representation of the respondents’ experience in ICT.

Port Experience

The majority of respondents had between 1-4 years’ experience constituting a 43% 
representation, followed by 27% who had 5-9 years port working experience, 11% 
who worked less than a year, 7% with 10-14 years and 15-19 years, and 5% who 
had more than twenty years’ experience. Figure 4 shows a graphical representation 
of the respondents working experience in the port environment.

Findings on Technological, Organisational 
and Environmental Factors

This section presents significant results pertaining to the various constructs comprising 
technological, organisational and environmental factors, and their influence on port 
automation. The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was used to test the reliability of 
the constructs in the questionnaire, which fell between .786 and .951, representing 
acceptable internal reliability. A one-sample t-test and the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks 
test was used to test if the average agreement measure showed significant agreement 
or disagreement for the various constructs comprising the factors/categories in the 
conceptual model. Regression analysis was used to test whether technological factors, 
organisational factors and environmental factors were predictors of port automation.

Figure 3. ICT_experience
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Technological Factors

The one sample t-test showed that there is significant disagreement with one aspect and 
significant agreement with four aspects of the technological factor statements. There 
was significant disagreement on the following statement measuring technological 
factors influence:

• The necessary technology to fully automate port terminal operations is 
already available (M = 2.6042, SD = .76973), t (55) = -3.848, p= .000;

There was significant agreement on the following statements measuring 
technological factors influence:

• The current technology is compatible to use for entirely automating the port 
operations (M=3.2634, SD = .90002), t (55) = 2.190, p=.033);

• The current technology is easy and simple to use (M=3.4598, SD = .79598), 
t (55) = 4.323, p=.000).

• The company’s data and information security mechanisms are capable of 
securing the company’s records (M=3.7083, SD = .76558), t (55) = 6.924, 
p=.000);

Figure 4. Port_experience
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• The technology being utilised by the organisation is able to achieve the 
required perceived benefits (M=3.5821, SD = .82970), t (55) = 5.251, 
p=.000).

Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the average measure of the constructs 
comprising technological factors.

Based on the statistical tests conducted on data relating to technological factors, 
the findings confirmed that the majority of respondents disagreed that the necessary 
technology was available, and equally agreed that aspects relating to compatibility, 
complexity, security and benefits were supported. The finding on available technology 
concurs with the findings of Ruto & Everlyn (2015) and Kahyarara, (2018), who 
report on the need for an adequate ICT infrastructure for port automation. The finding 
on adequate data and information security of current technology is consistent with 
the view that automation provides improved safety and security of people and port 
facilities (Martín-Soberón, Monfort, Sapiña, Monterde & Calduch, 2014).

Organisational Factors

The one sample t-test showed that there is significant agreement with two aspects 
of the organisational factor statements. There was significant agreement on the 
following statements measuring organisational factors influence:

• There is significant agreement that organisation’s employees have the IT 
skills required to implement and maintain IT solutions (M=3.3155, SD = 
.98251), t (55) = 2.403, p=.020).

Figure 5. Technological factors
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• There is significant agreement that the communication methods/tools (email 
& meetings, etc.) are effective for running IT operations in the organisation 
(M=3.48, SD = 1.079), t (55) = 3.345, p=.001).

Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of the average measure of the constructs 
comprising organisational factors.

Based on the statistical tests conducted on data relating to organisational factors, 
the findings confirmed that the majority of the respondents disagreed that necessary 
organisational goals were available, and equally agreed that the other aspects, namely 
structure, communication, IT skills, and top management support were adequately 
supported. The finding on IT skills refutes the finding of the study conducted 
by Trujillo, González & Jiménez (2013), who reported that there is a big issue 
concerning lack of critical IT skills and their retention and by Chu, Gailus, Liu & Ni 
(2018), who stated that ports are experiencing challenges of acquiring the specialist 
capabilities. The finding on communication methods refutes a study conducted by 
Ndlovu (2007), who stated that there is no clear communication between top-level 
management and operational employees working at the bottom of the hierarchy.

Environmental Factors

The one sample t-test showed that there is significant agreement with three aspects 
of with the environmental factors statements. There was significant agreement on 
the following statements measuring environmental factors influence:

Figure 6. Organisational factors
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• There is significant agreement that the pressure from competitors ensures 
the company strives to perform better than its competitors (M=3.3482, SD = 
1.00981), t (55) = 2.580, p=.013);

• The organisation’s operations adhere to the relevant laws and regulations 
related to its operations (M=3.5268, SD = .64883), t (55) = 6.076, p=.000);

• The organisation’s stakeholders have an influence over the decision to fully 
automate operations at port terminals. (M=3.4420, SD = .89060), t (55) = 
3.714, p=.000).

Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of the average measure of the constructs 
comprising environmental factors.

Based on the statistical tests conducted on data relating to environmental factors, 
the findings confirmed that the majority of respondents agreed that pressure from 
competitors ensures the company strives to perform better than its competitors do, 
operations adhere to the relevant laws and regulations and stakeholders have an 
influence over the decision to automate operations at port terminals. The finding 
on adherence to relevant laws and regulations concurs with the view of Muntean, 
Nechita, Nistor, Sarpe, (2010) that regulations are necessary to ports. The finding 
on competitive pressure is consistent with the studies conducted by Keceli, Choi, 
Cha and Aydogdu (2008) and Rahayu & Day (2015). The finding on trading partners 
supports the view of Wang, Mileski & Zeng (2017) that there needs to be close 
relationships with maritime supply–chain partners.

Figure 7. Environmental factors
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Findings on Port Terminal Automation

The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed that there was significant agreement with 
the following two statements relating to port automation:

• I think the organisation has the capability to fully automate its port terminal 
operations (M=3.41, SD = 1.092), t (55) = 2.815, p=.007);

• I think the organisation will successfully automate its entire port terminal 
operations (M=3.30, SD = 1.043), t (55) = 2.178, p=.034).

Figure 8 shows a graphical representation of the average measure of the constructs 
pertaining to port automation.

The findings relating to port terminal operation revealed that the majority of 
respondents agreed that the organisation has the capability to fully automate its 
port terminal operations and that the organisation will successfully automate its 
entire port terminal operations. The majority of the respondents disagreed that 
the organisation is ready to fully automate its port terminal operations. Keceli, 
Choi, Cha, & Aydogdu (2008) supports the finding on organisational readiness, 
by arguing that readiness has many facets, namely technical aspects of readiness 
such as hardware and software capabilities, as well as non-technical aspects such 
as expertise, expertise and financial readiness.

Figure 8. Port terminal automation
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Findings and Analysis of Challenges and Limitations

The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed that there is significant agreement with two 
and significant disagreement with one of the challenges and limitations statements. 
There was significant agreement on the following statements measuring challenges 
and limitations:

• There is significant agreement that computer systems (SAP, GCOS & Navis) 
for port terminal operations are adequate (M=3.79, SD = .868), t (55) = 
6.775, p=.000);

• There is significant agreement that IT employees are skilled enough to run 
port terminal operations efficiently (M=3.41, SD = .910), t (55) = 3.377, 
p=.001);

There was significant disagreement on the following statement measuring 
challenges and limitations:

• Labour (Labour unions and employee committees) are in support of fully 
automating port operations. (M=2.46, SD = .914), t (55) = -4.387, p=.000).

Figure 9 shows a graphical representation of the challenges and limitations 
relating to port terminal operations.

While the majority of respondents agreed that computer system were adequate 
for port terminal operations, the results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test indicated 
that many respondents perceive the organisation as not having the latest technology 
(i.e. IoT, Big Data analytics, Visualisation, Cloud Computing capabilities, Pervasive 
Computing and latest advances in information security) to fully automate its terminal 
operations. The latest technology, which the ports in Durban currently does not 
have, is crucial for automating port terminal operations. The result on adequacy of 
computer systems supports the study conducted by Narsoo, Muslun & Sunhaloo, 
(2009), who state that efficient ICT is necessary to enable smooth information and 
knowledge transfer and improve organizational performance and competitiveness.

The finding that IT employees are skilled enough refutes earlier studies by Trujillo, 
González & Jiménez (2013) and Chu, Gailus, Liu & Ni (2018).

The results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed that there is a majority 
agreement that customers’ operating processes are not yet ready for the full automation 
of port terminal processes. The result needs to be considered in conjunction with 
the study conducted by Ndlovu (2007), who reported that customers want to have 
their transactions processed online and in real-time so that they can be able to track 
and monitor their transactions throughout the process flow.
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The majority of the employees also agreed that there is a lack of top management 
support in the form of financial support to adequately maintain and upgrade 
terminal operations infrastructure and systems. The result also correlates with the 
study conducted by Mokone, (2016) which states that the lack of enough financial 
investments in port terminals is hampering their adoption of new technology.

The majority of the employees also agreed that labour unions and employee 
committees are not in favour of fully automating port operations. This result also 
correlates with a prior study conducted by Jones, (2005), who states that labour 
unions are the biggest resistor to changes in the way employees work in terminal 
port operations as they presume it will lead to job losses.

Analysis of Relationships Between 
Factors and Port Automation

This section presents the results of linear regression, which shows the predictors of 
port automation. Linear regression estimates the coefficients of the linear equation, 

Figure 9. Challenges and limitations
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involving one or more independent variables, which best predict the value of the 
dependent variable (Mielniczuk & Teisseyre, 2014).

Influence of Technological Factors on Port Automation

Regression analysis was used to test whether independent variable technological 
factors (i.e. availability, compatibility, complexity, security and benefits) were 
predictors of port automation. Table 3 shows the results obtained from the test.

The regression analysis results also indicated that these technological factor 
predictors accounted 62.9% (R2 = .629) of the variance of automation, F (5, 50) 
= 16.924, p<.0005). Compatibility (β = .321, p=.019) and complexity (β = .662, 
p<.0005) are both significant predictors of perceptions on port automation.

The result of technology availability as a predictor correlates with prior studies 
conducted by Chalfin, (2010); Lee, Kim & Ahn, (2011) and Rahayu & Day, (2015), 
who report that technology availability positively influences the adoption of a 
new technology. The result of technology competence as a significant predictor 
correlates with prior studies conducted by Rahayu & Day (2015); Oliveira, Thomas 
& Espadanal, (2014) and Zhu & Kraemer, (2005), who report that technology 
competence positively influences the adoption of a new technology. The result 
of technology complexity as a significant predictor correlates with a prior study 
conducted by Brown and Bakhru, (2007), who report that complexity is a key factor 
for successful application of technologies. Data and information security was not 
found to be a predictor of perceptions on port automation with the results (β = -.223, 
p=.153). This result refutes a prior study conducted by Benlian & Hess, (2011) who 
report that security is a major risk factor influencing software as a service adoption. 
Perceived benefits was found to be a predictor of perceptions on port automation 
(β = .124, p=.380), which correlates with a prior study conducted by Keceli, Choi, 
Cha and Aydogdu (2008), who reported that the perceived benefits factor influenced 
Port Community System adoption.

Table 3. Influence of technological factors on port automation
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Influence of Organisational Factors on Port Automation

Regression analysis was used as a technique to test whether independent variable 
organisational factors (i.e. structure, communication, IT skills, top management 
support, organisational goals) predicted the automation of ports. Table 4 shows the 
results obtained from the test.

The regression analysis results also indicated that these organisational factors 
predictors account for 55.5% (R2 = .555) of the variance of automation, F (5, 50) 
= 12.490, p<.0005). Communication (β = .505, p=.008) and IT Skills (β = .384, 
p=.002) are both significant predictors of perceptions on port automation.

The findings revealed that organisational structure was not a predictor on 
perceptions of port automation. This result refutes findings of a study conducted 
by Rahayu & Day, (2015), who report that organisational structure positively 
influences the adoption of a new technology. The result of communication process 
as a significant predictor of perceptions on port automation correlates with prior 
studies conducted by Rahayu & Day, (2015) and Zhu & Kraemer, (2005), who report 
that communication between stakeholders is crucial for the success of adopting a 
new technology. The result of IT skills as a significant predictor of perceptions on 
port automation correlates with a prior study conducted by Rahayu & Day, (2015), 
who report that IT skills positively influences the adoption of a new technology. 
The results of top management support as a non-predictor of perceptions on port 
automation refutes the findings of the study conducted by Keceli, Choi, Cha & 
Aydogdu (2008) who reported that top management support is a factor that influences 
user acceptance of port community systems. This result also does not support a 
prior study conducted by Brown and Russel, (2007), who state that top-management 
support is crucial in guiding and encouraging the transformation of an organisation 
from operating manually to automating its process. The result of organisational 
goals as a non-predictor of perceptions on port automation refutes the findings of 
a study conducted by Zhu & Kraemer, (2005), who state that organisational goals 
tend to drive the adoption of the latest technology on the market, if it can help an 
organisation achieve its goals.

Table 4. Influence of organisational factors on port automation
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Influence of Environmental Factors on Port Automation

Regression analysis was used to test whether independent variable environmental 
factors (i.e. competitive pressure, laws and regulations, customer readiness, trading 
partners influence) predicted port automation. Table 5 shows the results obtained 
from the test.

The regression analysis results also indicated that these environmental 
organisational factors predictors account for 49.2% (R2 = .492) of the variance of 
automation, F (4, 51) = 12.357, p<.0005). Customer readiness (β = .676, p<.0005) 
is a significant predictor of perceptions of port automation concerning operating 
processes and systems integration. This finding correlates with the expectation of 
customers to have their transactions processed online and in real-time, so that they 
can be able to track and monitor their transactions throughout the process flow 
(Ndlovu, 2007). This result refutes findings of prior studies conducted by Rahayu 
& Day, (2015); Son & Han, (2011) and Yousafzai & Yani‐de‐Soriano, (2012), who 
report that customer readiness has no positive and significant correlation with the 
adoption of a new technology. The results shows that competitive pressure is not a 
predictor of perceptions on port automation. This does not support the findings of 
the study conducted by Keceli, Choi, Cha and Aydogdu (2008) who reported that 
competition is a factor that influences user acceptance of port community systems. 
This result also refutes the findings of a study conducted by Rahayu & Day (2015), 
who report that competitive pressure positively influences the adoption of a new 
technology, but correlates with findings from a study conducted by Zhu & Kraemer 
(2005), who state that competitor’s influence has no direct effect on the adoption of 
a new technology. The result of laws and regulations as a predictor of perceptions 
on port automation supports the viewpoint of Muntean, Nechita, Nistor & Sarpe 
(2010) that community rules and regulations are necessary to ports. This result 
concurs with the findings of a study conducted by Zhu & Kraemer, (2005), who 
report that firms facing higher regulatory support are more likely to adopt a new 
technology. The influence of trading partners on port automation was significant, 
which correlates with the view of Wang, Mileski & Zeng (2017) that close ties 

Table 5. Influence of environmental factors on port automation
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need to be maintained with maritime supply–chain partners to increase throughput 
volume and reduce throughput uncertainty. This result refutes the findings of studies 
conducted by Rahayu & Day (2015) and Shi & Yan (2016) who report that trading 
partner’s pressure has no positive and significant correlation with the adoption of 
a new technology.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

One of the limitations of conducting the study was that it was restricted to the vicinity 
of Durban only and included three port terminals instead of covering all ten-port 
terminals in South Africa. Another limitation was that the study focused only on 
the constructs of the conceptual model adopted for the study. The target population 
comprised employees from the EIMS department, instead of all employees from 
the port terminals in Durban. The study also adopted a quantitative approach, which 
while consistent with similar studies based on the TOE model, did not provide deeper 
insights as is possible with a mixed methods research design.

Findings from this study showed that the challenges and limitations faced by port 
terminals in Durban are that it does not have the latest technology, there is a lack 
of top management financial support to adequately maintain and upgrade terminal 
operations infrastructure and systems, and customers’ operating processes are not yet 
ready for the full automation of port terminals. The technological factor predictors 
accounted for 62.9% (R2 = .629) of the variance of port terminal automation, meaning 
that technological factors have the biggest influence and the latest technology such 
as IOT, big data analytics, visualization, cloud computing capabilities, pervasive 
computing and latest advances in information security have to be acquired. The 
organisational factor predictors accounted for 55.5% of the variance, with factors such 
as communication and critical IT skills positively influencing perceptions of port 
automation. The environmental factor predictors accounted for 49.2% of the variance, 
meaning that environmental factors have the least influence on the port terminal 
automation, with only customer readiness significantly influencing perceptions of 
port automation. To promote customer readiness before implementation, there is a 
need to introduce awareness and training campaigns and ensure customer systems 
are inter-operable with the intelligent port terminal systems. Current challenges and 
limitations can be addressed by investing in advanced digitalisation and automation, 
and by emulating the technologies and characteristics of smart port terminals. The 
majority of the respondents disagreed that the organisation is ready to fully automate 
its port terminal operations, but agree that it is capable and will successfully automate 
its entire port terminal operations.
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Future research can be conducted test the viability of the conceptual model for similar 
results in a different context, for example, in other South African provinces, African 
countries, the Southern African region or the African continent. In addition, other 
factors, which could affect port terminal automation could be explored, that are not 
limited to the conceptual model. More studies need to be conducted using different 
research methodologies to obtain deeper insights into challenges and limitations 
of port terminal operations. Future studies should focus on implementation issues 
pertaining to the automation of ports with intelligent services.

CONCLUSION

This study was necessitated by the need to reduce costs and improve performance and 
productivity at the Durban port terminals using smart technologies and optimizing 
business processes. Another factor that motivated the study was that competition 
among port terminals around the world are increasing and ports are beginning to tap 
into each other’s market share. As the competition increases ports are looking for 
better mechanisms to carry out their operations in a less costly and most effective way.

The TOE framework was utilised in this study as a baseline to assess the 
extent to which technological, organisational and environmental factors influence 
automation in the port of Durban. The findings of this study also highlights the 
current challenges and limitations faced by port terminals in Durban. This study 
makes a practical contribution by helping companies operating port terminals in 
South Africa, especially those operating in Durban, to be able to understand and 
overcome the current challenges and limitations, in an effort to evolve towards the 
use of smart technologies and transformation in policies and business practices. The 
study has contributed to the body of knowledge by the successful adaptation of the 
TOE framework to study automation issues in the transport and logistics industry.

Organisations must seize the opportunity to increase its market share by striving 
towards fully automating its port terminal operations. As many ports in Africa have 
not yet fully automated its port terminals, the port of Durban, together with other 
African countries with automated seaports, is set to lead the way in adopting the 
disruptive technologies of the fourth industrial revolution. The fourth industrial 
revolution or 4IR, synonymous with terms such as smart cities, smart factories, 
smart industries, speaks to a revolution in the production processes, operations 
as well as products and services. The vision of the smart port includes the use of 
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new and innovative technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous 
systems, track and trace technology, sensors, the internet of things (IoT), big data 
analytics, cloud computing and pervasive computing. These developments are set 
to revolutionize the transport logistics industry yielding positive and far-reaching 
benefits.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Digitization of Ports: Seaports that invest in digitization and innovation to 
revolutionize shipping and transport logistics.

Efficiency in Seaports: Efficiency in seaports considers measures such as the 
duration of a ship’s stopover in a port, as well as quality processes relating to cargo 
handling and service to inland transport providers.

Internet of Things (IoT): It is a network of items including sensors and embedded 
systems, which are connected to the internet and enable physical objects to gather 
and exchange data.

Market Share: The percentage of total sales of an industry in the market owned 
by a specific organisation compared to its competitors.

Port Terminal: It is an assembly point were freight (goods, container, and cars) 
are stored for processing that are to be moved to other destinations, usually from 
one mode of transportation to another.

Port Terminal Technology: Includes partially automated cranes, automated 
guided vehicles, and automated yard planning.

Smart Port Terminal: Uses the latest advances in information and communication 
technology to facilitate the movement of freight faster, using low cost mechanisms, 
and assures the safety of employees and citizens living around port terminals.
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ABSTRACT

In the midst of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the proliferation of the technology 
revolution is changing the mindset of people relating to waste management. The 
mobility of people to the different places of African continent, a hike in industrial 
advancements, and the increase in the rise of goods consumption among others 
are fueling the generation of waste across Africa. Although the waste management 
industry plays a crucial role, reports have shown in the last decade that environmental 
degradation, pollution, and non-compliances by the activities of waste management 
companies prevail and impinge on environmental performance. Waste has now 
become one of the most significant environmental issues that requires attention. This 
chapter emphasizes on the landscape of the sector of waste management and the 
challenges facing the waste industry in Africa. The chapter ends with propositions 
to address those issues in a view to promote environmental performance and ensure 
responsible management of emerging African markets in the era of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.
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Environmental Performance in the Waste Management Industry of Africa

INTRODUCTION

Due to rapid innovation in technology, the global economy, and urbanization, man 
has established the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which has increased the standard 
of living. This has led to an increase in industrial processing, which has accelerated 
the generation of waste. Waste management has rapidly become one of the global 
environmental issues (Song, Li & Zeng, 2015:1). Due to a rapid increase in population 
and industrial advancements, there has been an increased generation of waste in 
Africa. For instance, the waste management sector in South Africa plays a vital role 
in the South African economy, the sector has been valued at 15.3 billion rand, and 
contributes to 0.51% of the country’s GDP and contributing to economic growth 
(Department of Environmental Affairs, 2017).

In the last decade, there have been numerous reports of environmental degradation, 
pollution and non-compliances by the activities of waste management companies 
that has shown to have strong bearing on responsible management. Responsible 
management can be described as “seeking to balance the interests of the entire 
world (people, companies and environment) to prosper for the benefit of both 
current and future generations”. Waste has now become one of the most significant 
environmental issues that requires attention to enhance responsible management. In 
this context, the waste management sector plays a vital role in the African economy 
as waste is generated from all industries, which needs to be disposed of in a legal 
and accountable manner (Singh, Brueckner, & Padhy, 2015:16). For instance, much 
emphasis has been placed on the waste sector lately with the National Department 
of Environmental Affairs (DEA) in South Africa, declaring a “War on Waste”. The 
DEA have been striving to implement measures to ensure that waste is recycled, 
re-used, reduced and beneficiated. Targets and deadlines have been placed on waste 
generators and waste management companies to comply with national legislation 
in order to ensure the protection of the environment, health and safety of the public 
and to promote responsible management (Young, Davis, Mcneil, Malhotra, Russell, 
Unsworth, & Clegg, 2015:670).

However, research suggests that sound waste management practices in Africa 
are not under control by those who are actively involved in waste management 
(DEA, 2017). Although the intention is there to act responsibly, there are various 
barriers to good waste behaviour. Also, whilst there is intent to perform proper waste 
management practices, to enhance environmental performance, there has been weak 
translation into good behaviour (Godfrey, Scott, & Trois, 2013:295).

Therefore, the study is predicated on the thrust that the main factors affecting 
environmental performance in the waste industry of African developing countries 
such as organizational culture, environmental management system and the pro-
environmental behaviour of employees can improve environmental performance 
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in the waste industry of African developing countries and ensure responsible 
management practices.

The chapter focuses mainly on Municipal solid wastes (MSW) that are waste 
generated everyday although it makes mention of other types of waste in the content 
of the chapter.

Table 1 highlights the amount of MSW recorded in various cities of Africa.
Over the last five years, MSW has been seen as an environmental management 

component that can affect the attractiveness of a city, its socio-economic and political 
development (Nhamo, 2011). This is in line with the “SDGs Transforming our 
world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” which includes Sustainable 
Development Goal 11: “Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient 
and sustainable”. First world-war countries or developed countries have prioritized 
MSW management by adhering to strict compliance, stringent regulatory framework 
and creative measures for MSW use, for instance energy generation. Further, they 
have ensured that MSW figures at the top of development agenda for their cities. 
This initiative can unlock opportunities of income generation for African cities by 
adopting waste re-use for the purpose of energy generation. However, the availability 
and quality of data on MSW are rather compromised and this affects the development 
agenda of MSW programmes in Africa (Fahmi & Sutton, 2010; UNEP, 2018).

Seven sections form part of the chapter: Section one provides a landscape of the 
waste management sector as a measure to promote environmental performance and 
ensure responsible management in the African context. Section two discusses the 
challenges facing the waste management sector in Africa to enhance environmental 
performance. The third section addresses the main drivers of environmental 
performance in the waste industry of Africa. The fourth part of this chapter gives 
an overview of the current scale of increased waste and E-waste in the African 
countries. Ways relating to how environmental performance can be enhanced in the 
waste management industry of African developing countries is provided in section 
five. Section six provides some recommendations focusing on how environmental 

Table 1. Amount of MSW recorded in various cities of Africa during year 2016

African City/Countries MSW generation rate (kg/capita/day)

Nigeria- Lagos 0,95

Kenya - Nairobi 0,72

Tanzania - Dar es Salaam 0,50

Zambia- Lusaka 0,37

Ethiopia - Addis Ababa 0,32

Source: Kawai and Tasaki (2016)
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performance can be promoted in the sector of waste management while the FIR 
has emerged already. Future research directions are provided in section seven. This 
chapter provides a conclusion at the end.

BACKGROUND

A Snapshot of the Waste Management Sector With 
Reference to African Developing Countries

“Waste management” has gained momentum over the last decade and has been 
embedded within the Sustainable Development Goals. Although there has been an 
increase the waste generation in Africa, it has been noted that concerted efforts have 
contributed towards achieving the SDGs goals in the era of a hike in population 
and industrialization. Recently, there has been an increase of people in the move 
towards urban places in Sub-Saharan African countries and this trend is expected 
to continue in the near future. A population of 697 million is expected compared 
to 298 million in 2035 and by the middle century more than a billion of people is 
expected to live in urban places (African Development Bank, 2016). As much as 
urbanization can lead to economic growth engine, it can also generate alongside 
some challenges. As population count and African urban places grow rapidly, so 
grows the amount of the waste generated. The change in the patterns of consumption 
and economic activities can lead to different kinds of waste that should be managed 
in a decent and appropriate manner to ensure healthy living standards for each and 
every citizen so as to ensure responsible management. The hike in the population 
and industrialization in the emerging countries are pressurizing the resources in 
urban areas to provide for appropriates services of waste management. This is due 
to the lack of policies that can regulate the emerging informal settlements where 
the generating of services for waste management are not inadequate or appropriate 
in most parts of Africa. For instance, there is largely a lack of sanitation, water 
and waste management services for sixty-two percent of the people who live in 
the informal settlements of Sub-Saharan African countries (International Labour 
Organisation, 2013).

Moreover, lately, the waste management sector has been plagued with a significant 
number of transgressions to national legislation, natural resources, and the health 
and safety of the public by various industries. The mismanagement of waste has 
led to the compromise of natural resources such as air, water and land, which has 
transpired through the mobilization of chemicals and airborne particulates from the 
incorrect handling and disposal of hazardous waste. Waste management efficacy 
is not at the desired levels in Africa as compared to international standards, most 
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of the waste generated in Africa is disposed of to landfill sites. Godfrey, Scott, & 
Trois (2013) stated that only 10% of landfills in South Africa are operated within 
accordance to national legislation. Policy makers have still a long way ahead to go 
in order to respond to the sanitary needs of the low-income people. Consequently, 
role players in the waste management sector have a duty to ensure the protection 
of the environment and the health and safety of the African public. Therefore, it 
is imperative to enlighten top management in the waste management sector of the 
factors that influence environmental performance which will be discussed at a later 
stage in the chapter. Various practices and procedures can be put in place to ensure 
that the business activities are conducted in accordance with best environmental 
methodologies to enhance environmental performance and to ensure the sustained 
protection of the environment (Hamdoun & Zouaoui, 2017). The communities in the 
vicinity of waste management activities will benefit from the increased environmental 
performance as they will not be exposed to the toxic fumes emanating from the 
waste and landfills. Clients and legislative bodies will be at ease with the fact that 
their waste is being handled and disposed in an industry which specifically focuses 
on environmental sustainability and responsible management

CHALLENGES FACING WASTE 
MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY IN AFRICA

There are different kinds of waste (wastewater, human excreta sludge and municipal 
solid waste) generated which can have an effect on health and performance of the 
environment (Song & Zeng, 2015). Most of the waste generation is related to illegal 
handling, disposal and transboundary movement of waste and has been seen as 
an ongoing phenomenon which has negative impacts on the health and safety of 
communities and the environment

One of the main challenges is to meet the Sustained Development Goals on informal 
settlements relating to the handling of these types of waste in Africa. Although much 
efforts have been made to enhance waste management at some point the progress has 
been slowed down by rise in the number of people and industrialisation. Although the 
government is finally responsible to ensure that the management of waste services is 
properly handled, the private sector is also an important component for contribution 
in the process of waste management treatment. The private niche as much as it has 
contributed in the management of waste services has also proven to be neglectful in 
complying with legislation wherever applicable and sustainability as well environment 
protection (Comoglio & Botta, 2012). The issue is the continued manifestation of 
events, which has led to environmental, and health degradation caused by waste 
management organisations. Furthermore, the proliferation of 90% of small and micro 
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and medium enterprises in creating employment (50-60% of jobs in developing 
African countries) in the waste management segment has played an important part 
in neglecting the compliance with waste management legislation (Singh, Brueckner, 
& Padhy, 2015). Moreover, another challenge faced by the government recently in 
many African countries is to come up with a fully-fledged environment which can 
enable small enterprises to start the waste management services and to create more 
employment. The lack of Government support in the waste management industry 
consequently lead to harmful wastes in dump sites that are left unrecycled while 
could have been managed by small scale entrepreneurs. Nowadays this process is 
currently taking place by private smallholder scavengers and could have been better 
managed by the small entrepreneurs with better recycling equipment if they were 
fully supported by the Government. Further, there is a lack of trained personnel. For 
instance, the status of MSW in India is poor because the most appropriate methods 
from waste collection to disposal are not being used. There is a lack of training in 
MSW and the availability of qualified waste management professionals is limited. 
There is also a lack of accountability in current MSW systems throughout India 
(Khajuria, Matsui, Machimura, & Morioka, 2010)

Further, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (FIR) seems to be inevitable and its 
effect on waste has already been shown to some extent while some of its impact is 
still forthcoming (Schwab, 2015) The FIR has already started using digital systems 
and technologies along with waste management in each area such as robotics and 
sensors. These gadgets inevitably affect the waste market and could review the 
ways waste management is handled. Waste processors and organisations such as 
collectors might require some time to familiarise themselves with technologies and 
be fully informed of how they probably can improve measures of sustainable waste 
processes and responsible management practices. The shift of the FIR can change 
the whole paradigm of resources handling and could be a daunting challenge to 
many waste organisations and stakeholders. For instance, the innovative application 
of information technology is currently assisting to enhance the MSW management 
processes through sensors. While this application reduces the turnaround time in 
unnecessary truck trips and is viewed as a benefit to society as less emission is 
recorded, the private waste organizations are more likely to be unhappy with this 
technology as their income model generates revenue even when their trucks collect 
garbage from bins on a limited basis (Schwab, 2015).

Moreover, there have been instances where organizations have been found guilty 
of polluting the environment and have regularly received non-compliance notices 
from the DEA for not meeting the requirements of legislation. Some instances are 
as follows:
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• Illegal dumping of medical waste: In 2010, a waste management firm was 
charged with the illegally dumping of medical waste on virgin soil and the 
company was issued with a compliance notice for the rehabilitation of the 
polluted ground (Cox, 2010).

• Imported waste from Japan, illegally disposed in South Africa: Imported 
waste from Japan has been illegally dumped in South Africa. An investigation 
was underway to the alleged reports of toxic waste such as acids, bitumen and 
organic material being disposed in non-designated sites which has caused 
serious damage to the environment and the health of the public and wildlife 
(Mungadze, 2014).

• Illegal dump a hazard: An illegal asbestos dumpsite has caused serious 
health impacts on the communities in the vicinity of the site. Numerous 
research studies have shown a link between lung cancer and various other 
diseases associated with occupational exposure to asbestos fibres. Companies 
offload the asbestos in this area as they do not wish to pay the fees associated 
with disposal in a licensed facility (Pieterse, 2015).

• Toxic cocktail suspected in stink pollutions: Noxious odours have been 
emanating from a landfill site in Kwa-Zulu Natal (KZN). Allegations have 
been made that the fumes from the site are causing detrimental health 
impacts to the communities. Members of the communities have complained 
of headaches, respiratory problems and continuous coughing because of the 
odours (Ntuli, 2016).

• Landfill bosses criminally charged over smelly dump in many provinces 
of SA: Senior members of a waste management firm have been criminally 
charged due to the environmental and health impact of odour emanating from 
a landfill site in KZN, the personnel of the company have been charged with 
contravening the environmental air quality legislation (Wicks, 2017).

• Open burning: Open dumping whether it is controlled or uncontrolled is 
mainly related to waste burning and most popular in Africa (Hoornweg and 
Bhada-Tata 2012). Nineteen out the fifty largest dumpsites are based in the 
African continent (United Nations Environment Programme, 2015). Open 
waste dumping in the African cities are more likely to affect negatively 
societies at large in a healthy way and environments that are exposed (Jerie, 
2016) which is evidence of irresponsible management practices due to missing 
awareness, lack of enforcement measures and environment regulation.

• Waste Landslide: One hundred people were killed in waste landslides in 
Ethiopia more specifically Addis Ababa in March 2017. Another landslide in 
2017 was in Mozambique where sixteen people died as a result of waste slide 
in Maputo. Two-third of those who died were women (Moshenberg 2018).
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• Waste burning: Children and women in Ghana most specifically Accra who 
were asked to discard their waste in burning them in 2017 and were seen to 
be more prone to respiratory issues due to burning of waste (Moshenberg 
2018). Further the agricultural waste open burning for instance rice straw a 
popular practice in Egypt leads to lung infections and allergic reactions of 
the exposed victims (Safar and Labib 2010) due to the grey and black smoke 
loaded by greenhouse gases.

• Informal land Reclamation-Coastline: Along the coastal places in Africa, 
debris and modes of commutation tyres were used as spaces to reclaim land 
for housing which is scarce and costly for low-income households. According 
to Frazer-Williams, (2014), this practice has been popular in mangrove land of 
Sierra Leone coastal area for the poor to build their “habitat”. The houses are 
adjacent to the rivers which are prone to regular floods. Along the coastline 
the residents discard their waste hence affecting the ocean life which is an 
obvious example of irresponsible management practices.

Further, as much as data has been scarce and unreliable in the African Waste 
industry, the lack of waste data is not a new issue although it prevents to provide a 
holistic waste state in Africa since a decade (Sthiannopkao & Wong, 2013). A more 
important concern is that research on the drivers of environmental performance in 
the waste industry of Africa is still at a preliminary stage. Therefore, the research 
focus of the study relate to these ice-breaking questions: do these companies have 
environmental management programs in place, does a culture prone to the protection 
of the environment exist in waste management companies in Africa, and do the staff 
possess the attitude and behaviour associated with environmental values? Therefore, 
it is important to identify the main drivers of environmental performance in the 
waste management industry in the African context.

MAIN DRIVERS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
IN THE WASTE INDUSTRY OF AFRICA

Dealing with waste management used to be perceived as a cost component in the 
early days. However, during the last decade, there has been much emphasis on 
environmental management, organizational culture and pro-environmental behaviour 
towards environmental performance as organizations are now beginning to allocate 
significant resources towards environmental compliance and are more committed to 
environmental performance hence responsible management (Chummun & Gaffar, 
2018). What was once seen as a cost sector, is now viewed as a beneficial opportunity 
and a competitive advantage (Hamdoun & Zouaoui, 2017).
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Environment Management

Environmental performance demonstrates a methodology to ascertain the effectiveness 
of the environmental initiatives an organization or the government put in place to 
mitigate and protect the environment. Environmental performance can be measured 
by a variety of indicators dependent on the organization and the type of business 
such as, waste reduction, waste beneficiation, diversion of waste from landfill, 
recycling initiatives, energy conservation, green procurement, implementation of 
an environmental management system and compliance with legislation (Paillé, 
Boiral, & Jin, 2014). Environmental Management plays a significant role in creating 
an important rate of environmental performance, profitability and a competitive 
advantage. Hamdoun and Zouaoui (2017:78) define environmental management 
as “technical and organizational activities aimed at reducing environmental impact 
caused by an organizations business operations”. Environmental management 
consists of programs, policies and procedures to enhance and improve environmental 
performance in the form of recycling, waste management, eco-design, prevention 
of pollution and promoting sound environmental attitude and behaviour (Hamdoun 
& Zouaoui, 2017).

One of the most important measures of enhancing environmental performance 
is through the sound implementation of the Environmental Management System 
(EMS). An EMS is a global tool utilized for the mitigation of environmental 
impacts of the activities of a business and continuous improvement concerning 
environmental performance of an organization and the mitigation of environmental 
degradation in the waste management industry (Nguyen & Hens, 2015). There are 
two leading standards which set requirements for an EMS, namely the ISO 14001 
and Eco-management & Audit Scheme (EMAS) (Testa, Rizzi, Daddi, Gusmerotti, 
Frey, & Iraldo, 2014). The African developing countries of which South Africa is 
mainly one adopts the requirements of the ISO 14001, in the form of South African 
National Standard (SANS) 14001.

ISO 14001 forms part of a set of standards aimed at environmental management 
systems called the ISO 14000 family. An organization can achieve an ISO 14001 
certification for each site that it operates on, by accredited independent bodies 
(Gavronski, Paiva, Teixeira, & De Andrade, 2013). The EMS consists of a framework 
to ensure the protection of the environment, responding to client demands and 
to changing and challenging environmental conditions. An EMS provides top 
management with an approach to continuously improve sustainable development 
by policies, procedures and work instructions in order to assist the organization 
in ensuring compliance with relevant legislation, efficiency improvement and by 
protecting the environment and enhancing environmental performance (Nguyen & 
Hens, 2015).
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There has been a significant amount of research which suggests that there is a 
definite correlation between an EMS and environmental performance. Melnyk, Bititci, 
Platts, Tobias, & Andersen (2014) provide case studies on the positive relationship 
of an ISO 14001 EMS and environmental performance. However, there has also 
been research where there has been no impact on environmental performance, and 
in some cases the organizations have performed worse once the ISO 14001 was 
established. Also, a number of research findings have been non-conclusive (Nguyen 
& Hens, 2015; Testa, Rizzi, Daddi, Gusmerotti, Frey, & Iraldo, 2014).

Comoglio and Botta (2012) argued that an ISO 14001 system does not supply 
a methodology for continuous improvement or a minimum level of environmental 
performance indicators. However, Gavronski, Paiva, Teixeira, & De Andrade 
(2013) suggests that the ISO 14001 does provide a methodology for continuous 
improvement in the form of a “plan to do check model”, which allows managers to 
improve on the organizations environmental impacts continuously. Many studies of 
certified businesses both large and small have shown that the standard does indeed 
contribute to improving environmental performance significantly (Gonzalez-Benito 
and Gonzalez-Benito, 2005; Potoski & Prakash, 2005). More specifically, several 
case studies of ISO 14001 certified companies have shown that implementation 
of the standard has helped reduce environmental impacts, including the volume 
of waste generated, water and energy consumption, and atmospheric emissions 
(Chattopadhyay, 2001).

Nguyen and Hens (2015) suggested that there are various published studies which 
have commonly determined strategies in order to determine the effectiveness of an 
ISO 14001 system on environmental performance such as:

1.  Comparison between environmental performance between pre-and 
post-certification;

2.  Comparison of environmental performance of organisations who have a certified 
ISO 14001 system and those organisations who do not; and

3.  Combination of changes in environmental performance between pre-and post 
ISO 14001 certifications in certified organizations and between certified and 
non-certified organisations.

Link Between Environmental Management 
System and Environmental Performance

Wiengarten and Pagell (2012) have supported the research by Testa et al. (2014) 
and Valmohammadi and Roshanzamir (2015), whereby the authors confirmed a 
positive relationship between EMS and environmental performance. The researchers 
acknowledged that a formal EMS, such as the ISO 14001, significantly improves 
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overall organizational performance, and through an EMS a firm reduces or mitigates 
the generation of waste and the risk associated with the activities of the business 
which ultimately has an impact on a firm’s financial bottom line. Wiengarten and 
Pagell (2012) analysed the impact of environmental performance on the market value 
of organizations, the authors identified that declarations of company environmental 
initiatives, and especially environmental awards, recognitions and certifications, to 
the staff of the business have had a positive impact on environmental performance. 
Massoud, Tabcharani, Nakkash and Jamali (2012) suggests that ISO 14001 certified 
firms experience a significant reduction in pollution when compared to non-certified 
companies. Melnyk et al. (2014) undertook a study on small medium enterprises and 
examined the extent to which ISO certified firms considered various environmental 
options. The study revealed that the EMS certification had a significant and positive 
impact on waste management practices among certified firms. Certified firms 
were found to consider a broader range of environmental practices when compared 
with their non-certified counterparts. Wiengarten and Pagell (2012) identified 
that organizations who have an externally certified EMS such as the ISO 14001, 
experience higher performance rates from environmental campaigns such as waste 
management services as compared to companies who did not possess or partake 
in such a system.

Organisational Culture

Moreover, literature suggests that organizational culture plays a vital role in influencing 
behaviours and attitudes amongst employees, financial performance, organizational 
effectiveness, and structure (Sanyal & Pal, 2017). Organizational performance relies 
significantly on a healthy organizational culture (Awadh & Alyahya, 2013:171). 
The purpose of an organizational culture is to ensure collaboration amongst teams, 
ensure coherency amongst staff, engage and stimulate employee creativity and 
innovation, instill values and beliefs, create excitement and enhance and improve 
organizations’ efficiency, which in turn enhances employee attitude and behaviour. 
These traits will provide the norms of behaviour that employees will follow, which 
will in turn, translate to pro-environmental behavior amongst employees (Sanyal 
& Pal, 2017). A cohesive organizational culture is substantially dependent on the 
number of people collaborating with each other with the aim of accomplishing goals 
in their environment (Valmohammadi & Roshanzamir, 2015).

There have been numerous studies in literature which depict a positive relationship 
between organizational culture and pro-environmental behaviour (Awadh & Alyahya, 
2013; Hamdoun & Zouaoui, 2017; Hogan & Coote, 2014). One such study was 
undertaken by Sanyal and Pal (2017), which was conducted in West Bengal amongst 
100 employees, spanning different sectors in an organization. The samples were 
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taken from both the private and public sector between managers and non-managerial 
employees. The study concludes that there is a definite association amongst an 
organizational culture, environmental awareness and pro-environmental behaviour. 
The authors put forth suggestions from the questionnaires submitted as to what should 
be done by the organization in order to facilitate a robust organizational culture 
which is conducive to environmental awareness and pro-environmental behaviour. 
Attention was focused on mainly the incorporation of shared values and beliefs 
through workshops and training programs designed for employees, environmental 
training that forms an integral part of developing environmental awareness and pro-
environmental behavior that includes the importance of organizations sharing a pool 
of environmental values to employees on a regular basis to enhance environmental 
performance.

Hamdoun and Zouaoui (2017) stated that in order to facilitate and sustain an 
environmental culture and commitment there needs to be collaboration between 
departments of an organization. All employees need to work together and participate 
in environmental practices to achieve a shared goal which is part of the organizational 
culture as working in teams encourages friendly competition and the sharing of tacit 
knowledge (Valmohammadi & Roshanzamir, 2015). In a study by Zsóka (2007), 
the author stated that the function of environmental values in sustaining a business 
environmental behaviour with specific focus on environmental values is of paramount 
importance as it enhances environmental performance .

Pro-Environmental Behavior

Zsóka (2007) made mention of a model, which is called the ABC model and refers 
to attitude, behaviour and structural settings of behavioural conditions. The theory 
suggests that the attitude-behaviour relationship will be at its highest when the external 
and internal factors around it are supportive, which will encourage personnel with 
negative attitudes towards the environment to act in a more responsible manner. 
A highly restrictive setting will discourage individuals from performing activities 
in an environmentally responsible manner. This model is entirely relative to 
organizational culture, whereas the theory of the model could be used to explain the 
theory of the impact of organizational culture, which assimilates the C in the model 
in terms of the conditional setting pertaining to the environmental management in 
the company. Pro-environmental behaviour in an organization has become crucial 
as a tool in reducing environmental impacts in the waste industry. Moreover, an 
employee’s willingness to participate and support environmental practices has 
been identified as a vital step in supporting environmental management goals and 
enhancing environmental performance (Paille, Chen, Boiral, & Jin, 2014:452). To 
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sustain pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace, environmental values need 
to be inculcated in the organizational culture.

Several industries (manufacturing, petroleum, textile and mining), amongst 
others have environmental policies and programs in place. However, these are not 
adequate in order for organizations to completely react to environmental challenges. 
Merely changing environmental infrastructure and system changes can only reduce 
environmental impacts to a limited extent. There has to be a significant cultural and 
environmental change transformation and behavioural change research can assist 
organizations in reducing critical environmental issues such as waste management 
issues and improving environmental performance (Sanyal & Pal, 2017).

THE SCALE OF INCREASED WASTE AND E-WASTE 
IN DEVELOPING AFRICAN COUNTRIES

One of the most challenging events in any African urban locality nowadays is 
the collection, treatment, transportation, storage, and eventual disposal of waste 
(Mgimba & Sanga, 2016). A comparative poor waste management practices which 
includes dumping of water refuse and abandoned units have compromised the 
sanitation standards of many African countries. The prevailing increase in the level 
of urbanization in Africa is expected to continue in the future. However, a major 
concern is that there are no adequate infrastructural facilities and appropriate land 
use planning to match up with the demands posed by the urban growth rate especially 
the slums and ghettos in Africa (Mgimba & Sanga, 2016). Practices such as waste 
collection, storage, treatment and final disposal have recently been reported to be 
major problems in cities.

In Africa the total count per year of municipal solid waste in 2012 was approximately 
one hundred and twenty-five tonnes of which sixty-five percent was generated from 
SSA countries (Chengula, Lucas & Mzula, 2015). In Africa, the generation of waste 
is expected to increase to approximately two hundred and forty four million tonnes 
on an annual basis by year 2025. On average the MSW generation in 2012 was 
rated at 0.78 kg per capita on a daily basis and is expected that by 2025 to grow to 
approximately 0.99 kg per capita on a daily basis (Chengula, Lucas & Mzula, 2015). 
In Africa, the biggest part of a budget for the MSW is allocated to the collection of 
waste although the total of waste collected in the year 2012 was only 55 per cent 
of total waste generated compared to 49 percent collected in 2016 (Sanyal & Pal, 
2017). This situation is worse in rural spaces.

In Africa, controlled and uncontrolled dumping are the most common waste 
disposal practices in Africa. Research has shown that recently waste in some dumping 
areas that are open has been left untreated, and unsegregated with little access to water 
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protection and the trend keeps on increasing (Sanyal & Pal, 2017). The presence of 
lack of education about waste disposal, recycling and collection have been seen to 
be increasing as the main cause to manage waste in African countries. According to 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, on a general font, waste 
recycling seemingly has not been viewed as a main priority as the average recycling 
rate for the municipal solid waste in Africa has been estimated at 4 per cent only 
compared to 30 per cent in 2013 (OECD 2015a, 2015b). There are only a few formal 
recycling systems in sub-Saharan Africa. Although several municipalities in Africa 
have implemented some onsite recovery of material facilities (CSIR, 2011), waste 
recycling has not improved a lot. Hoornweg and Bhada-Tata (2012) put forward 
that the main causes are related to municipalities that are not fully equipped with 
the necessary logistics for waste collection and recycling. The waste management 
services systems in the African countries are facing many obstacles as economies and 
mobility of population grow and move to urban areas from rural places. Furthermore, 
the substandard products being imported from other low cost-producing countries 
and places into Africa giving rise to hazardous waste leads to emerging new waste 
streams. An urgent need is required for better comprehensive quality data relating to 
composition, sources and types of wastes which are generated and this information 
should be revealed to other African countries. By the same token electronic waste 
(e-waste) which is related to discarded electronic equipment is increasing in the 
African countries. With the proliferation of the Internet of Technology (IoT) 
revolutionizing the African countries, the discarded electronic equipment such as 
cellphones refrigerators, laptops or any electronic device is generating 2.2 millions of 
e-waste tonnes per year (Baldé, Forti, Gray, Kuehr, & Stegmann, 2017). For example, 
the number of personal computers and cellphones has increased drastically over the 
last five years in Africa and this phenomenon is generating millions of tonnes of 
e-waste per year which are left untreated in many areas (Schluep & Wasswa, 2012). 
The largest amount of e-waste generated come from three countries mainly South 
Africa, Senegal and Uganda and the e-waste is estimated to grow by eight times more 
in the next ten years (Schluep & Wasswa, 2012; Bello, Ismail, & Kabbashi, 2016). 
This is mainly due to a rapid increase in Electric Electronic Equipment demand and 
supply in Africa. Furthermore, the lifetime of EEE is very short mainly because 
of emerging changes and new trends in technology or low-priced charged products 
(United Nations Environment Programme, 2016).
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SUGGESTIONS AS TO HOW ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERFORMANCE IN LOCALITIES/ORGANISATIONS 
CAN BE ENHANCED IN THE WASTE MANAGEMENT 
SECTOR OF AFRICAN COUNTRIES

Partnerships and Collaborations

In order to facilitate and sustain an environmental culture and improve environmental 
performance and commitment, there is an urgent need to have a collaboration 
between departments of an organization, where all employees need to work together 
and participate in environmental practices to enhance environmental performance 
(Hamdoun & Zouaoui, 2017).

Partnerships and collaborations between private sector organizations and 
governments could be a good initiative to construct strong infrastructure, waste 
services and also to tackle waste issues in order to enhance environmental 
performance. Therefore, the public authority needs to research how collaboration 
between private sector and public sector can be incentivized for instance to initiate 
economic incentives and create a more policy- enabling environment. Furthermore, 
it is also important to consult and collaborate with developed countries to explore 
how knowledge transfer and right technology can be adapted to the needs of Africa.

Training and Development

In a view to sustain a pro-environmental behaviour in the workplace, environmental 
values should be embedded in the organizational culture to promote environmental 
performance through consistent training and development (Zsóka, 2007).

It is important that training and development are made at both levels; bottom- 
to-top level and top-to-bottom level. The bottom-to-top level comprises tailor-made 
training for different staff of waste management such as private companies and 
municipalities. This should involve educating them on the importance of sustainable 
waste management services and the benefits of complying with legislation; The top-
to-bottom level is more customized to equip the senior executives at the governmental 
level about the benefits of having rational waste management services.

Further, since environmental performance relies on a large extent on the motivation, 
commitment and leadership of top management who are in a role to implement 
policies and procedures, motivating employees is needed through rewards and 
incentives to conduct activities in an environmentally responsible manner which 
increases environmental performance (Boiral, Baron, & Gunnlaugson, 2014).

It is also important to encourage a pro-environmental behavior amongst employees 
such as performance management, incentive rewards, recruitment process, and 
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training programs. Therefore, the environmental culture of the company should be 
incorporated into the recruitment process, and the personnel to be selected should 
match the attribute and character required for environmental competencies. Human 
resource management plays a pivotal role in achieving environmental objectives, and 
if the human resources practices are efficient, they are in a position to understand 
the company’s environmental objectives and can assist in achieving them (Jabbour 
& Santos,2008).

Further, there is a need to undertake green performance appraisals which provide a 
platform to continually point out the employee’s wrongdoing or downfall with regard 
to environmental practices, thus more likely to enhance continuous improvement 
and promote environmental performance (Renwick, Redman, & Maguire, 2013).

There is a need to develop training and capacity building at every level. All 
African school children should understand the importance of waste management, 
the effects of poor waste management on the environment and public health, and 
the role and responsibilities of each individual in the waste management system. 
This will develop responsible citizens who regard waste as a resource opportunity 
(Khajuria, Matsui, Machimura, & Morioka, 2010)

Legislation and Enforcement of Appropriate Quality Systems

A good quality managed system has the potential to be a building block for successful 
environmental management practices. Therefore, the adoption of a formal ISO14001 
by many African entities who are not yet compliant with a good quality system should 
ensure that the management of their business operations towards the environment 
enhance the company’s environmental performance as well as its long-run financial 
performance (Raj & Seetharaman, 2013). Watson, Klingenberg, Poluto and Grurts 
(2004) also suggested that total quality management (TQM) techniques assist in 
improving the overall environmental performance. Raj and Seetharaman (2013) 
stated that TQM and EMS assist in reducing the cost of the business in respect to 
environmental clean-up costs, penalties and fines from government and the cost 
associated with the loss of market share as clients would not want to associate 
themselves with a company that has caused pollution. Hence the waste management 
African companies and sector should pay particular attention to a QMS system to 
enhance the EMS which improves environmental performance.

Further, the waste industry in Africa must ensure compliance with national 
legislation not only to ensure that the business is performing activities ethically, but 
also to ensure a competitive advantage as clients want to do business with company’s 
who are actively compliant especially in light of the recent spate of environmental 
transgressions by waste management companies (Uecker-Mercado & Walker, 2012). 
This could be a feature for the organizations to work on to promote environmental 
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performance and enhance responsibility management. The African countries must 
explore the benefits of an enabling policy environment that can attract foreign 
investors into waste management sector. This is more likely to boost the confidence 
of investors in Africa’s countries waste management sector. Wherever possible a 
regulatory framework overseeing the waste management sector in African countries 
should be implemented and governance consolidated to enhance environmental 
performance and promote responsible management.

RECOMMENDATIONS: SOME SOLUTIONS TO 
ENHANCE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
IN THE WASTE MANAGEMENT SECTOR IN THE 
FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The FIR characterized by technologies will significantly impact on the waste 
management sector in African countries. The technology revolution is changing our 
mindset on waste management activities to enhance environmental performance. 
The number of people migrating to urban areas, change in pattern of consumption 
and rapid industrialization in African countries are generating more waste nowadays 
than a decade earlier. Therefore, a new approach on waste management initiatives 
is needed as follows:

To Develop a Circular Economy Through 
the Use of Technology

The proliferation and shaping of technology is changing the way that waste 
management systems and practices can be handled and treated by government, 
service providers and consumers. In a view of protecting the environment degradation 
the stakeholders should collaborate in enhancing this initiative. The revolution is 
to ensure that developing African countries also form part of the emerging trends 
in technology relating to the waste management sector as the growth in population 
for the developing African countries is one of the biggest worldwide. The internet 
of things is proliferating the waste management industry therefore it is important to 
move towards exploring the benefits related to a circular economy through the use 
of technology in the waste management industry. This could be done by modelling 
human industry on nature’s processes and researching other ways of re-using and 
recycling items to mitigate natural resources usage. Circular economy is different 
to a linear one which involves only “take, make and dispose production model. The 
main pillar of a circular economy is not only to conserve resources but also per 
se enhance the conservation. A good approach to efficiently operate in the waste 
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management industry during the Fourth Industrial Revolution and maximize output 
is through the philosophy of green building. These green buildings, among other 
benefits to man and environment, will reduce waste generation. Also, the materials 
used are environment friendly and are recycled efficiently. The products we consume 
are changing fast, but technology has to ensure these products contain a very high 
percentage of recyclable materials.

For instance, nowadays approximately 10% only of our waste is reused and 
recycled while over 90% of waste is landfilled. It will be wise that the African 
countries bring along technology communication and connectivity for sharing data 
in assisting in many waste management processes. For instance, using technology 
in optimising ways that disposal of garbage is being transported for waste removal 
and collection with enabling automation operations through the use of sensors that 
can be used dustbins of garbage indicating that there is a need for collection when 
bins are completely full.

The aforesaid automated process will enable the data to convey real time 
information to a main control server to help the driver of waste on the different 
routes to embark on for collection, dustbins to offload and load, projected time to 
collect and also to supply information on the per kilometer collection cost of waste. 
After collecting the bins, information on the types of waste can be used to decide 
which dustbins requires recycling points and /or disposal centres. This information is 
useful to customers as it provides an invoice and informs them accordingly through 
the cloud.

Another example is that the Indian-based Tata Motors dealer is using the re-
incarnated sales method as a measure of circular economy. The next sales of second-
hand products and life materials seem to be effective when Tata Motors refurbishes 
its products and then offers the same cars and products to earn another income again 
through a certification process (Den Holder, 2017).

Starbucks, the American Seattle coffee company, has started to convert its food 
and coffee grounds waste into regular used products by making use of bacteria to 
produce succinic acid which is ultimately used in detergents, bio-plastics and even 
medicines, all these are evidence of innovation in the recycling technology (Den 
Holder, 2017).

Zero Waste Scotland in the United Kingdom is currently supporting individuals 
and organisations in the development of a circular economy. The Deposit Return 
scheme of Zero Waste Scotland enables customers to pay a relative lower price than 
usual when they purchase drinks and get their deposit back at return of the container 
which is used for recycling (Zero Waste Scotland, 2018).

A study by the World Bank in 2017 put forward that a solid waste of approximately 
seven millions tons will be recorded every day until 2025, and an increase to two 
billions of low to middle income consumers until 2030 (World Bank, 2017). It is 
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high time that the circular economy process needs to be adopted in other parts of the 
world when the FIR is flowing full swing. This situation currently is happening in 
some countries on a small basis and African countries need to adopt this initiative 
wherever possible and applicable. Obviously, it will be wise for the suppliers of waste 
management and other stakeholders to work together as a team and explore solutions 
to the issues faced by governments and municipalities when adopting technology in 
waste management processes with a view to enhance environmental performance.

The Need for Developing Finance

Amongst others, government faces important financial restrictions that are not easy 
to overcome overnight when considering enhancing environmental performance 
in waste management services in the midst of Industry 4.0. The amount of waste 
generated is huge and can affect public health, quality of life and the environment. 
It is not impossible that appropriate solid waste management can be achieved when 
tools and equipment currently exist. However, the need for funding of these means 
is important. Although municipalities in African countries allocate 20% to 50% of 
their budgets on solid waste management, there is a lack of financing solid waste 
management activities. Therefore there is definitely a need for municipalities to 
explore opportunities for development finance in Africa and ensure that these funds 
are transparently and efficiently used such as results-based-financing (RBF) approach 
to the municipal solid waste sector. This is an innovative development finance tool 
that helps ensure that public funds are used efficiently and transparently. Many 
developing countries have started using the RBF such as India (Banna, Bhada-Tata, 
Ho, & Lee, 2014). Results-based-financing relates where “payments are tied to 
results and can play an important role in improving municipal solid waste services 
and outcomes” (Banna et al., 2014).

Reducing Waste Management Costs

Reducing the costs of providing goods and services in the waste management sector 
is more likely to lower cost to the country and increase a country’s GDP (Raj & 
Seetharam, 2013). It is likely that investors will be more attractive to the competitive 
costs of waste management and is more probable to enhance environmental 
performance in the midst of Industry 4.0.

While moving from the linear economy towards a circular one, waste management 
costs can be reduced through the reduction in collection costs and treatment /disposal 
costs as follows: Reducing collection costs can be achieved through adjusting to an 
approach which is decentralised to waste management thereby, will minimize the 
cost of transportation. This is more likely that community will sort out the waste on 
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a re-used or a recycled basis through technologies that is cheaper and faster in the 
respective locality (Dainty & Brooke, 2004). This process is a more user-friendly 
one as it reduces the waste at decentralized community level enabling the waste 
management services that is more easily managed in Africa to enhance environmental 
performance in the midst of FIR.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The study’s results have implications on the management of waste management sector 
who are seeking on ways to improve their environmental performance and ensure 
responsible management in the waste industry of African developing countries. 
The management of waste has been viewed as a critical environmental hurdle in 
African countries and this affects environmental performance and responsible 
management. The composition, recycling and composition that can convert waste 
into useful resources in a view of generating income is more likely to promote 
responsible management. Such initiatives can be achieved if Africa is to meet up 
to the international trends and standards of managing waste. In order to achieve 
the desired results, the African countries need to address the hurdles of managing 
waste urgently and to get ready forecasted increase in waste of approximately seven 
billion tons daily and even more waste is expected in the forthcoming century (World 
Bank, 2017).

These will comprise of exploring new ways of recycling and disposing waste 
through technologies that needs to be researched in the era of the FIR. For instance, 
it will be wise to research on how to adopt the e-waste model or regenerative circular 
economy approach in Africa instead of a linear model of “make, take and dispose 
waste” in a view to enhance environmental performance and ensure responsible 
management.in the near future (EACO, 2013; UNEP, 2018). There is also a need 
to establish a culture which focuses on the protection of the environment and legal 
compliance, and this should form part of the vision and mission of the company so 
that all employees, are motivated by the company culture to engage in their work 
activities in an environmental safe and responsible manner (Hogan & Coote, 2014)

Further, several socio-economic opportunities such as women’s empowerment, 
enterprise development and job creation are more likely to happen if the companies 
move the waste towards reuse, recovery and recycling (UN-Habitat 2014; EEA, 
2011:7). The African companies should review these social innovation opportunities 
of waste management and explore ways of using them effectively through intensive 
research initiatives.

Therefore, the above-mentioned elements still have room for research at a 
near future stage and provide a sound technical base for further enhancement of 
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environmental performance as a measure of responsible management practices in 
the waste management services sector of African developing countries.

CONCLUSION

This chapter kick-starts with a landscape of the waste management industry in 
an attempt to enhance environmental performance as a measure of responsible 
management in emerging markets in the African economies. During the FIR 
midst, where a change in mindset in treating waste is proliferating the industry, 
many challenges and disruptions are emerging and hampering the environmental 
performance which have been taken into account in section two of this chapter. 
The daunting challenges occurring in the waste industry are countless and will 
keep on carrying on as the population is expected to grow and so is the amount of 
waste as previously mentioned in this chapter. The main drivers of environmental 
performance in the waste management industry has been discussed in section three 
of the study. The study has also provided enough evidence of the existing status 
of increased waste over the last decade facing developing nations in Africa. Based 
on the findings of the chapter, some insightful recommendations namely circular 
economy approach, socio-economic opportunities amongst others on how to improve 
environmental performance and promote responsible management in the waste 
management industry of Africa in this era of Fourth Industrial Revolution which is 
currently swinging full flow.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

E-Waste: Electronic devices meant for reuse, resale, salvage, recycling, or disposal.
Environmental Management: Technical and organizational activities aimed 

at reducing environmental impact caused by an organizations business operation.
Environmental Performance: Demonstrates a methodology to ascertain the 

effectiveness of the environmental initiatives an organization puts in place to mitigate 
and protect the environment.

Responsibility Management: Finding the right equilibrium to suit the interests 
of the entire world to enhance welfare.

Waste Management: Activities required to manage waste or garbage from its 
start to its final disposal.
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ABSTRACT

The Fourth Industrial Revolution and increased environmental awareness is forcing 
business leaders to adapt to the changing environment in functional areas such as 
the supply chain. This chapter focuses on the role of green supply chain management 
in achieving a sustainable competitive advantage, exploring the factors that affect 
green supply chain management initiatives at a leading pharmaceutical manufacturer 
in Durban. The study used a descriptive and exploratory case study approach in 
which in-depth interviews were conducted with 10 participants. Content analysis 
was used to analyze the collected data. The findings of the study reveal that the main 
factors affecting green supply chain management initiatives include high costs, lack 
of government support, and pressure to reduce selling prices. Since a limited number 
of studies have been conducted on this topic, the findings and recommendations of 
this work contribute to the existing body of research knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Fourth Industrial Revolution has the potential to increase global income levels 
and improve the quality of life for people. The technologies that underpin the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution, also known as Industry 4.0, are the internet of things, 
artificial intelligence, robotics, and the smart factory (Fields & Atiku, 2018). These 
technologies have created opportunities for businesses to improve efficiencies in 
the production environment and the supply chain in general by contributing to an 
improved usage of time, materials, and other resources. These are fundamental to 
supply chain sustainability and the greening of the supply chain (Duarte & Cruz-
Machado, 2017).

The mushrooming of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and of technical innovation 
will have a significant impact on the supply-side, sustainability, and environmental 
issues, with long-term gains in efficiency and productivity (Szegedi, Gabriel, & Papp, 
2017). Shifts will also occur on the demand-side as growing transparency, consumer 
engagement, better-informed consumers, and new patterns of consumer behavior 
will force businesses to change the way they design, market, and deliver products 
and services (Schwab, 2015). Consequently, business leaders need to understand 
the changing environment and continuously to innovate. Areas of change include 
environmental issues, which are amplified by the public’s environmental awareness 
and knowledge of resource depletion. This has already resulted in regulators at various 
levels implementing stricter regulations (Zhu, Geng, Fujita, & Hashimoto, 2010).

Sustainability and environmental issues are prevalent in supply chains, particularly 
those which function in highly competitive industries. Supply chain management 
(SCM) is an important component of a business (Monczka, Handfield, Giunipero, 
& Patterson, 2016). It affects competitiveness, the way the business operates, how it 
procures its materials, and how it disposes of its waste (Fawcett, Ellram, & Ogden, 
2014). SCM consists of core business processes such as procurement, operations 
management, logistics, and reverse logistics (Monczka et al., 2016). These processes 
may negatively impact on the environment, leading to the diminishing of natural 
resources, problems with air emissions and waste disposal, and increases in natural 
disasters. This has led to increasing pressure from various stakeholders to improve 
businesses environmental sustainability (Zhu, Sarkis, & Lai, 2007). In turn, businesses 
recognise that environmental management is a key strategic issue with the potential 
to achieve sustainable organisational performance (Diabat & Govindan, 2011). 
Consequently, the deterioration of the environment and pressure from stakeholders 
has led businesses to look to their supply chain department to assist in creating a 
sustainable method of operating (Griskevicius, Tybur, & Van den Bergh, 2010). This 
has given rise to a supply chain initiative known as green supply chain management 
(GSCM). It is an approach which seeks to improve the performance of processes 
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and products in line with the requirements of environmental regulations (Luthra, 
Kumar, Kumar, & Haleen, 2011).

GSCM is adopted by many businesses as a means to improve their environmental 
performance (Testa & Iraldo, 2010) and to mitigate risks that could arise from toxic 
materials in a supplier’s end product, poor working conditions in a low-cost country, 
or similar challenges (Hallikas & Lintukangas, 2016). However, many businesses 
adopt GSCM not only for creating sustainability but also to improve their economic 
standing (Zhu et al., 2010). Regardless of the reason for implementing GSCM, 
it is becoming an area of focus for many businesses (Dashore & Sohani, 2013). 
Therefore, it is important to identify the factors affecting GSCM initiatives in order 
to improve adoption. South Africa has strong logistics capabilities and currently 
produces 1% of the world’s annual carbon emission output (Pillay & Mbhele, 2015). 
As far back as 1993, the transport sector was identified as being a large contributor 
to carbon emissions pollution (Underwood, 1993). Consequently, the South African 
government has shown an increasing interest in GSCM initiatives in order to keep in 
line with global trends. It has promoted the efficient and effective use of resources 
within industries such as the construction sector (Ojo, Mbohwa, & Akinlabi, 2013).

In response to international frameworks on environmental sustainability, the 
South African government has adopted the National Framework for Sustainable 
Development (Department of Environmental Affairs, 2008). The purpose is to express 
the national vision for sustainable development and indicate strategic interventions 
to re-orientate South Africa’s development path in a more sustainable manner. 
Woolworths, Volkswagen, Standard Bank, Pikitup and Imperial Logistics are some 
of the businesses within the South African private sector that have taken the initiative 
to implement GSCM in order to improve sustainability (Van Rensburg, 2015).

Pharmaceutical supply chains are amongst some of the costliest and most complex 
as the industry is continuously evolving (Faisal, 2015). The industry is known 
to produce high levels of pollution, particularly on the production side with the 
production of waste by-products (Narayana, Elias, & Pati, 2014). This production 
waste is difficult to recycle and dispose of because of the nature of pharmaceutical 
products (Narayana et al., 2014). This means that GSCM initiatives are difficult to 
implement and maintain in this industry.

Against this background, the aim of this study was to:

1.  Identify external and internal factors affecting GSCM initiatives in a 
pharmaceutical supply chain at a leading pharmaceutical manufacturer in 
Durban, South Africa.

2.  Provide insight into the measures this manufacturer has in place to improve 
the adoption of GSCM initiatives in their planning, procurement and logistics 
departments.
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Studies that identify the external and internal factors affecting GSCM initiatives 
within the South African pharmaceutical manufacturing industry are limited. 
Therefore, the findings and recommendations of this study contribute to the existing 
body of knowledge by providing new insights in the field of GSCM. Moreover, the 
implementation of the proposed recommendations could assist other pharmaceutical 
manufacturers to improve the adoption of GSCM initiatives. This would enable 
them to contribute positively towards the sustainability of the natural environment.

The chapter consists of five parts. The first part provides the introduction 
and background to this study. Next is a review of theory relevant to the research, 
followed by an explanation of the research methodology. The fourth part presents 
the results and the findings and explanation thereof, and the chapter concludes with 
recommendations and concluding remarks.

THEORETICAL REVIEW

The theoretical review provides a brief insight into the South African pharmaceutical 
industry, GSCM initiatives and the factors affecting GSCM initiatives.

The South African Pharmaceutical Industry

The pharmaceutical industry is a high-risk but high-profit generating industry (Angell, 
2004). In South Africa, it plays a key role in society as it supplies high-demand 
medication to combat epidemics such as tuberculosis, the Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus, and the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. With a total revenue in the 
2008/2009 financial year of 36.1 billion rand, the industry contributed 1.58% of 
South Africa’s total GDP (Health24, 2013). The South African health care industry 
is split into the private and public sector. It is estimated that 16% of South Africa’s 
population receives health care from the private sector, with the remaining 84% 
using public sector services (Minnie, 2015). South Africans spend approximately 
1.9% of their household expenditure on pharmaceutical and medical products 
Health24, 2013). Pharmaceutical companies cater for the needs of both the public 
and private sector.

Green Supply Chain Management

GSCM has emerged as an important practice for global businesses that are aiming 
to achieve sustainable profitability and increased market share by improving their 
environmental performance (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012; Testa & Iraldo, 2010; 
Zhu, Sarkis, & Lai, 2008). Diminishing resources, increases in natural disasters, and 
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carbon emissions that arise from supply chain activities give rise to environmental 
problems. Acid rain and global warming are just two of the factors that have forced 
businesses to examine the need to improve their environmental sustainability (Kumar 
& Chandrakar, 2012; Zhu et al., 2007). The motivation for such businesses to adopt 
GSCM may be ethical and/or commercial. Despite the growing implementation of 
GSCM and its benefits, many factors still hinder the adoption of GSCM initiatives 
by businesses (Testa & Iraldo, 2010).

The term “going green” means to incorporate environmentally friendly practices 
into a business function. The aim is to improve the sustainability of the environment 
through practices that have a reduced negative effect on climate and the environment as 
a whole (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). Going green can be viewed as a strategic shift 
for an organisation to improve pollution control and/or avoid pollution (Griskevicius 
et al., 2010). Going green can also be defined as the development of environmentally 
friendly products, services, and business processes that reduce a business’s overall 
negative impact on the environment (Green, Zelbst, Meacham, & Bhadauria, 2012).

The concept of GSCM appeared in the late 1990s. It involves the monitoring of 
environmental management programmes and the incorporation of green practices 
such as the recycling, remanufacturing and reverse logistics, as well as other green 
innovations within a business’s supply chain (Dhull & Narwal, 2016; Mugabe, 2013). 
GSCM involves a set of environmental initiatives that enforce the improvement of 
environmental practices between businesses operating within the same supply chain. 
In order to reduce challenges facing the environment such as pollution reduction and 
energy conservation, successful greening of the supply chain depends on the balancing 
of marketing performance with environmental issues (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). 
Darnall, Jolley and Handfield (2008) posit that GSCM extends throughout the value 
chain from the supplier to the buyer. It begins at the product design phase, extending 
to the end of the useful life of the product and finally to the product disposal or 
recycling phase. Thus, it takes into consideration the environmental impact at each 
step of the supply chain (Dhull & Narwal, 2016; Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012).

Green Supply Chain Management Initiatives

Some of the most common GSCM initiatives are (1) green purchasing, (2) green 
production, (3) reverse logistics, (4) green transportation and distribution and (5) 
green packaging (Attar, Gilaninia, & Homayounfar, 2016). These initiatives are 
explained below:
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Green Procurement

Appolloni, Sun, Jia and Li (2014, p. 3) define green procurement as “the set of 
purchasing policies, relationships and actions taken in response to environmental 
concerns”. In short, green procurement can be described as a procurement practice 
that includes environmental considerations (Green et al., 2012). One of the most 
common types of green procurement is the buying of eco-labelled and environmentally 
friendly products and materials, as the negative impact of these products on the 
environment is lower than that of standard products. According to Welter (2012), 
green procurement affects two key aspects in a pharmaceutical company, namely, 
(1) corporate social responsibility, and (2) the carbon footprint of pharmaceutical 
products.

• Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): Is a business’s social responsibility 
to give back to the community and environment, to maintain human rights, 
and to treat its employees fairly and equitably (Servaes & Tamayo, 2013). A 
CSR programme entails a business giving some of its resources to reduce 
some social or environmental impact (Isaksson, Kiessling, & Harvey, 2014). 
Even though CSR does not generate a profit, it has benefits such as improving 
public image of a business (Isaksson et al., 2014).

• The Carbon Footprint: Is the quantity of carbon emissions that is produced 
throughout the lifecycle of the product (Trappey, Trappey, Hsiao, Ou, & 
Chang, 2012). The carbon footprint concept was developed to measure the 
impact that a product, service or business has on climate change (Scipioni, 
Manzardo, Mazzi & Mastrobuono, 2012).

Green Production

Green production is production that incorporates environmental sustainability and 
reduces the impact that the manufacture of the product has on the environment 
(Sheldon, 2014). Within the pharmaceutical industry, there are two commonly 
used methods that are used to ensure green production, namely, (1) the use of green 
technology, and (2) green chemistry (Boltic et al., 2013; Sheldon, 2014).

• Green technology is the use of technology to reduce the pollution that is 
generally created through production (Boltic et al., 2013). The aim of 
this technology is to improve the efficiency of production whilst using 
fewer resources, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and minimising the 
degradation of the environment (Ng, Yew, Basiron, & Sundram, 2011).
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• Green chemistry is the efficient use of raw materials, preferably renewable 
materials, the elimination of waste, and the avoidance of hazardous solvents 
and reagents in the manufacturing of chemical products (Sheldon, 2014).

Reverse Logistics

Reverse logistics is the reverse flow of waste and products back into a business for 
reuse or disposal (Ivona, Novačko, & Ogrizović, 2014). Reverse logistics is the 
aspect of logistics that deals with product returns, recycling, waste disposal, re-use of 
materials, remanufacturing, and repair (Wright, Richey, Tokman, & Palmer, 2011). 
Pharmaceutical manufacturers generally produce high value chemicals that require 
effective reverse logistics management, particularly when expired and recalled stock 
is involved (Narayana et al., 2014). This is because the chemicals used in medication 
are destructive to the environment if they are exposed to water systems, such as 
rivers (Jones, Voulvoulis, & Lester, 2001). Since the pharmaceutical industry has a 
high waste to product ratio, it requires efficient reverse logistics systems that can be 
used to minimise or mitigate the damage done to the environment by the disposal 
of waste and expired medicines (Narayana et al., 2014).

Green Transport and Distribution

Green transport and distribution is the use of environmentally friendly transportation 
or transportation that has a reduced impact on the environment rather than standard 
transport methods (Ubeda, Arcelus, & Faulin, 2011). An example is the movement 
towards environmentally friendly fuels and other more efficient methods of transport 
(Demir, Bektaş, & Laporte, 2014). Green transportation and distribution reduces the 
overall carbon footprint of a business and a product and improves its environmental 
performance (Zhang, Methipara, & Lu, 2011).

Green Packaging

Green packaging is important in any green strategy as packaging is one of the main 
causes of land pollution (Zsidisin & Siferd, 2001). Kümmerer (2010) identifies the 
following methods that can be used to implement green packaging initiatives:

• Resource reduction strategies entail the use of less packaging per product and 
thereby reduces the amount of resources used and the pollution caused by 
their disposal (Zsidisin & Siferd, 2001).
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• Recycling of packaging that has been used and is to be disposed of together 
with the packaging waste generated during production reduces pollution 
(Zsidisin & Siferd, 2001).

Green packaging in the pharmaceutical industry is critical as pharmaceutical 
products are highly sensitive and can be compromised by environmental factors 
such as heat and micro-organisms (Kümmerer, 2010).

Key Factors That Affect Green Supply 
Chain Management Initiatives

In order to implement and maintain GSCM within a business, it is key that the 
factors that affect GSCM initiatives are identified (Dhull & Narwal, 2016). These 
factors can be categorised into external and internal factors. External factors can 
be defined as those that operate in the macro environment and internal factors as 
those that operate within the micro environment.

External Factors

Government and Policy Regulation

Globally, policy regulations and laws have been implemented by governments to 
address factors that have contributed to pollution (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012) and 
ultimately the degradation of the environment (Lee & Klassen, 2008, p. 575). These 
problems have led to climate change, irregular weather patterns, and water scarcity. 
The aim of policy regulations and laws is to minimise these negative impacts (Kumar 
& Chandrakar, 2012)

Government and policy regulations impact on GSCM initiatives as they force 
businesses to meet government targets and, if they do not, in many cases they are 
penalised (Lee & Klassen, 2008). Diabat and Govindan (2011) stress that in the 
area of environmental sustainability, most businesses will not spend more than is 
required to maximise their economic goals Therefore, a lack of government and 
policy regulations negatively affects GSCM initiatives (Khiewnavawongsa & Schmidt, 
2013). Government and policy regulations also impact significantly on the reverse 
logistics component of a business’s supply chain as the disposal and reuse of products 
after its life cycle is monitored (Sheu, Chou, & Hu, 2005). In other words, because 
of policy regulations, sustainability becomes a matter of law rather than of choice 
(Diabat & Govindan, 2011; Lee & Klassen, 2008).
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Inbound Logistics

Wu and Dunn (1995) define inbound logistics as the upstream activities linked to the 
receiving and storage of goods within a business. Inbound logistics include activities 
such as supplier management, inventory management, and green purchasing (Sellitto, 
Bittencourt, & Reckziegel, 2015). These activities are dependent on external factors 
that fall outside of the authority of the business and are focussed on the inwards 
movement of goods and services into the business (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). 
However, a business can adopt methods to influence upstream factors. Some of 
these methods include:

• Making it a requirement that all suppliers are ISO14001 accredited (Kumar 
& Chandrakar, 2012).

• Conducting audits of suppliers’ environmental processes (Kumar & 
Chandrakar, 2012).

• Coordinating and incorporating suppliers into the environmental initiatives 
of a business, such as GSCM (Kamal & Fernando, 2015).

• Ensuring that the design specifications for products purchased include 
environmental requirements and standards (Dhull & Narwal, 2016).

Outbound Logistics

Huynh (2013) defines outbound logistics as the downstream movement of the finished 
goods from the business to the point of its consumption. Outbound logistics includes 
activities such as the physical distribution of finished goods and some components 
of marketing (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). Outbound logistics is an important 
downstream factor, which impacts on GSCM initiatives as the activities of logistics 
produce significant amounts of carbon dioxide (Huynh, 2013).

Competitors

While consumers are becoming more and more sensitive to environmental issues, 
price sensitivity is also a key factor (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). Consequently, 
globally many businesses focus on improving their environmental performance in 
order to gain a competitive advantage over their competitors (Diabat & Govindan, 
2011). However, other competitors focus only on cost reduction and the production 
of cheaper products, which makes it difficult for those businesses that focus on 
environmental initiatives to compete (Dhull & Narwal, 2016). This means that 
cost pressures from competitors’ pricing can deter some businesses from adopting 
GSCM initiatives.
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Suppliers

Suppliers may impact on the GSCM initiatives of a business. For this reason, 
suppliers should be environmentally compliant by owning and administering a 
certified environmental management system (Diabat & Govindan, 2011). For 
example, if suppliers are environmentally compliant, a business can implement 
green procurement (Zhu, Sarkis & Lai, 2005). Green procurement is a term used to 
identify the purchasing of goods from environmentally responsible sources (Walker 
& Brammer, 2009, p. 128). Such policies and practices would mean that businesses 
could provide design specifications to suppliers in order for these suppliers to build 
sustainability into their products (Zhu et al., 2005). However, suppliers could oppose 
environmental collaboration, and this misalignment of goals would be detrimental 
to GSCM initiatives (Diabat & Govindan, 2011).

Social Responsibility

Various businesses such as Hewlett-Packard posit that it is necessary to give back 
to the community and society through creating social responsibility programmes 
(Darnall et al., 2008). A social responsibility focus may drive GSCM initiatives, as 
businesses tend to focus on what is most important in their community. Conversely, 
GSCM initiatives may not be a focus area in some communities (Van Rensburg, 2015).

Internal Factors

Management Support and Commitment

The commitment and support of management is a crucial factor in the adoption of 
any new GSCM initiatives (Lee & Klassen, 2008). Such support and commitment, 
or the lack thereof, can have a positive or negative effect on the GSCM initiatives 
(Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). Support and commitment from management will 
motivate employees and thus align business goals with sustainable initiatives (Dhull 
& Narwal, 2016). A lack of management support, on the other hand, is likely to 
cause employees to be disinterested or apathetic and result in GSCM initiatives 
failing at the initial stage of introduction (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). Figure 1 
illustrates the importance of the support and commitment of management when 
implementing new initiatives.

The commitment and support of top management (Figure 1) is vital for the 
successful implementation of all new initiatives, and particularly for GSCM initiatives 
(Diabat & Govindan, 2011). Further, as GSCM initiatives affect the business as a 
whole, the support of middle management is also vital.
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Organisational Structure and Strategy

Organisational structure and strategy can be a positive or negative factor impacting 
on GSCM initiatives. The ability of a business’ strategy to achieve its goals and 
objectives is dependent on a business’s capability (Lee & Klassen, 2008). If strategies 
are put in place to take a proactive stand to sustainability, they will have a positive 
impact on GSCM initiatives (Lee & Klassen, 2008). The overall organisational 
structure of businesses can also impact on GSCM initiatives as it will determine 
whether GSCM initiatives are viable or not (Zhu et al., 2005). However, as the 
carbon footprint of some businesses is very small they cannot use GSCM initiatives 
(Lee & Klassen, 2009).

Organisational Learning

Organisational learning can be defined as the developed capabilities and intelligence 
that a business and its employees develop over time (Wood & Reynolds, 2013). 
While the successful implementation of a business’s strategies, including sustainable 
initiatives, are dependent on effective deployment, development and maintenance 
of capabilities and resources take time (Wood & Reynolds, 2013). Organisational 
learning is important for continuous improvement of initiatives and better use of 
business resources (Dalkir, 2005). As a result, organisational learning can be used 
as a tool to facilitate initiatives such as Environmental Systems Management, ISO 
14001, and GSCM initiatives. Organisational learning assists businesses to develop 
new routines and processes and helps them to identify inefficiencies in current 
processes and to eliminate these inefficiencies through improved processes (Kumar 
& Chandrakar, 2012).

Figure 1. The impact of management commitment on new initiatives
Source: Kumar and Chandrakar (2012, p. 4)
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Eco-Design

The initial focus of eco-design was on improving a business’s products and processes 
so as to reduce environmental costs. Today, eco-design involves factors outside of 
the direct control of a business such as relationships with suppliers, recyclers, and 
consumers (Green et al., 2012). Kumar and Chandrakar (2012) observe that, for 
eco-design to be successful, there must be good internal cross-functional cooperation 
between business units and the external partners that form the supply chain. As proof 
of this, we know that the Environmental Protection Agency in the U.S and Chinese 
businesses use eco-design as a core aspect of their environmental sustainability 
initiatives (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012; Zhu et al., 2005).

Investment Recovery

Investment recovery from a sustainability viewpoint can be defined as a business’s 
strategic use of recycling, reverse logistics, and redeployment to gain greater value 
from its inputs (Kumar & Chandrakar, 2012). The aim of investment recovery is 
to convert assets, such as obsolete assets, excess materials, waste, and by-products, 
into income for the business (Zhu et al., 2005; Zsidisin & Siferd, 2001). Investment 
recovery can be achieved through the sale of obsolete assets, redeploying unused 
assets to other corporate locations, and making better use of storage space (Kumar 
& Chandrakar, 2012). Investment recovery is also an essential component of reverse 
logistics – recycling, re-use, reduced use, and remanufacturing – a key aspect of 
GSCM (Green et al., 2012; Narayana et al., 2014).

Cost

Cost is one of the factors that affects GSCM initiatives (Lee & Klassen, 2008). 
GSCM initiatives can increase or decrease the cost structure of a business (Diabat & 
Govindan, 2011). For example, some businesses are concerned about the financial 
implications of GSCM initiatives as these may reduce their bottom line. Thus, 
cost implications can be a deterrent to the implementation of GSCM initiatives 
(Khiewnavawongsa & Schmidt, 2013). Such implications would include aspects 
such as product cost price, raw material cost price, and investment cost. It must 
be noted that environmentally friendly goods and packaging are often costlier. In 
addition, other determinants that impact on the costs of operations and the cost of 
investment come about through changes in the operation, training costs, and the 
redesigning of processes. On the other hand, businesses can reduce costs through 
reducing waste fees, reducing government regulatory costs, and reducing energy 
consumption (Zhu et al., 2005).
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Reverse Logistics

Reverse logistics is a key factor in GSCM as it closes the “loop” at the end of a 
product’s lifecycle (Zhu et al, 2008). Reverse logistics can be defined as the disposal 
and recovery of raw materials, work-in-process, final products, and information 
(Jumadi & Zailani, 2010). Reverse logistics is essential for processes such as recycling, 
refurbishing, reducing, re-using, and remanufacturing (Choudhary & Seth, 2011). 
However, as logistics is a costly function, many businesses chose to outsource this 
function (Jumadi & Zailani, 2010). In the pharmaceutical industry, one of the main 
environmental hazards is the waste from production and consumption, and thus 
reverse logistics plays a crucial role by eliminating waste (Narayana et al., 2014).

Figure 2 summarises the factors that affect GSCM initiatives. These factors form 
the foundation that guided this study and were used to identify the key factors that 
affect GSCM initiatives at Pharma X.

The list of factors presented in figure 2 is not exhaustive. For example, factors 
affecting GSCM initiatives at pharmaceutical companies can change, depending on 
many variables such as geographic location and the current and future state of the 
economy (Rossetti, Handfield, & Dooley, 2011).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A single case study approach for this study was adopted in order to identify the 
factors that inhibit GSCM initiatives in a pharmaceutical supply chain at a leading 
pharmaceutical manufacturer (hereinafter referred to as Pharma X). Pharma X is 
located in Durban, South Africa. Furthermore, the study provides insight into the 
measures this manufacturer has in place to improve the adoption of these initiatives 
in their planning, procurement and logistics department. Case-study research is 
descriptive and exploratory and represents the perspective views of participants about 

Figure 2. Factors affecting GSCM initiatives
Source: Adapted from Kumar and Chandrakar (2012, pp. 3-4)
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a specific object, individuals, or particular situations (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 
2016; Yin, 2014). This approach is appropriate in order to provide a deeper insight 
into the business as well as to identify the factors that Pharma X experiences in 
expediting their GSCM initiatives. However, as stated by Yin (2014), causal links 
in case-study research are often difficult to test, and generalisations cannot always 
be made from single case studies.

The target population for this study was the SCM staff at the Pharma X Durban 
branch. The Durban branch was selected as the study site as it is one of the key 
manufacturing pharmaceutical plants in South Africa. A non-probability purposive 
judgement sampling technique was used to select the participants, who are supply 
chain staff members from three departments, namely planning, procurement, and 
logistics. Nine staff members across the three operational areas participated in the 
study. Table 1 presents the breakdown of the participants.

During the course of the study, Guba’s model of trustworthiness, namely credibility, 
dependability, transferability, and conformability were maintained. Credibility was 
achieved as the purposive sample included only individuals with expert knowledge, 
who could contribute meaningful information to the study. Dependability ensures that 
the study is reliable, and credibility cannot be achieved without dependability (Polit 
& Beck, 2008:539). To ensure dependability, the mixed approach was followed in 
that data was collected from various secondary data sources and through conducting 
interviews with participants. Transferability was achieved with detailed descriptions 
of the research design, implementation, and data-collection process.

The interviews were conducted by one of the authors of this chapter, using a semi-
structured interview guide. The interview guide consisted of open-ended questions 
and was pre-tested to ensure that the questions were clear and unambiguous. The 
participants were given the opportunity to ask questions and seek clarity before 
responding. Therefore, consistency and accuracy were maintained during the 
interviews, which contributed to the trustworthiness of the results of the study.

In order to ensure reliability, the interviews were recorded by means of handwritten 
notes and by audio recording. Permission to use a voice recorder was granted by 
the participants. The recordings were transcribed with the assistance of a Windows 

Table 1. List of participants included in this study

Department Number of Participants

Planning 1

Procurement 5

Logistics 3

Total 9
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programme known as “Listen N Write” and then checked against the voice recordings 
for accuracy, with any transcription errors being corrected.

The qualitative data was analysed using content analysis. Content analysis consists 
of identifying themes and key words in the recording of the interview (Saunders et al, 
2016). It is used to “see the meaning” in data obtained from verbal dialogue, visual 
depictions, and written documents (Krippendorf, 2012). The transcribed data was 
categorised according to the relevant departments, that is planning, procurement, 
and logistics, and were then reviewed to identify key words, concepts, sentences, 
and related themes.

RESULTS AND EXPLANATION OF THE FINDINGS

The results and explanation of the findings are presented according to the purpose 
and objectives of this study, which are to identify the factors that inhibit GSCM 
initiatives in a pharmaceutical supply chain at Pharma X and to provide insight into 
the measures PharmaX has in place to improve the adoption of the GSCM initiatives 
in their planning, procurement, and logistics department.

Profile of Respondents

Table 2 presents the profile of the participants who took part in this study.

Table 2. Profile of the participants

Participant 
(N=9) Position Department Years in 

company
Highest level of 

education

Number of 
employees in 
department

Participant 1 Buyer Procurement 11 Matric 5

Participant 2 Team Leader Warehouse 1 Diploma 23

Participant 3 Team Leader Warehouse and 
planning 1 Undergraduate 

Degree 23

Participant 4 Senior Buyer Procurement 4 Diploma 5

Participant 5 Buyer Procurement 7 Matric 5

Participant 6 Junior Buyer Procurement 2 Undergraduate 
Degree 5

Participant 7 Warehouse 
Manager Warehouse 5 Diploma 22

Participant 8 Buyer Procurement 10 Diploma 7

Participant 9 Team Leader Warehouse 12 Matric 23
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Factors Affecting GSCM Initiatives at Pharma X

This section presents the factors that affect GSCM initiatives at Pharma X. The 
results are tabulated in Table 3. Only the factors that inhibit GSCM initiatives at 
Pharma X are dealt with.

External Factors

Government Legislation

From Table 3, it is clear that all participants indicated that government legislation 
has impacted on GSCM initiatives at Pharma X. Seven of the participants noted that 
government legislation has a positive effect on GSCM, whereas three participants 
believed that it had a negative effect. One participant stated that it has both a positive 
and negative effect on GSCM, noting that a lack of government legislation relative 

Table 3. Factors affecting GSCM initiatives at Pharma X

Factors How factors affect Pharma X*

Yes 
N=9 Positive Negative

External Factors

1. Government legislation 9 7 3

2. Logistics 3 2 -

3. Competition 1 1 -

4. Social 1 1 -

Internal Factors

1. Cost 9 7 5

2.. Organisational structure and strategy 8 7 1

3. Management support and commitment 7 7 -

4. Investment recovery 5 5 2

5. Organisational learning 2 2 -

6. Reverse logistics 1 - 1

Other Factors

1. Lack of manpower 1 - 1

2. Lack of awareness 1 - 1

* The frequencies do not equal the number of participants (n) due to multiple responses being possible from 
each participant.
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to green initiatives would negatively impact on GSCM initiatives. The participants 
stated:

It has a positive impact because it forces all companies to implement green into 
their company. Pharma X does a lot of green things, but other companies aren’t 
like that. So, it’s essential, I think. (Participant 2)

It has a positive effect on us because it gives us guidelines to GSCM. Without it 
we would have to define our own ways to go green things like that. (Participant 1)

Negative effect because of the lack of government encouragement and policy on green 
initiatives. Also, the actual policing of those things, so whether we have the policy 
and the legislation in place, how do we police it effectively and ensure that people 
are actually following it. We should have professionals that are in those positions 
not just anybody, understand the policy and legislation and they must know each 
company’s impact on it. They must be able to enforce those rules and regulations, 
not just having that on paper. (Participant 7)

These statements are in line with the comments made by Dhull and Narwal (2016), 
Diabat and Govindan (2011), and Khiewnavawongsa and Schmidt (2013), namely, 
that government regulations have a considerable impact on GSCM initiatives. These 
authors are of the opinion that a lack of government regulation would negatively 
impact on GSCM initiatives, as it is a key driver of GSCM initiatives.

Internal Factors

Cost

All participants identified cost as factor that affects GSCM initiatives at Pharma 
X. The findings revealed that cost can have either a positive or negative affect on 
GSCM initiatives. The participants stated:

It will affect prices, but I mean if it’s expensive it will be negative. If it saves money 
it will be positive. So, it can be either. (Participant 3)

Yes, the company might implement it, if its cost is low. But if the cost is high, then 
they won’t do it. So, cost is very important. (Participant 9)
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It is definitely a big positive factor, we save money, so it drives us more towards green 
practices like GSCM. Without it, the only benefit would be saving the environment 
and it wouldn’t be driven as much overall. (Participant 1)

These statements are in line with those by Diabat and Govindan (2011), 
Khiewnavawongsa and Schmidt (2013), Lee and Klassen (2008), and Zhu et al. 
(2005), who posit that GSCM initiatives can increase or decrease cost structure of a 
business. Businesses can also reduce costs through reducing waste fees, government 
regulation costs, and reduced energy consumption.

Organisation Structure and Strategy

Eight participants identified organisational structure and strategy as a factor affecting 
GSCM. Seven participants indicated that organisational structure and strategy have 
a positive impact, and one indicated that they have a negative impact on GSCM 
initiatives. The participants stated:

It does because we are always trying to improve green in the company like with 
Sean’s idea, it comes from management support, so we focus on green where we 
can. So, it is positive overall. (Participant 1)

The structure will help us because you can communicate ideas to them. (Participant 9)

They do support it and it does have a positive effect overall. Pharma X will implement 
GSCM initiatives. (Participant 5)

Right now, if we look at Pharma X’s organisational structure we have a Safety 
Health Environment Risk & Quality Manager in place, so there is a focus on that 
perspective and Pharma X, looks at basically Environment health and safety, from 
a very serious light and we don’t joke about it. We are very serious about it and 
it’s not just seen as just we meet every month and we have stats being presented, 
we look at it from the point of view as, so what can we always do better and that is 
always recorded, as what are we going to look at next. So, it has a positive effect 
on us. (Participant 7)

These responses are in line with observations by Lee and Klassen (2008) and 
Zhu et al. (2005) that organisational structure and strategy can be either a driver or 
an inhibitor of GSCM initiatives. In addition, the overall organisational structure 
of businesses can affect GSCM initiatives, as it will determine whether GSCM 
initiatives are viable or not.
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Investment Recovery

Five participants indicated that investment recovery is a factor that affects GSCM. 
Whilst all participants identified it as a positive factor, one participant identified it 
as both a positive and negative factor. The participants stated:

I guess it affects green positively especially here because it helps us save money 
like with reduced waste so we get more recovery of investment, so it is positive. 
(Participant 2)

In our case I would say it has a positive effect because we get more for what we 
put in, like with using the bio-degradable board, we save money and we help the 
environment. (Participant 1)

For example, to increase our bay size will be beneficial because we can offload 
closer to the building and the hyster will require less movement and it uses a lot of 
diesel. But it will cost a lot and you can’t see returns so it hasn’t been implemented. 
(Participant 7)

These findings are in line with those by Green et al. (2012), Kumar and Chandrakar 
(2012), Narayana et al. (2014), and Zhu et al. (2005), who note that the strategic use 
of sustainability techniques (such as recycling, reverse logistics, and redeployment) 
allows for a business to recover its investment in these techniques by obtaining 
increased value from inputs such as materials and assets.

Reverse Logistics

One participant identified reverse logistics as a negative factor affecting GSCM at 
Pharma X. This participant remarked:

Overall it will save the company money because I mean you are recycling material and 
getting refunded in a way because it will help the bottom line and the environment. But 
in this business, it’s negative, because the material can’t be reused most of the time.

This aligns with comments made by Choudhary and Seth (2011), Jumadi and 
Zailani (2010), and Narayana et al. (2014:381), who note that while reverse logistics 
is essential for processes such as recycling, refurbishing, re-use, and remanufacturing, 
it can have a negative effect in the pharmaceutical industry. In the pharmaceutical 
industry, one of the main environmental hazards is the waste from production and 
consumption, which is difficult to recycle and reuse.
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Other Factors Affecting GSCM at Pharma X

Two other factors were identified by the participants (Table 3) that were not listed 
as factors affecting GSCM initiatives in the interview guide. These two factors, 
identified by two participants (one each), are lack of manpower and lack of awareness.

Lack of Manpower

The participant who identified lack of manpower as a negative factor impacting on 
Pharma X’s GSCM initiatives stated:

The other factor is time and the short hours we work – we run a 24-hour factory. We 
need more people. When the business expands it becomes more strenuous because 
we need more people, but none are given to us. So, we can’t do too many initiatives.

Lack of Awareness

The participant who identified lack of awareness as a factor negatively impacting 
on Pharma X’s GSCM initiatives stated:

I think awareness would be the most critical thing. Within the organisation I think 
they are, but remember we are not all working in an environment where we can sort 
of drive this thing, but getting people to come and drive it and sort of communicate 
it to everyone at the facility, I think that would give others that are not working in 
that particular environment more understanding and more sort of initiative to go 
with this concept.

Processes That Pharma X Has in Place to Improve 
the Adoption of the GSCM Initiatives

The findings in Table 3 reveal that there are more positive than negative factors 
affecting GSCM. The aim of this section was to present the processes Pharma X has 
in place to improve the adoption of GSCM initiatives. These are presented in Table 4.

From the results gathered from the participants (Table 4), it was found that only 
four participants stated that Pharma X has processes to improve the adoption of 
GSCM initiatives.

One participant remarked that Pharma X does not have processes in improve the 
adoption of the initiatives, whilst three were unsure whether they had such process.

I’m not sure though, I must be honest. (Participant 5)
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Not that I can see. (Participant 9)

No, I don’t think we have any in place, as far as I know. (Participant 3)

However, other participants said:

Definitely, our policies and procedures are great drivers of consciousness when 
it comes to those things and doing it right always, and it is self-policed. Not right 
now I think whatever we’ve talked about, we’ve rolled out, but it doesn’t stop us 
from thinking more, just that currently our focus is a bit different. (Participant 7)

Yes, definitely because as a buyer in the procurement department my objective is 
always to look for alternate suppliers who are cheaper and who are of the same quality 
of the materials so we can also mitigate that cost factor by looking for suppliers 
that can mitigate that cost factor and provide that same grade of materials, also by 
buying in bulk quantities we can reduce cost, so cost is not a problem in that area. 
And also, by negotiating with suppliers on a monthly basis to get best price out of 
them, without reducing the quality of the product. (Participant 6)

From the results, it can be concluded that the participants of this study are not sure 
whether Pharma X has procedures to improve the adoption of GSCM initiatives. That 
does not mean that the company does not have any in place but that the participants 
may not be aware of them.

Table 4. Process to improve the GSCM initiatives

Participant Processes Pharma X has in place to overcome the factors that inhibit their 
GSCM initiatives

Participant 1 Not sure

Participant 2 Improving consolidation 
Reverse logistics

Participant 3 Not sure

Participant 4 Reduction of cost

Participant 5 Not sure

Participant 6 Reduction of cost

Participant 7 Policies and procedures as drivers of GSCM

Participant 8 Not sure

Participant 9 No
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that Pharma X focus on improving their adoption of GSCM 
initiatives. Successful implementation of GSCM calls for collaboration between 
all stakeholders in the supply chain and the government.

• Government Legislation: This presents the regulations and rules set forth 
by the government sector to reduce environment degradation through the 
reduction of greenhouse gases and carbon emissions (Kumar & Chandrakar, 
2012). Government should engage with industry to find ways of expediting 
GSCM projects, such as offering more incentives. The benefits of expediting 
GSCM for both government and industry would be reduced greenhouse 
gases, carbon emissions, reduced waste, reduced reliance on energy sources, 
lower production costs, and a sustainable South African industry sector.

• Cost: One way to reduce cost implications is through improving the initial 
design of the product, waste recycling, green manufacturing, and green 
logistics. For example, products should be designed to ensure reliability and 
durability and to be easy to assemble, distribute, and dispose of. Harmful 
processes in the manufacturing process should be eliminated, and the product 
must always meet customer requirements.

• Environmental Technologies: It is also recommended that environmental 
technologies are used. These green technologies consist of machinery that 
operates in the same way as normal machinery and is commonly used in the 
package printing industry, but which reduces carbon emissions (Vachon & 
Klassen, 2006).

• Organisational Structure and Strategy: These are key for the successful 
implementation of GSCM. Consequently, top management has to offer support 
and resources for efficient implementation. Kumar and Chandrakar (2012) 
posit that the use of dedicated champions is important in improving support 
and commitment in a business, since a lack of support and commitment at the 
initial stages is recognised as one of causes of failure of a business’s GSCM 
initiatives. These champions can play a key role in an organisational cultural 
shift and can educate staff on the purpose and benefits of GSCM initiatives. 
This would deal with the lack of awareness factor.

• Customers: A study conducted by Griskevicius et al. (2010) found that the 
current generation of consumers prefer green products to normal products. 
Consequently, making consumers aware of green initiatives could improve 
the return on investment of a business, as it would impact on their buying 
preferences and loyalty.
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LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study is not without its limitations. These are as follows:

• The study is limited to three departments within Pharma X, and therefore 
results do not provide a holistic view of the entire organisation.

• The results cannot be generalised to other companies in the pharmaceutical 
industry as they are unique to Pharma X.

The true impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution on sustainability and 
environmental issues will only be seen in the future (Szegedi et al., 2017). In the 
meantime, further and ongoing research will be required in GSCM. Possible areas 
for future research include the following:

• While this study was specific to Pharma X, future research could focus on 
identifying whether the factors identified in the study are prevalent throughout 
the pharmaceutical industry.

• It may be that the factors affecting GSCM initiatives vary between businesses. 
Hence future research could focus on improving the adoption of GSCM 
initiatives.

• Research could focus on the relationship between GSCM factors and the 
practices of the pharmaceutical industry.

CONCLUSION

The study identified factors that affect GSCM initiatives at Pharma X and the 
measures it has in place to improve the adoption of these initiatives in their planning, 
procurement, and logistics department. In addressing the objectives of this study, 
semi-structured interviews were carried out with nine participants at Pharma X. The 
interview guide consisted of open-ended questions that were formulated from the 
literature review. The literature review focused on two key areas that pertain to the 
study, firstly, GSCM and the pharmaceutical industry, and secondly, other essential 
information that laid the foundation for the study.

The study is qualitative and face-to-face semi-structured in-depth interviews were 
conducted to gather empirical data. This data was analysed, and the results were 
tabulated and presented. The findings identified various factors affecting GSCM 
initiatives such as high costs, lack of government support, and pressure to reduce 
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selling prices at the company that was studied; processes used by the company to 
overcome these factors were also identified.

The value of this study is that, since a limited number of studies have been 
conducted on the factors affecting green supply chain management initiatives within 
the South African pharmaceutical sector, the findings and recommendations here 
contribute to the existing body of research knowledge by providing new insights 
in the field of GSCM. Through this study, the factors affecting GSCM initiatives 
at Pharma X have been identified as well as the procedures that have been put in 
place to overcome the negative factors. Managers should be aware of the pressure 
that drives companies to implement GSCM initiatives and what the factors are that 
affect such initiatives. Being better informed about these factors and making good 
decisions in determining GSCM initiatives will lead to better results and improve 
shareholder returns.
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